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Important User Information
Read this document and the documents listed in the additional resources section about installation, configuration, and 
operation of this equipment before you install, configure, operate, or maintain this product. Users are required to 
familiarize themselves with installation and wiring instructions in addition to requirements of all applicable codes, laws, 
and standards.

Activities including installation, adjustments, putting into service, use, assembly, disassembly, and maintenance are 
required to be carried out by suitably trained personnel in accordance with applicable code of practice.

If this equipment is used in a manner not specified by the manufacturer, the protection provided by the equipment may 
be impaired.

In no event will Rockwell Automation, Inc. be responsible or liable for indirect or consequential damages resulting from 
the use or application of this equipment.

The examples and diagrams in this manual are included solely for illustrative purposes. Because of the many variables and 
requirements associated with any particular installation, Rockwell Automation, Inc. cannot assume responsibility or 
liability for actual use based on the examples and diagrams.

No patent liability is assumed by Rockwell Automation, Inc. with respect to use of information, circuits, equipment, or 
software described in this manual.

Reproduction of the contents of this manual, in whole or in part, without written permission of Rockwell Automation, 
Inc., is prohibited

Throughout this manual, when necessary, we use notes to make you aware of safety considerations.

Labels may also be on or inside the equipment to provide specific precautions.  

WARNING: Identifies information about practices or circumstances that can cause an 
explosion in a hazardous environment, which may lead to personal injury or death, property 
damage, or economic loss.

ATTENTION: Identifies information about practices or circumstances that can lead to 
personal injury or death, property damage, or economic loss. Attentions help you identify a 
hazard, avoid a hazard, and recognize the consequence.

IMPORTANT Identifies information that is critical for successful application and understanding of the product.

SHOCK HAZARD: Labels may be on or inside the equipment, for example, a drive or 
motor, to alert people that dangerous voltage may be present.

BURN HAZARD: Labels may be on or inside the equipment, for example, a drive or motor, 
to alert people that surfaces may reach dangerous temperatures.

ARC FLASH HAZARD:  Labels may be on or inside the equipment, for example, a motor 
control center, to alert people to potential Arc Flash. Arc Flash will cause severe injury or 
death. Wear proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Follow ALL Regulatory 
requirements for safe work practices and for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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Preface

This document helps you select the logic that is contained in Add-On 
Instructions that comprise the volume of Rockwell Automation® Library of 
Process Objects. Sections are divided into classifications that are based on what 
criteria the Add-On Instructions control and monitor, such as motors. Each 
section features a table with a brief description of each Add-On Instruction and 
when to use and when not to use the instruction for your project.

This document is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your 
reference, the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family 
are attached to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access 
the Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments.

The visualization files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are 
contained in publication PROCES-RM014.

Figure 1 - PlantPAx System Implementation and Documentation Strategy

• Define and Procure – Helps you understand the elements of the 
PlantPAx® system to make sure that you buy the proper components.

• Install – Provides direction on how to install the PlantPAx system.
• Prep – Provides guidance on how to get started before you develop your 

application.
• Develop – Describes the actions and libraries necessary to construct your 

application that resides on the PlantPAx system.
• Operate – Provides guidance on how to verify and maintain your systems 

for operation of your plant.

Define and
Procure Install Prep OperateDevelop

• Infrastructure User 
Manual

• Selection 
Guide

• Virtualization User 
Manual

• Reference 
Manual

• Application User 
Manual

• Library of Process 
Objects
PROCES-RM013

• Reference 
Manual

• Verify and Troubleshoot 
User Manual

• Reference 
Manual
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Preface
Summary of Changes
Updated P_Intlk and P_Perm Add-On Instructions

Updated attached excel sheets to reflect the parameter changes.

Access the 
Attachments

The Microsoft Excel spreadsheets that are attached to this PDF file contain 
input/output parameters and local configuration tags for Add-On Instructions. 

To use a Microsoft Excel file, click the Attachments link (the paper clip) and 
double-click the desired file..

Open Content

As a precaution when you open programs or files, select one of the choices and 
click OK.
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Preface
How to Use Attachments

Each Microsoft Excel spreadsheet has three tabs: Input parameters, Output 
parameters, Local configuration tags. Click the respective tab and use the search 
functionality to locate a parameter.
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Preface
Additional Resources These documents contain additional information that concerns related products 
from Rockwell Automation.

You can view or download publications at
http://www.rockwellautomation.com/literature/. To order paper copies of 
technical documentation, contact your local Allen-Bradley distributor or 
Rockwell Automation sales representative.

Resource Description

PlantPAx Distributed Control System 
Selection Guide, publication PROCES-
SG001

Provides basic definitions of system 
elements and sizing guidelines for 
procuring a PlantPAx system.

PlantPAx Distributed Control System 
Infrastructure Configuration User Manual, 
publication PROCES-UM001

Describes procedures for how to configure 
system components that comprise a 
PlantPAx modern DCS.

PlantPAx Distributed Control System Appli-
cation 
Configuration User Manual, publication 
PROCES-UM003

Describes procedures to start development 
of your PlantPAx distributed control sys-
tem. 

PlantPAx Distributed Control System 
Reference Manual, publication PROCES-
RM001

Provides characterized recommendations 
for implementing your PlantPAx system.

Rockwell Automation Library of Process 
Objects Reference Manuals:
publication PROCES-RM013
Publication PROCES-RM014

Provides an overview of the code objects, 
display elements, and faceplates that 
comprise the Rockwell Automation 
Library of Process Objects.

Rockwell Automation Library of Logix 
Diagnostic Objects Reference Manual, 
publication PROCES-RM003

Provides information on Add-On 
Instructions that monitor Logix 
controllers to diagnose issues that include 
memory usage, communication, and 
control.

Rockwell Automation Library of Steam Table 
Instructions,
publication PROCES-RM004

Provides Add-On Instructions for to 
calculate temperature and pressure steam 
tables.

Redundant I/O System User Manual,
publication 1715-UM001

Explains how to install and configure the 
1715 Redundant
I/O system.

Product Compatibility and Download Center 
at
http://www.rocZkwellautomation.com/
rockwellautomation/support/pcdc.page

Website helps you find product-related 
downloads including firmware, release 
notes, associated software, drivers, tools, 
and utilities.

Rockwell Automation Sample Code website 
at 
http://samplecode.rockwellautomation.com 

Accesses a Rockwell Automation 
webpage to search for sample code.
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Chapter 1

I/O Processing

Purpose This chapter is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The Process Objects in this group provide analog and discrete input/output 
signal processing. Pressure/temperature compensated flow calculations and 
cylindrical tank level interpolations are also provided. 

Table 1 describes the objects in this group, including when to use and not to use 
each one.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use

Basic Analog 
Input (P_AIn)

This instruction monitors one analog 
value, typically from a channel of an 
analog input module, and provides 
alarms when the analog value 
exceeds user-specified thresholds 
(high and low).
The instruction also provides 
capabilities for linear scaling of an 
analog input value from raw (input) 
units to engineering (output) units. 
The logic also provides entries of a 
substitute Process Variable, 
providing handling of an 
out-of-range or faulted input.
To keep the instruction memory and 
execution footprint small, certain 
capabilities, used less frequently, are 
reserved for the P_AInAdv
Add-On Instruction.

• Display a temperature, flow, 
pressure, level, or other signal 
from one field instrument on your 
HMI.

• To scale, alarm, or use HMI 
features for a single analog Input, 
or any analog (quantity) value.
– Linear scaling from raw to 

engineering units
– High, Low, High-High, Low-

Low, and Out of Range alarms 
(with deadband,
on-delay and off-delay per 
alarm)

– Indicator graphic object with 
label and engineering units

– Faceplate with status threshold 
entry, and maintenance 
capability for substitute PV

• Analog input signal is handled by 
another instruction. For example, 
the Speed Feedback for a variable 
speed drive is handled by the 
P_VSD instruction. It is not 
necessary to use the P_AIn Add-
On Instruction first. Wire or map 
the input directly to P_VSD.

• To display only a number on a 
screen and do not need any of the 
scaling or alarming features. Use a 
numeric display 
field instead.

• Need advanced capabilities, such 
as square root extraction (for 
example, orifice flowmeters), 
rate-of-change alarming or 
limiting, or alarming for deviation 
from a reference value. Use the 
P_AInAdv instruction.

• There are dual sensors for one 
process variable, such as dual PH 
meters, and one or the other sensor 
(or their average) is selected. Use 
the P_AInDual instruction.

• There are more than two sensors 
for one process variable and need 
to use the average or median 
sensor value. Use the P_AInMulti 
instruction.
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Chapter 1 I/O Processing
Analog Input 
Channel 
(P_AIChan)

This instruction monitors one analog 
input channel and provides one 
configurable alarm.
This instruction is associated with 
other instructions, with one instance 
being used for each analog input of 
the associated instruction.
The P_AIChan faceplate is called 
from other faceplates, such as the 
associated analog input instruction 
faceplate.

The P_AIChan Add-On Instruction monitors an input channel for the 
following conditions:
• Invalid configuration
• I/O module fault
• Input out of range
• Instrument reports the following conditions:

– Out of specification (uncertain)
– Function check (substitute PV entered manually)
– Maintenance required

• Channel fault
• Input not-a-number (floating point exception)
• Input stuck (unchanging)
For each condition, the Process Variable (PV) quality to report can be 
configured as follows:
• Good
• Uncertain
• Bad (raises Fail alarm)
For each condition, the following actions can be taken:
• Pass the PV through unchanged
• Apply a configured replacement PV value
• Use the last good PV value

Advanced 
Analog Input 
(P_AInAdv)

This instruction monitors one analog 
value, typically from an analog input 
I/O module. 
The P_AInAdv instruction has the 
following advanced features that are 
not included in the basic analog 
input:
• Square root characterized scaling 

of the input value from raw (input 
card) units to engineering 
(display) units. Square root 
characterized scaling is used with 
orifice plates or other pressure-
differential elements for flow 
measurement when the transmitter 
does not provide square root 
characterization. The square root 
scaling in the P_AInAdv 
instruction works with ± pressure 
differential to provide positive or 
negative flow values.

• Operator or Program entry of a 
reference (setpoint) value with 
configurable alarms for PV 
deviation above or below the 
reference value.

• Calculation of the PV rate of 
change and configurable high rate 
of change alarming.

• Display a temperature, flow, 
pressure, level, or other signal 
from a field instrument on your 
HMI. 

• Need any of the advanced 
features: square root 
characterization, deviation 
display/alarms, or rate of change 
display/alarms. 

• Need only basic analog input 
features and don't need any of the 
advanced features. Use the P_AIn 
Analog Input instruction instead; 
it uses less memory and is 
processed faster.

• Need only to display a number on 
a screen and do not need any 
scaling, alarming, or faceplate 
features. Use an HMI numeric 
display object instead.

• Have dual sensors for a single 
process variable (for example, 
dual PH probes and transmitters) 
and need to choose one sensor, the 
other, or their average. Use the 
P_AInDual instruction instead.

• Have more than two sensors for 
one process variable and need to 
use the average or median sensor 
value. Use the P_AInMulti 
instruction instead.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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I/O Processing Chapter 1
Dual Sensor 
Analog Input 
(P_AInDual)

This instruction monitors one analog 
Process Variable (PV) by using two 
analog input signals (dual sensors, 
dual transmitters, and dual-input 
channels).
This instruction has the following 
advanced features that are not 
included in the basic analog input:
• Dual-inputs
• Alarm if difference between the 

two input PVs exceeds a 
configured limit

• Display a temperature, flow, 
pressure, level, or other PV on 
your HMI.

• Have dual sensors for the single 
process variable (for example, 
dual PH probes and transmitters) 
and need to select one sensor, the 
other, or their average, minimum, 
or maximum.

• Have more than two sensors for 
one process variable and need to 
use the average or median sensor 
value. Use the P_AInMulti 
instruction instead.

• Need only display a number on a 
screen and do not need any 
scaling, alarming, or faceplate 
features. You can use an HMI 
numeric display object.

• Display a PV from a single sensor, 
transmitter, and input. For basic 
scaling and High,
High-High, Low, and Low-Low 
threshold alarms, use the P_AIn 
instruction.

• Need additional features, 
including square root signal 
characterization, rate of change 
display or alarming, or reference 
entry with deviation alarming, use 
the P_AInAdv instruction.

Multiple Analog 
Input 
(P_AInMulti)

This instruction monitors one analog 
process variable (PV) by using up to 
eight analog input signals (sensors, 
transmitters, input channels). 
The P_AInMulti instruction displays 
a temperature or other process 
variable by averaging multiple 
instruments.

• Display a temperature, pressure, 
level, or other PV on your HMI or 
use the PV in your control logic, 
and the following applies:
– Three or more sensors for that 

PV (for example, six 
thermocouples and six 
thermocouple input channels on 
an
I/O card).

– Want the PV to be the mean or 
median of the input values of 
the sensors.

• Have only two sensors for the PV. 
Use the P_AInDual instruction 
instead. The P_AInDual 
instruction lets you select Sensor 
A, Sensor B, the greater (high 
select), the lesser (low select), or 
the average of the two sensors. 
The P_AInDual instruction also 
provides automatic failover to the 
good sensor when one sensor fails.

• Have multiple PVs, such as six 
temperatures, when each has its 
own significance. Use multiple 
instances of the P_AIn instruction 
instead.

Discrete Input 
Object (P_DIn)

This instruction receives and 
processes a single discrete condition 
(the PV), typically for a channel of a 
discrete input card. The instruction is 
used with any discrete (BOOL) 
signal. 

• Want to display the state of a 
process temperature, level, flow, 
proximity, pressure, or other 
switch.

• Need any of these signal 
processing or alarming features 
for a Discrete input or any 
Discrete (bit) value:
– De-bounce of the discrete input 

signal.
– Target Disagree status and 

optional alarm when the 
Discrete input is not in a Target 
state for some period and a 
gating condition is true for 
some time.

– Display of the input state with 
configurable text on an HMI 
object.

– Ability for maintenance 
personnel to provide a 
substitute value when the 
device has failed.

• Need only to show or not show the 
state of a bit on an HMI display. 
Use basic display objects (text, 
multi-state indicators) with 
appropriate animation instead.

• Need only to generate an alarm 
from some condition you already 
have in your code. Use the 
P_Alarm instruction or the ALMD 
built-in instruction instead.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Chapter 1 I/O Processing
Discrete Input 
Object Advanced 
(P_DInAdv)

This instruction receives and 
processes a single
discrete condition (the PV), typically 
for a
channel of a discrete input card. The 
instruction
is used with any discrete (BOOL) 
signal.  The instruction provides 
additional capability for legacy  
equipment to handle dual abnormal 
situation indication and speed switch 
capabilities.  When configured for 
speed switch functionality this 
instruction receives and processes a 
motor run feedback (BOOL) signal 
for speed switch functionality and 
can also receive a variable speed 
drive speed feedback (0-100%) 
value. 

• Need any of these signal 
processing or alarming features 
for a Discrete input or any 
Discrete (bit) value:
– Dual abnormal situation 

indication.  Used for sequential 
indication of a warning 
condition followed by a failure 
condition

– Separate time configurations 
with individual messages and 
indications

– Variable speed drive auto adjust 
of warning and fail delay times 
according to speed feedback

– Speed switch functionality
– De-bounce of the discrete input 

signal.
– Target Disagree status and 

optional alarm when the 
Discrete input is not in a Target 
state for some period and a 
gating condition is true for 
some time.

– Display of the input state with 
configurable text on an HMI 
object.

– Ability for maintenance 
personnel to provide a 
substitute value when the 
device has failed.

Need only to show or not show the 
state of a bit on an HMI display. Use 
basic display objects (text, multi-
state indicators) with appropriate 
animation instead.
• Need only to generate an alarm 

from some condition you already 
have in your code. Use the 
P_Alarm instruction or the ALMD 
built-in instruction instead.

• Don't need dual abnormal 
situation indication. Use the 
P_DIn instruction instead.

• Don't need speed switch 
functionality. Use the P_DIn 
instruction instead.

Discrete Output 
(P_DOut)

This instruction controls a device by 
a single discrete output signal and 
optionally monitors feedback from 
the device to check for device 
failures. 
The P_DOut instruction operates in a 
variety of modes, and can provide 
steady, single pulsed, or continually 
pulsed output.

• Need to operate a device by using 
a single discrete output and that 
device is not supported by other 
Rockwell Automation Library of 
Process Objects Add-On 
Instructions. 

• Have a device, such as a valve or 
motor, that is supported by other 
Add-On Instructions. You want 
the device to use non-standard 
state names, such as ‘recycle’ and 
‘deliver’ for a diverter valve, 
rather than the fixed names used 
in the other instruction, such as 
‘closed’ and ‘open’. The P_DOut 
instruction has configurable 
names for each of the device 
states.

• Need to operate a device that 
requires pulsing (single-pulse or 
continuous). The P_DOut 
instruction provides on-delay 
timing, off-delay timing, and 
commands for single On pulse, 
single Off pulse, and continuous 
pulse stream. The instruction also 
provides On and Off. For 
example, the P_DOut instruction 
can be a good choice for pilot 
lights or stack lights that require 
blinking.

• Need to operate a device that has 
more than one discrete output or 
more than two discrete inputs for 
device feedback. See the P_D4SD 
or P_nPos instructions.

• Need to operate a single-speed 
motor, solenoid valve, or other 
device that is better supported by 
other Rockwell Automation 
Library of Process Objects Add-
On Instructions. P_Motor and 
P_ValveSO instructions, for 
example, more closely model the 
device under control and can 
provide better diagnostics for the 
device.

• Need to operate a continuously 
variable device. Use the P_AOut, 
P_ValveC or P_VSD instruction 
instead.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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I/O Processing Chapter 1
Analog Output 
(P_AOut)

This instruction manipulates an 
analog output to control a field 
device, such as a control valve or a 
motorized gate positioner. The 
output responds to an Operator 
(manual) or Program setting of the 
Controlled Variable (CV) signal. 
The P_AOut instruction controls the 
analog output in a variety of modes 
(Operator, Program, override, 
Maintenance, Hand), monitoring for 
fault conditions. 

Use this instruction when you need 
the functionality of a Manual 
Loading Station to generate an open-
loop CV signal for a final control 
element or any analog output signal. 

• Want closed-loop control of a 
process variable. The P_AOut 
instruction provides only open-
loop generation of an analog 
controlled variable. There are a 
number of instructions available 
that provide closed-loop control 
algorithms. They include 
functions necessary to tie directly 
to the analog output and/or 
outputs, including auto/manual 
CV selection and output scaling.

• Have another instruction that 
works directly with one or more 
analog outputs. For example, the 
P_VSD instruction has the 
functionality that is needed for its 
speed reference and output-
datalink analog outputs. Use the 
outputs of that instruction tied 
directly to the analog outputs. No 
P_AOut instruction is required.

• Have a valve with position 
feedback. Use the P_ValveC 
instruction instead.

Pressure/Temp. 
Compensated 
Flow 
(P_PTComp)

This instruction calculates a flow at 
standard temperature and pressure, 
essentially a mass flow rate given a 
volumetric flow rate or differential 
pressure measurement. This 
instruction also requires 
measurements of the actual 
temperature and pressure of the 
flowing gas.
The P_PTComp instruction is 
intended as a calculation function 
only, between other blocks, and no 
HMI components are provided. If a 
faceplate and/or alarms are needed, 
the calculated output from the 
instruction can be sent to a P_AIn 
instruction for alarming and display.

• Need to measure the flow of a gas, 
or the differential pressure of a gas 
that behaves (approximately) as 
an Ideal Gas across a flow 
element. For example, an orifice 
plate.

• Need to measure the temperature 
and pressure of the gas.

• Want to express the flow as a 
Flow at Standard Temperature and 
Pressure (STP), such as Standard 
Cubic Feet per Minute (SCFM).

• Need to measure the flow of steam 
by using methods that are defined 
by ASME (or other standard or 
authority having jurisdiction), 
including the use of steam table. 
The measurement determines the 
properties of the steam to 
calculate a mass flow.

• Need to measure the flow of 
natural gas by using methods that 
are defined by AGA (or other 
standard or authority having 
jurisdiction), to calculate a mass 
flow.

• Need to measure the flow of solids 
or liquids, or of gases that do not 
behave (approximately) as an 
Ideal Gas. The P_PTComp 
Instruction uses the Ideal Gas Law 
(PV = nRT) to calculate flow at 
standard conditions.

Tank Strapping 
Table 
(P_StrapTbl)

This instruction calculates the 
volume of product in an upright 
cylindrical tank when given the level 
of the product and the tank 
calibration table. This instruction can 
optionally compensate for free water 
at the bottom of the tank (given a 
product/water interface level) or for 
thermal expansion of the tank shell 
(given the coefficient of linear 
expansion of the shell material and 
product and ambient temperatures). 
The P_StrapTbl instruction also can 
optionally compensate for a floating 
tank roof if the product density is 
provided.
This instruction is intended only as a 
calculation function, between other 
blocks, and no HMI components are 
provided. 

• Want to determine the volume of 
product in an upright cylindrical 
tank given its level.

• Have the Strapping Table (tank 
calibration table) data for the tank.

This instruction interpolates level 
between strapping table calibration 
points linearly. Do not use this 
instruction if you have a spherical 
tank, a conical tank, or other tank 
shape for which the volume does not 
vary more-or-less linearly with level.
To determine the mass of product in 
the tank, take the volume result from 
the P_StrapTbl instruction and 
compensate for product density with 
further calculations. See the 
American Petroleum Institute (API) 
Manual of Petroleum Measurement 
Standards (MPMS) for the 
appropriate calculations.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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HART Analog 
Input 
(P_AInHART)

This instruction monitors one analog 
input from a flow, level, pressure, 
temperature, or other HART-
connected analog sensor. 
Alarms are provided when the 
analog value exceeds user-specified 
thresholds (high
and low). 
The instruction also provides 
capabilities for linear scaling of an 
analog input value from raw (input) 
units to engineering (output) units.
Entry of a substitute PV, which 
handles an 
out-of-range or faulted input, is 
included.

• Use an instance of the 
P_AInHART instruction for each 
defined HART analog input 
channel with a connected field 
device (transmitter).

• This instruction provides standard 
analog input functionality, plus 
digital HART values, status, 
enumerations, and diagnostics.

• Provides Maintenance selection of 
the substitute value function to 
allow manual override of the 
analog input signal (AV).

• Monitors input quality and 
communication status. Provides 
value and indication of source and 
quality for the input signal and the 
final AV value.

• Do not use with modules other 
than the supported HART Analog 
I/O modules included in the 
library.

• For FOUNDATION Fieldbus, use 
a 1788-EN2FFR module and the 
P_AInFFR Add-On Instruction

• For Profibus, use a 1788-EN2PAR 
module and the P_AInPAR Add-
On Instruction

• For simple 4 - 20 milliamp analog 
inputs, use the P_AIn Add-On 
Instruction

• For simple 4 - 20 milliamp analog 
outputs, use the P_AOut Add-On 
Instruction

HART Analog 
Output 
(P_AOutHART)

This instruction manipulates an 
analog output to control a field 
device, such as a control valve or a 
motorized gate positioner. The 
output responds to an Operator 
(manual) or Program setting of the 
Controlled Variable (CV) signal. 
The P_AOutHART instruction 
controls the analog output in various 
command sources (Operator, 
Program, Override, Maintenance, 
Hand), monitoring for fault 
conditions.

Use an instance of this instruction 
for each defined HART analog 
output channel with a connected 
field device (actuator).
This instruction outputs an analog 
controlled variable (CV) to the field 
device. The instruction receives 
values from the module and the field 
device.
Other than the HART-specific 
functions, the P_AOutHART 
instruction functions much like the 
basic P_AOut instruction.

Table 1 - I/O Processing Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Basic Analog Input 
(P_AIn)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_AIn (Basic Analog Input) Add-On Instruction monitors one analog 
value, typically from a channel of an analog input module, and provides alarms 
when the analog value exceeds user-specified thresholds (high and low). The 
Analog Input instruction also provides capabilities for linear scaling of an analog 
input value from raw (input) units to engineering (output) units, and entry of a 
substitute Process Variable, providing handling of an out-of-range or faulted 
input.

To keep the instruction memory and execution footprint small, certain 
capabilities, used less frequently, are reserved for the Advanced Analog Input 
Add-On Instruction. 

The functional diagram for the Basic Analog Add-On Instruction shows the 
primary functions of scaling to engineering units and providing input alarms.
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Chapter 1 I/O Processing
Functional Description 

The Basic Analog Input instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Scales an analog input from raw to engineering units and optionally filters 

the signal.
• Provides High-High, High, Low and Low-Low status and alarms with 

configurable delay times and deadbands.
• Provides Program and Operator settings for status thresholds.
• Provides input failure checking for out-of-range High and out-of-range 

Low, plus PV quality and alarm on failure.
• Provides Maintenance selection of the substitute PV function to allow 

manual override of the input signal (PV).
• Monitors input quality and communications status. Provides value and 

indication of source and quality for the input signal and the final PV value.
• Uses a standard command source model (P_CmdSrc instruction) to 

provide command source (ownership) selection. Required Files

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AIn_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Table 2 - P_AIn Alarms

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail FailGate Raised when any of the following is 
true:
• The PV quality is bad
• The Inp_PVBad input is true
• The PV is outside the configured 

failure limits
• The PV is infinite or not a number 

(floating point exception)
• The raw or engineering unit range 

configuration is invalid

High PV Hi HiGate Raised when the PV is above the 
configured High threshold. The 
threshold deadband, gating, and timing 
are set in configuration.

High-High 
PV

HiHi HiHiGate Raised when the PV is above the 
configured High-High threshold. The 
threshold deadband, gating, and timing 
are set in configuration.

Low PV Lo LoGate Raised when the PV is below the 
configured Low threshold. The 
threshold deadband, gating, and timing 
are set in configuration.

Low-Low 
PV

LoLo LoLoGate Raised when the PV is below the 
configured Low-Low threshold. The 
threshold deadband, gating, and timing 
are set in configuration.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The P_AIn Instruction shows a status of bad 
quality (Sts_PVBad) and an indication on the 
HMI. All alarms are cleared. Calculation of the 
scaled Val_InpPV is executed to indicate to the 
operator the actual 
input value, even though the primary PV (Val) is 
not updated (holds last value).

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before first scan 
are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the Reference Manual for the 
P_Alarm Instruction for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Simulation

Simulation in P_AIn disables the normal input (Inp_PV) and provides an input 
on the Operator faceplate for you to enter your own input value. 

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 

The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

See the Logix 5000™ Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_AIn instruction to read a temperature sensor that is also 
used elsewhere in logic to control the heating element of a chamber.

The Inp_PV parameter must be connected to the value coming from the 
temperature transmitter. The fault status for the associated I/O channel in the
I/O module must be connected to the bad status input, Inp_PVBad. 

The output parameters Val and Sts_PVBad can then be connected to the PV and 
PVFault parameters of a PIDE instruction for control.

To implement this example, the following configuration input parameters need 
to be set. Those not listed can be left at their default. There is no alarming used in 
this example.

• Cfg_InpRawMin, Cfg_EUMin: 0 (engineering low range of temperature)
• Cfg_InpRawMax, Cfg_EUMax: 300 (engineering high range of 

temperature)

In addition, the following strings are configured to drive the display and 
faceplate:

• Cfg_Desc: Oven Temperature
• Cfg_EU: Deg C
• Cfg_Label: Oven Temp
• Cfg_Tag: TI910
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The strings that are listed above are local tags that can be configured through the 
HMI faceplates or in Logix Designer application by opening the Instruction 
Logic of the Add-On Instruction instance and then opening the Data Monitor 
on a local tag.
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Analog Input Channel 
(P_AIChan)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_AIChan Add-On Instruction monitors one analog input channel for the 
following conditions:

• Invalid configuration
• I/O module fault
• Input out of range
• Instrument reports the following conditions:

– Out of specification (uncertain)
– Function check (substitute PV entered manually)
– Maintenance required

• Channel fault
• Input not-a-number (floating point exception)
• Input stuck (unchanging)

For each condition, the Process Variable (PV) quality to report can be configured 
as follows:

• Good
• Uncertain
• Bad (raises Fail alarm)

This instruction is usually associated with other instructions, with one instance 
being used for each analog input of the associated instruction.

This instruction can be integrated with the following instructions in the 
Rockwell Automation Library of Process Objects:

• Basic Analog Input (P_AIn)
• Advanced Analog Input (P_AInAdv)
• Dual Sensor Analog Input (P_AInDual)
• Multiple Analog Input (P_AInMulti)
• Dosing (P_Dose)
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AIChan_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail FailGate Raised when any of the following is 
true:
• The PV quality is bad
• The Inp_PVBad input is true
• The PV is outside the configured 

failure limits
• The PV is infinite or not a number 

(floating point exception)
• The raw or engineering unit range 

configuration is invalid

None Raised when the PV is flagged as Bad, 
or when the PV is flagged as Uncertain 
and Cfg_FailOnUncertain is 1.
The PV can be configured to be 
flagged as Bad or Uncertain for the 
following reasons:
• Its value has not changed for more 

than the configured Stuck PV time
• It is outside the configured failure 

range thresholds for more than the 
Out of Range on-delay time

• It is infinite or not a number 
(floating point exception)

• Module Fault input is true
• Channel Fault input is true
• Out of Specification (measurement 

uncertain) input is true
• Function Check (PV substituted at 

device) input is true
• Maintenance Required input is true
• There is a Configuration Error (see 

Sts_Err and the Err_ bits)
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Simulation

The Analog Input Channel Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation 
capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions. 

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

TIP In P_AIChan, the ‘Fail’ alarm is set not to exist by 
default. If you set this alarm to exist, be aware the 
P_AIChan object does not have its own display elements. 
Thus, you do not have a graphic symbol with flashing 
border to show and click to call up the P_AIChan 
faceplate. However, you can still get to the P_AIChan 
faceplate easily when it raises a failure alarm in two 
different ways:
• Tie the SrcQ output parameter of the P_AIChan 

instance to the Inp_PV SrcQ input parameter of the 
downstream object and enable the 
I/O failure alarm for that object. Enable navigation 
from the object to its upstream Channel object. When 
the P_AIChan raises its Fail alarm, the border for the 
downstream object blinks. Call up the faceplate for the 
downstream object, then navigate from there to the 
P_AIChan faceplate. 

• In the FactoryTalk® Alarms and Events alarm setup, 
create a command string for the P_AIChan ‘Fail’ 
alarm that opens the P_AIChan faceplate with that 
instance's tag. Instructions for how to create the 
command string are included in publication PROCES-
RM002. When the alarm occurs, open the Alarm 
Summary screen. Double-click the alarm in the 
summary list and the P_AIChan faceplate is displayed. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Clear any received commands. Reset internal timers. 
Clear the Fail alarm. Flag input quality as ‘bad’. Show 
alarm inhibited status. Other parameters are left in 
their last state.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Reset internal timers. Clear any received commands.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example provides shows the connection from raw analog input 
through process value by using the P_AIChan block. 

The raw input value (Local:1:I.Ch0Data) from the analog input card is used as 
the raw input value (Inp_Raw) for the P_AIChan block. The output value (Val) 
and quality (SrcQ) from the P_AIChan block are used as inputs for the P_AIn 
block. In this configuration, the P_AIn block uses the Cfg_HasChanObj 
configuration parameter. The final output process value (Feedwater_Flow) is the 
fully converted, scaled, and filtered analog value that is propagated through the 
system.

The P_AIChan block also uses the Channel Fault and Module Fault parameters 
taken from the same analog input module as the process value. Inp_ChanFault is 
simply the tag value for the channel (Local:1:I.Ch0Fault). The Inp_ModFault 
parameter (Rack1Slot4ModFault) is generated by using a GSV to the module 
object (with the instance for the appropriate card and then the EntryStatus 
parameter). The top four bits of the EntryStatus parameter are checked to make 
sure that they do not equal 2#0100_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx. The 0100 pattern indicates 
that the connection is “Running”. All other values are considered faulted.
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Advanced Analog 
Input (P_AInAdv)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_AInAdv (Advanced Analog Input) Add-On Instruction monitors one 
analog value, typically from an Analog Input I/O module. 

The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_AInAdv
Add-On Instruction. 

Functional Description 

The P_AInAdv instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Linear scaling of the input value from raw (input card) units to 

engineering (display) units.
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• High-High, High, Low, and Low-Low PV alarms with Operator- or 
Program-entered limits and configurable deadband and delay 
per alarm.

• Input Source and Quality monitoring of PV uncertain and PV bad inputs, 
plus monitoring of the PV for out-of-range condition and alarming on PV 
failure.

• PV filtering (first-order) to reduce signal noise.
• Maintenance capability to enter a substitute PV.
• Graphic Symbols, plus a faceplate with bar graph PV indication, command 

source selection, alarm limit entry and alarm display, configuration and 
acknowledgement, trending, and Maintenance and Engineering 
configuration and setup.

• Advanced features (unique to the P_AInAdv Advanced Analog Input 
instruction):
– Square root characterized scaling of the input value from raw (input 

card) units to engineering (display) units. Square root characterized 
scaling is used with orifice plates or other pressure-differential elements 
for flow measurement when the transmitter does not provide square 
root characterization. The square root scaling in the P_AInAdv 
instruction works with ± pressure differential to provide positive or 
negative flow values.

– Configurable reference (setpoint) value with configurable alarms for 
PV deviation above or below the reference value.

– Calculation of the PV rate of change and configurable high rate of 
change alarming.

Each of the advanced features can be individually selected on or off for a given PV 
(instruction instance).

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AInAdv_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.
Table 3 - P_AInAdv Alarms

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail FailGate Raised when the PV is outside the 
configured failure limits.

None Raised when any of the following is 
true:
• The PV quality is bad
• The Inp_PVBad input is true
• The PV is infinite or not a number 

(floating point exception)
• The raw or engineering unit range 

configuration is invalid

High 
Deviation

HiDev HiDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint or reference is 
above the High Deviation threshold. 
The threshold deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.

High PV Hi HiGate Raised when the PV is above the High 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

High Rate of 
Change

HiRoC HiRoCGate Absolute value of PV rate of change 
exceeds High Rate of Change limit. 
Limit set by Operator. Deadband and 
severity are set in configuration.

High-High 
PV

HiHi HiHiGate Raised when the PV is above the 
High-High threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

High Rate of 
Change

HiRoC HiRoCGate Raised when the rate at which the PV 
is increasing or decreasing exceeds the 
High-Rate of Change threshold. The 
threshold deadband, gating, and timing 
are set in configuration.

Low PV Lo LoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Low 
Deviation

LoDev LoDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint or reference is 
below the Low Deviation threshold. 
(Since the threshold is a negative 
number, this value is the amount the 
PV falls below the setpoint or 
reference.) The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Low-Low 
PV

LoLo LoLoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low-
Low threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 
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Simulation

Simulation in P_AInAdv disables the normal input (Inp_PV) and provides an 
input on the Operator faceplate for you to enter your own input value. 

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

For a generic programming example, see the Basic Analog Input (P_AIn) section.

The P_AInAdv Add-On Instruction has the following advanced features that are 
not included in the generic programming example.

• Square root characterization
• Deviation display/alarms
• Rate of change display/alarms

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The P_AInAdv instruction shows a status of 
bad quality (Sts_PVBad) on the HMI. All 
alarms are cleared. Calculation of the scaled 
input PV value is executed to indicate to the 
operator the actual input value, even though 
the primary PV (Val) is not updated (holds 
last value).

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
power-up procedure. See the reference 
manuals for the P_Alarm instructions for 
more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Dual Sensor Analog 
Input (P_AInDual)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_AInDual (Dual Analog Input) Add-On Instruction monitors one analog 
Process Variable (PV) by using two analog input signals (dual sensors, dual 
transmitters, and dual-input channels). 

The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_AInDual 
Add-On Instruction. 

Functional Description

The P_AInDual instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Linear scaling of each input signal from raw (input card) units to 

engineering (display) units.
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• Operator or Program selection of the sensor/input A value, the 
sensor/input B value, the average of the two, the lesser of the two, or the 
greater of the two as the PV value.

• High-High, High, Low, and Low-Low PV alarms with configurable 
threshold, deadband, and delay per alarm.

• Input Source and Quality monitoring for uncertain or bad input for each 
sensor/transmitter/input. Monitoring of each signal for out-of-range 
condition (if one PV is bad, failed, or out or range, the other PV is 
automatically selected).

• Warning alarm if the difference between the PV of the two sensors exceeds 
a configured limit.

• Warning alarm if only one PV has good quality.
• Warning alarm if neither PV has good quality (for example, if both are 

uncertain).
• Failure alarm if both PVs are bad—for example, each PV has bad quality 

(Inp_PVABad/Inp_PVBBad) or is outside of the configured failure range.
• Filtering (first order) of the selected PV to reduce process or electrical 

signal noise.
• Maintenance capability to enter a substitute PV.
• Graphic symbols, plus a faceplate with bar graph PV indication, command 

source selection, alarm limit entry and alarm display, configuration and 
acknowledgement, trending, and Maintenance and Engineering 
configuration and setup.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AInDual_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Table 4 - P_AInDual Alarms

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Difference Diff DiffGate Raised when the difference between 
the two input signals exceed the 
configured high difference threshold.

Fail Fail FailGate Raised when any of the following is 
true:
• Both PV input values are outside the 

configured failure range thresholds
• Both PV input values have bad 

quality or are infinite or not a 
number

• Selected PV is infinite or not a 
number (floating point exception)

• Raw or engineering unit range 
configuration is invalid

High PV Hi HiGate Raised when the PV is above the High 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

High-High 
PV

HiHi HiHiGate Raised when the PV is above the 
High-High threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Low PV Lo LoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Low-Low 
PV

LoLo LoLoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low-
Low threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

NoneGoodP
V

NoneGood None Raised when neither PV input has 
good quality. This alarm is an 
indication that both PV inputs have 
degraded or bad signal quality, and so 
the resulting PV does not have good 
quality.

Only One 
Good PV

OneGood None Raised when either of the two PV 
inputs has degraded or bad quality.
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Simulation

Simulation in P_AInAdv disables the normal input (Inp_PVA and Inp_PVB) 
and provides an input on the Operator faceplate for you to enter your own A end 
B input values. 

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

For a generic programming example, see the Basic Analog Input (P_AIn) section.

The P_AInDual Add-On Instruction has the following advanced features that 
are not included in the generic programming example.

• Dual-inputs
• Alarm if difference between the two input PVs exceeds a configured limit

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The P_AInDual instruction shows a status 
of bad quality (Sts_PVBad) on the HMI. 
All alarms are cleared. Calculation of the 
scaled input PV value is executed to 
indicate to the operator the actual input 
value, even though the primary PV (Val) is 
not updated (holds last value).

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
power-up procedure. See the reference 
manuals for the P_Alarm instructions for 
more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Multiple Analog 
Input (P_AInMulti)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_AInMulti (Multiple Analog Input) Add-On Instruction monitors one 
analog process variable (PV) by using up to eight analog input signals (sensors, 
transmitters, input channels). 

The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_AInMulti
Add-On Instruction.

Functional Description

The Multiple Analog Input Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Configuration to use 2…8 input signals.
• Linear scaling of each input signal from raw (input card) units to 

engineering (display) units.
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• Input Source and Quality monitoring of inputs, plus monitoring of each 
signal for out-of-range condition. Rejection from the PV calculation of 
inputs that are out of range, flagged as bad, infinite, or not a number 
(floating point exception values).

• First-order filtering of the calculated PV to reduce process or electrical 
signal noise.

• Calculation of the average (mean) or median of the inputs in use as the
PV value.

• Selectable rejection from the PV calculation of inputs that are outside of 
two standard deviations from the mean (minimum four inputs required), 
or inputs that are outside of a user-defined deviation from the mean.

• Configuration of the minimum number of good (unrejected) input signals 
required to have a good PV value, and an alarm if the required number of 
good inputs is not met.

• Configuration of which PV to use if there are only two unrejected signals 
remaining: the lesser, the greater, or the average of the two.

• Maintenance capability to enter a substitute PV.
• High-High, High, Low, and Low-Low PV threshold alarms for the overall 

calculated PV, with configurable threshold, deadband, on-delay, and off-
delay per alarm.

• An alarm if any inputs configured to be used are rejected.
• An alarm if the number of unrejected inputs is equal to the minimum 

number required to be good (meaning the next input failure results in a 
PV failure).

• Display elements, plus a faceplate with bar graph PV indication, command 
source selection, alarm limit entry and alarm display, configuration, 
acknowledgement, trending, and maintenance and engineering 
configuration and setup.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AInMulti_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Any Reject AnyReject None Raised when at least one input signal 
has been rejected because of any of the 
following:
• It is outside the configured failure 

range.
• It is a statistical outlier per the 

Modified Thompson Tau test.
• It is outside of a user-defined 

deviation from the mean.
• It has its Bad quality input bit set or 

its Source and Quality input 
indicates it has Bad quality.

• It has a floating point value that is 
infinite or not a number (floating 
point exception).

Fail Fail FailGate Raised when any of the following is 
true:
• Number of unrejected PVs is less 

than the configured required 
number of good PVs

• Calculated PV is infinite or not a 
number (floating-point exception)

• Raw or engineering unit range 
configuration is invalid

A PV can be rejected if:
• It is set to not be used (by 

Maintenance) 
• It is outside the configured failure 

range thresholds
• It is infinite or not a number 

(floating point exception)
• It has Bad quality
• It has Uncertain quality and 

Cfg_RejectUncertain is true
• It is an outlier, either because its 

deviation is outside the configured 
threshold from the mean or its 
deviation from the mean exceeds 
the Modified Thompson Tau 
statistical test

High PV Hi HiGate Raised when the PV is above the High 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

High-High 
PV

HiHi HiHiGate Raised when the PV is above the 
High-High threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Low PV Lo LoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low 
threshold. The threshold deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Low-Low 
PV

LoLo LoLoGate Raised when the PV is below the Low-
Low threshold. The threshold 
deadband, gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Minimum 
Good

MinGood None Raised when at least one input signal 
has been rejected, and the remaining 
unrejected signals are the minimum 
number configured as required for a 
good PV. This status/alarm is to warn 
you that the next input failure results 
in a Bad PV quality.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description
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Simulation

Simulation in P_AInMulti disables the normal inputs (Inp_PVA through 
Inp_PVH) and provides up to eight inputs on the Operator faceplate for you to 
enter your own input values. 

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_AInMulti instruction to average multiple sensors for a 
single PV.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The P_AInMulti instruction shows a status 
of Bad Quality (Sts_PVBad) on the HMI. 
All alarms are cleared. Calculation of the 
scaled input PV value is executed to 
indicate to the operator the actual input 
value, even though the primary PV (value) 
is not updated (holds last value).

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan 
are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
power-up procedure. See the reference 
manuals for the P_Alarm instructions for 
more information.

Postscan No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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In this example, there is an oven with four temperature sensors (A, B, C, D). The 
average of these temperature sensors is used elsewhere in logic to control the 
heating element of the chamber. 

The Inp_PVA, Inp_PVB, Inp_PVC, and Inp_PVD parameters (in the Function 
Block example above) are connected to the values that is coming from the four 
temperature transmitters. The fault status of each of these sensors is tied to the 
bad status input of P_AInMulti (for example, Inp_PVABad). 

The output parameters Val and Sts_PVBad could then be connected to the PV 
and PVFault parameters of a PIDE instruction for control. 

To implement this example, the following configuration input parameters need 
to be set. Those not listed could be left at their default. There is no alarming set 
in this example.

Cfg_HasPVA, Cfg_HasPVB, Cfg_HasPVC, Cfg_HasPVD: 1
Cfg_HasPVE, Cfg_HasPVF, Cfg_HasPVG, Cfg_HasPVH: 0
Cfg_UsePVA, Cfg_UsePVB, Cfg_UsePVC, Cfg_UsePVD: 1
Cfg_UsePVE, Cfg_UsePVF, Cfg_UsePVG, Cfg_UsePVH: 0
Cfg_InpRawMin, Cfg_EUMin: 0 (engineering low range of temperature)
Cfg_InpRawMax, Cfg_EUMax: 300 (engineering high range of temperature)
Cfg_CalcAvg: 1
If we set the range to 0…300, then Cfg_FailHiLim needs to approximately 310.
In addition, the following strings are configured to drive the operation faceplate:
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Cfg_Desc: Average Oven Temperature
Cfg_EU: Deg C
Cfg_Label: Avg Oven Temp
Cfg_PVATag: TE910A
Cfg_PVBTag: TE910B
Cfg_PVCTag: TE910C
Cfg_PVDTag: TE910D
Cfg_Tag: TI910

The above strings are local tags that can be configured through the HMI 
faceplates or in Logix Designer application by opening the Instruction Logic of 
the Add-On Instruction instance and then opening the Data Monitor on a local 
tag.

This Ladder Logic diagram shows the P_AInMulti instruction in the same 
example with multiple temperature sensors (inputs A, B, C, D). 
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Discrete Input Object 
(P_DIn)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_DIn (Discrete Input) Add-On Instruction is used to receive and process a 
single discrete condition (the Process Variable or PV), typically for a channel of a 
discrete input card. It can be used with any discrete (BOOL) signal.
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The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_DIn Add-On 
Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_DIn instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Display of the input state; the 0-state and 1-state names are configurable. 

The input state is also displayed independently, even when the input is 
substituted.
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• Target Disagree status and optional alarm based on comparing the input 
state against a target (good) state. The Target Disagree status is enabled by 
a gating input signal with a configurable gate delay. The Target Disagree 
status and Alarm On-Delay and Off-Delay are configurable.

• Handle an I/O fault input by displaying the communication fault to 
the operator and raising an I/O fault alarm.

• Selection and entry of a manual (substitute) PV. This manual override is 
made clearly visible to the operator.

• Support for a simulated PV for use in instruction testing, demonstration, 
or operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_DIn_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Simulation

Simulation in P_DIn provides a simulated 0-state or 1-state input (Inp_PV) that 
you can process as if it were an actual input.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Target 
Disagree

TgtDisagree TgtDisagreeG
ate

Raised when the Input PV is not in the 
same state as the Target (Inp_Target). 
Gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

I/O Fault IOFault - Raised when the I/O Fault input 
(Inp_IOFault) is true.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

A simple example of P_DIn use in a function block routine is provided below. In 
this example, tag I_VSH_P50 is the digital process value being monitored by the 
P_DIn block. This tag provides a Boolean indication of High Vibration. The bad 
quality indication for the process value (Inp_PVBad) comes from the connection 
status indication on the input module.

Inp_Target is defaulted to 1 indicating that the normal condition for 
I_VSH_P50 is also 1 (tag comments confirm 1=OK for this process value). 
Inp_Gate is connected to the Motor Running status tag (P50_Running) that 
comes from the Sts_Running output of the P_Motor block instance for this 
motor (P50_Motor). When P50_Running is True, On Delay/Off Delay timing 
is applied to the target disagree status (Sts_TgtDisagree) output of the block (in 
other words, the output Sts_TgtDisagree will not indicate 
disagreement/agreement between the Inp_PV target values until after the gate 
delay/delay times have expired). The gate delay is configured to give the motor 
sufficient time after starting to settle into full normal speed run before enabling 
the high vibration indication and alarm. The On Delay/Off Delay values are set 
as normal configuration parameters.

Finally, P50_HighVibr is the output tag that will indicate the status of 
I_VHS_P50 with appropriate gate delays based on whether the motor is running.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as the main logic 
routine except that the state of Inp_PV is 
inverted. This process allows the P_DIn 
Add-On Instruction in a ladder diagram 
instance to have its input mapped by using 
an XIC of the input on the rung with the 
P_DIn instruction instead of using a 
separate branch or rung to map the input. 
Inp_PV is set to 1 (or 0 as appropriate) 
when using the on-rung mapping. 

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The P_DIn Add-On Instruction uses 
standard TON timers for status On-delay, 
Off-delay, and Gate Timing, which reset 
on Powerup or prescan. As a result, the 
status initiates as if the Gate input had 
been changed from 0 to 1.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Implementation by Using the EnableIn False Feature

The P_DIn instruction can be used in a ladder diagram routine with the input 
condition carried by the Rung-In condition instead of being mapped on a 
separate branch.

The following illustration shows normal implementation with the input 
condition mapped to Inp_PV on a separate branch.

The following illustration shows EnableIn FALSE implementation with the 
input condition mapped to the P_DIn instruction by using the Rung-In state.

The Rung-In condition determines whether the normal code ('Logic' Routine) 
for the Add-On Instruction is executed or its EnableIn False code 
('EnableInFalse' Routine) is executed.

In the P_DIn instruction, the EnableIn False code is identical to the Logic code, 
except it uses the inverse of the Inp_PV signal for processing. To use the Rung-In 
mapping, method, set Inp_PV to 1 (its default value). When the rung is TRUE, 
Inp_PV (= 1) is treated as TRUE (not inverted), and when the rung is FALSE, 
Inp_PV (= 1) is treated as FALSE (inverted).
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Discrete Input Object 
Advanced 
(P_DInAdv)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

This instruction provides functionality in addition to the content included in the 
P_DIn Add-On Instruction. 

Functional Description

The P_DInAdv instruction provides the following additional capabilities 
compared to the P_DIn:

• Speed Switch functionality. Allows the use of normal discrete IO (found in 
legacy plants) to be used as a Speed Switch on equipment powered by e.g. 
electrical motors. The Speed Switch detects the equipment to be at speed 
and in normal operation. If the driven element coupling should fail, the 
Speed Switch indicates the equipment powered to be in an abnormal state 
while contactor feedback may still indicate the motor in a running state. 

• Speed Switch state indication derived from the input state - Accelerating, 
Run, Decelerating, and Stop.

• Warning and Fail sequential indication with or without alarm indication.
• Drive speed feedback from VSD is used to adjust the base delay times for 

the Warning and Fail indications. 
• Stale input detection - During a stuck input from the field (either high or 

low) the stale input condition will be detected after 20 seconds and the 
TargetDisagree state will be triggered. This timer is not user adjustable 
from the faceplate.

• Run feedback can update the status of the Speed Switch to the Run state 
before the default Accelerating state has timed out. 

• The Run state can be maintained when the Speed Switch is in the 
Decelerating state.

• Based on the pulsed input, the field equipment speed can be determined. 
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_DInAdv_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Speed Switch

The speed switch setting allows the use of static or dynamic (pulsed) IO to 
achieve the Speed Switch functionality. For static IO, a selector button allows the 
use of a transition from 0 to 1 or a transition from 1 to 0 to be used for detection 
of the "at speed" state of the motor. 

A dynamic input may be selected as the signal type to be used for detecting the "at 
speed" state of the motor. The duty cycle of the pulses does not have to be equal, 
satisfactory results have been obtained with a duty cycle of 10 / 90 % for a time 
period of 200ms on a L7 or later CPU.

Warning and Failure Indication

P_DInAdv has two TargetDisagree indications which may be used for a Warning 
and Failure indication. The Warning is triggered first and is always followed by 
the Fail indication. Both the Warning and Fail indications are independently 
configured with delay timers and also configured with or without alarming 
according to individual alarm severity. This feature is useful in cases where the 
operator is granted a period to react following a warming before an outright 
failure is reported.

Speed Switch State Indication

P_DInAdv can display the state of the equipment being monitored. Time in 
seconds for the various states are configured on the faceplate. The state is 
determined by monitoring the IO transitions. It is important to note that the 
state will be reported for the entire duration of the set time. State of 
"Accelerating" and "Decelerating" will be active for the selected time. During 
normal operation the state will change from Stop to "Accelerating" to "Run" to 
"Decelerating" and back to "Stop". The set times are only applicable to 
"Accelerating" and "Decelerating".

Speed Feedback

If the Warning & Fail indication is selected with the Speed Switch functionality, 
and the equipment is observed for an at speed condition which is powered by a 
VSD, the delay times may be adjusted according the VSD speed feedback. A 
slower speed will have a longer delay before the Warning and Failure is indicated. 
A higher speed will have delay times closer to the base times entered for the 
Warning and Fail indication. To adjust the threshold between the low speed and 
higher speed, the drive low speed threshold may be used as a percentage of 
maximum speed out of a 100%.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Simulation

Simulation in P_DInAdv provides a simulated 0-state or 1-state input (Inp_PV) 
that you can process as if it were an actual input.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Programming Example

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate Name Description

Target 
Disagree

TgtDisagree
W

TgtDisagreeWar
nGate

Raised when any of the following is 
true:

• The Input PV is not in the same 
state as the Target (Inp_Target)

Target 
Disagree

TgtDisagree TgtDisagreeGate Raised when the Input PV is not in the 
same state as the Target (Inp_Target). 
Gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

I/O Fault IOFault - Raised when the I/O Fault input 
(Inp_IOFault) is true.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as the main logic 
routine except that the state of Inp_PV is 
inverted. This process allows the P_DIn 
Add-On Instruction in a ladder diagram 
instance to have its input mapped by using 
an XIC of the input on the rung with the 
P_DIn instruction instead of using a 
separate branch or rung to map the input. 
Inp_PV is set to 1 (or 0 as appropriate) 
when using the on-rung mapping. 

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The P_DIn Add-On Instruction uses 
standard TON timers for status On-delay, 
Off-delay, and Gate Timing, on Powerup 
or prescan. As a result, the status initiates 
as if the Gate input had been changed from 
0 to 1.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Discrete Output 
(P_DOut)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The Discrete Output (P_DOut) Add-On Instruction controls a device by a 
single discrete output signal and optionally monitors feedback from the device to 
check for device failures. The P_DOut instruction operates in a variety of modes, 
and can provide steady, single pulsed, or continually pulsed output. 

Functional Description

The P_DOut instruction provides the following capabilities:
•Controls one discrete output, with configurable text labels for the On and 

Off states of the output.
•Provides for the following Operator and Program commands: set the output 

state to On or Off, pulse the output On once, pulse the output Off once, 
or set the output to a continuous pulsing operation. Pulse times (on-time 
and off-time) are configurable.

•Monitors two discrete feedback inputs, monitoring the actual position of 
the device.

•Detects failure to reach the target state, after a configurable time, and alarms 
the failure when the feedback inputs are used. Optionally ‘sheds’ to the de-
energized state on a feedback failure.

•Monitors Permissive conditions that enable commanding the device to the 
On state.

•Monitors Interlock conditions that return the device to its de-energized state 
(Off ).

•Provides simulation of a normally working device, while holding the output 
to the real device de-energized, for use in testing or operator training.

•Monitors I/O communication status and alarms on an I/O fault. Optionally 
‘sheds’ to the de-energized state on an I/O fault condition.

•Provides an ‘Available’ status when in Program command source and 
operating normally for use by automation logic to determine if the logic 
can manipulate the device.

•Operates in Operator, Program, External, Override, Maintenance, and Hand 
command sources.
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_DOut_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Table 5 - P_PDOut Alarms

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the device to 
transition from the On state or a 
pulsing state to the Off state.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to 
the instruction that a communication 
failure has occurred for its I/O. If the I/
O Fault is configured as a shed fault, 
the device is commanded Off and 
cannot be commanded to another state 
until reset.

Off Fail OffFail None Raised when the device is commanded 
Off, but the device feedback does not 
confirm that the device is actually Off 
within the configured failure time 
(Cfg_OffFailT).
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Simulation

Simulation in P_DOut de-energizes the output and simulates providing feedback 
of a working device. You can test the operation of the instruction under 
controlled conditions.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

You can use Cfg_SimFdbkT to delay the echo of the On/Off status of the device.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

On Fail OnFail None Raised when the device is commanded 
On, but the device feedback does not 
confirm that the device is actually On 
within the configured failure time 
(Cfg_OnFailT). If the failure is 
configured as a shed fault, the device 
is commanded Off and cannot be 
commanded On until reset.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the device were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
device outputs are de-energized and the 
device is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) On Prescan, any Commands received 
before First Scan is discarded. The device 
is de-energized. On first scan, the device is 
treated as if it were returning from Hand 
command source: the instruction state is 
set based on the feedback received from 
the device.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the P_CmdSrc and P-Alarm reference 
manuals for details.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.

Table 5 - P_PDOut Alarms

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description
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Programming Example

This example uses the P_DOut instruction to control a heating jacket on a vent 
filter. The heating jacket is being used in this case to keep the vent filter dry when 
there is potential for condensate buildup.

In this example, the vent filter heater jacket does not provide the feedback on its 
status. In normal operating conditions, the vent filter heater jacket is being 
commanded on or off by the control sequence configured in the controller. If the 
operating status of the sequence is not OK, always command the vent filter off. 

In this example, the controlling sequence issues commands to set the desired state 
of the vent filter heater. The parameter PCmd_On is triggered to command the 
vent filter heater on, and the parameter PCmd_Off is triggered to command the 
vent filter heater off.

The instruction is normally operated by sequence program logic. The P_CmdSrc 
(command source) instruction within the P_DOut instance must also be 
configured. The parameter CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgPwrUp is set to 1 so the instruction 
will power up with the Program command source selected. The parameter 
CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgNormal is set to 1 to indicate that the instruction will 
normally use the Program command source. If another command source is 
selected, the graphic symbol and faceplate will flag the selected source.

The status of the sequence is connected to the Inp_IntlkOK parameter so that 
the output to the vent filter heater jacket is always off when the skid is not 
operating properly, even if the instruction is not in Program mode. 

The parameters Cfg_HasOnFdbk and Cfg_HasOffFdbk are both set to 0 to 
indicate that the vent filter heater jacket does not provide feedback on its status. 
The parameter Cfg_HasOnFailAlm, Cfg_HasOffFailAlm, 
Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm, and Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm are all set to 0, indicating that 
no alarms are necessary for this device.

Lastly, configure the following local configuration tags to drive the text on the 
HMI faceplate. In this example, the vent filter P&ID tag is JV9010. In this 
example, they are set as follows:
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Cfg_Tag: ‘JV9010’

Cfg_Label: ‘Vent Filter Heater’

Cfg_Desc: ‘Vent Filter Heater Jacket’

Cfg_St0Text: ‘Off’

Cfg_St1Text: ‘On’

Local tags can be configured through the HMI faceplates or in Logix Designer 
application by opening the Instruction Logic of the Add-On Instruction instance 
and then selecting the string on the displayed rung. 

The strings in local tags are shown on the first rung of the Add-On Instruction's 
Logic routine for your convenience.
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Analog Output 
(P_AOut)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_AOut (Analog Output) Add-On Instruction is used to manipulate an 
analog output to control a field device, such as a control valve or a motorized gate 
positioner. The output responds to an Operator (manual) or Program setting of 
the Controlled Variable (CV) signal. 

The P_AOut instruction controls the analog output in a variety of modes 
(Operator, Program, Override, Maintenance, Hand), monitoring for fault 
conditions.
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Chapter 1 I/O Processing
The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_AOut Add-On 
Instruction. 
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Functional Description

The P_AOut instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Monitors I/O fault input and raises an alarm on an I/O fault.
• Control of the Analog Output through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 

Instruction and modes.
• Ability for an operator or other Program logic to set an Analog Controlled 

Variable (CV, or output) to a specific value. The entered CV is scaled from 
engineering units to raw (output card) units.

• Interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are conditions that force 
the analog output to a specific configured (within tolerance) value or cause 
the output to hold its current value (configurable). Provides an alarm when 
an interlock causes the Analog Output CV to be changed. Provides 
maintenance personnel the capability to bypass the bypassable interlocks.

• Override CV input, which determines the CV in Override command 
source. 

• Simulation capability, in which the output of the analog output is held at 
zero and I/O faults are ignored. The instruction can be manipulated as if a 
working analog output were present. This capability is often used for 
activities such as instruction testing and operator training.

• Increase and decrease rate of change limits (ramping) for the output that 
can be set by the operator or program. Provides a configurable limit for the 
maximum allowed rate of increase and for the maximum allowed rate of 
decrease.

• Tieback input (REAL) and a Hand command source request input 
(BOOL); when Hand command source is asserted, the CV is forced to 
follow the Tieback value. 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware software. An Add-On 
Instruction is defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated 
multiple times in your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_AOut_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Simulation

Simulation in P_AOut simulates the requested CV, sets the Out_CV output to 0, 
and ignores any I/O Faults. 

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation icon is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate 
indicating the device is in simulation. 

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm Name P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate Name Description

Interlock Trip IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock ’not OK’ 
condition causes the output CV to be 
changed to the configured Interlock CV 
value or held at its last value.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock ’not OK’ condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, 
the output CV is set to the configured 
Interlock CV or held at its last value 
until reset.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

The following example provides a demonstration of using a P_AOut block to 
control a valve. During normal operation, the operator sets the valve position 
using P_AOut through the Add-On Instruction faceplate.

This example also includes interlock conditions using a P_Intlk block. The 
interlock conditions include upstream Group (G40) interlocks, plus low-low 
level and high-high temperature. The outputs of the interlock block are used as 
inputs by P_AOut to set the valve (Out_CV=O_HV_55) to an interlock 
position (for example, closed). This is done by setting the P_AOut configuration 
parameter Cfg_IntlkCV to 0. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false 
rung)

Processing for EnableIn False (False Rung) is handled the 
same as if the Analog Output were taken out of service by 
command. The CV output is de-energized (zeroed) and the 
Analog Output instruction is shown as Program Out of 
Service on the HMI. 

Powerup (prescan, first 
scan)

Processing of modes and alarms on prescan and powerup is 
handled by the embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions. See their manuals 
for details.
On powerup, the analog output control is cleared; otherwise, 
all data remains in the state it was in at power down.

Postscan (SFC 
transition)

No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Chapter 1 I/O Processing
Pressure/Temp. 
Compensated Flow 
(P_PTComp)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The Pressure/Temperature Compensated Flow (P_PTComp) Add-On 
Instruction is used to calculate a flow at standard temperature and pressure, 
essentially a mass flow rate, given a volumetric flow rate or differential pressure 
measurement. This instruction also requires measurements of the actual 
temperature and pressure of the flowing gas.

Functional Description

The P_PTComp Add-On Instruction is intended as a calculation function only, 
between other blocks, and no HMI components are provided. If a faceplate and/
or alarms are needed, the calculated output from the instruction can be sent to a 
P_AIn (analog input) instruction for alarming and display.

This instruction includes the following capabilities:
• Takes as its primary input either a volumetric flow rate or a differential 

pressure across a flow element, such as an orifice plate or pitot tube. When 
a differential pressure is used, the P_PTComp instruction allows 
configuration of the volumetric flow rate for a given differential pressure.

• Accepts a temperature in common units (Fahrenheit or Celsius degrees) or 
in absolute units (Rankine degrees or Kelvins).

• Accepts a pressure in common units (PSIG, kPa Gauge, or MPa Gauge) or 
in absolute units (PSIA, kPa Absolute, MPa Absolute).

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware software. An Add-On 
Instruction is defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated 
multiple times in your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PTComp_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction, must be imported 
into the controller project to use the instruction in the project. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created. 
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_PTComp Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms.

To provide High-High, High, Low, and/or Low-Low threshold alarms for any of 
the variables, use a P_AIn Analog Input instruction for each such variable. These 
variables include volumetric flow or differential pressure, temperature, pressure, 
or the calculated Flow at Standard Conditions.

Simulation

The P_PTComp Add-On Instruction does not have simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_PTComp instruction to determine the flow rate of 
compressed nitrogen at a standard pressure and flow. This can provide a more 
accurate measurement for custody transfer or control calculations where there is 
variability in environmental conditions and the flow transmitter is not capable of 
performing the compensation.

In this case, we have a measurement of flow from a dp-transmitter. The 
transmitter is providing the controller with a value that has been scaled to 
volumetric flow but not compensated for environmental temperature and 
pressure. We also have temperature and pressure measurements from where the 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No EnableInFalse logic is provided. The 
Instruction maintains its last state when 
EnableIn is false.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) No Pre-scan or First Scan logic is 
provided. The P_PTComp instruction 
simply performs its calculation every scan 
when EnableIn is true.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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flow is measured. In this example, the desired standard pressure and flow is
0 psig and 15 °C. 

The measured temperature, pressure, and flow are connected into the 
P_PTComp instruction to the inputs Inp_T_Act, Inp_P_Act, and Inp_F_Act. 
In this example, these values are in units of degrees C, psig, and m3/hr.
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Set Cfg_T_Std and Cfg_P_Std to 15 and 0, respectively, for the desired standard 
temperature and pressure. Cfg_T_Offset is left at its default of 273.15 to 
represent 0 °C in absolute units K (if using Fahrenheit, set this to 459.67 °F). 
Cfg_P_Offset is left at its default of 14.696 defining the value of 0 psi gauge 
pressure in absolute pressure. Cfg_UseDP is left at its default of 0, indicating we 
are using Inp_F_Act as the flow input as the flow transmitter is providing flow in 
volumetric units.

The output of P_PTComp is then connected to a P_AIn Instruction. The 
output is a compensated volumetric flow at standard temperature and pressure. 
The P_AIn could scale this flow to mass flow if desired. 

The local configuration tags Cfg_Desc, Cfg_Label, and Cfg_Tag are not 
required to be set. The P_PTComp instruction does not include visualization 
elements (global objects or faceplates). However, these string parameters are 
provided for use in custom visualization elements if desired. 
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Tank Strapping Table 
(P_StrapTbl)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_StrapTbl (Tank Strapping Table) Add-On Instruction calculates the 
volume of product in an upright cylindrical tank, given the level of the product 
and the tank calibration table. This instruction can optionally compensate for 
free water at the bottom of the tank (given a product/water interface level) or for 
thermal expansion of the tank shell (given the coefficient of linear expansion of 
the shell material and product and ambient temperatures). 

This instruction also can optionally compensate for a floating tank roof if the 
product density is provided.

Functional Description

The P_StrapTbl instruction is intended only as a calculation function, between 
other blocks, and so no HMI components are provided. 

For a faceplate or alarm, send the calculated corrected volume to a P_AIn 
(Analog Input) instruction.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware software. An Add-On 
Instruction is defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated 
multiple times in your application code as needed.

Controller File

The Add-On Instruction import, P_StrapTbl_4.10.00_AOI.L5X, must be 
imported into the controller project to use the instruction in the project. The 
service release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created. 

Operations

The P_StrapTbl Add-On Instruction uses tank calibration data and a tank level 
measurement to calculate tank volume. Tank calibration data can be obtained 
from the tank manufacturer or design firm, or determined through calibration. 
Example calibration methods are provided by the American Petroleum Institute's 
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(API) Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards (MPMS) section 2.2A or 
2.2B.

This instruction performs its calculations by using the same methods described in 
API MPMS Section 12.1 Part 1. The instruction calculates the following items:

• Total Observed Volume (TOV)
• Free Water Volume (FW)
• Correction for Temperature of Tank Shell (CTSh)
• Floating Roof Adjustment (FRA)
• Gross Observed Volume (GOV, the primary output of this instruction)

All calculations require the overall level input and the tank calibration table 
(‘strapping table’). The FW calculation is a specific requirement when calculating 
petroleum storage to adjust for free water content and requires an additional level 
signal for the product/water interface.

The CTSh calculation compensates for thermal expansion of the storage tank. If 
used, this calculation requires these measurements and configuration settings:

• Product temperature and the ambient temperature
• Configuration of the tank shell coefficient of linear expansion (fraction 

per degree)
• Calibration temperature for the tank calibration table
• Configuration constant for weighting the two measured temperatures 

(a reasonable default is provided)

The FRA calculation compensates the level measurement for displacement 
caused by a floating roof. This calculation requires a measurement or input of the 
product actual density and additional configuration data about the floating roof.

The final GOV calculation is provided without correction for product density 
and temperature (other than the shell temperature above) or included sediment 
and water. Those calculations depend on the product,
not just the tank calibration table, and are beyond the scope of this instruction.

Alarms

The P_StrapTbl Add-On Instruction only performs calculations and does not 
have any alarms. The instruction does not contain an embedded 
P_Alarm instruction.

To provide High-High, High, Low, and/or Low-Low threshold alarms for the 
input or output of P_StrapTbl, use the P_AIn Analog Input instruction.

Simulation

The P_StrapTbl Add-On Instruction does not have simulation capability.

Use the simulation capability of associated analog input instructions to simulate 
level or temperature inputs or volume outputs.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_StrapTbl instruction to calculate the volume of product 
in a storage tank based on the measured storage tank level and storage tank 
strapping table information. In this example, there is no floating roof so there is 
no compensation for displacement. There are no adjustments based on 
temperature to account for thermal expansion of the tank. 

The measured storage tank level is connected into the P_StrapTbl instruction by 
using the input Inp_Level. In this example, the level is reported in units of feet.

The storage tank is a 4 ft tall tank, and strapping table information has been 
provided by the tank vendor. Strapping tables often list data in terms of major 
and minor units. In this example, data has been provided at 6-in increments. The 
vendor-provided strapping table has nine rows and looks like the following table.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No EnableInFalse logic is provided. The 
instruction maintains its last state when 
EnableIn is false.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) No Pre-scan or First Scan logic is 
provided. The P_StrapTbl instruction 
simply performs its calculation every scan 
when EnableIn is true.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.

Level (ft-in.) Volume (barrels)

0-00 3.1

0-06 136.6

1-00 264.2

1-06 402.7

2-00 541.4

2-06 692.7
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To store the strapping table information in the controller, the tag 
Tank1013StrapTbl is created as type P_StrapTblRow[9] (a nine-element array of 
strapping table information). 

The parameter Cfg_MinorPerMajor is left at its default of 12, so that the 
instruction can convert the input (feet) to major and minor units (feet and 
inches). This allows the strapping table to be configured by using the same major 
and minor units as provided by the vendor.

The InOut tag Cfg_CalTbl of the P_StrapTbl instruction is modified to point to 
the new array Tank1013StrapTbl to provide the instruction with the strapping 
table information. The output of P_StrapTbl is then connected to another 
P_AIn instruction. The output is the calculated volume of the storage tank.

The local configuration tags Cfg_Desc, Cfg_Label, and Cfg_Tag are not 
required to be set. The P_StrapTbl instruction does not include visualization 
elements (global objects or faceplates). However, these string parameters are 
provided for use in custom visualization elements, if desired. 

3-00 844.1

3-06 990.8

4-00 1137.5

Table 6 - Strapping Table Calculation Examples

.Major .Minor .Volume

Tank1013StrapTbl[0] 0 0 3.1

Tank1013StrapTbl[1] 0 6 136.6

Tank1013StrapTbl[2] 1 0 264.2

Tank1013StrapTbl[3] 1 6 402.7

Tank1013StrapTbl[4] 2 0 541.4

Tank1013StrapTbl[5] 2 6 692.7

Tank1013StrapTbl[6] 3 0 844.1

Tank1013StrapTbl[7] 3 6 990.8

Tank1013StrapTbl[8] 4 0 1137.5

Level (ft-in.) Volume (barrels)
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HART Analog Input 
(P_AInHART)

All relevant information has been place in publication PROCES-RM010, 
Rockwell Automation Library of Process Objects: HART Modules for PlantPAx 
DCS.

HART Analog Output 
(P_AOutHART)

All relevant information has been place in publication PROCES-RM010, 
Rockwell Automation Library of Process Objects: HART Modules for PlantPAx 
DCS.
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Chapter 2

Regulatory and Procedural Control

Purpose This chapter is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

Library objects in this section comprise two groups of Advanced Process 
Control: regulatory and procedural. 

• Regulatory control focuses on the process variables (levels, flows, 
temperatures, pressures, and so on). The control is designed to improve 
loops that perform poorly and automate loops that are typically run in 
manual by the operator. These loops include techniques such as ratio, feed-
forward, cascade, and split-range control.

• Procedural control focuses on the product being manufactured (cement, 
polyethylene, ethanol. paper, and so on). The objects control the various 
product specifications and parameters via a series of discrete sequential 
actions.

Table 7 describes the objects in this group, including when to use and not to use 
each one.

Table 7 - Regulatory Control

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use

Proportional + 
Integral 
+Derivative 
Enhanced 
(P_PIDE)

This instruction provides the 
functionality of the PIDE built-in 
instruction for PID loop control and 
additional alarm status information.
Use this instruction when you plan to 
use the PIDE for loop control and 
provide visualization to the operator.

• Provides additional context for 
display, including a description, 
label, tag, and engineering units.

• Provides P_CmdSrc (command 
source) object for control.

• Links for the P_Intlk (interlocks) 
instruction for interlocking.

• Power-up Setpoint, Output, and 
Loop mode settings.

Analog Fanout 
(P_Fanout)

This instruction fans one 'primary' 
analog output signal out to multiple 
'secondary' users or devices. Each 
secondary output has configurable 
gain, offset, and clamping limits.
The instruction applies minimum 
and maximum clamping limits to 
each output (secondary) CV.

• To fan the output of a PID loop, or 
a P_AOut (Analog Output) Add-
On Instruction used as a manual 
loading station, to multiple valves, 
drives, or other devices.

• You have 2…8 devices that are 
driven by the loop or output.

• You have valves, drives, or other 
output devices that react over 
different ranges of the PID or 
P_AOut output, such as a 'Split-
Range' control strategy.

• You want to initialize the primary 
output signal when all secondaries 
are requesting initialization.

• Have only one output device. Use 
the P_AOut instruction or other 
output instruction instead. The 
P_Fanout capabilities are targeted 
to control strategies where there is 
a need to have one loop or station 
drive multiple devices.

• Have multiple PID loops and one 
output device that uses the highest 
or lowest of the PID loop outputs 
(high-select or low-select 
strategy). Use the ESEL built-in 
instruction, the P_HiLoSel 
instruction, or other
high-select/low-select logic.
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High or Low 
Selector 
(P_HiLoSel)

This instruction selects the lowest of 
the (up to 6) incoming CVs or the 
highest of the incoming CVs and 
outputs the value.
The unselected CVs are flagged to 
track the selected CV. The tracking 
value can optionally be offset by an 
amount equal to the upstream
PID/PIDE Gain times Error to avoid 
problems with ever-decreasing (if 
low-select) or 
ever-increasing (if high-select) 
output.

• To implement an Override Select 
control strategy. This strategy 
controls a primary process 
variable while other process 
variables can override the output 
to the final control element to 
avoid exceeding constraints.
– For example, a pump station 

uses a PID loop with a variable 
speed drive on the main line 
pump as the final control 
element to control discharge 
pressure (the primary PV). But 
additional PID controls are 
provided that reduce the speed 
of the pump if the pump motor 
current is too high or if pump 
suction pressure is too low.

• Have multiple interacting loops 
each with their own final control 
element. Use the Model Predictive 
Control built-in instructions 
instead.

• Have one process variable control 
loop with multiple final control 
elements. Use the P_Fanout Add-
On Instruction or the SRTP (split-
range/time proportional) built-in 
instruction instead. 

Deadband 
Controller 
(P_DBC)

This instruction provides control of a 
process variable within limits by 
using one or two discrete outputs. A 
deadband controller is also known as 
a 'bang-bang' or 'on-off' controller.

• Control an analog process variable 
(PV), such as temperature, level or 
pressure, between upper and lower 
control limits by triggering one or 
two discrete outputs. The outputs 
typically energize and de-energize 
equipment that increases or 
decreases the process variable.

• To control an analog process 
variable by using an analog final 
control element, such as a 
modulating control valve or a 
variable speed motor drive, use 
the P_PIDE Add-On Instruction, 
the PIDE function block, PID 
ladder instruction, or the IMC, 
CC, or MMC function blocks for 
model-based control of the PV.

Sequencer Object 
(P_Seq)

This instruction is a controller-based 
step sequencing solution that reduces 
engineering time by automating 
common operator procedures.
The step-by-step configuration 
makes it easy to adjust procedures 
directly from the HMI displays 
without having to create or modify 
custom code in the controller. The 
Sequencer can be employed in 
simple and complex sequences 
without costly re-engineering and 
testing. You add, delete, or modify 
steps that are used accomplish the 
objective of the sequence.

• To implement a procedure to 
operate equipment in a prescribed 
order (open valve, start pump, and 
so forth). The Sequencer is 
intended for basic sequencing that 
is typical of control and 
equipment implementation 
modules (as defined in ISA-
TRI06.00.01). The instruction can 
be used at any level and in any 
application where its functionality 
is appropriate.

• Implement a batch phase, such as 
material addition, agitation, 
transfer, and so forth, where a 
hold, restart, or reset of logic is 
required. Use the Phase Manager 
capability of Logix Controller 
instead.

• Need sophisticated sequential 
function chart (SFC) procedures, 
such as simultaneous threads and 
multi-selection branches.

Dosing (P_Dose) The P_Dose Add-On Instruction 
controls ingredient addition to 
measure the quantity of ingredient 
that is being added. The instruction 
can be used with a flowmeter or 
weigh scale.
The flowmeter can be:
• Analog flowmeter (signal 

proportional to flow)
• Pulse generating flowmeter (pulse 

count proportional to quantity 
delivered)

• Digital flowmeter providing flow 
rate or quantity (totalized flow) 
information. 

The weigh scale can be on the 
receiving vessel (gain in weight) or 
on the sourcing vessel
(loss in weight). The weigh scale can 
be connected via an analog input, 
device network, or other connection.

• Want to control basic dosing 
(ingredient addition) with basic 
features, such as
bulk/dribble rate selection, preact, 
automatic preact adjustment, and 
the ability to start, pause, and 
resume flow.

• Measuring the quantity of 
ingredient added by using a 
flowmeter. The flowmeter can 
provide an analog flow rate, an 
analog quantity (total), or a pulse 
count with rollover.

• Measuring the quantity of 
ingredient added to a destination 
vessel (gain in weight) or the 
quantity that is transferred from a 
source vessel (loss in weight) by 
using a weigh scale. The scale 
provides a weight value and can 
be interfaced via an analog input 
card, network, or other means.

• This instruction does not include 
capability for controlled-rate 
addition, such as ratio control, 
digital blending, or precision 
blending. Contact your Rockwell 
Automation representative for a 
blending solution.

• Need a totalizer (integrator) only. 
Use the built-in TOT instruction 
instead.

• Need to display a weigh scale’s 
weight or generate high and low 
weight alarms. Use the P_AIn 
Analog Input instruction instead.

Table 7 - Regulatory Control

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Proportional + 
Integral +Derivative 
Enhanced (P_PIDE)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_PIDE (Proportional + Integral + Derivative Enhanced) Add-On 
Instruction provides the functionality of the Studio 5000 Logix Designer® PIDE 
function block with a user experience consistent with the rest of the Rockwell 
Automation Library of Process Objects. 

Functional Description

The primary operations of the P_PIDE Add-On Instructions and its faceplate 
include the following: 

• All the functions of the PIDE built-in instruction for PID loop control
• Process Library alarm objects for deviation alarms, and additional alarm 

status information and functionality, including limits, deadbands,
and severities

• Additional context for display, including a description, label, tag, and 
engineering units

• P_CmdSrc (command source) object for control
• Links for the P_Intlk (interlocks) instruction for interlocking
• Power-up Setpoint, Output, and Loop mode settings
• Setpoint ramping over a specified time.

Lead/Lag/
Standby Motor 
Group (P_LLS)

This instruction provides control of a 
parallel group of motors. Such 
groups are commonly used for a 
group of pumps that maintain 
pressure on a header despite wide 
changes in demand. For example, 
municipal-scale or 
plant-scale water distribution.

• Need ability for the Operator or 
Program to enter a 'demand', the 
number of motors to run.

• Need a configurable ability to stop 
the last started motor or the first 
started motor (first-on-last-off or 
last-on-last-off).

• Need configurable delay between 
starts and configurable delay 
between stops. Starts or stops 
motors as required to meet the 
entered demand.

• To identify (and optionally alarm) 
when there are not enough motors 
available to start for the given 
demand to be met.

•

Table 7 - Regulatory Control

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Autotune

You must have a license to edit the autotune tag entry field on the PIDE 
instruction. Complete these steps to enable the functionality.

1. Open the Logic routine of the ‘P_PIDE_only’ Add-On Instruction.

2. To set the autotune tag to 'Ref_Autotune', edit the function block diagram.

3. Save your changes and download to your controller.

Once this change has been made, the outer P_PIDE instruction automatically 
checks on power-up for response from the Autotune function. The Autotune 
button is automatically enabled on the faceplate. 

This function is a supported end-user/solution-provider enhancement that does 
not void technical support.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PIDE_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Source and Simulation 
types.
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Table 8 - P_PIDE Alarms

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail None Raised when the internal PIDE 
instruction reports an Instruction Fault. 
The PIDE instruction reports an 
Instruction Fault under any of the 
following conditions:
• Setpoint value has bad quality or is 

invalid or cascade setpoint 
communication has faulted.

• PV value has bad quality or is 
invalid or PV engineering units 
scaling configuration is invalid.

• CV value has bad quality or is 
invalid or CV communication is 
faulted.

• The Feed forward input value is 
invalid.

• The Hand feedback input value is 
invalid or has bad quality.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock ’not OK’ 
condition causes the output CV to be 
changed to the configured Interlock 
CV value or held at its last value.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

High 
Deviation

HiDev HiDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint is above the 
High Deviation threshold. The 
threshold, deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.

High-High 
Deviation

HiHiDev HiHiDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint is above the 
High-High Deviation threshold. The 
threshold, deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.

Low 
Deviation

LoDev LoDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint is below the 
Low Deviation threshold. (Since the 
threshold is a negative number, this 
reading is the amount the PV falls 
below the setpoint or reference.) The 
threshold, deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.

Low-Low 
Deviation

LoLoDev LoLoDevGat
e

Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint is below the 
Low-Low Deviation threshold. (Since 
the threshold is a negative number, this 
reading is the amount the PV falls 
below the setpoint or reference.) The 
threshold, deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.
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Simulation

The P_PIDE Add-On Instruction does not have Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000™ Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Programming Example

An example showing P_PIDE with P_VSD is shown below.

The output of the P_PIDE block (Out_CV) is used as the input to the P_VSD 
block (PSet_SpeedRef ). The P_VSD output Sts_Available is True when the 
drive is available to be controlled by the program. When this value is False (the 
drive is not in program mode), the P_PIDE input Inp_UseCVInitVal is set to 
True, forcing the P_PIDE block to initialize its CV value to Inp_CVInitVal. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The instruction command source is shown as Program 
Out of Service. The loop status is shown as disabled. 
The loop CV is set to the configured interlock CV 
value.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Received commands are cleared. The loop is initialized 
with the powerup Loop mode, CV, and SP.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Inp_CVInitVal is connected for the output Val_SpeedRef (speed target to the 
drive). 
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Analog Fanout 
(P_Fanout)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The Analog Fanout (P_Fanout) Add-On Instruction fans one 'primary' analog 
output signal out to multiple 'secondary' users or devices. Each secondary output 
has configurable gain, offset, and clamping limits. 

Functional Description

The Analog Fanout instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Receives an input CV (controlled variable) from a primary PID loop or 

analog output.
• Applies rate-of-change limiting to the input signal.
• Calculates outputs for up to eight secondary devices. Each secondary has 

its own ratio (slope) and offset (intercept) from the rate-limited primary 
input. The ratios and offsets are configured values.

• Applies minimum and maximum clamping limits to each output 
(secondary) CV.

• Provides for initialization of each of its secondary CV outputs based on a 
request bit and a requested value from the secondary. When a particular 
output CV comes out of initialization, it is ramped from the initialization 
value to its calculated value by using a configured
‘Takeup’ Rate.
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• Provides for initialization of the primary when all secondaries have 
requested initialization. The initialization value sent to the primary can be 
a fixed (configured) value or a calculated value based on the CV1
(Output 1) requested initialization value, accounting for the CV1 gain 
and offset. Thus CV1 is the ‘priority’ output.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Fanout_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

TIP If you are using the P_Fanout Add-On Instruction in a 
split-range strategy (its default configuration), use CV1 
for the 'safe' part of the range (for example, a chilled 
water valve) and CV2 for the 'unsafe' part of the range 
(for example, a steam valve). If both CV1 and CV2 
request initialization, the loop (primary) is initialized 
based on the requested value from CV1 and set to a value 
in the cooling range.
For example, a P_Fanout Add-On Instruction is 
configured to use input range 0…50% as 100…0% open 
on the cooling valve on CV1, and input range 50…100% 
as 0…100% on the heating valve on CV2. If both valves 
request initialization, the P_Fanout Add-On Instruction 
uses the CV1 initialization value and requests the primary 
to initialize in the 0…50% range, the cooling side.
If the heating valve is used as CV1, the initialization is 
always in the heating range of the primary CV. In many 
split-range applications, it is a requirement to initialize or 
fail in the cooling range (for example, 0…50% output, for 
100…0% cooling and always 0% heating).
The default configuration of the P_Fanout instruction 
provides this cooling (CV1) and heating (CV2) setup, 
with CV3…CV8 not used.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_Fanout instruction does not provide any alarms. The instruction does 
provide Status bits that identify if the input CV or any particular output CV is 
being limited. The instruction also prides Status bits if any input value (input CV 
or any of the individual CV initialization values) is Infinite (Inf ) or Not a 
Number (NaN).

Simulation

The P_Fanout Add-On Instruction does not have simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions. 

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Source and Simulation 
types.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The instruction is kept in its last state.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The CV Rate limiter is set to initialize at 
the first valid CV received.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example uses the P_Fanout instruction to implement a split range PID 
control strategy to control temperature of a processing vessel. In this example, the 
heat exchanger to the vessel jacket is fed by either a steam valve to heat or a glycol 
valve to cool. A single PID controller is used to control temperature. It is assumed 
that the relative process gain between each valve and the temperature is the same.

To connect the PIDE instruction to the P_Fanout instruction, the PIDE output 
(CVEU) is connected to the input (Inp_CV) of P_Fanout. P_Fanout outputs 
Out_CVInitVal and Out_CVInitReq are connected to PIDE inputs CVInitReq 
and CVInitValue to be sure of proper initialization of the PIDE loop if there are 
issues with either valve.

Cfg_HasCV2 is set to 1 to indicate P_Fanout connects to two outputs. 
Cfg_CV1RatioSrc, Cfg_CV1OffsetSrc, Cfg_CV2RatioSrc, and 
Cfg_CV2OffsetSrc are all left at 0 to indicate that the scaling used to calculate 
the valve outputs is configured and not dynamically set by the operator or 
program.

To handle initialization, Cfg_FixedInitVal is set to 50 so that the PIDE 
instruction initializes with both valves closed when initialization is requested. 
Cfg_UseFixedInit is set to 1 to indicate the fixed initialization value is to be used 
instead of the feedback from the glycol valve.

To properly scale the two outputs, the scaling configuration values are set as 
follows:

Cfg_CV1Ratio: -2.04

Cfg_CV1Offset: 100

Cfg_CV1Min: 0

Cfg_CV1Max: 100

Cfg_CV2Ratio: 2.04

Cfg_CV2Offset:  -103
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Cfg_CV2Min: 0

Cfg_CV2Max: 100

These values cause a 50% output on the vessel temperature controller to 
command both the glycol and the steam valve closed (0%). As the PIDE output 
approaches 0%, the glycol valve opens (approach 100%). As the PIDE output 
approaches 100%, the steam valve opens (approach 100%). These settings create 
a little deadband around 50% where neither valve opens to prevent chattering 
between glycol and steam to prevent excessive wear on the heat exchanger. 

P_Fanout outputs Out_CV1 and Out_CV2 are connected to the outputs to the 
glycol and steam valves. Valve status information is brought in through inputs 
Inp_CV1InitReq and Inp_CV2InitReq to be sure that the control loop 
initializes if there is a problem with a valve. Based on the settings above, 
initialization commands both valves closed.

Lastly, the following local configuration tags are configured to drive the text on 
the HMI global object and faceplate. In this example, they are set as follows:

Cfg_Tag: TY0921

Cfg_Label: Vessel 0900 Split Range

Cfg_Desc: Vessel Split Range Calculation

Cfg_CV1_Label: Glycol Valve

Cfg_CV2_Label: Steam Valve

Cfg_CV1_EU: %

Cfg_CV2_EU: %
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High or Low Selector 
(P_HiLoSel)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

This instruction sets its output to the lowest or highest of the incoming CVs. For 
example, three PID controls feed a P_HiLoSel instruction that is configured to 
select the lowest of the three PID outputs as the speed reference for a drive. In 
normal operation, the discharge pressure PID has control, and the other PIDs 
track the output of the discharge pressure loop. When motor current exceeds its 
setpoint, or if suction pressure falls below its setpoint, the constraint being 
exceeded takes control to help prevent motor overcurrent or pump cavitation.

The P_HiLoSel (High or Low Selector Add-On Instruction) selects the lowest 
of the (up to 6) incoming CVs (if Cfg_HiLoSel = 0), or the highest of the 
incoming CVs (if Cfg_HiLoSel =1) and outputs it (Out_CV). 

The unselected CVs are flagged to track the selected CV. 

The tracking value can optionally be offset by an amount equal to the upstream 
PID/PIDE Gain * Error to avoid problems with ever-decreasing (if Low-Select) 
or ever-increasing (if High-Select) output. 

Scaling of the output of this block to CVEU can be done by a downstream 
P_ValveC or P_AOut block. This block also supports initialization from a 
downstream block; the initialization is forwarded (with offset, if so configured) 
to upstream blocks. 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_HiLoSel_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

IMPORTANT Each CV input must come from the PIDE 'CV' (in percent); 
each proportional gain input must come from the PIDE 
'PGain' parameter; and each error input must come from the 
PIDE 'EPercent' parameter. 
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction does not generate any alarms. Alarms are provided by upstream 
(P_PIDE) and downstream (P_ValveC, P_VSD, P_AOut) instructions as 
necessary.

Simulation

The P_HiLoSel Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No enableInfalse logic is provided. If scanned in 
a Ladder or Function Block routine with the 
EnableIn input false, all values are held in their 
last states.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) No prescan logic is provided.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example shows the P_HiLoSel in function block context and 
implements part of a pressure control strategy. In this case, two P_PIDE 
instructions are used as inputs for P_HiLoSel. The PIDE instructions are for 
Suction Pressure Override Control and Discharge Pressure Control. The 
P_PIDE output values Out_CV (CV to final control element) and Val_E (Loop 
Error) are used as inputs to P_HiLoSel. 

This example also shows P_HiLoSel inputs for Initial Value (Inp_CVInitVal) 
and Initialization Required (Inp_CVInitReq). In this case, the Initial Value is 
taken from the speed reference to the pump motor drive. The Initialization 
Required flag is set based on the motor’s running and availability status. 
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Deadband Controller 
(P_DBC)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_DBC (Deadband Controller) Add-On Instruction provides control of a 
process variable within limits by using one or two discrete outputs. A deadband 
controller is also known as a 'bang-bang' or 'on-off ' controller.

Functional Description

The P_DBC instruction provides the following capabilities:
• A Raise output, which is activated when the PV is less than the entered 

Raise threshold.
• A Lower output, which is activated when the PV is greater than the 

entered Lower threshold.
• Q and Q-Not outputs. Q is set when the PV falls below the Raise 

threshold and cleared when the PV rises above the Lower threshold;
Q-Not is the inverse of Q.

• High and Low Deviation alarms with configurable thresholds and 
deadbands. These alarms can provide notification that the PV is 
approaching an out-of-control condition.

• Alarms for High PV Rate of Change Increasing and High PV Rate of 
Change Decreasing. These alarms can provide notification that the PV is 
changing faster than expected.

• Operation in Manual and Automatic Loop Modes. In Automatic Loop 
Mode, the control algorithm triggers the outputs to keep the PV within 
limits. In Manual Loop Mode, the operator directly manipulates the Raise 
and Lower outputs from the HMI.

• Operation from Operator, Program, External, Override, and Maintenance 
command sources.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. The objects let you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.
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Controller File

The P_DBC_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

The image shows the reactions of the instruction to the value of PV as it increases 
or decreases.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

This object does not have Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

High 
Deviation

HiDev HiDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint or reference is 
above the High Deviation threshold. 
The threshold, deadband, gating, and 
timing are set in configuration.

High Rate of 
Change 
(Decreasing)

HiRoCDec HiRoCDesGa
te

PV rate of change that exceeds the 
High Rate of Change limit decreasing. 
Threshold, deadband, and severity are 
set in configuration.

High Rate of 
Change 
(Increasing)

HiRoCInc HiRoCIncGat
e

PV rate of change that exceeds the 
High Rate of Change limit increasing. 
Threshold, deadband, and severity are 
set in configuration.

Low 
Deviation

LoDev LoDevGate Raised when the amount by which the 
PV exceeds the setpoint or reference is 
below the Low Deviation threshold. 
(Since the threshold is a negative 
number, this reading is the amount the 
PV falls below the setpoint or 
reference.) The threshold, deadband, 
gating, and timing are set in 
configuration.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) The loop outputs are de-energized. The 
command source is shown as Program Out 
of Service. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The loop outputs 
are de-energized.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the Reference Manuals for the 
P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm instructions for 
details.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Sequencer Object 
(P_Seq)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The Rockwell Automation Sequencer Object (P_Seq) provides a flexible 
controller-based step sequencing solution that reduces engineering time by 
automating common operator procedures. The step-by-step configuration makes 
it easy to adjust procedures directly from the HMI displays without having to 
create or modify custom code in the controller. The Sequencer can be employed 
in simple and complex sequences without costly re-engineering and testing. You 
add, delete, or modify steps needed to accomplish your sequence’s objective.

Functional Description

The 32 Boolean outputs are used to assert commands to devices. The 32 Real 
outputs are used to set setpoints or references. Each output (Boolean or Real) can 
be used optionally in each step, and each output is explicitly defined even if it’s 
not used in a step.

The 32 inputs are used to monitor Boolean signals from devices or logic to 
determine when a desired state or combination of states have been achieved. 
When the desired state or combination of states has been achieved, this signals 
the end of the step.

In operation, when a step is executed, the output values are presented at the 
Sequencer instruction outputs before the first check of the input conditions. In 
this way, the output values for each step are present for at least one scan of the 
Sequencer.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Seq_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Step User-defined Data Type

To achieve the greatest flexibility concerning step information storage and 
number of steps in a sequence, a separate user-defined data type (UDT) is 
supplied to store the step information (P_SeqStep). You create an array of these 
UDT members to hold the step configurations of the sequence. Array length is 
from 2…500 steps. The first step of the array is not available because it’s used by 
the Sequencer instruction for other features and bookkeeping.

Operator Prompt

The P_Prompt instruction can be used with the Sequencer to perform manual 
prompt operations, such as operator messaging, entering values, or decision-
making in the flow of steps.

For more information, see the following resource:
• Rockwell Automation Sequencer Object Reference Manual,

publication PROCES-RM006

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT See Operator Prompt (P_Prompt) on page 389 for the 
P_Prompt instruction.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Source and Simulation 
types.
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Alarms

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Simulation

The P_Seq Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

This table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the sequence to 
perform its configured interlock 
action. The sequence can:
• Command the sequence to Stop
• Hold at the current step
• Transfer control back to the last step 

configured as an Interlock Fallback 
Step

If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

Sequence 
Timeout

SeqTO None Raised when the amount of time in the 
current sequence exceeds the step 
timeout configuration for that step 
(Cfg_SeqTO).

Step Timeout StepTO None Raised when the amount of time in the 
current step of the sequence exceeds 
the step timeout configuration for that 
step 
(Ref_Steps[stepnumber].Cfg_FaultT).

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Command source is set to Program Out of Service. 
Outputs are left in their last state, and are not being 
written. Received commands are ignored and cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Sequencer is flagged to initialize on first scan. On first 
scan, the sequence is set to the Idle state and the edit 
pointer (for online sequence editing HMI displays) is 
set to step 1 of the sequence.

Postscan (SFC Transition)  No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Dosing (P_Dose) This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 
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Chapter 2 Regulatory and Procedural Control
The diagram depicts a typical sequence of operator commands, settings, and 
subsequent instruction actions. The example shows the P_Dose Instruction is 
performing ingredient dosing in Operator command source.
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Functional Description

The primary operations of the P_Dose instruction include the following:
• Provides inputs for rate (flow rate or quantity per time) and quantity 

(weight, total, or pulse count).
• Provides the ability to use a pulse count as the Quantity PV, with 

configurable rollover count.
• Provides the ability to totalize the flow rate PV to determine the 

quantity that is delivered when the flowmeter provides a rate signal but no 
quantity. 

• Provides the ability to calculate the flow rate given the quantity by 
differentiating with respect to time when the meter or scale provides a total 
or pulse count but no rate. If the rate PV is calculated from an input 
quantity, the P_Dose instruction uses a first-order (lag) filter on the 
calculated rate PV signal to reduce the impact of jitter, scan time, 
quantization error, or input signal noise.

• Provides linear scaling of the input weight, flow, or quantity value from 
raw (input card) units to engineering (display) units.

• Provides the ability to clear the totalizer to a zero-quantity starting point 
for transfer. Once the totalizer is cleared, the instruction checks for 
unrequested flow, that is, an increase or decrease in total before flow is 
started, and raises a tare fault alarm if such a weight change occurs.

• Provides a low rate cutoff function, used to ignore flow rate values near 
zero to deal with noise or zero calibration error in the rate signal.

• Provides the ability to use a flowmeter with built-in totalizer. Forwards the 
totalizer clear command to the flowmeter and checks that the total was 
reset. Once the total is cleared, the instruction checks for unrequested 
flow, an increase in the delivered total before flow is started, and raises a 
zero fault if such flow occurs.

• Provides outputs to control associated equipment (pumps, valves, and so 
forth) to start and stop flow. The operator or the program could start the 
ingredient addition, then pause, and resume it if needed.

• Monitors the status of controlled equipment (pumps, valves, and so forth). 
Flow is stopped and an alarm is raised on an equipment fault or if the 
equipment fails to respond as commanded.

• Monitors rate and/or quantity input communication status and provides 
indication of uncertain or bad rate PV or quantity PV. Flow is stopped and 
an alarm is raised on a bad PV or communication loss.

• Provides program, operator, or external entry of a quantity to deliver 
(setpoint) and calculates the quantity remaining to deliver and percent 
complete during delivery.

• Provides program, operator, or external entry of high and low tolerance 
limits. Lets the program, operator, or external command source initiate a 
tolerance check after delivery is complete. Provides a warning if under 
tolerance and lets the operator bump the flow to make up the shortage. 
The bump can be configured as a timed bump or as an operator jog-like 
function. Provides an alarm if over tolerance and inhibits further flow.
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• Includes the ability to switch to a lower dribble flow rate automatically as 
the quantity delivered approaches setpoint. Provides operator or program 
entry of the dribble quantity. Provides run, dribble, and stop outputs to 
controlled equipment.

• Uses a preact value to stop flow to account for material in the pipe, time for 
equipment to stop, and delays in measurement, scan, communication, and 
so forth. Provides operator, program, or external entry of the preact value. 
Provides an optional automatic preact correction that is based on the error 
in delivery when tolerance is checked. The auto correction lets the preact 
‘learn’ the correct value over time.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Dose_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for Add-On Instructions.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Source and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Equipment 
Fault

EqpFault None Raised when the Inp_CtrldEqpFault 
input is true, or when equipment 
feedback signals fail to track the 
commanded state of the equipment 
within the configured time. If an 
equipment fault is configured as a shed 
fault, the flow is stopped and a reset is 
required to resume flow.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

When the P_Dose block is placed in simulation, it continues to generate its 
outputs to control equipment, but the flow quantity and rate inputs are ignored 
and a simulated flow rate is used.

This operation in simulation is different from the equipment (motor, valve, 
drive) instructions. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. The 

Simulation icon  is displayed at the top left of the Operator faceplate, and 
indicates that the device is in simulation. 

While in simulation, you can use the following parameters to control how the 
flow is simulated:

• Cfg_SimRate – the full rate to be used for delivery (in flow units/rate 
time)

• Cfg_SimDribbleRate – the rate to be used for dribble (in flow units/rate 
time)

Over 
Tolerance

OverTol None Raised when the tolerance check is 
performed and the quantity that is 
delivered exceeds the setpoint by more 
than the High Tolerance threshold.

Under 
Tolerance 
(warning)

UnderTol None Raised when the tolerance check is 
performed and the quantity that is 
delivered falls short of the setpoint by 
more than the Low Tolerance 
threshold.
TIP: In some instances, the Bump 
function can be used to make up the 
shortage.

Zero fault ZeroFault None Raised if the totalizer fails to clear, or 
if the totalizer is cleared but then 
registers flow before flow is 
commanded to start.

WARNING: In order to avoid starting equipment during 
simulation, the downstream equipment instructions must be 
put in simulation so that their outputs are held in the SAFE 
state.
Failure to do this can result in personal injury or equipment 
damage.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description
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When you have finished simulation, clear the Inp_Sim parameter to 0 to return 
to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Any commands that are received are 
discarded. All alarms are cleared. The 
command source is reported as Program 
Out of Service. The displayed rate is 
zeroed. Outputs to controlled equipment 
are de-energized. Other output parameters 
(values and status) hold their last value.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
powerup procedures. See the reference 
manual for the P_Alarm instructions for 
more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example uses a flow measuring element, such as an orifice plate, that 
provides a differential pressure (DP) based on flow. A basic differential pressure 
transmitter provides the DP signal to the controller. 

• The P_AInAdv instruction is configured to convert the DP signal to a 
flow, using the advanced analog input's square root characterization feature 
(Cfg_UseSqRt = 1). 

• The flow signal is tied to the Inp_RatePV input of the P_Dose block. The 
dosing block is configured to integrate the flow rate signal to accumulate 
the quantity transferred (Cfg_CalcQty = 1). 

• Configure the analog input to filter the signal slightly 
(Cfg_FiltTC = 0.1 sec) to account for signal noise. 

• The dosing block low flow cutoff is set to 0.05 GPM 
(Cfg_LoRateCutoff = 0.05) to alleviate any calibration anomalies.
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The dosing block connects to a P_ValveC instruction to control an analog 
control valve. 

• When full flow is selected, the SEL blocks select a value of 100.0 to go to 
the P_ValveC Program setting for the output to the valve (PSet_CV) and 
the valve is wide open. 

• When dribble flow is selected, the SEL block select a value of 15.0 to go to 
the valve to throttle down to 15% open. 

• When the dosing block selected to stop flow, both the DribbleFlow and 
FullFlow signals are 0, and the SEL blocks default to a CV of 0.0 to close 
the valve.
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Lead/Lag/Standby 
Motor Group 
(P_LLS)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_LLS (Lead Lag Standby motor group) Add-On Instruction provides 
control of a parallel group of motors. Such groups are commonly used for a group 
of pumps that maintain pressure on a header despite wide changes in demand, 
such as in municipal-scale or plant-scale water distribution.

Functional Description

The P_LLS Instruction controls and monitors a group of 2 to 30 motors and 
provides:

• Operator, Program, and Override capability to start and stop the group (as 
a group).

• Ability for the Operator or Program to enter a 'demand', the number of 
motors to run.

• Configurable maximum demand (1 to number of motors in group).
• Configurable minimum demand (0 to maximum demand).
• Configurable to stop the last started motor or the first started motor 

(first-on-last-off or last-on-last-off ).
• Configurable delay between starts and configurable delay between stops.
• Start and Stop commands on the P_LLS instruction allow for starting or 

stopping the motors as a group. The delay between starts or stops can be 
configured to sequence the motors.

• Starts or stops motors as required to meet the entered demand.
• Identifies (and optionally alarms) when there are not enough motors 

available to start (in Program Mode and ready to run) for the given 
demand to be met.

• Identifies (and optionally alarms) when there are not enough motors 
available to stop (in Program Mode and ready to stop) for the given 
demand to be met.

• Ability to rotate the list of motors (demote the lead, promote the others).
• Monitoring of Permissive conditions to allow starting the motor group.
• Monitoring of Interlock conditions to stop/prevent starting the 

motor group.
• Alarm if interlock conditions cause the group to be stopped.
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

Not Ready, and Maintenance Bypass Active.
• 'Available' status for use by automation logic to know whether motor group 

can be controlled by other objects.
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Chapter 2 Regulatory and Procedural Control
This instruction controls a group of motors, such as a set of pumps with common 
intake source and discharge destination. The number of motors to run depends 
on the demand on the system. The P_LLS group can be configured to consist of 
2...30 motors.

The minimum demand can be set as low as 0, so that all motors are stopped at 
minimum demand. The maximum demand can be set as high as the number of 
pumps in the group. (In this case, if the demand were as high as the number of 
pumps in the group, there would be no 'standby' pumps.)

The P_LLS instruction uses a sorting algorithm to deal with motors that are not 
available. If a motor is running and not available (perhaps running in Operator 
command source), the motor is forced to the top of the sort. If a motor is stopped 
and not available (faulted), the motor is forced to the bottom of the sort. The 
motors that are available to start and stop are controlled to meet the demand. If 
the demand cannot be met because of unavailable motors, a status/alarm is 
provided.

The P_LLS instruction uses an array of structures of the type 'P_LLS_Motor' to 
interface to the motors. Each interface element in the array provides the signals 
that are required between the P_LLS instruction and one motor.

Configuration data for the motor are also provided in the array. This data 
includes Priority and Preference values that can be used to affect the sorting of 
the motors. 

A Maintenance 'out of service' flag that removes a motor from consideration in 
the sort is also included. The interface also includes a 'user sort' value that can be 
used, for example, to push motors up or down the sort based on accumulated 
runtime or other criteria.

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

EXAMPLE Two motors in a group of four are stopped and not 
available. The P_LLS instruction raises a 'can’t start' 
alarm when the demand reaches three because there are 
only two motors available to run.

Table 9 - P_PF52x Drive InOut Parameters

Tag Name Data Type Description

Ref_Motors P_LLS_Motor [ ] Motor interface array (link of 2...32 
motors)
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_LLS_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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In the following example, the interface tag is named 'MyP_LLS_Motors'. The 
type is an array of P_LLS_Motor structures. For each group of motors, create an 
interface array. Name its tag the same as the P_LLS instruction backing tag, plus 
'_Motors'. The array must have at least as many elements as there are motors in 
the group.

This tag is an array of parameter values that facilitates communications between 
P_LLS and an instance of P_Motor. The following table shows the contents of 
each member of the array.

Table 10 -  Array Member Content

Name Data Type Description

Inp_OtherSel DINT Other motor selection criteria (0...255) (input to LLS).

Inp_Demote BOOL Demote this motor to bottom of list (for example, on high runtime) (input to LLS).

Cfg_Prio DINT Motor priority in list (0...31 -- if unused, set to 0).

Cfg_Pref DINT Motor preference in list (0...31), all else being equal.

Cfg_NavTag STRING_NavTa
g

Logix Tag to navigate to for this motor (For example, P_Motor backing tag name).

PCmd_Start BOOL Program Command to start motor (output from LLS).

PCmd_Stop BOOL Program Command to stop motor (output from LLS).

PCmd_Lock BOOL Command to Acquire and Lock motor in Program (output from LLS).

PCmd_Unlock BOOL Command to Unlock motor from Program (output from LLS).

Sts_Available BOOL Motor is in Program command source and ready to operate (input to LLS).

Sts_Stopped BOOL Motor is confirmed stopped (input to LLS).

Sts_Starting BOOL Motor is starting (input to LLS).

Sts_Running BOOL Motor is confirmed running (input to LLS).

Sts_Stopping BOOL Motor is stopping (input to LLS).

Val_Rank DINT This motor’s current rank in the list (1=Lead, 2=Lag, ...)
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The following image shows the relationship between P_LLS, Ref_Motors 
(interface), and P_Motor.

The following images show an example of the ladder logic for transferring 
commands and motor status for one motor. Three steps are shown: 

• Forward commands to the motor from P_LLS.
• Execute the motor logic.
• Return motor status back to P_LLS. 

Each of the three steps is shown on its own rung, if desired, all three steps can be 
in one branched rung.

In the following diagram, the process for forwarding each of the commands 
(PCmd_Acq, PCmd_Rel, PCmd_Start, and PCmd_Stop) is:

• The appropriate bit in the interface is tested to see if it set.
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If the bit is set, the bit is cleared and the corresponding program command on the 
motor is set.

Next, the motor logic is executed.

The motor logic uses the program commands to control the physical motor. The 
motor logic also receives feedback from the motor.

The status (available, stopped, starting, running, and stopping) is read from the 
motor and written to the interface.

TIP The interface for the first motor in the group is element 
[0] of the interface array tag.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for Add-On Instructions.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

P_LLS does not have a simulation capability.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Can’t Start CantStart None Raised when there are not enough 
motors available to start to satisfy the 
entered Demand. Too many motors are 
faulted or stopped in a command 
source other than Program.

Can’t Stop CantStop None Raised when there are not enough 
motors available to stop to satisfy the 
entered Demand. Too many motors are 
running in a command source other 
than Program.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the motor group is 
running and an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the group to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

See the, Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions Programming Manual, 
publication 1756-PM010, for more information.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the group were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
group outputs are de-energized and the 
group is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan 
are discarded. The motor is de-energized 
and treated as if it were commanded to 
stop.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the Reference Manuals for the 
P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm instructions for 
details.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Regulatory and Procedural Control Chapter 2
Motor Sort Algorithm

To determine the order in which the motors (pumps) are started, signed integer 
bit patterns for each motor are sorted by numeric value. The following list is the 
order in which the bit patterns are evaluated when sorting:

• Out-of-service bit
• Status value
• Priority value
• User-input value
• Preference value
• Current position value

Out of Service (Bit 31)

This bit is used to flag the motor out of service (value = 1) and automatically send 
it to the bottom of the list. If this bit = 0, the motor is free to operate and bits 
5…30 determine its start order.

If more than one motor is out of service, bits 5…30 determine their position at 
the bottom of the list.

Out-of-service motors are not commanded and are not counted as running even 
if actually running.

Status Value (Bits 30…28)

The status of the motor determines the value of these bits:
• 100 - The motor is in Hand and is not available to stop
• 010 - The motor is in Auto and is free to start or stop
• 001 - The motor is Off and is not available to start

If all motors have the same value, these bits do not affect the sort; the next set of 
bits becomes the determining factor in the sort.

Priority Value (Bits 27…23)

These bits are next in the order of precedence for sorting the array list. The value 
of these bits corresponds to the number entered in the Motor Priority field in the 
Motor Configuration dialog box.

The highest priority value has a pattern of '11111' (31), the next highest priority 
value is '11110' (30), and so forth.

If this priority is not to be used for the sort, set the priority value to zero for 
every motor.

If all motors have the same value, these bits do not affect the sort; the next set of 
bits becomes the determining factor in the sort.
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Chapter 2 Regulatory and Procedural Control
User-input Values (Bits 22…15)

If the Status Values are equal and the Priority values are equal, enter values in 
these bits to sort the motors in the array list to the desired order.

The highest user-input value has a pattern of '11111111' (255), the next highest 
user-input value is '11111110' (254), and so forth.

If this value is not to be used for the sort, set the value to zero for every motor.

If all motors have the same value, these bits do not affect the sort; the next set of 
bits becomes the determining factor in the sort.

Preference Value (Bits 14…10)

These bits are next in the order of precedence for determining the order of the 
motors in the array list. The value of these bits corresponds to the number 
entered in the Motor Preference field in the Motor Configuration dialog box.

The highest preference value has a pattern of '11111' (31), the next preference 
value is '11110' (30), and so forth.

If this value is not to be used for the sort, set the value to zero for every motor.

If all motors have the same value, these bits do not affect the sort; the next set of 
bits becomes the determining factor in the sort.

Current Position (Bits 9…5)

These bits are next in the order of precedence for determining the order of the 
motors in the array list. The value of these bits corresponds to the value of the 
current position of the motor in the list, and the value is established by the 
P_LLS instruction. There is no user entry for this field.

• Lead motor - '11111' (31)
• First Lag motor - '11110' (30)
• Second Lag motor - '11101' (29) and so on …

The Status Value Priority value, User-input value, and Preference Value must be 
equal for all motors for the Current Position to be a determining factor in 
the sort.

IMPORTANT The current position bits are the only set of bits that cannot 
be equal.
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Chapter 3

Motors

Purpose This chapter is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The Process Objects in this group provide control and monitoring for smart 
motor controllers, drives, and overload relays. Table 10 describes the objects in 
this group, including when to use and not to use each one.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use

Single-speed 
Motor (P_Motor)

This instruction controls a non-
reversing,
single-speed motor and monitors for 
fault conditions.
The motor can use a full voltage 
starter (FVNR),
a soft starter, or other motor 
protective equipment, and can 
optionally provide run feedback. The 
P_Motor instruction includes 
faceplates and graphic symbols for 
operator display and manipulation. 
The instruction provides alarms for 
several fault conditions. 
The instruction also provides run 
feedback and a display of actual 
motor status.

• Want to control a single-speed 
(running or stopped) motor.

• Motor can use a full voltage 
starter (FVNR), a soft starter, or 
other motor protective equipment.

• Can optionally provide run 
feedback.

• Want to control a two-speed (fast/
slow/stopped) motor. Use the 
P_Motor2Spd
Two-speed Motor instruction 
instead.

• Want to control a reversing 
(forward/stopped/reverse) motor. 
Use the P_MotorRev Reversing 
Motor instruction instead.

• Want to control a motor with 
continuously variable speed. Use 
the P_VSD
Variable-speed Drive instruction 
instead.

• Want to control a motor that is 
part of a valve actuator. Use the 
P_ValveMO
Motor-operated Valve instruction 
instead.

• Monitor, and optionally trip, a 
locally operated (hand-operated) 
motor. The motor can be single-
speed, two speed, or reversing. 
Use the P_MotorHO Hand-
operated Motor instruction 
instead.
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Chapter 3 Motors
Two-speed Motor 
(P_Motor2Spd)

This instruction controls a non-
reversing,
two-speed motor (fast/slow/stopped) 
and monitors for fault conditions.
The motor can optionally have run 
feedback that, if available, is used to 
confirm that the motor is running at 
the commanded speed, and alarm if 
not.
The instruction also does the 
following:
• Detects failure of the motor to 

start or stop and generates 
appropriate alarms.

• Provides for simulation of a 
working motor that disables 
outputs, for use in off-process 
training, testing, or simulation.

• Use this instruction when you 
operate a two-speed motor that 
runs in one direction.

• Supports motors that have three 
controlled states: running fast, 
running slow, and stopped.

• Motor can optionally have run 
feedback that is used to confirm 
that the motor is running at the 
commanded speed. Prompts an 
alarm if not at the commanded 
speed.

• Operating a single-speed motor 
(running/stopped only). Use the 
P_Motor
Single-Speed Motor instruction 
instead.

• Operating a continuously variable 
speed motor, such as one wired to 
a variable-frequency AC drive or 
variable-speed DC drive. Use the 
P_VSD Variable Speed Drive 
instruction instead.

• Operating a simple reversing 
motor (forward, reverse, and 
stopped only). Use the 
P_MotorRev Reversing Motor 
instruction instead.

• Monitoring, and optionally 
tripping, a locally operated (hand-
operated) motor. The motor can be 
single-speed, two speed, or 
reversing. Use the P_MotorHO 
Hand-operated Motor instruction 
instead.

Reversing Motor 
(P_MotorRev)

This instruction controls a reversing 
motor (forward/reverse/stopped) and 
monitors for fault conditions.
The motor can optionally have run 
feedback, that, if available, is used to 
confirm that the motor is running in 
the commanded direction, and alarm 
if not.
The instruction also does the 
following:
• Monitors permissive and interlock 

conditions
• Detects failure of the motor to 

start or stop and generates 
appropriate alarms.

• Use this instruction when you 
operate a simple reversing motor.

• Supports motors that have three 
controlled states: running forward, 
running reverse, and stopped.

• Motor can optionally have run 
feedback that is used to confirm 
that the motor is running in the 
commanded direction. Prompts an 
alarm if not at the commanded 
direction.

• Operating a single-speed non-
reversing motor (running/stopped 
only). Use the P_Motor 
instruction instead.

• Operating a continuously variable 
speed motor, such as one wired to 
a variable-frequency AC drive or 
variable-speed DC drive. Use the 
P_VSD instruction instead.

• Operating a two-speed motor that 
runs in one direction (fast, slow, 
stopped only). Use the 
P_Motor2Spd instruction instead.

• Monitoring, and optionally 
tripping, a locally operated (hand-
operated) motor. The motor can be 
single-speed, two speed, or 
reversing. Use the P_MotorHO 
instruction instead.

Hand-operated 
Motor 
(P_MotorHO)

This instruction monitors a locally 
controlled (hand-operated) motor.
The instruction supports single-
speed motors (running or stopped), 
two-speed motors (running fast, 
running slow, or stopped), and 
reversing motors (running forward, 
running reverse, and stopped). The 
motor must provide run feedback. 
The instruction also supports an 
optional trip function and output that 
is used to stop the motor.

• The optional trip function 
provides the following 
capabilities:
– Detects failure to stop when 

tripped and generate an 
appropriate alarm.

– Monitors interlock conditions 
to trip the motor, and alarm 
when an interlock stops a 
running motor.

– Provides for simulation of a 
working motor while disabling 
the trip output, for use in off-
process training, testing, or 
simulation.

– Monitors I/O communication, 
and alarm (and trip if the Shed 
On I/O Fault function is 
enabled) on a communication 
fault.

• Need to do more than monitor or 
trip the motor. 

• Need to operate a single-speed 
motor (running/stopped). Use the 
P_Motor
Single-Speed Motor instruction 
instead.

• Need to operate a continuously 
variable speed motor, such as one 
wired to a 
variable-frequency AC drive or
variable-speed DC drive. Use the 
P_VSD Variable Speed Drive 
instruction instead.

• Need to operate a two-speed 
motor that runs in one direction 
(fast, slow, or stopped). Use the 
P_Motor2Spd Two Speed Motor 
instruction instead.

• Need to operate a simple reversing 
motor (forward/reverse/stopped). 
Use the P_MotorRev Reversing 
Motor instruction instead.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Motors Chapter 3
PowerFlex 523/
525 Drives 
(P_PF52x)

This instruction is used to control 
and monitor a PowerFlex® 523 or 
PowerFlex 525 variable-frequency 
drive with optional EtherNet/IP 
Interface.
The P_PF52x instruction includes 
the following capabilities:
• Starting, stopping, jogging of the 

drive, and setting speed reference 
and direction

• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for 
Alarm Inhibited, Bad 
Configuration, Not Ready, and 
Maintenance Bypass Active.

This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Controls and monitors a 
PowerFlex 525 variable-
frequency drive with embedded or 
optional add-on EtherNet/IP 
Interface.

• Collects and displays diagnostic 
information from the drive by 
using data links on the EtherNet/
IP interface.

• Do not use this instruction with 
other
Allen-Bradley® drive families.

• There is a dedicated instruction 
for the PowerFlex 753 variable-
frequency drive that uses the 20-
COMM-E EtherNet/IP interface 
(P_PF753). There is also a 
dedicated instruction for the 
PowerFlex 753 or 755 variable-
frequency drive that uses the built-
in or add-on 20-750-series 
EtherNet/IP interfaces.

• Using a PowerFlex 6000 or 
PowerFlex 7000 drive.

• It is highly recommended that 
other
Allen-Bradley® (or non-Allen-
Bradley) drive families use the 
P_VSD generic Variable Speed 
Drive instruction. 

PowerFlex 753 
Drive (P_PF753)

This instruction is used to operate 
one
variable-speed motor using a 
PowerFlex 753 AC variable-
frequency drive and monitoring for 
fault conditions. 
This instruction is designed to work 
with the PowerFlex 753 drive and a 
20-COMM-E Ethernet 
communication module.
The P_PF753 instruction includes 
the following capabilities:

• Provides alarms and drive 
shutdown for Fail to Start and Fail 
to Stop if the feedback does not 
follow the commanded state 
within a configured amount of 
time.

This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Need to operate a motor that is 
connected to a PowerFlex 753 
variable frequency AC drive that 
is communicating with the 
controller over an EtherNet/IP 
network.

• Need the ability to start and stop 
the drive and motor, control the 
drive speed (via speed reference), 
and monitor the drive run status 
and speed feedback to verify that 
the drive is running or stopped.

• Maintenance personnel can 
disable (soft lock out) the drive. 
This capability is not a substitute 
for hard lockout/tagout (LOTO) 
procedures.

• Need to operate a single-speed 
motor (running and stopped only). 
Use the P_Motor instruction 
instead.

• Need to operate a two-speed 
motor (fast, slow, and stopped 
only). Use the P_Motor2Spd 
instruction instead.

• Need to operate a simple reversing 
motor (forward, reverse, and 
stopped only). Use the 
P_MotorRev instruction instead.

• Need to operate a motor with 
multiple discrete speeds. You need 
specific logic for this motor. The 
P_PF753 instruction is designed 
for motors with continuously 
variable (analog) speed, not 
multiple discrete speed selections. 
You can use the P_D4SD or 
P_nPos instruction for motors 
with multiple discrete speeds. 

• If you are operating a PowerFlex 
753 with an enhanced Ethernet 
card (20-750-series EtherNet/IP.) 
In this case use the P_PF755 
instruction.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Chapter 3 Motors
PowerFlex 755, 
PowerFlex 
755TL/TR 
Drives 
(P_PF755)

This instruction is used to operate 
one
variable-speed motor using a 
PowerFlex 755 AC variable-
frequency drive and monitoring for 
fault conditions. 
This instruction is designed to work 
with a PowerFlex 755, PowerFlex 
755TL, or PowerFlex 755TR 
variable frequency AC drive that is 
communicating with the controller 
over an EtherNet/IP network. The 
instruction also works with a 
PowerFlex 753 drive with an 
enhanced Ethernet card.
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Need the ability to start and stop 
the drive and motor, control the 
drive speed (via speed reference), 
and monitor the drive run status 
and speed feedback to verify 
whether the drive is running or 
stopped. 

• Need alarms and drive shut down 
for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if 
the feedback does not follow the 
commanded state within a 
configured amount of time. 

• Need the ability to read a fault 
code from the drive and provide 
descriptive text of fault codes.

• Need an optional capability to 
support reversing drives, with 
commands for forward and 
reverse rotation, and display of 
actual rotation direction.

• Operating a single-speed motor 
(running and stopped only). Use 
the P_Motor instruction instead.

• Operating a two-speed motor 
(fast, slow, and stopped only). Use 
the P_Motor2Spd instruction 
instead.

• Operating a simple reversing 
motor (forward, reverse, and 
stopped only). Use the 
P_MotorRev instruction instead.

• Operating a motor with multiple 
discrete speeds. You need specific 
logic for this motor. The P_PF755 
instruction is designed for motors 
with continuously variable 
(analog) speed, not multiple 
discrete speed selections. You can 
use the P_D4SD or P_nPos 
instruction for motors with 
multiple discrete speeds. 

PowerFlex 6000 
Drive 
(P_PF6000)

This instruction operates one 
variable-speed motor using a 
PowerFlex 6000 medium voltage 
variable frequency AC drive. The 
drive operates via an add-on 
EtherNet/IP interface.
The instruction controls the drive 
and monitors fault conditions. 
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Need ability to start and stop the 
drive and motor, control the drive 
speed (via speed reference). Also, 
monitor the drive run status and 
speed feedback to verify whether 
the drive is running or stopped.

• Need alarms and drive shut down 
for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if 
the feedback does not follow the 
commanded state within a 
configured amount of time. 

• Need ability to read fault data 
from the drive and provide 
descriptive text with fault codes.

• Need to operate a single-speed 
motor (running and stopped only). 
Use the P_Motor instruction 
instead.

• Need to operate a two-speed 
motor (fast, slow, and stopped 
only). Use the P_Motor2Spd 
instruction instead.

• Need to operate a simple reversing 
motor (forward, reverse, and 
stopped only). Use the 
P_MotorRev instruction instead.

• Need to operate a motor with 
multiple discrete speeds. You need 
specific logic for this motor. The 
P_PF6000 instruction is designed 
for motors with continuously 
variable (analog) speed, not 
multiple discrete speed selections. 
You can use the P_D4SD or 
P_nPos instruction for motors 
with multiple discrete speeds. 

PowerFlex 7000 
Drive 
(P_PF7000)

This instruction operates one 
variable-speed motor by using a 
PowerFlex 7000 medium voltage 
variable frequency AC drive. The 
instruction controls the drive in 
various modes and monitors fault 
conditions.
Instruction is designed for motors 
with continuously variable (analog) 
speed, not discrete speed selections.
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Must operate a motor that is 
connected to a PowerFlex 7000 
variable frequency AC drive and 
communicates with the controller 
over an EtherNet/IP network.

• Instruction is designed to work 
with the Studio 5000 Logix 
Designer® application, Version 18 
and later.

• Operating a single-speed motor 
(running and stopped only). Use 
the P_Motor instruction instead.

• Operating a two-speed motor 
(fast, slow, and stopped only). Use 
the P_Motor2Spd instruction 
instead.

• Operating a simple reversing 
motor (forward, reverse, and 
stopped only). Use the 
P_MotorRev instruction instead.

• Operating a motor with multiple 
discrete speeds. You need specific 
logic for this motor. You can use 
the P_D4SD or P_nPos instruction 
for motors with multiple discrete 
speeds. 

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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SMC-50 Smart 
Motor Controller 
(P_SMC50)

This instruction controls and 
monitors a motor via an SMC™-50 
Smart Starter.
This instruction communicates with 
the motor controller to start, stop, 
and jog the motor. The instruction 
also monitors the status of the motor, 
detects motor failure to start or stop, 
and displays motor runtime 
information. The runtime data 
includes power, power factor, motor 
thermal usage, time to trip, time until 
reset, and motor controller fault 
codes (with text display of fault 
cause).
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Use this instruction to monitor and 
control a motor using an Allen-
Bradley® SMC-50 series Smart 
Motor Controller (soft starter) by 
using its built-in EtherNet/IP 
interface.

• Other capabilities include:
– Simulation, providing feedback 

of a working motor and starter 
while disabling outputs 

– Monitoring of I/O 
communication faults 

– Alarms for Fail to Start, Fail to 
Stop, Interlock Trip, Motor/
Starter Fault,
and I/O Fault 

– Option to reset faults and 
alarms automatically when an 
operator commands a motor to 
start or stop 

• Do not use this instruction with 
other Smart Motor Controllers, 
variable speed drives, across-the-
line starters, and so on. 

• For the SMC Flex series of Smart 
Motor Controllers, use the 
P_SMCFlex Add-On Instruction 
instead. 

• For variable speed drives, use the 
Add-On Instruction for that drive 
family (P_PF753 for PowerFlex 
753, P_PF755 for PowerFlex 755, 
and P_PF52x for PowerFlex 523 
and PowerFlex 525 families) or 
the P_VSD generic Variable 
Speed Drive Add-On Instruction. 

• For across-the-line starters, use 
the P_Motor (single-speed motor), 
P_MotorRev (reversing motor), 
P_Motor2Spd (two-speed motor), 
or use the P_D4SD (Discrete 2-, 
3-, or 4-State Device) Add-On 
Instruction.

SMC Flex Smart 
Motor Controller 
(P_SMCFlex)

This instruction controls and 
monitors a motor via an SMC Flex 
series Smart Motor controller (soft 
starter).
This instruction communicates with 
the motor controller to start and stop 
the motor. The instruction also 
monitors the status of the motor, 
detects motor failure to start, stop, or 
motor controller faults, and displays 
motor runtime information. The 
runtime data includes phase currents, 
motor power and power factor, and 
motor controller fault codes.
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• The SMC Flex Smart Motor 
Controller also provides: 
– Monitoring of Permissive 

conditions to allow starting
– Monitoring of Interlock 

conditions to stop/prevent 
starting

– Simulation, which provides 
feedback of a working motor 
and starter while disabling 
outputs

– Monitoring of I/O 
communication faults

– Option to reset faults and 
alarms automatically when 
operator commands motor to 
start or stop 

• Do not use this instruction with 
other Smart Motor Controllers, 
variable speed drives, across-the-
line starters, and so forth. 
– For the SMC 50 series of Smart 

Motor Controllers, use the 
P_SMC50 Add-On Instruction 
instead. 

– For variable speed drives, use 
the Add-On Instruction for that 
drive family: (P_PF753 for 
PowerFlex 753, P_PF755 for 
PowerFlex 755, P_PF52x for 
PowerFlex 523 and PowerFlex 
525 families, P_VSD Add-On 
Instruction. 

– For across-the-line starters, use 
P_Motor (single speed motor), 
P_Motor (single speed motor), 
P_MotorRev (reversing motor), 
P_Motor2Spd (two-speed 
motor) Add-On Instruction. For 
three-speed motors, use the 
P_D4SD (discrete 2-, 3-, or 4-
state device) Add-On 
Instruction.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Variable-speed 
Drive (P_VSD)

This instruction operates one 
variable speed motor by using a 
drive (AC variable frequency or DC) 
in various modes, monitoring for 
fault conditions.
This instruction is designed to work 
with all currently available and many 
legacy Allen-Bradley® drives, 
including:
• Bulletin 1336 PLUS™ II
• Bulletin 1395
• PowerFlex 4/40/70/700
• PowerFlex DC Drives
This instruction also works with 
drives and other variable-speed 
motor control products via digital I/
O for the start/stop/running signals. 
You can also use analog I/O for the 
speed reference and speed feedback 
signals.

Use the instruction for the following:
• Control of the drive through the 

standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 
Instruction.

• Scaling of the speed reference 
from user (engineering) units, 
such as RPM, to drive units, such 
as 32,767 = maximum frequency.

• Scaling of the speed feedback 
from drive units to user 
(engineering) units and display 
with suitable units of measure 
text.

• Optional reading of an input 
datalink and scaling of this value 
from drive raw units to 
engineering units (such as 
amperes) for display on the HMI.

• Reading from the drive and 
displaying a fault code, and 
displaying a text fault description 
based on the fault code.

• Using a PowerFlex 753 or 
PowerFlex 755 drive. The 
P_PF52x, P_PF753, and P_PF755 
Add-On Instructions provide 
enhanced diagnostics and 
monitoring for these drive 
families.

• Using a PowerFlex 523 or 
PowerFlex 525 drive. The 
P_PF52x Add-On Instruction 
provides enhanced diagnostics 
and monitoring for these drive 
families.

• Using PowerFlex 6000 or 
PowerFlex 7000 drives.

• Need to operate the following 
motors:
– Single-speed motor (running/

stopped only) - use the P_Motor 
instruction.

– Two-speed motor (fast/slow/
stopped only) - use the 
P_Motor2Spd instruction.

– Simple reversing motor 
(forward/reverse/stopped only). 
- use the P_MotorRev 
instruction.

– Motor with multiple discrete 
speeds - use the P_D4SD 
instruction. The P_VSD 
instruction is designed for 
motors with continuously 
variable (analog) speed, not 
multiple discrete speed 
selections.

E1 Plus 
Electronic 
Overload Relay 
(P_E1PlusE)

This instruction controls and 
monitors an
E1 Plus™ Electronic Overload 
Relay by using an EtherNet/IP 
interface module.
The instruction monitors the 
overload relay for warning and trip 
conditions, displays motor current as 
a percentage of Full Load amps
(% FLA) and percentage motor 
thermal utilization (% MTU). The 
instruction also displays a list of the 
causes of the last five overload trips 
(trip history). 
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation. 

• Use the 193-ETN EtherNet/IP 
interface to monitor an E1Plus 
overload relay. 

• Allow for a limited capability for 
remote reset of overload trips.

• Provides alarms for trip warning, 
relay trip, and I/O communication 
failure.

• Do not use this instruction for 
other
Allen-Bradley motor overload 
relays, such as the E3, E3 Plus, 
E300™, or 857 series. 

• For the E3 and E3Plus series of 
motor overload relays, use the 
P_E3Ovld
Add-On Instruction. 

• For the E300 series of motor 
overload relays, use the 
P_E300Ovld Add-On Instruction.

• Other overload relays can be 
monitored by specific logic or are 
supported by future Add-On 
Instructions. 

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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E3/E3Plus 
Overload Relay 
(P_E3Ovld)

This instruction controls and 
monitors the following overload 
relays:
• 193/592-EC1
• 193/592-EC2
• 193/592-EC3
• 193/592-EC5
The instruction monitors the relay by 
using a built-in DeviceNet interface 
or by using a
2100-ENET EtherNet/IP interface. 
The instruction reports warning and 
trip conditions, displays motor 
current as a percentage of Full Load 
amps (% FLA), and provides 
commands to initiate a remote trip 
and a remote trip reset. 
This instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation. 

• Use this instruction for the 
following capabilities:
– Countdown of time until 

overload trip can be reset 
– Configurable command to 

initiate a Remote Test trip and a 
command to initiate a trip reset 

– Monitors input quality and 
communication status and 
provides value and indication of 
source and quality for the input

• Do not use this instruction if you 
have other Allen-Bradley motor 
overload relays, such as the E1 
Plus, E300, or 857 series:
– For the E1 Plus series of motor 

overload relays using the 193-
ETN EtherNet/IP interface, use 
the P_E1PlusE Add-On 
Instruction instead. 

– For the E300 series of motor 
overload relays, use the 
P_E300Ovld Add-On 
Instruction instead. 

– Other overload relays can be 
monitored by specific logic or 
are supported by future Add-On 
Instructions. 

E300 Electronic 
Overload Relay 
(P_E300Ovld)

This instruction controls and 
monitors an E300 overload relay via 
a 193-ECM-ETR EtherNet/IP 
communication module. 
This instruction monitors the 
overload relay for warning and trip 
conditions. The instruction also 
displays motor average current and 
phase currents. 
The instruction is provided as a rung 
import for installation.

• Supports add-on options for the 
overload relay, including its 
operator interface, sensors for 
voltages and ground fault current, 
and optional digital I/O and 
analog I/O modules. 

• Provides alarms for trip warning, 
relay trip, and I/O communication 
failure. 

• Do not use this instruction for 
other
Allen-Bradley motor overload 
relays, such as the E1 Plus, E3, E3 
Plus, or 857 series. 

• For the E1 Plus series of motor 
overload relays that use the 193-
ETN EtherNet/IP interface, use 
the P_E1PlusE Add-On 
Instruction. 

• For the E3 and E3 Plus series of 
motor overload relays, use the 
P_E3Ovld
Add-On Instruction. 

• Other overload relays can be 
monitored by specific logic or 
supported by future Add-On 
Instructions. 

Runtime and 
Start Counter 
(P_RunTime)

This instruction accumulates the 
total runtime and count of starts for a 
motor or other equipment. It is a 
software implementation of the 
mechanical hour meter that is often 
mounted in the door of a motor 
control center (MCC) bucket to 
show total motor runtime. 
The runtime and number of starts are 
variables that are used by 
maintenance personnel to determine 
when to perform maintenance 
activities on the motor or other 
equipment.

• Need the functionality of a 
runtime meter or start counter 
without having one in your MCC.

• Need the total runtime, current 
runtime, maximum runtime, or 
start count information for a piece 
of equipment on the operator 
display, and you do not have 
monitoring software that provides 
the information.

• Equipment monitoring software 
expects the controller to provide 
equipment runtime and start 
values rather than just a running 
status.

• You have advanced software for 
monitoring equipment runtime 
that uses the equipment running 
status as its input.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Restart Inhibit for 
Large Motor 
(P_ResInh)

This instruction helps prevent 
damage to a large motor through 
repeated starts. The high starting 
current for a large motor causes 
considerable heating. The thermal 
mass of a large motor is much 
smaller relative to its horsepower 
and starting current compared to 
smaller motors. Repeated starts (or 
start attempts) over a short time 
overheat the motor windings, 
potentially damaging the motor 
permanently.
This instruction provides a rule-
based state model for restarts and is 
not intended to model or monitor the 
motor heating. It cannot replace 
sensor-based motor monitoring 
devices. It can, however, be a simple 
solution to avoid an overstressed 
motor without the cost (money or 
controller resources) of more 
extensive modeling and monitoring.

• Have a large motor or other piece 
of equipment where repeated start/
stop
cycles or failures to start can 
damage the equipment.

• State model of the P_ResInh 
instruction is appropriate for 
limiting the restarts of the 
equipment (three starts rule, hot/
cold model, and so on).

• Do not have the sensors or 
equipment for more advanced 
motor monitoring or modeling.
Note: You can also use the 
P_Perm instruction, especially if 
the equipment has additional 
permissive conditions.

• Have more advanced motor 
monitoring equipment or motor 
heating models available. Use the 
advanced equipment to provide a 
start permissive instead.

• Have a small motor that can 
repeatedly start and stop without 
damage, or a simple thermal 
cutout that is provided with the 
motor is sufficient to help protect 
it.

Table 10 - Motors

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Single-speed Motor 
(P_Motor)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Motor (Single-speed Motor) Add-On Instruction controls a 
non-reversing, single-speed motor in various modes and monitors for 
fault conditions.

Functional Description
The P_Motor instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Operator and Maintenance commands to start and stop the motor and outputs 

to drive both held and latching starter circuits
• Run feedback and display of actual motor status
• Detection of failure to start and failure to stop
• Permissive conditions to allow starting
• Interlock conditions to stop the motor or prevent starting
• Simulation of a working motor while disabling outputs for use in off-process 

training or simulation
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Input for I/O communication faults
• Alarms for fail to start, fail to stop, interlock trip, and I/O fault
• Operates from Operator, Program, External, Override, Maintenance, and Hand 
command sources
• An available status for use by automation logic to determine if that logic can 

control the motor

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Controller File

The P_Motor_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

The Fail to Start and Fail to Stop status and alarms have a configurable delay to 
allow the run feedback time to align with the commanded output. This delay 
provides time for the motor to start or stop.

The Fail to Start and I/O fault conditions can be configured to alarm only, or to 
de-energize the motor (shed). If one of these conditions stops the motor, a reset is 
required to run.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the motor has and is 
using run feedback, an attempt is made 
to start the motor, and the run feedback 
does not indicate that the motor is 
running within the configured time. If 
Fail to Start is configured as a shed 
fault, the motor is stopped and a reset 
is required to start the motor.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the motor has and is 
using run feedback, an attempt is made 
to stop the motor, and the run feedback 
does not indicate that the motor 
stopped within the configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the motor is running and 
an interlock 'not OK' condition causes 
the motor to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to 
the instruction that a communication 
failure has occurred for its I/O.
If the I/O Fault is configured as a shed 
fault, the motor is stopped and not 
permitted to start until reset.
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Simulation

When P_Motor is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working motor. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  Is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands as if a 
working motor were being controlled. The configuration parameter 
Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo back the 
running or stopped status. For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds 
and you stop the motor, the simulation will show a "Stopping" status for 2 
seconds before showing “Stopped.”

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation. 

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000™ Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_Motor. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the motor were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
motor outputs are de-energized and the 
motor is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The motor is de-
energized and treated as if it were 
commanded to stop.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the Reference Manuals for the 
P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm instructions for 
details.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Boolean parameter I_P1_Aux is used as an input. A single output, O_P1_Coil, is 
wired to energize the starter coil (1) to start or (0) stop the motor. 

Here, the P_Motor block is connected to a P_RunTime block to demonstrate the 
simplicity of the interaction of these Add-On Instructions.

To use input I_P1_Aux, both Cfg_HasRunFdbk and 
Cfg_UseRunFdbk must be set to 1 (the default for both of 
these parameters is 0).
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Two-speed Motor 
(P_Motor2Spd)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Motor2Spd (Two-speed Motor) Add-On Instruction controls a 
non-reversing, two-speed motor (fast/slow/stopped) in various modes and 
monitors for fault conditions.

Functional Description

The P_Motor2Spd instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Controls outputs to start a two-speed motor fast or slow and stop the 

motor.
• Motors run feedback (optional) and display actual motor status
• Detects failure to start or stop and generates appropriate alarms
• Monitors permissive conditions to allow starting. Separate permissives are 

provided to allow running fast and running slow
• Monitors interlock conditions to stop the motor or prevent starting, and 

alarms when an interlock trips the motor
• Provides alarms for Failure to Start, Failure to Stop, Interlock Trip, and I/O 

fault
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Provides for simulation of a working motor while disabling outputs, for use 
in off-process training, testing, or simulation

• Monitors I/O communication, and alarms and shuts down on a 
communication fault

• Operates from Operator, Program, External, Override, Maintenance, and 
Hand command sources. 

• Provides an available status for use by automation logic to determine if 
other program logic can start and stop the motor

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File
• The P_Motor2Spd_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be 

imported into the controller project to be used in the controller 
configuration. The service release number (boldfaced) can change as 
service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the motor has and is using 
run feedback, an attempt is made to start 
the motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor is running at the 
correct speed within the configured time. 
If Fail to Start is configured as a shed fault, 
the motor is stopped and a reset is required 
to start the motor.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the motor has and is using 
run feedback, an attempt is made to stop 
the motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the motor is running and an 
interlock 'not OK' condition causes the 
motor to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
motor is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.
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The Fail to Start and Fail to Stop status and alarms have a configurable delay to 
allow the run feedback time to align with the commanded output. This delay 
provides time for the motor to start or stop.

The Fail to Start and I/O fault conditions can be configured to alarm only, or to 
de-energize the motor (shed). If one of these conditions stops the motor, a reset is 
required to run.

Simulation

When P_Motor2Spd is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-
energized and simulates a working motor. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  Is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands as if a 
working motor were being controlled. The configuration parameter 
Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo back the 
running or stopped status. For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds 
and you stop the motor, the simulation will show a "Stopping" status for 2 
seconds before showing “Stopped.”

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation. 

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the motor were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
motor outputs are de-energized and the 
motor is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The motor is de-
energized and treated as if it were 
commanded to stop.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the Reference Manuals for the 
P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm instructions for 
details.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_ Motor2Spd. 

Boolean parameters MyP_ Motor2Spd_FastAux and 
MyP_Motor2Spd_SlowAux are used as inputs. Outputs MyP_ 
Motor2Spd_SlowCoil and MyP_Motor2Spd_FastCoil are wired to energize the 
appropriate starter circuits. 

To use inputs MyP_ Motor2Spd_FastAux and 
MyP_Motor2Spd_SlowAux, both Cfg_HasRunFdbk and 
Cfg_UseRunFdbk must be set to 1 (the default for both of 
these parameters is 0).
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Reversing Motor 
(P_MotorRev)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_MotorRev (Reversing Motor) Add-On Instruction controls a reversing, 
motor (forward/reverse/stopped) in various modes and monitors for fault 
conditions.

Functional Description

The P_MotorRev instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Controls outputs to start a reversing motor in the forward or reverse 

direction or stop the motor.
• run feedback (optional) and display actual motor status.
• Detects failure to start or stop and generates appropriate alarms.
• Monitors permissive conditions to allow starting. Separate permissives are 

provided to allow running forward and running reverse.
• Monitors interlock conditions to stop the motor or prevent starting, and 

alarms when an interlock trips the motor.
• Provides alarms for Failure to Start, Failure to Stop, Interlock Trip, 

and I/O fault.
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Provides for simulation of a working motor while disabling outputs, for use 
in off-process training, testing, or simulation.

• Monitors I/O communication, and alarms and shuts down on a 
communication fault.

• Operates from Operator, Program, External, Override, Maintenance, and 
Hand command sources. 

• Provides an available status for use by automation logic to determine if 
other program logic can start and stop the motor.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File
• The P_MotorRev_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be 

imported into the controller project to be used in the controller 
configuration. The service release number (boldfaced) can change as 
service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for Add-On Instructions.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the motor has and is using 
run feedback, an attempt is made to start 
the motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor is running in the 
correct direction within the configured 
time. If Fail to Start is configured as a shed 
fault, the motor is stopped and a reset is 
required to start the motor.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the motor has and is using 
run feedback, an attempt is made to stop 
the motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the motor is running and an 
interlock 'not OK' condition causes the 
motor to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
motor is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.
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The Fail to Start and Fail to Stop status and alarms have a configurable delay to 
allow the run feedback time to align with the commanded output. This delay 
provides time for the motor to start or stop.

The Fail to Start and I/O fault conditions can be configured to alarm only, or to 
de-energize the motor (shed). If one of these conditions stops the motor, a reset is 
required to run.

Simulation

When P_MotorRev is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-
energized and simulates a working motor. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  Is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands as if a 
working motor were being controlled. The configuration parameter 
Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo back the 
running or stopped status. For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds 
and you stop the motor, the simulation will show a "Stopping" status for 2 
seconds before showing “Stopped.”

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation. 

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the motor were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
motor outputs are de-energized and the 
motor is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The motor is de-
energized and treated as if it were 
commanded to stop.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the reference manuals for the 
P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm instructions for 
details.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_ MotorRev. 

Boolean parameters MyP_ MotorRev_FwdAux and MyP_ MotorRev_RevAux 
are used as feedback inputs. Outputs MyP_ MotorRev_FwdCoil and 
MyP_MotorRev_RevCoil are outputs to the motor starter. 

To use inputs MyP_ MotorRev_FwdAux and MyP_ 
MotorRev_RevAux, both Cfg_HasRunFdbk and 
Cfg_UseRunFdbk must be set to 1 (the default for both of 
these parameters is 0).
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Hand-operated Motor 
(P_MotorHO)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_MotorHO (Hand-operated Motor) Add-On Instruction monitors a 
locally-controlled (hand-operated) motor. 

Functional Description

The P_MotorHO instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Monitors the run feedback signals from a single-speed, two-speed, or 

reversing motor and display actual motor status.
• The ability to trip (de-energize) the motor (optional). The program (via 

program commands) or the operator (via the HMI faceplate) can trip the 
motor any time it is running. Interlocks can also be used to trip the motor.

The optional trip function provides the following capabilities:
• Detects failure to stop when tripped and generate an appropriate alarm.
• Monitors interlock conditions to trip the motor, and alarm when an 

interlock stops a running motor.
• Provides for simulation of a working motor while disabling the trip output, 

for use in off-process training, testing, or simulation.
• Monitors I/O communication, and alarm (and trip if the Shed On I/O 

Fault function is enabled) on a communication fault.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_MotorHO_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

The trip fail alarm has a configurable delay to allow the run feedback time to 
show that the motor actually stopped (when tripped) before raising an alarm.

Simulation

When P_MotorHO is in simulation, the instruction keeps the its output de-
energized and simulates monitoring a working motor.

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, if the parameter Inp_SimRunFastFwd is set, the simulated 
motor is set to the running state (for a single-speed non-reversing motor), or to 
the running fast state (for a two-speed motor) or to the running forward state 
(for a reversing motor).  The Trip function is simulated, and the configuration 
parameter Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo 
back the tripped status.  For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds and 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the motor is running, the 
optional trip function is used, and an 
interlock 'not OK' condition triggers the 
trip function to stop the motor.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault and 
the optional trip function is used, the trip 
output is triggered until reset.

Trip Failure TripFail None Raised is the motor has and is using the 
optional trip feature, an attempt is made to 
trip (stop) the motor, and the run feedbacks 
show that the motor did not stop within the 
configured fail to trip time.
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you trip the motor, the simulation will show a “Tripping” status for 2 seconds 
before showing “Stopped”.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to ‘0’ to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_MotorHO. Boolean parameters 
MyP_MotorHO_FastAux and MyP_MotorHO_SlowAux are used as inputs. A 
single output, MyP_MotorHO_Trip, is wired to an output that trips the motor 
circuit. 

Condition Description

EnableIn false (false rung) Handled the same as if the trip function 
option were disabled. The trip output 
(Out_Trip) is de-energized. The instruction 
reverts to monitoring only the current state 
of the motor. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (pre-scan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The Trip output is 
de-energized to prevent a nuisance trip on 
first scan.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
powerup procedures. See the reference 
manual for the P_Alarm instructions for 
more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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PowerFlex 523/525 
Drives (P_PF52x)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_PF52x (PowerFlex 523/525 Variable-Frequency Drives) object is used to 
control and monitor a PowerFlex 523 Variable-Frequency Drive with optional 
EtherNet/IP Interface. The P_PF52x can also control and monitor a PowerFlex 
525 Variable-Frequency Drive with embedded or optional add-on EtherNet/IP 
Interface.

Functional Description

The P_PF52x instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Starting, stopping, jogging of the drive, and setting speed reference and 

direction
• Monitoring of run feedback, display of actual drive status, including 

acceleration, deceleration, direction, and speed
• Detection of Failure to Start, Failure to Stop, and Drive Fault
• Monitoring of Permissive conditions to allow starting
• Monitoring of Interlock conditions to stop/prevent starting
• Simulation, providing feedback of a working drive while the outputs are 

disabled
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitoring I/O communication faults
• Alarms for Fail to Start, Fail to Stop, Interlock Trip, Drive Fault,

and I/O Fault
• Option to reset faults and alarms automatically when an operator 

commands the motor to start or stop
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

Not Ready, and Maintenance Bypass Active
• 'Available' status for use by automation logic to know whether a motor can 

be controlled by other objects

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PF52x_4.10.00_RUNG.L5X rung import must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Required Drive Configuration 

Be certain to configure the drive Datalinks as follows:

• Input Assembly
– Drive Status (standard)
– Output Frequency (standard)
– Datalinks:

1. Fault 1 Code (Par 007)
2. Output Current (Par 003)
3. Output Power (Par 017)
4. User choice

• Output Assembly
– Drive Logic Command (standard)
– Frequency Command (Speed Reference) (standard)
– Datalinks:

All four output datalinks are user choice

IMPORTANT 'User Choice' Datalinks are not used by this Add-On 
Instruction and can be left unused or configured for your 
application.
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

When the P_PF52x instruction is instantiated using the RUNG import, the 
“PF525_FaultCodeList” tag shown in the following image, is included in the 
import and created if it does not exist. This tag is also included in the Template 
applications that are included in the Library download. 

To display fault code messages in P_PF52x, enter the name of the Fault Code List 
tag (first column) in the P_PF52x Ref_FaultCodeList parameter.

Each fault code list has preset codes and descriptions for translating fault code 
numbers that are received from the drive to human-readable drive fault 
descriptions. 

For a list of fault codes, see the PowerFlex 520-series Adjustable Frequency AC 
Drives User Manual, publication 520-UM001.

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_PF52x_Inp Common part of PowerFlex 52x input 
assembly.

Out P_PF52x_Out Common part of PowerFlex 52x output 
assembly.

Ref_FaultCodeList P_DescList[1] Array tag that contains a list of fault codes 
(DINT) and their descriptions (STRING).
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
drive is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.
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Simulation

When P_PF52x is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of modes and alarms on 
prescan and Powerup is handled by the 
embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm Add-
On Instructions. See their specifications 
for details.
On Powerup, the drive is treated as if it 
had been Commanded to Stop.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.
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3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.
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Copy Fault Code Tags

1. Open a Project in the Files>Sample Projects>2_SamplesApp Project 
folder.

2. In the Sample Application, Click Controller Tags in the Controller 
Organizer. Right Click on the PF525_FaultCodeList and choose Copy.
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3. In the main project, Click Controller Tags in the Controller Organizer. 
Right Click at the bottom of the tag list and choose Paste.
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Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.

2. Select the Module Type and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project.
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4. Click Change in the Module Definition section.

5. Change the information for Drive Rating, Revision, and Electronic Keying 
to match the specifications of your project.
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6. In the Input Data column, click the pull-down menu, choose the 
parameter for each Datalink and click OK. You will return to the Module 
Definition dialog box after each Datalink.

Repeat step 6 for each Datalink. 

The required DataLinks to add to your project are:
• Input Assembly

– Drive Status (standard)
– Output Frequency (standard)
– Datalinks:

1. Fault 1 Code (Par 007)
2. Output Current (Par 003)
3. Output Power (Par 017)
4. User choice

• Output Assembly
– Drive Logic Command (standard)
– Frequency Command (Speed Reference) (standard)
– Datalinks:

All four output datalinks are user choice
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7. Once all Datalinks are provisioned click OK in the Module Definition 
dialog box.

8. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
datalinks. 

9. The selected device now appears in the project.

Add the Logic Rung

Follow these steps to import a rung into your project.

1. On the Controller Organizer, under Tasks, click  in front of Main Task.

2. Double-click Main_Routine to open this ladder logic routine.
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3. Right-click one of the rungs and choose Import Rungs.

4. On the Import Rungs dialog box, select the device RUNG instruction and 
click Open. 
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5. During the import process, you can name the tags for the routine in the 
Import Configuration dialog box. In the Import Content tree, click Tags 
and type the names of the variables that match your process and the drive 
name in the Final Name column. Click OK when finished.

Your ladder logic routine now looks like the example. Observe that the tag 
names and the drive name are automatically placed in the instruction. 
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PowerFlex 753 Drive 
(P_PF753)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_PF753 (PowerFlex 753 Drive) object is used to operate one 
variable-speed motor by using a PowerFlex 753 AC variable-frequency drive in a 
variety of modes, and monitoring for fault conditions. 

Functional Description

The P_PF753 instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the drive through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On Instruction 

and modes.
• Ability to start and stop the drive and motor, control the drive speed

(via speed reference), and monitor the drive run status and speed feedback 
to verify that the drive is running or stopped. Provides alarms and drive 
shutdown for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if the feedback does not follow 
the commanded state within a configured amount of time. 

• Reading from the drive, the instruction displays drive faults, drive alarms, 
conditions that inhibit starting the drive, drive predictive maintenance 
data, and general drive status data.

• Ability to read a fault code from the drive and provide descriptive text of 
fault codes.

• Indication of Accelerating, Decelerating, At Speed, Warning, or Alarm 
status as received from the drive.

• Optional capability to support reversing drives, with commands for 
forward and reverse rotation, and display of actual rotation direction.

• Input and alarm for a drive fault condition and an output to send a drive 
fault reset to the drive. Provides a configurable time to pulse the drive fault 
reset output when a reset command is received.

IMPORTANT If your PowerFlex 753 drive uses the 20-750-ENETR 
Ethernet interface, use the P_PF755 instruction instead. 
The PowerFlex 753 drive with the
20-750-ENETR interface uses the same interface data 
structures as the PowerFlex 755 drive, giving you more 
data.
If you are using a drive other than the PowerFlex 523, 
525, 753, 755, 6000, or 7000 drive, use the P_VSD 
(generic variable-speed drive) instruction instead.
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• Permissives (bypassable and non-bypassable), which are conditions that let 
a drive start, and Interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable),
which are conditions that stop the drive and prevent starting. Provides an 
alarm when an Interlock stops the drive. Provides maintenance personnel 
with the capability to bypass the bypassable Permissives and Interlocks.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitor an I/O fault input, and alarm on an I/O fault. The I/O fault 
condition can optionally de-energize the outputs to the drive, requiring a 
reset.

• In Override command source, provides an override state input that 
determines if the override is to run or stop the drive (default = stop), and, 
if the drive is to run, an override speed reference and direction.

• Provides simulation capability. Outputs to the drive are kept de-energized, 
but the object can be manipulated as if a working drive were present, 
including a basic ramp-up of speed feedback value on starting and ramp-
down on stopping. The simulated ramp-up-to-speed time is configurable. 
This capability is often used for activities such as system testing and 
operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PF753_4.10.00_RUNG.L5X rung import must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown. 

Setup of the MSG Instructions

The Ref_GetFaultMSG and Ref_GetFaultDest In/Out parameters are tags that 
need to be created. Create the tags as follows:

• Ref_GetFaultMSG (control structure for the MSG to get fault data from 
the drive)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_Ref_GetFaultMSG”
– Data Type: MESSAGE

• Ref_GetFaultDest (destination for the fault data retrieved from the drive)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_Ref_GetFaultDest”
– Data Type: P_PFEmb_FltAlmRec

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP™ Generic
• Service Type: Get Attribute Single (code 16#0e)
• Class: 16#97
• Instance: 1
• Attribute: 0
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_GetFaultDest tag.
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_PF753_Inp Common part of PowerFlex 753 input 
assembly.

Out P_PF753_Out Common part of PowerFlex 753 output 
assembly.

Ref_GetFaultMS
G

MESSAGE Control structure for the MSG to get fault data 
from the drive.

Ref_GetFaultDes
t

P_PFEmb_FltAl
mRec

Destination for the fault data retrieved from the 
drive.

IMPORTANT The preceding user-defined data types (UDTs) are 
included in the RUNG import that brings in the P_PF753 
Add-On Instruction.
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Figure 2 - 753 MSG Configuration

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
drive is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description
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Simulation

When P_PF753 is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of modes and alarms on 
Prescan and Powerup is handled by the 
embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm Add-
On Instructions. See their specifications 
for details.
On Powerup, the drive is treated as if it 
had been Commanded to Stop.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example will explain how to add the device instruction into your project. 
Ensure your project is open. For this example we will use P_PF753.

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.
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3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.

Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.
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2. Select the module type and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project.
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4. Click Change in the Module Definition section.

5. Change the information for Revision, Electronic Keying, Drive Rating, 
Rating Options, and Special types to match the specifications of your 
project. 
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6. Check the boxes in the Datalink column to add the datalinks.

7. In the Input Data column, click Browse (…). The Parameter Properties 
dialog box appears.

8. From the pull-down menu, choose the port and parameter for each 
Datalink and click OK. You will return to the Module Definition dialog 
box after each Datalink.

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for each Datalink

These are the required DataLinks to add to your project:
• Predictive Maintenance Status (Port 0, Parameter 469)
• Start Inhibits (Port 0, Parameter 933)
• Drive Status 1 (Port 0, Parameter 935)
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• Drive Status 2 (Port 0, Parameter 936)
• Last Fault Code (Port 0, Parameter 951)
• Fault Status A (Port 0, Parameter 952)
• Fault Status B (Port 0, Parameter 953)

10. Once all Datalinks are provisioned click OK in the Module Definition 
dialog box.

11. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
datalinks. 

12. The selected device now appears in the project. 
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Add the Logic Rung

Follow these steps to import a rung to your project.

1. On the Controller Organizer, under Tasks, click the plus sign ( ) in 
front of Main Task.

2. Double-click Main_Routine to open this ladder logic routine.

3. Right-click one of the rungs and choose Import Rungs.

4. On the Import Rungs dialog box, select the device RUNG instruction and 
click OK. 
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5. During the import process, you can name the tags for the routine in the 
Import Configuration dialog box. In the Import Content tree, click Tags 
and type the names of the variables that match your process and the drive 
name in the Final Name column. 

Your ladder logic routine now looks like the example. Observe that the tag 
names and the drive name are automatically placed in the instruction. 
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6. Click Browse (…) next to the GetFaultMSG tag to view the configuration.

7. Click the Communication tab and then Click Browse.

8. Set the message path to the device and Click OK.
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9. Click OK in the Message Configuration dialog box.
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PowerFlex 755, 
PowerFlex 755TL/TR 
Drives (P_PF755)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The P_PF755 (PowerFlex 755 drive) object is used to operate one
variable-speed motor by using a PowerFlex 755 AC variable frequency drive in a 
variety of modes and monitoring for fault conditions. 

Functional Description

The P_PF755 instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the drive through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 

Instruction.
• Ability to start and stop the drive and motor, control the drive speed

(via speed reference), and monitor the drive run status and speed feedback 
to verify whether the drive is running or stopped. Provides alarms and 
drive shutdown for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if the feedback does not 
follow the commanded state within a configured amount of time. 

• Reading from the drive, the instruction displays drive faults, drive alarms, 
conditions that inhibit starting the drive, drive predictive maintenance 
data, general drive status data, and a number of operating parameters.

• Ability to read a fault text and descriptive text from the drive.
• Indication of Accelerating, Decelerating, At Speed, Warning, or Alarm 

status as received from the drive.
• Optional capability to support reversing drives, with commands for 

forward and reverse rotation, and display of actual rotation direction.
• Input and alarm for a drive fault condition and an output to send a drive 

fault reset to the drive. Provide a configurable time to pulse the drive fault 
reset output when a reset command is received.

IMPORTANT If you use a drive other than a PowerFlex 755 TL/TR 
drive or PowerFlex 753 drive with a 20-750-ENETR 
adapter, use these Add-On Instructions instead:
• P_PF753 for the PowerFlex 753 Drive with 20-

COMM-E EtherNet/IP Interface
• P_PF52x for the PowerFlex 523 or PowerFlex 525 

Drive on an
EtherNet/IP network

• P_VSD for third-party drives, drives on other 
networks, or via hardwired I/O
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• Permissives (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are conditions that 
enable a drive start and Interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are 
conditions that stop the drive and prevent starting. Provide an alarm when 
an Interlock stops the drive. Provide maintenance personnel with the 
capability to bypass the bypassable Permissives and Interlocks.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitor an I/O fault input and alarm on an I/O fault. The I/O fault 
condition can optionally de-energize the outputs to the drive,
requiring a reset.

• In Override command source, provide an override state input that 
determines if the override is to run or stop the drive (default = stop), and, 
if the drive is to run, an override speed reference and direction.

• The instruction provides simulation capability. Outputs to the drive are 
kept de-energized, but the object can be manipulated as if a working drive 
were present, including a basic ramp-up of speed feedback value on 
starting and ramp-down on stopping. The simulated ramp-up-to-speed 
time is configurable. This capability is often used for activities such as 
system testing and operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File
• The P_PF755_4.10.00_RUNG.L5X rung import must be imported into 

the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The 
service release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are 
created.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Required Drive Configuration

In order for the faceplate to properly display the status of the drive, you must set 
the Cfg_PF755T parameter to match the drive type. When this bit is 0, the 
faceplate pages show the status for the basic PowerFlex 755 drive. When this bit is 
1, the faceplate shows the status for the PowerFlex 755TL or PowerFlex 755TR 
drive. 

IMPORTANT Be certain to set up the drive Datalinks as follows!
'User Choice' Datalinks are not used by this Add-
On Instruction and
may be left unused or set up for your application.

INPUT ASSEMBLY PowerFlex 755 PowerFlex 755TL, PowerFlex 755TR 
(TotalFORCE® Drives)

Drive Status (standard) (standard)

Feedback (standard) (standard)

1. Torque Current 
Feedback

(755: Par 5) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 8)

2. Output Current (755: Par 7) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 3)

3. Output Power (755: Par 9) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 4)

4. Elapsed MWH (755: Par 13) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 5)

5. Elapsed Run time (755: Par 15) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 7)

6. Speed Units (755: Par 300) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 47)

7. Predictive Maintenance 
Status 

(755: Par 469) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 500)

8. Start Inhibits (755: Par 933) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 603)

9. Drive Status 2 (755: Par 936) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 355)

10. Drive Overload Count (755: Par 940) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 207)

11. Drive Temperature 
(Deg. C) 

(755: Par 944) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 25)

12. Last Fault Code (755: Par 951) (755TL/TR: Port 0 Par 610)

13. Fault Status A (755: Par 952) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 461)

14. Fault Status B (755: Par 953) (755TL/TR: Port 10 Par 462)

15. User choice #1 — —

16. User choice #2 — —
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown. 

Setup of the MSG Instructions

The Ref_GetFaultMSG and Ref_GetFaultDest In/Out parameters are tags that 
need to be created. Create the tags as follows:

• Ref_GetFaultMSG (control structure for the MSG to get fault data from 
the drive)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_Ref_GetFaultMSG”
– Data Type: MESSAGE

• Ref_GetFaultDest (destination for the fault data retrieved from the drive)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_Ref_GetFaultDest”
– Data Type: P_PFEmb_FltAlmRec

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP™ Generic
• Service Type: Get Attribute Single (code 16#0e)
• Class: 16#97
• Instance: 1
• Attribute: 0
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_GetFaultDest tag.
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_PF755_Inp Common part of PowerFlex 755 input assembly.

Out P_PF755_Out Common part of PowerFlex 755 output assembly.

Ref_GetFaultM
SG

MESSAGE Control structure for the MSG to get fault data 
from the drive.

Ref_GetFaultD
est

P_PFEmb_FltAl
mRec

Destination for the fault data retrieved from the 
drive.

IMPORTANT The preceding user-defined data types (UDTs) are 
included in the RUNG import that brings in the P_PF755 
Add-On Instruction.
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Figure 3 - 755 MSG Configuration
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
drive is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.
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Simulation

When P_PF755 is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of modes and alarms on 
Prescan and Powerup is handled by the 
embedded P_CmdSrc and P_AlarmAdd-
On Instructions. See their specifications 
for details.
On Powerup, the drive is treated as if it 
had been Commanded to Stop.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example will explain how to add the device instruction into your project. 
Ensure your project is open. For this example we will use P_PF755.

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.
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3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.

Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.
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2. Select the Module Type and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project.
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4. Click Change in the Module Definition section.

5. Change the information for Revision, Electronic Keying, Drive Rating, 
Rating Options, and Special Types to match the specifications of your 
project.
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6. In the Input Data column, click Browse (…). The Parameter Properties 
dialog box appears.

7. From the pull-down menu, choose the port and parameter for each 
Datalink and click OK. You will return to the Module Definition dialog 
box after each Datalink.

Repeat steps 6 and 7 for each Datalink. 

The required DataLinks to add to your project are:
• Torque Current Feedback (Par 5)
• Output Current (Par 7)
• Output Power (Par 9)
• Elapsed MWH (Par 13)
• Elapsed Run time (Par 15)
• Speed Units (Par 300)
• Predictive Maintenance Status (Par 469)
• Start Inhibits (Par 933)
• Drive Status 2 (Par 936)
• Drive Overload Count (Par 940)
• Drive Temperature (C) (Par 944)
• Last Fault Code (Par 951)
• Fault Status A (Par 952)
• Fault Status B (Par 953)

The last two datalinks are not used by this instruction and are available for 
your application.
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8. Once all Datalinks are provisioned click OK in the Module Definition 
dialog box.

9. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
datalinks. 

10. The selected device now appears in the project.
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Add the Logic Rung

Follow these steps to import a rung into your project.

1. On the Controller Organizer, under Tasks, click  in front of Main Task.

2. Double-click Main_Routine to open this ladder logic routine.

3. Right-click one of the rungs and choose Import Rungs.

4. On the Import Rungs dialog box, select the device RUNG instruction and 
click Open. 
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5. During the import process, you can name the tags for the routine in the 
Import Configuration dialog box. In the Import Content tree, click Tags 
and type the names of the variables that match your process and the drive 
name in the Final Name column. 
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Your ladder logic routine now looks like the example. Observe that the tag 
names and the drive name are automatically placed in the instruction. 

6. Click Browse (…) next to the GetFaultMSG tag to view the configuration.
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7. Click the Communication tab and then Click Browse.

8. Set the message path to the device and Click OK.
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9. Click OK in the Message Configuration dialog box.
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PowerFlex 6000 Drive 
(P_PF6000)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

Functional Description

The P_PF6000 instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the drive through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 

Instruction.
• Ability to start and stop the drive and motor, control the drive speed (via 

speed reference), and monitor the drive run status and speed feedback to 
verify whether the drive is running or stopped. Provides alarms and drive 
shutdown for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if the feedback does not follow 
the commanded state within a configured amount of time. 

• Reading from the drive, the instruction displays drive faults, general drive 
status data, and a number of operating parameters.

• Ability to read fault data from the drive and provide descriptive text with 
fault codes.

• Indication of Warning or Alarm status as received from the drive.
• Input and alarm for a drive fault condition and an output to send a drive 

fault reset to the drive. Provide a configurable time to pulse the drive fault 
reset output when a reset command is received.

• Permissives (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are conditions that 
enable a drive start and Interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are 
conditions that stop the drive and help prevent starting. Provide an alarm 
when an Interlock stops the drive. Provide maintenance personnel with the 
capability to bypass the bypassable Permissives and Interlocks.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitor an I/O fault input and a communication watchdog timer, and 
alarm on an I/O or communication failure. The failure condition can 
optionally de-energize the outputs to the drive, which requires a reset.

• In Override command source, provide an override state input that 
determines if the override is to run or stop the drive (default = stop), and, 
if the drive is to run, an override speed reference and direction.

IMPORTANT The drive interface is designed to work with the Studio 
5000 Logix Designer application, Version 20 and later.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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• The instruction provides simulation capability. Outputs to the drive are 
kept de-energized, but the object can be manipulated as if a working drive 
were present, including a basic ramp-up of speed feedback value on 
starting and ramp-down on stopping. The simulated ramp-up-to-speed 
time is configurable. This capability is often used for activities such as 
system testing and operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PF6000_4.10.00_RUNG.L5X rung import must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

IMPORTANT If you use a drive other than the PowerFlex 6000 drive, 
use these
Add-On Instructions instead:
• P_PF52x for the PowerFlex 523 or PowerFlex 525 

drive on an
EtherNet/IP network

• P_PF753 for the PowerFlex drive with 20-COMM-E 
EtherNet/IP Interface

• P_PF755 for the PowerFlex AC variable-frequency 
drive

• P_PF7000 for the PowerFlex 7000 medium voltage 
AC variable-frequency drive with 20-COMM-E 
EtherNet/IP interface.

• P_VSD for third-party drives, drives on other 
networks, or via hardwired I/O
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown. 

The figure shows the drive fault table tags that are in each template. 

Make sure the tag 'PF6000_FaultCodeList' is entered in the P_PF6000 
Ref_FaultCodeList parameter.

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_PF6000_Inp PowerFlex 6000 input assembly.

Out P_PF6000_Out PowerFlex 6000 output assembly.

Ref_FaultCodeL
ist

P_DescList Tag containing list of fault codes (DINT) and 
descriptions (STRING_40).

IMPORTANT The user-defined data types (UDTs) and the Array tag 
containing the list of PowerFlex 6000 fault codes and 
descriptions are included in the RUNG import that brings 
in the P_PF6000 Add-On Instruction.
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Each fault code list provides pre-configured fault codes and descriptions for a 
given drive family. 

For a list of fault codes, refer to the PowerFlex 6000 Medium Voltage 
Variable-frequency drive Firmware, Parameters, and Troubleshooting Manual, 
publication 6000-TD004.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the I/O fault is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and not permitted to start until 
reset.
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Simulation

When P_PF6000 is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of modes and alarms on 
Prescan and Powerup is handled by the 
embedded P_CmdSrc and P_AlarmAdd-
On Instructions. See their specifications 
for details.
On Powerup, the drive is treated as if it 
had been Commanded to Stop.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

Import the EDS File

It is required to import the Anybus EDS file in order to include the Anybus 
interface module within the drive in project I/O configuration. See publication 
6000-SR007C, PowerFlex 6000 Medium Voltage Variable Frequency Drive 
Communications Specifications, for instructions on loading the EDS file.

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.

3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.
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Copy Fault Code Tags

1. Open Project in the Files>Sample Projects>2_SamplesApp Project folder.

2. In the Sample Application, Click Controller Tags in the Controller 
Organizer. Choose the correct fault code list for PF_6000 based on the 
drive’s firmware revision. There are two options:

• PF6000_FW5_FaultCodeList (for firmware 5.xxx)
• PF6000_FW6_FaultCodeList (for firmware 6.xxx and later)

Right Click on the fault code list and choose Copy.
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3. In the main project, Click Controller Tags in the Controller Organizer. 
Right Click at the bottom of the tag list and choose Paste.

Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.
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2. In the module selection screen, clear all the vendor checkboxes, then check 
"HMS Industrial Networks AB.” Select the AB7007 from the list of HMS 
modules and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project. Click Change in the Module Definition section.
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4. Select "INT" (16-bit signed integer) as the data type. Set the input size to 
80 (eighty) INTs, and the output size to 8 (eight) INTs. Click “OK” and 
“OK.”

5. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
connection properties. 

IMPORTANT The “Data[ ]“ arrays are now 16-bit (signed) integers (INT). 
The offsets should now match the documentation. For 
example, the watchdog value going to the drive is now  
"Exhaust_Fan_Drive:O.Data[4]" - any logic in the 
controller that talks to the input and output assembly tags 
will need to have the offsets (array indexes) checked. Use 
the default drive scaling for speed reference and feedback. 
This is one-after-the-decimal, for a speed reference of 60.0 
Hz, send a value of 600 (which fits in an INT, but not in a 
SINT, which is a SHORT signed integer, a single byte from 
-128 to 127).
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Add the Logic Rung

For the P_PF6000 Add-On Instruction, the rung needs branches which:
• Copy the Input assembly tag data coming FROM the drive into a 

structured (User-Defined Type) input buffer tag
• Execute the add-on instruction;
• Move the output buffer tag (another User-Defined Type) data to the 

Output assembly tag data going TO the drive.

The add-on instruction needs to have the correct lookup table for the drive.

The following is an example of a completed rung diagram.
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PowerFlex 7000 Drive 
(P_PF7000)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

Functional Description

The P_PF7000 instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the drive through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 

Instruction.
• Ability to start and stop the drive and motor, to control the drive speed 

(via speed reference), to verify whether the drive is running or stopped. 
You can also monitor the drive run status and speed feedback. Provides 
alarms and drive shutdown for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if the feedback 
does not follow the commanded state within a configured amount of time. 

• Reading from the drive, the instruction displays drive faults, drive alarms, 
conditions that inhibit starting the drive, drive predictive maintenance 
data, general drive status data, and a number of operating parameters.

• Ability to read a fault code from the drive and provide descriptive text of 
fault codes.

• Indication of Accelerating, Decelerating, At Speed, Warning, or Alarm 
status as received from the drive.

• Optional capability to support reversing drives, with commands for 
forward and reverse rotation, and display of actual rotation direction.

• Input and alarm for a drive fault condition and an output to send a drive 
fault reset to the drive. Provide a configurable time to pulse the drive fault 
reset output when a reset command is received.

IMPORTANT If you use a drive other than the PowerFlex 7000 drive, 
use these Add-On Instructions instead:
• P_PF755 for the PowerFlex 755 Drive, or for the 

PowerFlex 753 with the 20-750-ENETR EtherNet/IP 
interface

• P_PF753 for the PowerFlex 753 Drive with the 20-
COMM-E
EtherNet/IP interface

• P_PF52x for the PowerFlex 523 or PowerFlex 525 
Drive on an EtherNet/IP network

• P_VSD for third-party drives, drives on other 
networks, or via hardwired I/O
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• Permissives (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are conditions that 
enable a drive start and Interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are 
conditions that stop the drive and help prevent starting. Provide an alarm 
when an Interlock stops the drive. Provide maintenance personnel with the 
capability to bypass the bypassable Permissives and Interlocks.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitor an I/O fault input and alarm on an I/O fault. The I/O fault 
condition can optionally de-energize the outputs to the drive, requiring a 
reset.

• In Override command source, provide an override state input that 
determines if the override is to run or stop the drive (default = stop), and, 
if the drive is to run, an override speed reference and direction.

• The instruction provides simulation capability. Outputs to the drive are 
kept de-energized, but the object can be manipulated as if a working drive 
were present, including a basic ramp-up of speed feedback value on 
starting and ramp-down on stopping. The simulated ramp-up-to-speed 
time is configurable. This capability is often used for activities such as 
system testing and operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_PF7000_4.10.00_RUNG.L5X rung import must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Required Drive Configuration

Be certain to configure the drive Datalinks as follows:
• Input Assembly

– Drive Status (standard)
– Feedback (standard)
– Datalinks:

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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1. Torque Feedback (unfiltered) (%) (Par 489)
2. Stator Current (% FLA) (Par 340)
3. Motor Speed (RPM) (Par 363)
4. Motor Voltage (filtered) (Volts) (Par 362)
5. Motor Air-Gap Power (%) (Par 346)
6. User choice #1
7. User choice #2
8. User choice #3

• Output Assembly
– Drive Logic Command (standard)
– Speed Reference (standard)
– Datalinks:

Drive Logic Command (standard)
Speed Reference (standard)
All output datalinks are user choice.

InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_PF7000_Inp Common part of PowerFlex 7000 input 
assembly.

Out P_PF7000_Out Common part of PowerFlex 7000 output 
assembly.

Ref_GetParSrc INT[72] List of parameters to get from drive

Ref_GetParMSG MESSAGE Message to Get Next Drive Parameter value

Ref_GetParDest INT[72] Parameter values retrieved from drive

Ref_DriveFault
MSG

MESSAGE Message to get last fault record.

Ref_DriveAlarm
MSG

MESSAGE Message to get last alarm record.

Ref_FaultAlarm
Dest

P_PFComm_FltAlm
Recc

Buffer for data from fault record or alarm 
record message.

Ref_RunTimeM
SG

MESSAGE Message to get elapsed runtime.

Ref_RunTimeDe
st

LINT Buffer for data from get elapsed runtime 
message.
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IMPORTANT The user-defined data types (UDTs) are included in the 
RUNG import that brings in the P_PF7000 Add-On 
Instruction.
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Setup of the MSG Instructions

Get PowerFlex 7000 Parameter Values Message (Tags are configured as follows):
• Ref_GetParMSG (control structure for the MSG to get parameter values 

from the drive)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_GetParMSG”
– Data Type: MESSAGE

• Ref_GetParSrc (source data for the message: the list of parameters to 
retrieve)
– Name the tag “<drive_tag>_GetParSrc”
– Data Type: INT[36]

• Ref_GetParDest (destination for the parameter data retrieved from the 
drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_GetParDest”
– Data type: INT[36]

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP Generic
• Service Type: Custom
• Service Code: 16#4b
• Class: 16#93
• Instance: 0
• Attribute: 0
• Source Element: The tag you created for the Ref_GetParSrc tag
• Source Length: 72
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_FaultAlarmDest tag
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Figure 4 - 7000 Parameter Values MSG Configuration
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Get PowerFlex 7000 Drive Fault Message (Tags are configured as follows):
• Ref_DriveFaultMSG (control structure for the MSG to get fault data from 

the drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_DriveFaultMSG”
– Data type:   MESSAGE

• Ref_FaultAlarmDest (destination for the fault / alarm data retrieved from 
the drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_FaultAlarmDest”
– Data type:   P_PFComm_FltAlmRec

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP Generic
• Service Type: Get Attribute Single (code 16#0e)
• Class: 16#97
• Instance: 1
• Attribute: 0
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_FaultAlarmDest tag
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Figure 5 - 7000 Drive Fault MSG Configuration
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Get PowerFlex 7000 Drive Alarm Message (Tags are configured as follows):
• Ref_DriveAlarmMSG (control structure for the MSG to get fault data 

from the drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_DriveAlarmMSG”
– Data type:   MESSAGE

• Ref_FaultAlarmDest (destination for the fault / alarm data retrieved from 
the drive, same tag as previous message)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_FaultAlarmDest”
– Data type:   P_PFComm_FltAlmRec

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP Generic
• Service Type: Get Attribute Single (code 16#0e)
• Class: 16#98
• Instance: 1
• Attribute: 0
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_FaultAlarmDest tag (same as 

previous MSG)
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Figure 6 - 7000 Drive Alarm MSG Configuration
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Get PowerFlex 7000 Elapsed Run Time Message (Tags are configured as 
follows):

• Ref_RunTimeMSG (control structure for the MSG to get elapsed runtime 
data from the drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_DriveFaultMSG”
– Data type:   MESSAGE

• Ref_RunTimeDest (destination for the fault / alarm data retrieved from 
the drive)
– Name this tag “<drive_tag>_RunTimeDest”
– Data type:   LINT

The MSG tag is set up as follows:
• Message Type: CIP Generic
• Service Type: Get Attribute Single (code 16#0e)
• Class: 16#9b
• Instance: 2
• Attribute: 2
• Destination: The tag you created for the Ref_RunTimeDest tag
• Path (Communication tab): The drive (select from I/O tree)

Figure 7 - 7000 Elapsed Run Time MSG Configuration
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the I/O fault is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and not permitted to start until 
reset.
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Simulation

When P_PF7000 is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of modes and alarms on 
Prescan and Powerup is handled by the 
embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm Add-
On Instructions. See the specifications for 
details.
On Powerup, the drive is treated as if it 
had been Commanded to Stop.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example will explain how to add the device instruction into your project. 
Ensure your project is open. For this example we will use P_PF7000.

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.
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3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.

Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.
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2. Select the Module Type and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project.
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4. Click Change in the Module Definition section.

5. Change the information for Revision, Electronic Keying, and Drive Rating 
to match the specifications of your project.
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6. Check the boxes in the Datalink column to add the datalinks.

7. From the pull-down menu, choose the port and parameter for each 
Datalink and click OK. You will return to the Module Definition dialog 
box after each Datalink.

Repeat step 7 for each Datalink. 

The required DataLinks to add to your project are:
• Input Assembly

– Drive Status (standard)
– Feedback (standard)
– Datalinks:
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1. Torque Feedback (unfiltered) (%) (Par 489)
2. Stator Current (% FLA) (Par 340)
3. Motor Speed (RPM) (Par 363)
4. Motor Voltage (filtered) (Volts) (Par 362)
5. Motor Air-Gap Power (%) (Par 346)
6. User choice #1
7. User choice #2
8. User choice #3

• Output Assembly
– Drive Logic Command (standard)
– Speed Reference (standard)
– Datalinks:

Drive Logic Command (standard)
Speed Reference (standard)
All output datalinks are user choice.

8. Once all Datalinks are provisioned click OK in the Module Definition 
dialog box.

9. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
datalinks. 
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10. The selected device now appears in the project.

Add the Logic Rung

Follow these steps to import a rung into your project.

1. On the Controller Organizer, under Tasks, click  in front of Main Task.

2. Double-click Main_Routine to open this ladder logic routine.

3. Right-click one of the rungs and choose Import Rungs.

4. On the Import Rungs dialog box, select the device RUNG instruction and 
click Open. 
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5. During the import process, name the tags for the routine in the Import 
Configuration dialog box. In the Import Content tree, click Tags and type 
the names of the variables that match your process and the drive name in 
the Final Name column. Click OK when finished.

Your ladder logic routine now looks like the example. Observe that the tag 
names and the drive name are automatically placed in the instruction. 
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6. Click Browse (…) next to the GetFaultMSG tag to view the configuration.

7. Click the Communication tab and then Click Browse.

8. Set the message path to the device and Click OK.
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9. Click OK in the Message Configuration dialog box.

10. Repeat steps 6 through 9 for the other MSG tags.
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SMC-50 Smart Motor 
Controller 
(P_SMC50)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_SMC50 (SMC™-50 Smart Motor Controller) Add-On Instruction 
controls and monitors a motor via an SMC-50 Smart Starter.

Functional Description

The SMC-50 Smart Motor Controller instruction provides the following 
capabilities:

• Starting, stopping, and jogging of the motor 
• Monitoring of run feedback and display of actual motor status 
• Detection of Failure to Start, Failure to Stop, and Motor/Starter Fault 
• Monitoring of Permissive conditions to allow starting 
• Monitoring of Interlock conditions to stop or prevent starting 
• Simulation, providing feedback of a working motor and starter while 

disabling outputs 
• Monitoring of I/O communication faults 
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Alarms for Fail to Start, Fail to Stop, Interlock Trip, Motor/Starter Fault, 
and I/O Fault 

• Option to reset faults and alarms automatically when an operator 
commands a motor to start or stop 

• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 
Not Ready, and Maintenance Bypass Active 

• 'Available' status for use by automation logic to know whether motor can 
be controlled by other objects

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Controller File

The P_SMC50_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Required SMC-50 Configuration

Be certain to configure the starter Datalinks as follows:

• Input Assembly: 
– Logic Status (standard) 
– Feedback (Current-Average) (standard) 
– A1. Real Power (Par 10) 
– A2. Power Factor (Par 17) 
– B1. Motor Thermal Usage (Par 18) 
– B2. Time to Trip (Par 19) 
– C1. Time to Reset (Par 20) 
– C2. Fault Code 1 (latest) (Par 138) 
– D1. User choice #1 
– D2. User choice #2 

• Output Assembly:
– Starter Logic Command (standard) 
– Reference (not used) (standard) 
– All output datalinks are user choice.

InOut Structure
InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown. 

IMPORTANT 'User Choice' Datalinks are not used by this Add-On 
Instruction and can be left unused or configured for your 
application. 

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_SMC50_Inp Common part of the SMC-50 Input 
assembly.

Out P_SMC50_Out Common part of the SMC-50 Output 
assembly.

Ref_FaultCodeList P_DescList [1] Array tag containing list of fault codes 
(DINT) and their descriptions 
(STRING_40).
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The following figure shows the drive fault table tags that are in each template. 

To display full descriptions for the SMC-50 starter, you must enter the name of 
the Fault Code List (first column) in the P_SMC50 Ref_FaultCodeList 
parameter.

Each fault code list has preset codes and descriptions that provide 
human-readable descriptions of starter fault conditions. 

For a list of fault codes for the SMC-50 Smart Motor Controller, see the SMC-
50 Solid-state Smart Motor Controller User Manual, 
publication 150-UM011.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT The user-defined data types (UDTs), the I/O assembly 
tags, and the Array tag containing the list of SMC-50 
Smart Motor Controller fault codes and descriptions are 
included in the rung import. The rung import brings in the 
P_SMC50 Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the SMC has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the SMC has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the SMC is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the I/O fault is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and not permitted to start until 
reset.

Motor Fault MotorFault None Raised when the Smart Motor Controller 
detects a fault and sets its Faulted status 
bit. Check the Fault Code and description 
to determine the cause. Issuing a Reset of 
this object causes a Clear Fault command 
to be sent to the Smart Motor Controller in 
an attempt to clear the fault.
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Simulation

When P_SMC50 is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working motor.

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands as if a 
working motor were being controlled.  The configuration parameter 
Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo back the 
running or stopped status. For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds 
and you stop the motor, the simulation will show a “Stopping” status for 2 
seconds before showing “Stopped.”

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) is 
handled the same as if the motor were taken out 
of service by Command. The motor outputs are 
de-energized and the motor is shown as Program 
Out of Service on the HMI. All alarms are 
cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan are 
discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the P_Alarm Reference Manual 
for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example shows the P_SMC50 in a ladder context. Here, ladder 
logic is used to copy the Module Defined Data Type for the SMC-50 Smart 
Starter (AB:SMC_B67CD85C:I:2) to the User Defined Type for the SMC-50 
Smart Starter Input Assembly (P_SMC50_Inp).

A complete ladder example is shown below. The Output Value 
HC102_Out.LogicCommand (User Defined Type P_SMC50_Out) is moved 
to tag P20_Motor_SoftStart:O.LogicCommand (Module Defined Type 
AB:SMC_1EB356D5:O:2). 
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SMC Flex Smart 
Motor Controller 
(P_SMCFlex)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

This instruction controls and monitors a motor via an SMC™ Flex Smart Starter.

Functional Description

This SMC Flex Smart Motor Controller provides the following:
• Starting and stopping of the motor 
• Monitoring of run feedback and display of actual motor status 
• Detection of Failure to Start, Failure to Stop, and Motor/Starter Fault 
• Monitoring of Permissive conditions to allow starting 
• Monitoring of Interlock conditions to stop/prevent starting 
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Simulation, which provides feedback of a working motor and starter while 
disabling outputs 

• Monitoring of I/O communication faults 
• Alarms for Fail to Start, Fail to Stop, Interlock Trip, Motor/Starter Fault, 

and I/O Fault 
• Option to reset faults and alarms automatically when operator commands 

motor to start or stop 
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

Not Ready, and Maintenance Bypass Active 
• 'Available' status for use by automation logic to know whether the motor 

can be controlled by other objects

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Controller File

The P_SMCFlex_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Required SMC Flex Configuration

Make sure that you configure the starter Datalinks as follows:

• Input Assembly
– Logic Status (standard) 
– Feedback (Current in Phase A) (standard) 
– A1. Current in Phase B (Par 5) 
– A2. Current in Phase C (Par 6) 
– B1. Watt Meter (Par 7) 
– B2. Power Factor (Par 11) 
– C1. Motor Thermal Usage (Par 12) 
– C2. Fault Code 1 (latest) (Par 124) 
– D1. Motor Full Load Amperes (Par 46)
– D2. User choice

• Output Assembly
– Starter Logic Command (standard) 
– Reference (not used) (standard) 
– All output datalinks are user choice.

SMC Flex Smart Motor Controller InOut Structure
InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

IMPORTANT 'User Choice' Datalinks are not used by this Add-On 
Instruction and can be left unused or configured for your 
application. 

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_SMCFlex_In
p

Common part of the SMC Flex Input assembly.

Out P_SMCFlex_O
ut

Common part of the SMC Flex Output assembly.

Ref_FaultCode
List

P_DescList [1] Array tag containing list of fault codes (DINT) and 
their descriptions (STRING_40).
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The following figure shows the drive fault table tags that are in each template. 

To display fault descriptions for the SMC Flex Starter, you must enter the name 
of the Fault Code list (first column) in the P_SMCFlex Ref_FaultCodeList 
parameter.

Each fault code list has preset codes and descriptions that provide 
human-readable descriptions of starter fault conditions. 

For a list of fault codes for the SMC Flex Smart Motor Controller, see the SMC 
Flex User Manual, publication 150-UM008.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT The user-defined data types (UDTs), the I/O assembly 
tags, and the Array tag containing the list of SMC Flex 
Smart Motor Controller fault codes and descriptions are 
included in the Rung import that brings in the 
P_SMCFlex Add-On Instruction. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the SMC has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor is running within 
the configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the motor is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
motor.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the SMC has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
motor, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the motor stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the SMC is running and an 
interlock 'not OK' condition causes the 
motor to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
motor is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.

Motor Fault MotorFault None Raised when the Smart Motor Controller 
detects a fault and sets its Faulted status 
bit. Check the Fault Code and description 
to determine the cause. Issuing a Reset of 
this object causes a Clear Fault command 
to be sent to the Smart Motor Controller in 
an attempt to clear the fault.
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Simulation

When P_SMCFlex is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-
energized and simulates a working motor.

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the motor is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands as if a 
working motor were being controlled.  The configuration parameter 
Cfg_SimFdbkT sets the number of seconds for the simulation to echo back the 
running or stopped status. For example, if Cfg_SimFdbkT is set to 2.0 seconds 
and you stop the motor, the simulation will show a “Stopping” status for 2 
seconds before showing “Stopped.”

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) is 
handled the same as if the motor were taken out 
of service by Command. The motor outputs are 
de-energized and the motor is shown as Program 
Out of Service on the HMI. All alarms are 
cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan are 
discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the Reference Manual for the 
P_Alarm Instruction for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example shows the P_SMCFlex in a ladder context. Here, ladder 
logic is used to copy the Module Defined Data Type for the SMCFlex Smart 
Starter (AB:150SMCFlex_BBC3E0FE:I:0) to the User Defined Type for the 
SMCFlex Smart Starter Input Assembly (P_SMCFlex_Inp).

A complete ladder example is shown below. The Output Value 
HC101_Out.LogicCommand (User Defined Type P_SMCFlex_Out) is moved 
to tag P21_Motor_SoftStart:O.LogicCommand (Module Defined Type 
AB:150SMCFlex_AC39A0CD:O:0). 
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Variable-speed Drive 
(P_VSD)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_VSD (Variable Speed Drive) Add-On Instruction is used to operate one 
variable speed motor by using a drive (AC variable frequency or DC) in a variety 
of modes, monitoring for fault conditions.

Functional Description

The P_VSD instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the drive through the standard P_CmdSrc Add-On 

Instruction.
• Ability to start and stop the drive and motor, control the drive speed

(via speed reference), and monitor the drive run status and speed feedback 
to verify that the drive is running or stopped. 

• Alarms and drive shut down for Fail to Start and Fail to Stop if the 
feedback does not follow the commanded state within a configured 
amount of time. This shut down happens whether the drive has run 
feedback can be configured at the engineer level or whether to use the run 
feedback can be configured at the maintenance level.

• Scaling of the speed reference from user (engineering) units, such as RPM, 
to drive units, such as 32,767 = maximum frequency.

• Scaling of the speed feedback from drive units to user (engineering) units 
and display with suitable units of measure text.

• Optional setting (by Program or Operator) of an output datalink and 
scaling of this setting from engineering units (such as ramp time in 
seconds) to drive raw units. 

• Optional reading of an input datalink and scaling of this value from drive 
raw units to engineering units (such as amperes) for display on the HMI.

• Reading from the drive and displaying a fault code, and displaying a text 
fault description based on the fault code.

• Indication of Accelerating, Decelerating, At Speed, and Warning or Alarm 
status as received from the drive.

• Optional capability to support reversing drives, with commands for 
forward and reverse rotation and display of actual rotation direction.

• Input and alarm for drive fault condition and an output to send a drive 
fault reset to the drive. 

• Configurable time to pulse the drive fault reset output when a reset 
command is received.
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• Inputs and outputs formatted to work with any drives commonly used in 
the Process industries, including, but not limited to, 1336 Plus II, 1395, 
PowerFlex 4/40/70/700 and PowerFlex DC, in a form that still allows use 
with non-Allen-Bradley drives via hard-wired I/O.

• Permissives (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are conditions that allow 
the drive to start, and interlocks (bypassable and non-bypassable) that are 
conditions that stop the drive and prevent starting. 

• Alarm when an interlock stops the drive. 
• Capability for maintenance personnel to bypass the bypassable permissives 

and interlocks.
• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitors I/O communication, and alarms and shuts down on a 
communication fault.

• Operates with Hand, Maintenance, Override, External, Program, and 
Operator command source. 

• Available status for use by automation logic to determine if other program 
logic can start and stop the drive.

• Monitor an I/O fault input, alarm on an I/O fault.
• I/O fault condition can optionally de-energize the outputs to the drive, 

requiring a reset.
• Override State input that determines whether the override is to run or stop 

the drive (default = stop) and, if the drive is to run, an override speed 
reference and direction. See the following modes for more information on 
override.

• Simulation capability, in which the outputs to the drive are kept de-
energized, but the object can be manipulated as if a working drive were 
present, including a basic ramp-up of speed feedback value on starting and 
ramp-down on stopping. The simulated ramp-up-to-speed time is 
configurable. This capability is often used for activities such as system 
testing and operator training.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Controller File

The P_VSD_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Required Connections for a Hardwired Drive

Table 11 shows the minimum set of connections to make the P_VSD instruction 
work with an Allen-Bradley or third-party drive, assuming the drive is 
non-reversing.

The P_VSD instruction is written around the typical command and status words, 
speed reference, and speed feedback used with Allen-Bradley PowerFlex drives. 
Pins are individually available to connect to whatever drive you have, 
1336 PLUS II, PowerFlex 4, PowerFlex 40, PowerFlex 70EC, PowerFlex 700, and 
so on. These can connect over the EtherNet/IP network (in which case the 
signals have similar, but not identical names), or over DeviceNet, ControlNet, 
any other network, or over hardwired I/O.  

Table 11 - VSD Instruction with a Non-reversing Hardwired Drive

Parameter Description

Inputs

Inp_SpeedFdbk We recommend that you set this value to represent the drive speed; 
otherwise, the display indicates zero speed. 
The value can be live speed feedback or it can be a loopback of the 
speed reference output to the drive. 
Make sure that you set 'Assume Data Available' if this is a 
loopback of the output used in Function Block Diagram (FBD) 
logic.

Inp_Ready This parameter must be set to 1 for the instruction to allow starting 
the drive. It's best if Inp_Ready is actively written to '1'. 
In FBD, connect an IREF that is a '1' (program constant). 
In LD, code an unconditional OTL to this parameter. 
This parameter can be 'left at' 1, but if it ever gets zeroed, the Add-
On Instruction does not allow a start. 

Inp_Running This parameter must be wired from the run feedback using an 
IREF with the input bit or an XIC-OTE rung.

Inp_CommandDir,
Inp_ActualDir

This parameter must be set to or left at 1 (forward). (See the 
following for reversing drives.)

Inp_Accelerating, 
Inp_Decelerating, 
Inp_Alarm, 
Inp_Faulted, and 
Inp_AtSpeed 

These parameters are optional. 
We recommend that you clear or leave at 0 any parameters that are 
not used, unless you have an input that indicates a drive fault 
(1=Fault, 0=OK). If you do have an input that indicates a drive 
fault, we recommend that you wire it to Inp_Faulted.

Outputs

Out_SpeedRef Connect to the (analog) output to the drive to set the speed. 
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Table 12 shows the additional connections to make the P_VSD instruction work 
with an Allen-Bradley or a third-party drive, assuming the drive is reversing. 

Out_Run If the discrete output is 1 to run and 0 to stop, use Out_Run and 
not Out_Start, Out_Stop, or Out_Jog. 
In FBD, you can expose the Out_Run pin (use the dialog box 
opened by the 'ellipsis') and hide the others. Then wire it to an 
OREF on the output to the drive.
In LD, code an XIC of Out_Run and an OTE of the discrete output 
to the drive. 
If there are separate outputs for start and stop, wire them to 
Out_Start and Out_Stop.

Out_ClearFault If you wired a Drive Fault input and have an output to the drive to 
attempt to clear the fault, wire it to Out_ClearFault. Otherwise, 
leave this pin unconnected. 

Other outputs Other outputs can be left unconnected and unreferenced. 

Table 12 - Using P_VSD Instruction with a Reversing Hardwired Drive

Parameter Description

Inp_CommandDir This parameter must properly reflect the commanded direction. 
Out_Fwd requests to set the drive to the forward direction, and 
Out_Rev requests to set the drive to the reverse direction. 
If the drive itself does not show the commanded direction, logic 
tied to Inp_CommandDir must be provided to show the result of 
the requests. This can be done by using a 
Set-dominant function block or a pair of rungs that set/latch 
Inp_CommandDir when Out_Fwd is 1 and clear/unlatch 
Inp_CommandDir when Out_Rev is 1.

Inp_ActualDir Make sure that this parameter reflects the actual rotation of the 
motor (1 = Forward,
0 = Reverse).

Inp_SpeedFdbk This parameter must reflect a non-negative speed (absolute value 
of speed). A negative value is not interpreted as running reverse. 
At a minimum, Inp_CommandDir must be handled as stated.

Table 11 - VSD Instruction with a Non-reversing Hardwired Drive

Parameter Description
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

This figure shows the drive fault table tags that are in each template. 

To have fault codes in P_VSD, you must enter the name of the Fault Code List 
(first column) in the P_VSD Ref_FaultCodeList parameter.

Each fault code list has preset codes and descriptions. You can use one of the fault 
codes provided by copying the tag from a template application. You can also 
create your own by using the provided P_DescList data type. 

For a list of fault codes for a drive, click the Publication number associated with 
the drive in the following table. 

Tag Name Data Type Description

Ref_FaultCodeList P_DescList [1] Array tag containing list of fault codes 
(DINT) and their descriptions 
(STRING_40).

Table 13 - Fault Code Publications

Drive Publication Number

PowerFlex Digital DC Drive 20P-UM001

PowerFlex 4 Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 22A-UM001

PowerFlex 40 Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 22B-UM001

PowerFlex 400 Adjustable Frequency AC Drive for Fan & 
Pump Applications

22C-UM001

PowerFlex 40P Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 22D-UM001

PowerFlex 4M Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 22F-UM001

PowerFlex 70 Adjustable Frequency AC Drives 20A-UM001
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

PowerFlex 700 Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 20B-UM001

PowerFlex 700H Adjustable Frequency AC Drive 20C-PM001

PowerFlex 700S High-Performance AC Drive - Phase II 
Control

20D-PM001

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Drive Fault DriveFault None Raised when the drive detects a fault and 
sets its Faulted status bit. Check the Fault 
Code and description to determine the 
cause. Issuing a Reset of this object causes 
a Clear Fault command to be sent to the 
drive in an attempt to clear the fault.

Fail to Start FailToStart None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to start the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive is running within the 
configured time. If Fail to Start is 
configured as a shed fault, the drive is 
stopped and a reset is required to start the 
drive.

Fail to Stop FailToStop None Raised when the drive has and is using run 
feedback, an attempt is made to stop the 
drive, and the run feedback does not 
indicate that the drive stopped within the 
configured time.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the drive is running and an 
interlock ’not OK’ condition causes the 
drive to stop.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock 'not OK' 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
drive is stopped and not permitted to start 
until reset.

Table 13 - Fault Code Publications
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

The Fail to Start and Fail to Stop status and alarms have a configurable delay to 
allow the run feedback time to align with the commanded output. This delay 
provides time for the motor to start or stop.

The Fail to Start and I/O fault conditions can be configured to alarm only, or to 
de-energize the motor (shed). If one of these conditions stops the motor, a reset is 
required to run.
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Simulation

When P_VSD is in simulation, the instruction keeps its outputs de-energized 
and simulates a working drive. 

Set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to '1' to enable simulation. When 
the drive is in simulation, the Simulation or Loopback Test icon  is displayed 
at the top left of the Operator faceplate.

When in simulation, the object responds to start, stop and jog commands and 
speed reference changes as if a working drive were being controlled. The 
configuration parameter Cfg_SimRampT sets the amount of time the simulation 
takes to ramp from zero speed to maximum and vice versa. The stopped status is 
asserted when the simulated speed feedback is zero, and running/jogging status is 
asserted when the simulated speed is greater than zero. There are also 
configuration bits to determine how speed feedback is calculated based on the 
speed reference. See the faceplate to see how these configuration bits perform the 
scaling.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to '0' to return the motor to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the drive were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
drive outputs are de-energized and the 
drive is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Processing of command sources and 
alarms on prescan and powerup is handled 
by the embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
Add-On Instructions - refer to their 
specifications for details.
On powerup, the drive is treated as if it had 
been commanded to stop.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

A PowerFlex 700H Adjustable Frequency AC Drive is used in this example.

Import Device Add-On Instruction

This procedure imports the definitions for the device Add-On Instruction. It is 
only necessary to import the definitions once per controller.

1. In the target Controller Organizer, right-click on Add-On Instructions 
and choose Import Add-On Instruction.

2. Navigate to the folder that contains the device Add-On Instructions, select 
the appropriate instruction, and click open.

3. Click OK in the Import Configuration window.

4. The Add-On Instruction is then added to the Controller Organizer.

Copy Fault Code Tags

1. Open Project in the Files>Sample Projects>2_SamplesApp Project folder.
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2. In the Sample Application, Click Controller Tags in the Controller 
Organizer. Right Click on the PF7xx_FaultCodeList and choose Copy.

3. In the main project, Click Controller Tags in the Controller Organizer. 
Right Click at the bottom of the tag list and choose Paste.
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Add the Device to the I/O Tree and Configure the Device

1. In your target application, right-click the Ethernet network in the 
Controller Organizer and choose New Module.

2. Select the Module Type and click Create.

3. Change the device name and IP address to match the specifications of your 
project.

4. Click Change in the Module Definition section.

5. Change the information for Revision, Electronic Keying, Drive Rating, 
Rating Options, and Special types to match the specifications of your 
project.

6. Check the boxes in the Datalink column to add the datalinks.

7. In the Input Data column, click Browse (…). The Parameter Properties 
dialog box appears.
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8. From the pull-down menu, choose the port and parameter for each 
Datalink and click OK. You will return to the Module Definition dialog 
box after each Datalink.

Repeat steps 7 and 8 for each Datalink. 

The required DataLink to add to your project are:

Input:

Fault1Code - 243

All Datalinks are optional

9. Once all Datalinks are provisioned click OK in the Module Definition 
dialog box.

10. Click YES in the confirmation dialog box to accept the changes to the 
datalinks. 

11. The selected device now appears in the project.
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Add the Logic Rung

Follow these steps to import a rung into your project.

1. On the Controller Organizer, under Tasks, click  in front of Main Task.

2. Double-click Main_Routine to open this ladder logic routine.

3. Right-click one of the rungs and choose Import Rungs.

4. On the Import Rungs dialog box, select the device RUNG instruction and 
click Open. 

5. During the import process, you can name the tags for the routine in the 
Import Configuration dialog box. In the Import Content tree, click Tags 
and type the names of the variables that match your process and the drive 
name in the Final Name column. Click OK when finished.

6. Click Browse (…) next to the GetFaultMSG tag to view the configuration.

7. Click the Communication tab and then Click Browse.

8. Set the message path to the device and Click OK.

9. Click OK in the Message Configuration dialog box.
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10. Map the Inputs of the P_VSD instruction to the device. These inputs are 
required:

• Inp_Ready
• Inp_Running
• Inp_CommandDir
• Inp_ActualDir
• Inp_Accelerating
• Inp_Decelerating
• Inp_Alarm
• Inp_Faulted
• Inp_AtSpeed
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11. Map the outputs of the P_VSD instruction to the device. These outputs 
are required:

• Out_Stop
• Out_Start
• Out_Jog
• Out_ClearFault
• Out_Fwd
• Out_Rev
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E1 Plus Electronic 
Overload Relay 
(P_E1PlusE)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_E1PlusE (E1 Plus™ Overload Relay (EtherNet/IP)) Add-On Instruction 
controls and monitors an E1 Plus Overload relay by using the 193-ETN 
EtherNet/IP interface module.

Functional Description

The E1 Plus Electronic Overload Relay (EtherNet/IP) instruction provides the 
following capabilities:

• Warning of impending overloads 
• Identification of overload trip conditions 
• Monitoring motor current as a percentage of full load amperes
• Monitoring percentage of thermal utilization (trip at 100%)
• Listing of last five trip causes (trip log) 
• Configurable command to initiate a trip reset 
• Monitoring of the states of the discrete inputs and discrete output of the 

relay.
• Monitoring of I/O communication faults 
• Alarms for Trip Warning, Overload Trip, and I/O Fault 
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

Not Ready 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_E1PlusE_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

The P_E1PlusE Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_E1PlusE_Inp E1PlusE Overload Parameter-based Input 
Assembly (100)

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that communication with the 
overload relay has failed. The device 
faceplate shows the I/O Source and 
Quality as communication failure flag a 
“Not Ready” diagnostic.

Overload 
Trip

Trip None Raised when the overload relay has 
tripped, helping prevent the motor from 
running. The overload relay must be reset 
before the motor can be started.

Pending 
Trip 
(Warning)

Warn None Raised when a motor overload condition is 
occurring and a trip of the overload relay is 
imminent. Immediate action must be taken 
to reduce the load on the motor.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

The following example shows the P_E1PlusE Add-On Instruction in both a 
strictly ladder and a combined ladder/function block context.

In both cases, ladder logic is used to copy the Module Defined Data Type for the 
E1 Plus module (AB:E1_Plus_Diag:I:0) to the User Defined Type for the E 
1Plus overload relay (catalog number 193-ETN) Diagnostic Input Structure 
(P_E1PlusE_Inp).

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No EnableIn False logic is provided. Instruction 
parameters hold their last values.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan are 
discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the Reference Manual for the 
P_Alarm Instruction for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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A complete ladder example is shown below. 

An extended example using Function Blocks is also shown. In this case, the same 
COP instruction is used in ladder logic, followed by a Jump to Subroutine ( JSR) 
to a Function Block routine. 
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The Function Block Routine shows a typical configuration with the P_E1PlusE 
Connected to an Interlock (P_Intlk) block followed by a Motor (P_Motor). 
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E3/E3Plus Overload 
Relay (P_E3Ovld)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_E3Ovld (E3™/E3 Plus™ overload relay) Add-On Instruction controls and 
monitors a 193/592-EC1, -EC2, -EC3, or -EC5 overload relay. 

Functional Description

The E3/E3 Plus overload relay instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Warning of impending overloads
• Identification of overload trip conditions
• Countdown of time until overload trip can be reset
• Configurable command to initiate a remote test trip
• Configurable command to initiate a trip reset

• Monitoring of the states of the discrete inputs and discrete outputs of the 
relay.

• Monitors input quality and communication status and provides value and 
indication of source and quality for the input

• Alarms for Trip Warning, Overload Trip, and I/O Fault
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

Not Ready

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_E3Ovld_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

TIP Three trips within a configurable time require resetting 
the trip locally (at the relay).
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Required Overload Configuration

Be sure that you configure the E3/E3 Plus parameters as follows:
• Input Assembly

The P_3Ovld instruction uses the Parameter-based Input Assembly. Set 
parameter 60 to 100 to select this assembly.
– Device Status Word (parameter 21) - set parameter 61to 21
– Warning Status (parameter 15) - set parameter 62 to 15
– Trip Status (parameter 14) - set parameter 63 to 14
– Average Percent Full Load Amps (parameter 8) - set parameter

64...8
• Output Assembly

The P_3Ovld instruction uses Output Assembly 103 for E3 overload 
relays and Assembly 105 for E3Plus overload relays. Set parameter 59 to 
the appropriate assembly number, 103 or 105.

The P_E3Ovld Add-On Instruction uses only the Remote Trip and 
Remote Trip Reset bits in the Output assembly.

InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_E3Ovld_Inp E3 Overload Parameter-based Input 
Assembly (100)
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

The P_E3Ovld Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that communication with the 
overload relay has failed. The device 
faceplate shows the I/O Source and 
Quality as communication failure flag a 
‘Not Ready’ diagnostic.

Overload 
Trip

Trip None Raised when the overload relay has 
tripped, helping prevent the motor from 
running. The overload relay must be reset 
before the motor can be started.

Pending 
Trip 
(warning)

Warn None Raised when a motor overload condition is 
occurring and a trip of the overload relay is 
imminent. Immediate action must be taken 
to reduce the load on the motor.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No EnableIn False logic is provided. Instruction 
parameters hold their last values.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands received before first scan are 
discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the Reference Manual for the 
P_Alarm Instruction for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example shows the P_E3Ovld in both a strictly ladder and a 
combined ladder/function block context.

In both cases, ladder logic is used to copy the Module Defined Data Type for the 
E3 Overload Module (AB:E3 Plus_ParamBased_Generic:I:0) to the User 
Defined Type for the E3 Overload Parameter-based Input Assembly (100) 
(P_E3Ovld_Inp).

A complete ladder example is shown below. 

An extended example using Function Blocks is also shown. In this case, the same 
COP instruction is used in ladder logic, followed by a Jump to Subroutine ( JSR) 
to a Function Block routine. 
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The Function Block Routine shows a typical configuration with the P_E3Ovld 
Connected to an Interlock (P_Intlk) block followed by a Motor (P_Motor). 
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E300 Electronic 
Overload Relay 
(P_E300Ovld)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_E300Ovld (E300 Overload Relay) Add-On Instruction controls and 
monitors a 193-ECM-ETR (E300™ on EtherNet/IP) overload relay.

Functional Description

The P_E300Ovld (E300 Electronic Overload Relay) Add-On Instruction 
provides:

• Warning of impending overloads 
• Identification of overload trip conditions 
• Countdown of time until overload trip can be reset 
• Configurable command to initiate a remote test trip 
• Configurable command to initiate a trip reset

• Monitoring of states of the discrete inputs and discrete outputs of the relay
• Monitoring of various current, voltage, and ground fault values

(if available) 
• Monitoring of I/O communication faults 
• Alarms for Trip Warning, Overload Trip, and I/O Fault 
• Supports HMI 'breadcrumbs' for Alarm Inhibited, Bad Configuration, 

and Not Ready 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_E300Ovld_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

IMPORTANT Three trips within a configurable time require a 
reset of the trip locally (at the relay).
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Required Overload Configuration 

Be certain to configure the E300 Datalinks as follows.

• Input Assembly: 
– Datalinks:

0. Time to Reset (Par 3) 
1. Time to Start (Par 31) 
2. Trip History #0 (Par 127) 
3. Warning History #0 (Par 133) 
4. Invalid Configuration Parameter Number (Par 38) 
5. User choice #1 
6. User choice #2 
7. User choice #3 

• Output Assembly 

The P_E300Ovld Add-On Instruction only uses the Remote Trip and 
Remote Trip Reset command bits in the output assembly. 

IMPORTANT 'User Choice' Datalinks are not used by this Add-On 
Instruction and can be left unused or configured for your 
application.
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InOut Structure

InOut parameters are used to link the Add-On Instruction to external tags that 
contain necessary data for the instruction to operate. These external tags must be 
of the data type shown.

The illustrations show the trip codes and warning codes list tags that are in each 
template.

These tags are pre-populated if you load the Add-On Instruction definition using 
the RUNG import or use a template or sample application that is included with 
the Library distribution.

Enter the tag name of the Trip Code list (E300_TripCodeList) in the 
Ref_TripCodeList parameter in each P_E300Ovld instruction instance.

The Trip Code list has preset codes and descriptions. You can use Trip Code list 
by copying the tag from a template application. You can also create your own by 
using the provided P_DescList data type. 

Tag Name Data Type Description

Inp P_E300Ovld_Inp E300 Overload (193-ECM-ETR) Input 
Structure.

Ref_TripCodeList P_DescList [*] Tag containing List of Trip History Codes 
and Descriptions.

Ref_WarningCode
List

P_DescList [*] Tag containing List of Warning History 
Codes and Descriptions.
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Enter the tagname of the Warning Code list (E300_WarningCodeList) in the 
Ref_WarningCodeList parameter of each P_E300Ovld instruction instance.

The Warning Code list has preset codes and descriptions. You can use Warning 
Code list by copying the tag from a template application. You can also create your 
own by using the provided P_DescList data type. 

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

The P_E300Ovld Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that communication with the 
overload relay has failed. The device 
faceplate shows the I/O Source and 
Quality as communication failure flag a 
“Not Ready” diagnostic.

Overload 
Trip

Trip None Raised when the overload relay has 
tripped, helping prevent the motor from 
running. The overload relay must be reset 
before the motor can be started.

Pending 
Trip 
(Warning)

Warn None Raised when a motor overload condition is 
occurring and a trip of the overload relay is 
imminent. Immediate action must be taken 
to reduce the load on the motor.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) No EnableIn False logic is provided. Instruction 
parameters hold their last values.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before first 
scan are discarded.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are handled in 
accordance with their standard power-up 
procedures. See the Reference Manual for the 
P_Alarm Instruction for more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following example shows the P_E300Ovld in strictly a ladder logic and a 
combined ladder/function block context.

In both cases, ladder logic is used to copy the Module Defined Data Type for the 
E300 Overload Module (AB:E300:I:0) to the user-defined data type for the 
E300 Overload (193-ECM-ETR) Input Structure (P_E300Ovld_Inp).

A complete ladder example is shown in the following figure. 

An extended example using Function Blocks is also shown. In this case, the same 
COP instruction is used in ladder logic, followed by a Jump to Subroutine ( JSR) 
to a Function Block routine. 
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The Function Block Routine shows a typical configuration with the 
P_E300Ovld connected to an interlock (P_Intlk) block followed by a motor 
(P_Motor). 
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Runtime and Start 
Counter 
(P_RunTime)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_RunTime (Run Time and Start Counter) Add-On Instruction is used to 
accumulate the total runtime and count of starts for a motor or other equipment. 
It is a software implementation of the mechanical hour meter that is often 
mounted in the door of a motor control center (MCC) bucket to show total 
motor runtime. The runtime and number of starts are variables used by 
maintenance personnel to determine when to perform maintenance activities on 
the motor or other equipment. 

Functional Description

The diagram shows the functional characteristics of this instruction.

The following list shows the functional coding.

The P_RunTime instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Accumulate and display the total running time for the associated 

equipment.
• Accumulate and display the count of starts or start attempts for the 

associated equipment.

Input Starting Running Stopped

Inp_Starting 1 Ignored 0

Inp_Running Ignored 1 0
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• Show the amount of runtime since the last start (current run). This total is 
held after the equipment is stopped, until the next start, when it is reset to 
zero.

• Show the maximum amount of time for any single run; this is the highest 
value achieved by the previous total.

• Let maintenance personnel (but not operators) clear (individually) the 
total runtime, starts count, or maximum single runtime. This lets the times 
be reset when the motor or other equipment is serviced, rebuilt 
or replaced.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_RunTime_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this instruction.

Alarms

The P_RunTime Add-On Instruction provides no alarms. If alarms are required 
when any of its values exceed some limits, use one or more P_Alarm instructions 
with comparison logic. You can also use one or more P_AIn instructions to 
generate the necessary alarms.

Simulation

The P_RunTime Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Implementation Using EnableIn False Feature

For the convenience of ladder diagram programmers, the P_RunTime instruction 
can be used in a ladder diagram routine with the input condition carried by the 
Rung-In condition instead of being mapped on a separate branch.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Handling When executed with EnableIn false (a 
false rung), the runtime and Start Counter 
instruction is processed as if its timers and 
counter were on a false rung: timing stops, 
the Total runtime (retentive) is held, the 
Starts counter is set with its enable false (it 
counts when the rung goes true if the 
Running or Starting input is true) and the 
Current runtime (non-retentive) is reset. 
The last values of the instruction (outputs) 
are maintained while EnableIn is false.
This processing lets the instruction be used 
as a ladder output instruction where the 
running state is provided as the rung 
condition. By setting the Running input 
(Inp_Running) to 1, the rung condition can 
be used to drive the instruction.

Powerup/Prescan Handling (initial modes) On Powerup, the Current runtime is reset. 
Maximum Single runtime, Total runtime, 
and Starts Count 
are maintained.

Postscan (SFC transition) Handling No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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The following illustration shows normal implementation with the input 
conditions mapped on separate branches. 

The following illustration shows EnableIn false implementation with the input 
condition mapped to the P_ResInh instruction using the Rung-In state. 

The Rung-In condition determines whether the normal code ('Logic' Routine) 
for the Add-On Instruction is performed or its EnableIn False code 
('EnableInFalse' Routine) is performed. In the P_RunTime instruction, the 
EnableIn False code performs the logic for a stopped motor. To use the
Rung-In mapping method, Inp_Running must be set to 1 (its default value). 
When the rung is true, the logic executes for a running motor and runtime 
accumulates. When the rung is false, the logic executes for a stopped motor and 
runtime is not accumulated. 
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Restart Inhibit for 
Large Motor 
(P_ResInh)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ResInh (Restart Inhibit for Large Motor) Add-On Instruction is used to 
prevent damage to a large motor through repeated starts. The high starting 
current for a large motor causes considerable heating. Because the thermal mass of 
a large motor is much smaller relative to its horsepower and starting current 
compared to smaller motors, repeated starts (or start attempts) over a short time 
overheat the motor windings, potentially damaging the motor permanently.

The P_ResInh instruction provides a rule-based state model for restarts and is 
not intended to model or monitor the motor heating. It cannot replace sensor-
based motor monitoring devices. It can, however, be a simple solution to avoid 
overstressing a motor without the cost (money or controller resources) of more 
extensive modeling and monitoring.

Functional Description

This screen capture shows the functional characteristics of this instruction. 

The following list shows the functional coding.

Input Starting Running Stopped

Inp_Starting 1 Ignored Ignored

Inp_Running 0 1 Ignored

Inp_Stopped Ignored 0 1
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The P_ResInh instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Ready to Start signal for use by other logic when the motor can be started. 

Typically, this signal is used as a permissive in a motor-based 
control strategy.

• When the motor is not ready to start, provide a countdown of the time 
until the motor is ready to start (in minutes and seconds).

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix® firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ResInh_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_ResInh Add-On Instruction provides no alarms. It is typically used to 
provide a permissive condition for a motor or other equipment, not an interlock 
that requires an alarm.

Simulation

The P_ResInh Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability. It uses 
the status of a related motor or drive object, which may be using its Simulation 
capability.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Implementation by Using EnableIn False Feature

For the convenience of ladder diagram programmers, the P_ResInh instruction 
can be used in a ladder diagram Routine with the input condition carried by the 
Rung-In condition instead of being mapped on separate branches.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled as if the inputs indicate that the 
motor is stopped (Inp_Starting=0, 
Inp_Running =0, Inp_Stopped =1). This 
action lets the P_ResInh Add-On 
Instruction be coded on a ladder rung with 
an XIC of the motor running status. 
Inp_Running must be set to 1 and 
Inp_Starting must be set to 0 (their default 
values) for the instruction to be used in this 
fashion.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) On prescan (Program to Run or Powerup), 
all timers are reset and the P_ResInh 
instruction reverts to the Cold Motor 
Stopped state if the motor is stopped, or 
the Cold Motor Running state if the motor 
is running.
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The following illustration shows normal implementation with the input 
conditions mapped on separate branches.

The following illustration shows the EnableIn False implementation with the 
input condition mapped to the P_ResInh instruction when the Rung-In state is 
used. 

The Rung-In condition determines whether the normal code (logic routine) of 
the Add-On Instruction is executed or its EnableIn False code (EnableInFalse 
Routine) is executed. In the P_ResInh instruction, the EnableIn False code 
executes the logic for a stopped motor. Use the Rung-In mapping method, 
Inp_Running must be set to 1 (its default value). Then when the rung is true, the 
logic executes for a running motor. When the rung is false, the logic executes for a 
stopped motor. 
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The Starting Input (Inp_Starting) is not used, so the Fail to Start states are never 
reached. Effectively, the instruction uses the following state diagram when 
EnableIn False implementation is used.
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Notes:
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Valves

Purpose This chapter is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The Process Objects in this group provide an interface to a wide range of process 
valve types and valve statistical calculations.

Table 17 describes the objects in this group, including when to use and not to use 
each one.

Table 17 - Valves

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use

Analog/Pulsed 
Control Valve 
(P_ValveC)

This instruction manipulates a 
control valve by using an analog 
signal or discrete signals,
and monitors the valve by using an 
analog position feedback.
The valve requires an analog output 
(or analog value over a network) for 
the target position. Or, the valve 
requires a pair of discrete outputs (or 
discrete signals over a network). The 
outputs command the valve to move 
toward fully closed and when to 
move toward fully open. 

• Want to use a control (modulating) 
valve where 0…100% is mapped 
to the percentage open.

• Discrete outputs can be held (for a 
motor-operated control valve) or 
pulsed (for a ratcheting control 
valve).

• Optionally, the valve provides, 
and you want to display, an actual 
position feedback signal.

• You use one analog output control 
valve with no position feedback, 
with a PID loop (the P_PIDE 
Add-On Instruction or the PIDE 
built-in instruction). The CVEU 
signal from the PID block can be 
used directly to drive the valve. 

• You are using a two-state valve, 
such as a motor-operated or 
solenoid-operated valve that is 
driven only fully open or fully 
closed and not used to control 
flow or pressure. Use the 
appropriate two-state valve 
instruction.

• Use P_ValveMO for motor 
operated valve (also for a dual 
solenoid-operated valve).

• Use P_ValveSO for a single 
solenoid operated valve.
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Hand-operated 
Valve 
(P_ValveHO)

This instruction monitors a hand 
(locally) operated valve and displays 
its current state. The valve can have 
any type of actuator – handwheel, 
lever, motor, solenoid, pneumatic, 
hydraulic, and so on. But, the 
actuator is normally operated at the 
valve and only monitored by the 
control system via open and closed 
limit switches.
The instruction cannot control the 
valve to both open and closed 
positions, but provides an optional 
Trip output to command the valve to 
its default (fail) position. If the trip 
function is used, the P_ValveHO 
instruction checks to make sure that 
the valve reaches the configured trip 
position (open or closed) if a trip 
command is executed.

• You monitor a valve (open/close) 
that is primarily operated by hand. 
The valve must have at least one 
limit switch for position sensing.

• The valve can use, but does not 
require, an output to remotely trip 
the valve to a ‘safe’ (default) 
position. On a trip, this instruction 
checks that the valve reaches the 
configured trip position and 
alarms if it does not within a 
configured time.

• Need to open and close a valve 
remotely. This instruction 
monitors (and optionally trips) 
only a locally operated valve.

• Need to operate a single-solenoid 
spring-return valve (fail closed or 
fail open), use the P_ValveSO 
instruction.

• Need to operate a motor-operated 
valve or other valve that requires 
separate open and close outputs, 
use the P_ValveMO instruction.

• Need to operate a multi-solenoid 
valve such as a mix-proof valve, 
use the P_ValveMP instruction.

• Need to operate a throttling valve 
(continuously variable), use the 
P_AOut or P_ValveC instruction.

• Need to operate other types of 
valves, try the P_DOut, P_D4SD, 
or P_nPos instructions.

Motor-operated 
Valve 
(P_ValveMO)

This instruction operates (opens and 
closes) a motor-operated valve, 
monitoring for fault conditions.
The valve can have, but does not 
require, a limit switch feedback for 
the ends of travel. The valve cannot 
require an output to trigger a ‘valve 
stop’ function. For example: 
breaking a seal-in circuit on the 
valve operator to stop travel or 
switch the direction of travel.

• Need to operate a motor-operated 
valve or other valve that requires 
separate open and close outputs. 

• Need to operate a single-solenoid 
spring-return valve (fail closed or 
fail open). Use the Solenoid-
operated Valve (P_ValveSO)
Add-On Instruction.

• Need to operate a multi-solenoid 
valve that has positions (such as 
CIP™) other than ‘opened’ and 
‘closed’. Use the Mix-Proof Valve 
(P_ValveMP) Add-On Instruction.

• Need to monitor a valve that is 
primarily operated by hand. The 
valve could support a ‘trip’ output 
to drive it to a ‘safe’ position. Use 
the Hand-operated Valve 
(P_ValveHO)
Add-On Instruction.

• Need a throttling (continuously 
variable) valve. Use the P_AOut 
instruction, the P_ValveC 
instruction, or operate the valve 
directly from a PIDE or PID built-
in instruction.

• For some valves, you can also use 
the P_DOut, P_D4SD, or P_nPos 
instructions.

Mix-proof Valve 
(P_ValveMP)

This instruction controls one mix-
proof valve in various states. The 
instruction checks position feedback 
inputs to verify that the valve 
reaches the commanded position. An 
alarm can be provided on failure to 
reach a target position. 
Use this instruction if you want to 
operate a discrete mix-proof valve.

• Instruction supports mix-proof 
valves with or without additional 
connections for cleaning (CIP, 
clean-in-place) or steaming (SIP, 
sanitize in place).

• Need some other type of open-
close valve:
– Use the P_Valve SO instruction 

for one solenoid-operated valve 
(single output with spring 
return to fail position).

– Use the P_ValveMO instruction 
for a motor-operated valve, or 
for a dual solenoid valve 
(separate open and close 
outputs).

– Use the P_ValveHO instruction 
for a hand-operated valve, 
which is a valve that is 
monitored only, or that has one 
output for tripping the valve to 
its failure position.

• Need a throttling (continuously 
variable) valve. Use the P_AOut 
(analog output) or P_ValveC 
(control valve) instruction.

Table 17 - Valves

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Advanced Mix-
Proof Valve 
(P_ValveMPAdv)

This instruction control one mix-
proof valve in various states. The 
instruction checks position feedback 
inputs to verify that the value 
reaches the commanded position as 
well as intermediate positions to 
avoid cross-contamination. An alarm 
can be provided on failure to reach a 
requested position. The instruction 
supports separate interlocks for the 
Open, Lower Seat, Upper Seat and 
Cavity (cleaning) operations, 
allowing certain functions to be 
blocked independently.

• Use this instruction with any mix-
proof valve that supports 
independent open, lower seat, 
upper seat and cavity operations. 
Connections for clean-in-place or 
steam/sanitize-in-place (CIP and 
SIP) are supported, as are pulsing 
of seats while cleaning. This 
instruction is preferred over the 
P_ValveMP instruction for new 
applications because of the 
support for independent function 
interlocks.

• The P_ValveMP instruction can 
continue to be used for existing, 
tested applications. Use the 
P_ValveSO instruction for single-
output solenoid valves that simply 
open and close. Use the 
P_ValveMO instruction for 
motor-operated valves or dual 
solenoid valves that simply open 
and close. Use the P_ValveHO 
instruction for hand-operated 
valves, which are monitored only 
or have a single output for tripping 
to a failure position. Use 
P_ValveC for throttling (variable-
position) valves that use an analog 
output or dual discrete open/close 
outputs with an analog position 
feedback to control valve position.

Solenoid-
operated Valve 
(P_ValveSO)

This instruction operates (opens and 
closes) one solenoid-operated valve, 
monitoring for fault conditions.
If the valve is so equipped, monitor 
open/close limit switch feedback to 
verify that the Solenoid valve is 
opened or closed. 
Whether the Solenoid valve has each 
of the feedback limit switches can be 
configured at the engineer level. 
Whether to use each of the feedback 
limit switches can be configured at 
the Maintenance level.

• Need to operate a single-solenoid 
spring-return valve, either 
energize-to-open (fail closed) or 
energize-to-close (fail open). The 
valve can have, but does not 
require, limit switch feedback for 
either or both ends of travel.

• Provides alarm for Full Stall if the 
valve feedback indicates it did not 
move off the original position 
within a configured amount of 
time when commanded to the 
other position. Provide an alarm 
for Transit Stall if the valve 
feedback indicates that the valve 
moved from the original position 
but did not reach the target 
position within a configured 
amount of time.

• Need to operate a motor-operated 
valve or other valve that requires 
separate Open and Close outputs. 
Use the P_ValveMO instruction. 
The P_ValveMO instruction can 
also be used for some dual-
solenoid valves.

• Need to operate a multi-solenoid 
valve that has positions (such as 
for SIP/CIP) other than ‘opened’ 
and ‘closed’. Use the P_ValveMP 
Mix-proof Valve Add-On 
Instruction.

• Need to monitor a valve that is 
primarily operated by hand. The 
valve could support a ‘trip’ output 
to drive it to a ‘safe’ position. Use 
the P_ValveHO instruction.

• Need a throttling (continuously 
variable) valve. Use the P_AOut 
instruction, the P_ValveC 
instruction, or operate the valve 
directly from a PIDE or PID built-
in instruction.

• For some valves, the P_DOut, 
P_D4SD, or the P_nPos 
instructions can be used.

2-state Valve 
Statistics 
(P_ValveStats)

This instruction monitors a 2-state 
(open and close) valve and records 
various statistics that are related to 
stroke times and stroke counts. 
The instruction is designed to work 
with the P_ValveSO, P_ValveMO, 
and P_ValveHO instructions. This 
instruction can also be used with the 
P_ValveMP instruction.

• Want to maintain stroke time and 
stroke count data on a 2-state 
valve to aid in planning 
maintenance or diagnosing valve 
and actuator problems.

• Want an indication when a valve 
takes longer to stroke than a 
configured threshold time.

• Valve is not an ‘intelligent’ valve 
that maintains its own valve stroke 
time and count data.

• You do not have a more 
specialized valve monitoring 
software, which provides 
functionality above and beyond 
what the P_ValveStats instruction 
provides.

• Need a continuously variable 
valve (control valve, throttling 
valve). The P_ValveStats 
instruction works only with valves 
that have full open and full close 
actions. The P_ValveStats 
instruction is not suitable for use 
with the P_AOut or P_ValveC 
instructions.

• Need an intelligent valve or valve 
monitoring and maintenance 
software that provides the same or 
more functionality than the 
P_ValveStats instruction. The 
valve or software provides more 
data than the P_ValveStats 
instruction, including specialized 
algorithms that predict impending 
valve failure or schedule 
maintenance.

Table 17 - Valves

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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n-Position 
Device (P_nPos)

This instruction controls a circular or 
linear discrete device with 2…8 
positions. The instruction provides 
outputs to select an individual 
position and outputs to move toward 
increasing positions (‘clockwise’ for 
a circular device) or decreasing 
positions (‘counterclockwise’ for a 
circular device). 
For linear devices, the P_nPos 
instruction can be configured for the 
following:
• Return to Position 1 on every 

move
• Approach the target position from 

the ‘same side’ on each move to 
improve position repeatability

• Move directly to the new position.
For circular devices, the P_nPos 
instruction can be configured for the 
following:
• Move only ‘clockwise’ to increase 

positions. For example, 6, 7, 8, 1, 
2…

• Move both directions by using the 
shortest move. For example, 
‘clockwise’ from 6…1: 6 7, 8, 1, 
or ‘Counterclockwise’ from 2…7: 
2, 1, 8, 7

• Want to control the position of a 
device with 2…8 discrete 
positions.

• Accepts commands for the 
individual positions, increase and 
decrease position commands, or 
indexing cylinder commands. 

• Supports devices with a locking or 
sealing capability. It can unlock or 
unseal the device, move to the 
new position, then lock or seal in 
position.

• Accepts position feedback 
(usually proximity or limit 
switches) and can alarm on failure 
to reach a target position in a 
configured time. When the 
locking/sealing capability is used, 
a lock/seal feedback can be 
provided and lock/unlock 
checking can also be performed.

• Want to control a simple two-state 
valve or two-state or three-state 
motor. The P_ValveMO, 
P_ValveSO, P_ValveMP, 
P_Motor, P_Motor2Spd, or 
P_MotorRev instruction provides 
a better interface and better 
‘model’ for such a device.

• Need a continuously variable 
position device. The P_nPos 
instruction works only with 
devices that have 2…8 discrete 
positions. For most final control 
elements that are used in process 
control, a P_AOut or P_ValveC 
instruction is a better choice. For 
high-speed motion control, such 
as with servo drives, use the 
Motion Control instruction set 
provided within the Logix 
controller firmware.

Table 17 - Valves

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Analog/Pulsed 
Control Valve 
(P_ValveC)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ValveC (Analog/Pulsed Control Valve) Add-On Instruction manipulates 
a control valve by using an analog signal or discrete signals, and monitors the 
valve by using an analog position feedback. The global objects and faceplate that 
is shown below are examples of the graphical interface tools for this Add-On 
Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_ValveC Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Program and operator entry of the target valve position (percentage of the 

valve opening).
• Ramping of the valve position to the entered target at a specified rate of 

change (percent per second).
• Scaling of the Position Feedback from the valve from raw (I/O card or 

network value) units to percent open.
• Monitoring of Interlock conditions. When an Interlock condition is not 

OK, the valve can be configured to hold its current position or shed to a 
configured Interlock position.

• Monitoring for I/O communication faults. When an I/O communication 
fault occurs, this instruction can be configured to alarm only, or to shed, 
either to hold the current position or go to the configured Interlock 
position.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Provides alarms for Interlock trip, I/O fault, or an actuator-declared fault.
• Provides full-open and full-closed status-based on user-specified 

ranges for analog position feedback, or based on optional valve travel limit 
switches.

• Provides an ‘available’ status when the control valve instruction is in 
Program command source and the valve is being controlled.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveC_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the instruction.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveC holds the analog output at zero and holds the discrete 
pulse outputs off while simulating a working valve. The I/O fault input is 
ignored.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Actuator 
Fault

ActuatorFault None Raised if the Inp_ActuatorFault input is 
true. This alarm is provided for use by 
valves that generate a fault contact, 
such as actuator motor overload trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the I/O fault 
is configured as a shed fault, the output 
is set to the configure interlock CV or 
held at its last value until reset.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an Interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the valve to move to 
the configured interlock position.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000™ Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Examples

This section shows two examples for using the P_Valve C instruction.

Example 1: Manual Loading Station

This example uses the P_ValveC instruction to implement a manual loading 
station for a pressure control valve that is used to regulate gas supply to a process. 
The control valve in our example has open and closed limit switches and a 
position feedback. The desired valve position is provided by the operator through 
the HMI faceplate.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the Control Valve 
were taken out of service by Command. 
The Control Valve outputs are de-
energized and the Control Valve is shown 
as Program Out of Service on the HMI. All 
alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions handle the Processing of 
modes and alarms on pre-Scan and 
Powerup - refer to their specifications for 
details. On Power-up, the Control Valve 
command source is cleared and any 
commands that are received while the 
controller was in PROG command source 
are discarded. Otherwise, all data remains 
in the state it was in at power down.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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The field inputs for position feedback, open limit switch, and closed limit switch 
(as shown in the illustration) are connected to the instruction inputs 
Inp_PosFdbk, Inp_OpenLS, and Inp_ClosedLS. The Out_CV is connected to 
the field output going to the valve.

The parameters Cfg_HasOpenLS and Cfg_HasClosedLS are both set to 1 so the 
instruction knows that the field is providing open and closed limit switches. The 
parameters Cfg_UseOpenLS and Cfg_UseClosedLS are set to 1 so that these 
limit switches are used to determine device status.

The analog output card is expecting an output in units of 4…20 mA; however, the 
faceplate shows the value in terms of 0…100% open. Therefore, the scaling 
parameters are set as follows:

Cfg_CVEUMin: 0
Cfg_CVEUMax: 100
Cfg_CVRawMin: 4
Cfg_CVRawMax: 20

The feedback signal is also provided in units of 4…20 mA, so the parameters 
Cfg_FdbkRawMin and Cfg_FdbkRawMax are set to 4 and 20, respectively. 

We want to limit the operator entry of the desired valve position to 80% open by 
setting Cfg_MaxCV to 80.

The parameters Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm, Cfg_HasActuatorFaultAlm, and 
Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm are all set to 0 to indicate that no alarms are necessary for 
this device.

Lastly, configure the following local configuration tags to drive the text on the 
HMI faceplate. In this example, they are set as follows:

Cfg_Tag: PV110812
Cfg_Label: Gas Supply Valve
Cfg_Desc: Gas Supply Valve Manual Loading Station
Cfg_EU: %

Example 2: Ratcheting Control Valve

This example uses the P_ValveC instruction to automate a ratcheting valve that is 
driven open or closed by using two discrete outputs to control flow. The flow 
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valve in our example has a position feedback. The desired valve position is 
provided by an output of a control algorithm that is elsewhere in logic.

In this example, the field inputs for position feedback are wired (or connected) to 
the instruction input Inp_PosFdbk. Out_Open and Out_Close are connected to 
the field outputs going to the valve. The input to the instruction to set valve 
position is wired to PSet_CV. Cfg_

The instruction is normally operated by sequence program logic. The P_CmdSrc 
(command source) instruction within the P_nPos instance must also be 
configured. The parameter CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgPwrUp is set to 1 so the instruction 
will power up with the Program command source selected. The parameter 
CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgNormal is set to 1 to indicate that the instruction will 
normally use the Program command source. If another command source is 
selected, the graphic symbol and faceplate will flag the selected source.

The analog output is not used; however, the faceplate shows the value in terms of 
0…100% open. Therefore, the scaling parameters are set as follows:

Cfg_CVEUMin: 0
Cfg_CVEUMAx: 100
Cfg_CVRawMin: 0 - default
Cfg_CVRawMax: 100 - default

The feedback signal is provided in units of 4…20 mA, so the parameters 
Cfg_FdbkRawMin and Cfg_FdbkRawMax are set to 4 and 20, respectively. 

In this example, the ratcheting control valve is to be adjusted by cycling the open 
or close valve command for a period of time proportional to the amount the valve 
is to be moved. Cfg_CycleT is set to 10, to define the overall period of the cycle to 
cycle on and off the open or close output. Cfg_OpenRate and 
Cfg_OpenCloseRate are both set to 1, which means the required valve output is 
energized 1 second for every 1% difference between the desired position and the 
feedback position. 

Cfg_MaxOnT is set to 5 so that the output is energized for no more than
5 seconds of the 10-second cycle time to allow for the valve to move, and the 
feedback to be verified before the next cycle. Cfg_MinOnT is set to 1 so that the 
output does not pulse if the calculated pulse time is less than 1 second.
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The parameters Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm, Cfg_HasActuatorFaultAlm, and 
Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm are all set to 0 to indicate that no alarms are necessary for 
this device.

Lastly, configure the following local configuration tags to drive the text on the 
HMI faceplate. In this example, they are set as follows:

Cfg_Tag: FV110813
Cfg_Label: Flow Control Valve
Cfg_Desc: Flow Ratcheting Control Valve
Cfg_EU: %
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Hand-operated Valve 
(P_ValveHO)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ValveHO (Hand-operated Valve) Add-On Instruction monitors a hand 
(locally) operated valve and displays its current state. The valve may have any type 
of actuator – handwheel, lever, motor, solenoid, pneumatic, hydraulic – but it is 
normally operated at the valve and only monitored by the control system via open 
and closed limit switches. The P_ValveHO instruction cannot control the valve 
to both open and closed positions, but provides an optional Trip output to 
command the valve to its default (fail) position. If the trip function is used, the 
P_ValveHO instruction checks to make sure that the valve reaches the configured 
trip position (open or closed) if a trip command is executed.

Functional Description

The P_ValveHO instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Monitor the position feedback limit switch (or switches) from a valve and 

display actual valve status.
• Optionally can trip the valve (de-energize it or drive it to a default trip 

position). The program (via program commands) or the operator (via the 
HMI faceplate) can trip the valve any time.

The optional trip function provides the following capabilities:
• Detect failure to reach the configured trip position when tripped and 

generate an appropriate alarm.
• Monitor interlock conditions to trip the valve and alarm when an interlock 

initiates moving the valve to its trip position.
• Provide for simulation of a working valve while disabling the trip output, 

for use in off-process training, testing, or simulation.
• Monitor I/O communication, and alarm and trip if the shed on

I/O fault function is enabled on a communication fault.
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Required Files Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix® firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveHO_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the optional trip function 
is used and an interlock 'not OK' 
condition triggers the trip output to the 
valve.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault 
and the optional trip function is used, 
the trip output is triggered until reset.

Transit Stall TransitStall None Raised when the valve is using both 
open and closed limit switches and 
neither position is confirmed (the valve 
position is in transit) for the configured 
transit stall time.

Trip Failure TripFail None Raised is the valve has and is using the 
optional trip feature, an attempt is made 
to trip the valve, and the limit switch 
feedbacks show that the valve did not 
reach the configured tripped position 
(opened or closed) within the 
configured fail to trip time.
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Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveHO disables the normal input and lets you select a 
simulated input to see the reaction of the Hand-operated Valve.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

You can set the following parameters to simulate the corresponding input to the 
hand-operated valve:

• Inp_SimOpen - sets simulated valve state to open
• Inp_SimClose - sets simulated valve state to closed
• Cfg_SimFdbkT - number of seconds to wait for echo back of 

Open/Closed status when in Simulation

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
Controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn false (false rung) Handled the same as if the trip function 
option were disabled. The trip output 
(Out_Trip) is de-energized if Cfg_HasTrip 
is 0, and is energized if Cfg_HasTrip = 1. 
All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Any commands that are received before 
first scan are discarded. The valve trip 
output is de-energized to help prevent a 
nuisance trip on first scan.
Embedded P_Alarm instructions are 
handled in accordance with their standard 
powerup procedures. See the reference 
manual for the P_Alarm Instructions for 
more information.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_ValveHO.  

Boolean parameters I_MyP_ValveHO_ZSO and I_MyP_ValveHO_ZSC are 
used as inputs. A single output, I_MyP_ValveHO_TRIP is wired to an output 
that trips the valve to its fail position when energized. 
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Motor-operated Valve 
(P_ValveMO)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ValveMO (Motor-operated Valve) Add-On Instruction is used to operate 
(open and close) a motor-operated valve in various modes, monitoring for fault 
conditions.

Functional Description

The P_ValveMO instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Control of the Motor-operated Valve through the standard P_CmdSrc 

Add-On Instruction and modes.
• Ability to open or close a Motor-operated Valve, and if the valve is so 

equipped, monitor open/close limit switch feedback to verify the 
Motor-operated Valve is opened or closed. Whether the Motor-operated 
Valve has each of the feedback limit switches can be configured at the 
Engineer level. Whether to use each of the feedback limit switches can be 
configured at the Maintenance level.

• Optional ability to stop the motion of the Motor-operated Valve via a Stop 
Output, which is typically used to break the valve motor ‘seal-in’ circuit 
and stop the actuating motor. If the option to allow stopping the valve is 
enabled, the instruction lets the operator reverse travel. For example, select 
‘Open’ while closing, which stops the valve, then moves it in the opposite 
direction.

• Alarm for Full Stall if the valve feedback indicates that it did not move off 
the original position within a configured amount of time when 
commanded to the other position. Also, an alarm for Transit Stall if the 
valve feedback indicates that the valve moved from the original position 
but did not reach the target position within a configured amount of time. 
The Transit Stall or Full Stall condition can optionally de-energize the 
outputs to the valve, requiring a reset.

• Limit switch failure indication if the limit switches indicate that the valve 
is not closed, not opened, and not moving (invalid state). The fail state, 
whether both switches are ON or both switches are OFF to indicate limit 
switch failure, is configurable.

• Open Permissives (those permissives that can be bypassed and those 
permissives that cannot be bypassed), which are conditions that allow the 
Motor-operated Valve to open. Close Permissives (those permissives that 
can be bypassed and those permissives that cannot be bypassed), which are 
conditions that allow the Motor-operated Valve to close. Maintenance 
personnel can bypass those permissives that can be bypassed.
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• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• Monitor an I/O fault input and alarm on an I/O fault. The I/O fault 
condition can optionally de-energize the outputs to the valve, requiring a 
reset.

• In Override command source, provide override inputs that determine 
whether the override is to open, close, or stop the motor-operated valve.

• A simulation capability, in which the outputs to the motor-operated valve 
are kept de-energized, but the object can be manipulated as if a working 
motor-operated valve were present. The delay between a command to 
open or close and the simulated opened or closed response is configurable. 
(This same delay is used if the motor-operated valve is configured with no 
open/close feedback.) This capability is often used for activities such as 
system testing and operator training.

• Actuator fault input for use by valves that generate a fault contact, such as 
actuator motor overload trip. The Actuator fault condition can optionally 
de-energize the outputs to the valve, requiring a reset.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveMO_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

The Full Stall and Transit Stall Alarms have a configurable delay to allow the 
open and/or closed feedback time to align with the commanded output. This 
delay also provides time for the Motor-operated Valve to open or close.

Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveMO disables the outputs of the valve and simulates the 
feedback of a working valve.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

While in simulation, you can set the number of seconds to wait (Cfg_SimFdbkT) 
before echoing back the Open/Closed status.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Actuator 
Fault

ActuatorFault None Raised if the Inp_ActuatorFault input is 
true. This alarm is provided for use by 
valves that generate a fault contact, 
such as actuator motor overload trip.
If the actuator fault is configured as a 
shed fault, the Stop output to the valve 
is triggered and a reset is required to 
command the valve open or closed.

Full Stall FullStall None Raised when the valve has and is using 
Open and/or Closed limit switches, an 
attempt is made to open or close the 
valve, and the limit switches indicate 
that the valve did not move from its 
original position at all within the 
configured time.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, 
the valve is commanded to Stop motion 
and cannot be commanded to either 
position until reset.

Transit Stall TransitStall None Raised when the valve has and is using 
both open and closed position feedback, 
an attempt is made to open or close the 
valve, and the position feedback 
indicates that the valve moved off the 
original position but did not reach the 
target position within the configured 
transit stall time.
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When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_ValveMO. 

Boolean parameters MyP_ValveMO_ZSO and MyP_ValveMO_ZSC are used as 
limit switch feedback inputs. Two outputs, MyP_ValveMO_Open and 
MyP_ValveMO_Close, are wired to outputs that drive the valve open and closed. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the Motor-
operated Valve were taken out of service 
by Command. The Motor-operated Valve 
outputs are de-energized and the Motor-
operated Valve is shown as Program Out 
of Service on the HMI. All alarms are 
cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
Add-On Instructions handle the processing 
of Modes and Alarms on prescan and 
powerup - refer to their specifications for 
details.
On Powerup, the Motor-operated Valve is 
treated as if it had been commanded to 
stop motion.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Mix-proof Valve 
(P_ValveMP)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The Mix-proof Valve (P_ValveMP) Add-On Instruction controls one mix-proof 
valve in a variety of modes and states, and can check position feedback inputs to 
verify that the valve reached the commanded position. An alarm can be provided 
on failure to reach a target position. The global objects and faceplate shown 
below are examples of the graphical interface tools for this Add-On Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_ValveMP Add-On Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Operates a mix-proof valve with the following positions:

– Closed
– Opened
– Lift upper seat (optional)*
– Lift lower seat (optional)*
– CIP/SIP leakage cavity (optional)
– CIP/SIP upper seat (optional)*
– CIP/SIP lower seat (optional)*

The asterisk (*) indicates that the position can pulse the seat being cleaned 
or lifted opened and closed to provide enhanced cleaning. (As the seat is 
popped open and closed, the flow velocity across the seat is increased 
compared to the fully open seat position.) Pulse times are configurable.

• Operated by using a state model that makes sure that valve seats are 
sequenced properly to avoid cross-contamination

• Provides six outputs and six inputs. The outputs in each valve state 
(including intermediate states) are configurable for on and off states. The 
inputs that verify each valve state are configurable for their required on, 
required off, and don't care states. Provides feedback checking to make sure 
that the valve reaches each position, including intermediate positions 
before moving to the next position. The time for feedback inputs to 
confirm that each state is configurable

• Graphic symbols are provided for mix-proof valves in 2-D layouts and
3-D (isometric) layouts for ease in building valve array and routing 
manifold displays

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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• Provides inputs for Permissive conditions to enable moving the valve from 
the closed state

• Provides inputs for Interlock conditions to drive the valve to the closed 
state

• Monitors for I/O communication faults and closes the valve and alarms on 
a fault

• Provides an ‘available’ status for Program command source logic so 
automation code can know whether the valve can be controlled

• Provides a valve simulation capability. When the mix-proof valve is being 
simulated, outputs are left de-energized, and the instruction behaves as if a 
fully functioning valve were providing feedback

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveMP_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail None Raised when the valve is commanded to 
a new position and the device feedbacks 
fail to confirm that the valve reached 
each required position (see state 
diagram) within the configured time 
(Cfg_FailT). If the Failure is configured 
as a shed fault, the valve is commanded 
closed and cannot be opened until reset.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveMP disables the normal outputs and provides the feedback 
of a working valve.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the valve to transition 
from some other position to the closed 
position.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the valve to transition 
from some other position to the closed 
position.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the device were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
device outputs are de-energized and the 
device is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description
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Powerup (prescan, first scan) On prescan, any commands that are 
received before first scan are discarded. 
The device is de-energized. On first scan, 
the device is commanded to the closed 
state.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.

Condition Description
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Programming Example

This example uses the P_ValveMP instruction to implement a mix-proof valve 
feeding bulk material (safflower oil) from a storage silo into a mixer.

For this example, the mix-proof valve connects to the control system by using two 
inputs and three outputs. The manufacturer's data sheet for the valve shows the 
following information. 

In the closed position (all outputs off ), flow is not directed anywhere and the 
valve cavity is vented to waste recovery. In the open state, flow is directed from 
the upper line to the lower line. In the Lower Lift position, flow is directed from 
the lower line through the valve cavity to waste recovery. In the Upper Lift 
position, flow is directed from the upper line through the valve cavity to waste 
recovery.
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The P_ValveMP instruction for this valve is configured as shown in the following 
diagram. 

The two limit switches from the field are connected into inputs Inp_LowerLS 
and Inp_UpperLS. The three outputs to the field are connected to Out_Open, 
Out_LiftLower, and Out_LiftUpper.

This programming example illustrates the remaining configuration by using the 
HMI faceplate. To use the faceplate to perform configuration, you must 
download the instruction above, have a display with a global object that is 
connected to this instruction instance, and have a FactoryTalk View software 
client with the appropriate security setup and access to this display. Each step of 
this programming example provides a listing of the configuration parameter 
values that were changed through the faceplate.

The descriptive strings and supported states are configured.

The state configuration can be accessed and modified. For this example, we have 
to configure six states. There are three outputs only, so for each state, the outputs 
for Close, Cavity In, and Cavity Out can be ignored. We’ll also ignore feedback 
states for feedback that is not required. The example uses parameters for all 
ignored values set to 0.

Parameter Description

Cfg_Desc Safflower Oil T-47 to Mixer M-5

Cfg_Label Safflower T-47 / M-5

Cfg_Tag XV-5047

Cfg_HasLiftLower, Cfg_HasLiftUpper 1 (checked)

Cfg_HasSIPCavity, Cfg_HasSIPLower, 
Cfg_HasSIPUpper

0 (unchecked)
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The table shows the configuration for each valve state.

From the faceplate, you can open the state configuration for all of the valve states 
simultaneously to compare and configure the states. On this message box, you set 
the states of the outputs, as well as the states of required feedback inputs, for the 
given valve state.

Advanced Mix-Proof 
Valve 
(P_ValveMPAdv)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

State Configuration

0 - De-energized Cfg_OutStateTbl[0] = 2#0000_0000 (all outputs are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[0] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[0] = 2#0000_0000 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
feedback state are 0)

1 - Close Cfg_OutStateTbl[1] = 2#0000_0001 (Close output is 1 and all others 
are 0, Close output set for display purposes only)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[1] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[1] = 2#0000_0000 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
feedback state are 0)

3 - Open Cfg_OutStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_0010 (Open output is 1 and all others 
are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
feedback state are 1)

2 - Close Cavity 
Out

Cfg_OutStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_0010 (Open output is 1 and all others 
are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
feedback state are 1)

4 - Lift Lower Seat Cfg_OutStateTbl[4] = 2#0000_0100 (Lift Lower output is 1 and all 
others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[4] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[4] = 2#0000_0100 (Lift Lower feedback state is 
1 and Lift Upper feedback state is 0)

5 - Lift Upper Seat Cfg_OutStateTbl[5] = 2#0000_1000 (Lift Upper output is 1 and all 
others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[5] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[5] = 2#0000_1000 (Lift Lower feedback state is 
0 and Lift Upper feedback state is 1)

TIP You can open the state configuration message boxes for 
multiple states simultaneously. This can make it easier for 
you to check your selections against the documentation for 
your particular valve and actuator.
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The Advanced Mix-proof Valve (P_ValveMPAdv) Add-On Instruction controls 
one mix-proof valve in a variety of modes and states, and can check position 
feedback inputs to verify that the valve reached the commanded position. An 
alarm can be provided on failure to reach a target position. The global objects and 
faceplate shown below are examples of the graphical interface tools for this Add-
On Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_ValveMPAdv Add-On Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Operates a mix-proof valve with the following positions:

– Closed
– Opened
– Lift upper seat (optional)*
– Lift lower seat (optional)*
– CIP/SIP leakage cavity (optional)
– CIP/SIP upper seat (optional)*
– CIP/SIP lower seat (optional)*

The asterisk (*) indicates that the position can pulse the seat being 
cleaned or lifted open and closed to provide enhanced cleaning. (As the 
seat is popped open and closed, the flow velocity across the seat is 
increased compared to the fully open seat position.) Pulse times are 
configurable.

• Operated by using a state model that makes sure that valve seats are 
sequenced properly to avoid cross-contamination

• Provides six outputs and six inputs. The outputs in each valve state 
(including intermediate states) are configurable for on and off states. The 
inputs that verify each valve state are configurable for their required on, 
required off, and don't care states. 

• Provides feedback checking to make sure that the valve reaches each 
position, including intermediate positions before moving to the next 
position. The time to wait after feedback inputs confirm the position 
before moving to the next valve position is configurable

• Graphic symbols are provided for mix-proof valves in 2-D layouts and 3-D 
(isometric) layouts for ease in building valve array and routing manifold 
displays

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the valve out of service.

• Unique to the P_ValveMPAdv instruction, provides inputs for Interlock 
conditions to drive the valve to the closed state. Separate interlock inputs 
are provided for:

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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– Valve open state
– Valve lower seat lift states
– Valve upper seat lift states
– Valve cavity / cleaning states

The separate interlock inputs allow an interlock to prevent lifting the 
lower seat or force the valve closed if the lower seat is lifted, for example, 
while still allowing the valve to open or lift the upper seat.

• Also unique to the P_ValveMPAdv instruction, provides for a valve locator 
beacon, either integral to the valve and actuator or mounted on or near the 
valve, so that the particular valve being controlled can be identified visually 
amongst a large number of valves in a piping matrix. The locator beacon 
also applies to the graphic symbol on the HMI, to aid the operator in 
finding the valve on screen.

• Monitors for I/O communication faults and closes the valve and raises an 
alarm on an I/O fault.

• Audible horn output to warn on commanded energize with configurable 
time to sound.

• Provides an ‘available’ status for Program command source logic so 
automation code can know whether the valve can be controlled.

• Provides a valve simulation capability. When the mix-proof valve is being 
simulated, outputs are left de-energized, and the instruction behaves as if a 
fully functioning valve were providing feedback.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveMPAdv_4.10.05_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction definition file 
must be imported into the controller project to be used in the controller 
configuration. The service release number (boldfaced) can change as service 
revisions are created. The P_ValveMPAdv instruction is new for PlantPAx 
Library 4.10.05.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveMPAdv disables the normal outputs and provides the 
feedback of a working valve.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Fail Fail None Raised when the valve is commanded to 
a new position and the device feedbacks 
fail to confirm that the valve reached 
each required position (see state 
diagram) within the configured time 
(Cfg_FailT). If the Failure is configured 
as a shed fault, the valve is commanded 
closed and cannot be opened until reset.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the valve to transition 
from some other position to the closed 
position.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the valve to transition 
from some other position to the closed 
position.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip. If 
interlocks are bypassed, only a non-
bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.
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When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_ValveMPAdv instruction to implement a mix-proof 
valve feeding bulk material (safflower oil) from a storage silo into a mixer.

For this example, the mix-proof valve connects to the control system by using two 
inputs and three outputs. The manufacturer's data sheet for the valve shows the 
following information.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the device were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
device outputs are de-energized and the 
device is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) On prescan, any commands that are 
received before first scan are discarded. 
The device is de-energized. On first scan, 
the device is commanded to the closed 
state.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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In the closed position (all outputs off ), flow between the lower and upper lines is 
closed off, and any seat leakage to the central cavity is drained to waste recovery. 
In the open state, flow is directed from the upper line to the lower line. In the 
Lower Lift position, flow is directed from the lower line through the valve cavity 
to waste recovery. In the Upper Lift position, flow is directed from the upper line 
through the valve cavity to waste recovery.

Separate interlock conditions are used for the Open, Lower Lift and Upper Lift 
states, allowing interlocks to keep the valve from being commanded open while a 
seat lift cleaning operation is in progress.

The P_ValveMPAdv instruction for this valve is configured as shown in the 
following diagram.

The two limit switches from the field are connected into inputs Inp_LowerLS 
and Inp_UpperLS. The three outputs to the field are connected to Out_Open, 
Out_LiftLower, and Out_LiftUpper. There is an interlock instruction utilized 
for each output. 

This programming example illustrates the remaining configuration by using the 
HMI faceplate. To use the faceplate to perform configuration, you must 
download the instruction above, have a display with a global object that is 
connected to this instruction instance, and have a FactoryTalk View software 
client with the appropriate security setup and access to this display. Each step of 
this programming example provides a listing of the configuration parameter 
values that were changed through the faceplate.
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The descriptive strings and supported states are configured.

The state configuration can be accessed and modified. For this example, we have 
to configure six states. There are three outputs only, so for each state, the outputs 
for Close, Cavity In, and Cavity Out can be ignored. We’ll also ignore feedback 
states for feedback that is not required. The example uses parameters for all 
ignored values set to 0.

The table shows the configuration for each valve state.

Parameter Description

Cfg_Desc Safflower Oil T-47 to Mixer M-5

Cfg_Label Safflower T-47 / M-5

Cfg_Tag XV-5047

Cfg_HasLiftLower, Cfg_HasLiftUpper 1 (checked)

Cfg_HasSIPCavity, Cfg_HasSIPLower, 
Cfg_HasSIPUpper

0 (unchecked)

State Configuration

0 - De-energized Cfg_OutStateTbl[0] = 2#0000_0000 (all 
outputs are 0) Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[0] = 
2#0000_1100 (Lift Lower and Lift Upper 
are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[0] = 2#0000_0000 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper feedback state are 0)

1 - Close Cfg_OutStateTbl[1] = 2#0000_0001 (Close 
output is 1 and all others are 0, Close output 
set for display purposes only) 
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[1] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[1] = 2#0000_0000 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper feedback state are 0)

3 - Open Cfg_OutStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_0010 (Open 
output is 1 and all others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper feedback state are 1)

2 - Close Cavity Out Cfg_OutStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_0010 (Open 
output is 1 and all others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[3] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper feedback state are 1)

4 - Lift Lower Seat Cfg_OutStateTbl[4] = 2#0000_0100 (Lift 
Lower output is 1 and all others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[4] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[4] = 2#0000_0100 (Lift 
Lower feedback state is 1 and Lift Upper 
feedback state is 0)

5 - Lift Upper Seat Cfg_OutStateTbl[5] = 2#0000_1000 (Lift 
Upper output is 1 and all others are 0)
Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl[5] = 2#0000_1100 (Lift 
Lower and Lift Upper are required)
Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[5] = 2#0000_1000 (Lift 
Lower feedback state is 0 and Lift Upper 
feedback state is 1)
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From the faceplate, you can open the state configuration for all of the valve states 
simultaneously to compare and configure the states. On this message box, you set 
the states of the outputs, as well as the states of required feedback inputs, for the 
given valve state.

TIP You can open the state configuration message boxes for 
multiple states simultaneously. This can make it easier for 
you to check your selections against the documentation for 
your particular valve and actuator.
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Solenoid-operated 
Valve (P_ValveSO)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ValveSO (Solenoid-operated Valve) Add-On Instruction is used to 
operate (open and close) a single solenoid-operated valve in various modes, 
monitoring for fault conditions.

Functional Description

The P_ValveSO instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Provide for control of the solenoid valve through the standard P_CmdSrc 

Add-On Instruction and modes.
• Provide for configuration of the de-energized state of the valve, Fail Open 

or Fail Closed (default), at the engineer level.
• Can open or close a solenoid valve. If the valve is so equipped, monitor 

open/close limit switch feedback to verify that the solenoid valve is opened 
or closed. Whether the solenoid valve has each of the feedback limit 
switches can be configured at the engineer level. Whether to use each of 
the feedback limit switches can be configured at the Maintenance level.

• An alarm for Full Stall if the valve feedback indicates it did not move off 
the original position within a configured amount of time when 
commanded to the other position. Provide an alarm for Transit Stall if the 
valve feedback indicates that the valve moved from the original position 
but did not reach the target position within a configured amount of time. 
The Transit Stall or Full Stall condition can optionally de-energize the 
output to the valve, requiring a reset.

• Provide a limit switch Failure indication if the limit switches indicate that 
the valve is not closed, not opened, and not moving. Provide a 
configuration for the failure state: whether both switches are ON or both 
switches are OFF to indicate limit switch failure.

• Provide for Permissives (those permissives that can be bypassed and those 
permissives that cannot be bypassed) which are conditions that allow the 
solenoid valve to energize. Also provide for Interlocks (those interlocks 
that can be bypassed and those interlocks that cannot be bypassed) which 
are conditions that de-energize the solenoid valve. Provide an Alarm when 
an Interlock de-energizes the solenoid valve. Provide Maintenance the 
capability to bypass the Permissives and Interlocks that can be bypassed.

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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• Monitor an I/O Fault input and alarm on an I/O Fault. The I/O Fault 
condition can optionally de-energize the output to the valve, requiring a 
reset. 

• In Override command source, provide an Override State input that 
determines whether the Override is to Open or Close the solenoid valve. 

• Provide a Simulation capability, where the output to the solenoid valve is 
kept de-energized, but the instruction can be manipulated as if a working 
solenoid valve were present. The delay between a command to Open or 
Close and the simulated opened or closed response is configurable. (This 
same delay is used if the solenoid valve is configured with no Open/Close 
feedback.) This capability is often used for activities such as instruction 
testing and operator training.

• Provide an output suitable for holding the solenoid valve coil energized (to 
open or close, based on the configured fail state).

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveSO_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.
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Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

The Full Stall and Transit Stall Alarms have a configurable delay to allow the 
open and/or closed feedback time to align with the commanded output. This 
delay also provides time for the Solenoid-operated valve to open or close.

Simulation

Simulation in P_ValveSO de-energizes the outputs and provides feedback of a 
working valve. You can manipulate the instruction as if a working solenoid valve 
were present.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Full Stall FullStall None Raised when the valve has and is using 
Open and/or Closed limit switches, an 
attempt is made to open or close the 
valve, and the limit switches indicate 
that the valve did not move from its 
original position at all within the 
configured time.
If Full Stall is configured as a shed 
fault, the valve is de-energized and a 
reset is required to command the valve 
to its energized position.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when the valve is energized and 
an interlock 'not OK' condition causes 
the valve to be de-energized.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, 
the device transitions to the Faulted 
state and remains de-energized until 
reset.

Transit Stall TransitStall None Raised when the valve has and is using 
both open and closed position feedback, 
an attempt is made to open or close the 
valve, and the position feedback 
indicates that the valve moved off the 
original position but did not reach the 
target position within the configured 
transit stall time.
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You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

The delay between a command to Open or Close and the simulated opened or 
closed response is configurable (Cfg_SimFdbkT). (This same delay is used if the 
Solenoid Valve is configured with no Open/Close feedback.)

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

The following is a simple example of P_ValveSO. 

Boolean parameters MyP_ValveSO_ZSO and MyP_ValveSO_ZSC are used as 
limit switch feedback inputs and MyP_ValveSO_Coil is used as an output to 
energize the solenoid. 

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the Solenoid 
Valve were taken out of service by 
Command. The Solenoid Valve outputs are 
de-energized and the Solenoid Valve is 
shown as Program Out of Service on the 
HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
Add-On Instructions handle the processing 
of Modes and Alarms on prescan and 
powerup - refer to their specifications for 
details.
On Powerup, the Solenoid Valve is treated 
as if it had been commanded to its de-
energized position.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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2-state Valve Statistics 
(P_ValveStats)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_ValveStats (2-state Valve Statistics) Add-On Instruction monitors a
2-state (open and close) valve and records various statistics related to stroke times 
and stroke counts. The global object and faceplate shown below are examples of 
the graphical interface tools for this Add-On Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_ValveStats instruction monitors a 2-state valve and provides the following 
statistics:

• Amount of time in the current state (closed, opening, opened, closing, 
stopped/other)

• Amount of time the valve was in each state the last time it was in that state 
(closed, opening, opened, closing, stopped/other)

• Maximum amount of time that is spent in each state (closed, opening, 
opened, closing, and stopped/other).

• Total amount of time that is spent in each state (closed, opening, opened, 
closing, stopped/other)

• Moving average of the last 10 closing (close stroke) times
• Moving average of the last 10 opening (open stroke) times
• Number of completed open strokes (from closed to open)
• Number of completed close strokes (from opened to closed)
• Number of incomplete open strokes (from closed to opening and back to 

closed)
• Number of incomplete close strokes (from opened to closing and back to 

opened)
• Number of times the valve was in the stopped/other state
• Number of ‘slow’ open strokes, the number of open strokes that took 

longer than the configured Slow Open Time
• Number of ‘slow’ close strokes, the number of close strokes that took 

longer than the configured Slow Close Time

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
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defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_ValveStats_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported 
into the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_ValveStats instruction does not provide any alarms and does not have any 
embedded P_Alarm Add-On Instructions. Slow Open and Slow Close Status bits 
are provided if you want to alarm on every slow open stoke or slow close stroke. 
External P_Alarm instances can be tied to these status outputs.

Simulation

The 2-state Valve Statistics Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation 
capability.

It monitors the associated valve regardless of whether that valve is live or 
simulated.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Total times, total valve stroke counts, and 
slow stroke counts are maintained. Current 
position times are cleared. The internal 
instruction state for the valve is set to 
‘unknown’.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) Total times, total valve stroke counts, and 
slow stroke counts are maintained. Current 
position times are cleared. The internal 
instruction state for the valve is set to 
‘unknown’. Any commands that are 
received while the controller was in 
Program command source are cleared.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This section shows how the P_ValveStats instruction can collect statistics on a
motor-operated valve. In this example, the motor-operated valve is controlled by 
using the P_ValveMO instruction. By naming the P_ValveStats instance tag the 
same as the P_ValveMO tag plus 'ValveStats', it is automatically linked at the 
HMI to the valve instance.

In this example, the motor-operated valve is either opened, closed, or the motor 
could stop moving while in travel before reaching either position. Statistics for all 
of these three states can be tracked by using the P_ValveStats instruction. 

In this example, the parameters Inp_Closed, Inp_Opened, and Inp_StopOther 
are connected to the parameters Sts_Closed, Sts_Opened, and Sts_Stopped of 
the P_ValveMO instruction. 

The P_ValveStats instruction keeps track of completed strokes, plus open and 
close strokes that are slower than expected. The parameters Cfg_SlowOpenT and 
Cfg_SlowCloseT are set to 10, to indicate that any transition longer than 10 
seconds is considered slow. 

The following local configuration tags are configured to drive the text on the 
HMI faceplate:

Cfg_Tag: ‘MyValveMO_Stats’

Cfg_Label: ‘MyValveMO Stats’

Cfg_Desc: ‘MyValveMO Statistics’

Cfg_StopOtherDesc: ‘Stopped’
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Local tags can be configured through the HMI faceplates or in the Logix 
Designer application by opening the Instruction Logic of the Add-On 
Instruction instance and then selecting the string on the displayed rung. 

All of the strings in local tags are shown on the first rung of the
Add-On Instruction's ‘Logic’ routine for your convenience. 

To access the valve statistics from the faceplate for the valve, you must configure 
MyValveMO. Set the Cfg_HasStatsObj parameter to 1. There is no need to set a 
global object parameter, but the P_ValveStats backing tag must be named the 
same as the Valve tag plus '_ValveStats'.
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n-Position Device 
(P_nPos)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_nPos (n-Position Device) Add-On Instruction controls a circular or linear 
discrete device with 2…8 positions. The P_nPos instruction provides outputs to 
select an individual position and outputs to move toward increasing positions 
(‘clockwise’ for a circular device) or decreasing positions (‘counterclockwise’ for a 
circular device). 

For linear devices, the P_nPos instruction can be configured to return to Position 
1 on every move, approaching the target position from the ‘same side’ on each 
move to improve position repeatability, or move directly to the new position.

For circular devices, the P_nPos instruction can be configured to move only 
‘clockwise’ to increase positions (for example, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2…) or both directions by 
using the shortest move (for example, ‘clockwise’ from 6…1: 6, 7, 8, 1; or 
‘counterclockwise’ from 2…7: 2, 1, 8, 7).
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Chapter 4 Valves
The diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_nPos
Add-On Instruction.

Functional Description

The n-Position Device instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Controls and monitors a multi-position device (up to eight positions), 

such as rotary valves, and other devices with multiple fixed positions
• Monitors limit switches or other position feedback and displays actual 

device position
• Checks for failure to reach the requested position within a configured 

time. Provides Alarm on Position Failure
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• Monitors Permissive conditions to allow moving to a new position
• Monitors Interlock conditions to de-energize the device, or to request the 

device to return to Position 1. Provides an Interlock Trip Alarm
|if an interlock condition causes the device to de-energize or return to 
Position 1

• Provides outputs to request each position, and provides outputs for 
increasing and decreasing position

• Provides outputs to sequence indexing cylinders for devices that use 
pneumatic or hydraulic devices to step through positions. The cylinders 
work in an Extend, Shift, Retract, Shift sequence to engage the device, and 
step it to the next position. The cylinder sequence reverses the Shift 
directions when driving circular devices ‘counterclockwise’ (for devices 
that support bidirectional operation)

• Optionally provides handling of a position lock or seal that must be driven 
to an unlocked or unsealed state before moving the device, and returned to 
a locked or sealed state after the move is completed

• Capability for maintenance personnel to take the drive out of service.

• If the optional lock or seal is used, provides position feedback for the lock 
or seal to verify the locked or unlocked state at appropriate times. Provides 
Alarm for Lock Failure

• Provides a simulation capability, responding as if a working device were 
present while keeping outputs de-energized. The simulation capability can 
be used for activities such as system testing, operator training, or as part of 
a full process simulation

• Monitors for I/O communication faults and provides an I/O
Fault Alarm

• Provides an ‘Available’ status for use by automation logic so the logic 
knows when it has control of the device

• Provides maintenance capabilities, such as the ability to bypass any 
bypassable interlocks or permissives or temporarily disable feedback 
checking

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

IMPORTANT This capability is not a substitute for hard lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
procedures. 
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Controller File

The P_nPos_4.10.00.AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions.

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P_Gate 
Name

Description

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition occurs and the device is not in 
Position 1. The device can be 
configured to be commanded to 
Position 1 when an interlock trip 
occurs.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-
bypassable interlock 'not OK' condition 
initiates an interlock trip. If interlocks 
are bypassed, only a non-bypassable 
interlock 'not OK' condition initiates an 
interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is 
true. This input is used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the I/O Fault 
is configured as a shed fault, the device 
transitions to the Faulted state and 
remains de-energized until reset.

Lock Fail LockFail None Raised when a device with a locking or 
sealing feature is commanded to a new 
position, but the lock/seal feedback 
failed to confirm the device unlocking 
before moving or failed to confirm the 
device locking after moving, within the 
time allowed. If the Lock Failure is 
configured as a shed fault, the device 
transitions to the Faulted state and 
remains de-energized until reset.

Position Fail PosFail None Raised when the device is commanded 
to a new position, but the device 
feedback does not confirm that the 
device reached that position within the 
configured failure time 
(Cfg_PosChkT). If the Failure is 
configured as a shed fault, the device is 
commanded Off and cannot be 
commanded On until reset.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 
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Simulation

Simulation in P_nPos disables the normal outputs and provides feedback of a 
working device. This lets you operate the n_Postion Add-On Instruction as if it 
were a working device, even if no device is physically present.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

You can also set the following parameters in simulation:
• Cfg_PosSimT - time to reach target position in simulation (seconds)
• Cfg_LockSimT - time to lock or unlock in simulation (seconds)
• Cfg_CylSimT - time to simulate index cylinder feedback in simulation 

(seconds)

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to ‘0’ to return to normal operation.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the device were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
device outputs are de-energized and the 
device is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) On prescan, any commands that are 
received before first scan are discarded. 
The device is de-energized. On first scan, 
the device is treated as if it were returning 
from Hand command source: the 
instruction state is set based on the 
position feedback that is received from the 
device. If the feedback is valid for one 
position, the device is set to that position, 
and, if the device has the lock/seal 
capability enabled, the device is locked in 
that position. If the device does not have 
position feedback or the position feedback 
is invalid, the device is set to the 
‘unknown/powerup’ state.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
Instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard
power-up procedures.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example uses the P_nPos instruction to control a rotating selector valve with 
four fixed positions. Each position directs a sample air from one of four sampling 
locations to an air quality monitor. The rotating selector valve directs all
non-selected streams to flow to a common outlet to vent. In this example, the 
device handles transitions from one position to another. The instruction does not 
have to enforce a progression of positions to get to the desired state.

First, the instruction is configured to recognize the inputs coming from the 
selector valve. For this example, the parameter Cfg_NumPos is set to 4, indicating 
this is a four-position device. The parameter Cfg_HasPosFdbk and 
Cfg_UsePosFdbk are both set to 1 to indicate that the selector valve provides 
position feedback, and must be used. The input parameters for positions 1…4 
(Inp_Pos1Fdbk, Inp_Pos2Fdbk, Inp_Pos3Fdbk, and Inp_Pos4Fdbk) are 
connected to the digital inputs representing the status of the selector valve. 

Next, the instruction is configured to connect to the outputs of the instruction to 
the selector valve. The parameter Cfg_OutPosLatch is set to 1 to latch the output 
parameter until a new position is commanded. The output parameters for 
positions 1…4 (Out_Pos1, Out_Pos2, Out_Pos3, and OutPos4) are connected to 
the digital outputs that command the selector valve to the desired position.
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Once the I/O has been configured, the instruction can be configured to 
recognize commands from the analyzer control sequence. In this example, the 
program command parameters for position (PCmd_Pos1, PCmd_Pos2, 
PCmd_Pos3, and PCmd_Pos4) are connected to the commands from the 
analyzer control sequence to command the selector valve to the desired position 
in the sequence. 

The instruction is normally operated by sequence program logic. The P_CmdSrc 
(command source) instruction within the P_ValveC instance must also be 
configured. The parameter CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgPwrUp is set to 1 so the instruction 
will power up with the Program command source selected. The parameter 
CmdSrc.Cfg_ProgNormal is set to 1 to indicate that the instruction will 
normally use the Program command source. If another command source is 
selected, the graphic symbol and faceplate will flag the selected source.

The valve does not have a locking or sealing device, so Cfg_HasLock is set to 0.

The parameter Cfg_HasPosFailAlm is set to 1 to indicate that an alarm is desired 
if the device is not at targeted position (additional settings for the alarm, such as 
severity and delay timers, are not covered in this example, but must be reviewed 
and set according to the plant alarm philosophy). Cfg_HasLockFailAlm, 
Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm, and Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm are all set to 0, indicating that 
these alarms for are not necessary for this device. The parameter Cfg_PosChkT is 
set to 30 seconds, to allow 30 seconds for the selector valve to achieve 
commanded position before a position failure alarm is issued.

The status output parameters (Sts_Pos1, Sts_Pos2, Sts_Pos3, and Sts_Pos4) can 
be connected to external tags to be used by the analyzer control sequence,
if desired.

Lastly, the following local configuration tags must be configured to drive the text 
on the operations faceplate. In this example, the selector valve P&ID tag is 
ZY1128. In this example, the strings are set as follows:

Cfg_Tag: ZY1128

Cfg_Label: Air Sample Selector

Cfg_Desc: Air Quality Analyzer Sample Selector

Cfg_Pos1Name: Position A

Cfg_Pos2Name: Position B

Cfg_Pos3Name: Position C

Cfg_Pos4Name: Position D
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Cross Functional

Purpose This chapter is for the operation of the Add-on Instructions. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014.

The process objects in this group are often used to extend the functionality of 
other objects. However, they can also be used as standalone objects when 
necessary to implement a desired control scheme.

Table 19 describes the objects in this group, including when to use and not to use 
each one.

Table 19 - Cross Functional Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use

Condition Gate 
Delay (P_Gate)

This instruction provides a ‘gate’ for 
a discrete signal and provides on-
delay and off-delay timing for the 
gated signal. P_Gate is used within 
P_DIn, all analog inputs, and P_PIDE 
for threshold and target disagree 
status processing.
When the gate input is true, the input 
is passed through to the output with 
on-delay and off-delay timing 
applied.
When the gate input is false, the 
output is kept off (the off-delay still 
applies).

• This instruction is integrated with 
the following Rockwell 
Automation® Library Objects:
– Basic Analog Input (P_AIn)
– Advanced Analog Input 

(P_AInAdv)
– Dual Sensor Analog Input 

(P_AInDual)
– Multiple Analog Input 

(P_AInMulti)
– Discrete Input Object (P_DIn)
– Enhanced PID (P_PIDE)

—

Interlocks with 
First Out and 
Bypass (P_Intlk)

This instruction collects the interlock 
conditions that stop or de-energize a 
running or energized piece of 
equipment. The instruction helps 
prevent the equipment from starting 
or being energized.
Interlocks are always evaluated to de-
energize equipment. Configurable 
text descriptions of shutdown 
conditions are available.
For permissive conditions that must 
be made to start the equipment, but 
are ignored once the equipment is 
running, use the Permissives 
(P_Perm) instruction.

• Have multiple interlock 
conditions or cascaded interlock 
conditions (an interlock hierarchy) 
that stop some equipment (motor, 
valve, drive) or keep it from 
starting. Link the conditions to 
P_Intlk inputs, and link the 
P_Intlk status bits to the 
Inp_IntlkOK and Inp_NBIntlkOK 
inputs of the equipment.

• Need a first-out indication of the 
interlock condition that shuts 
down the equipment.

• Need configurable text 
descriptions of shutdown 
conditions or other features of the 
P_Intlk faceplate.

• Have conditions that help prevent 
the equipment from starting, but 
are ignored once the equipment is 
running. These conditions are 
permissive, not interlock 
conditions. Use the P_Perm 
instruction.

• Have one interlock condition 
only for the equipment. Connect 
the condition directly to the 
interlock input on the device.
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Interlocks with 
First Out and 
Bypass - 
Advanced 
(P_IntlkAdv)

This instruction collects the interlock 
conditions that stop or de-energize a 
running or energized piece of 
equipment. The instruction helps 
prevent the equipment from starting 
or being energized. Interlocks are 
always evaluated to de-energize 
equipment. Configurable text 
descriptions of shutdown conditions 
are available. The instruction helps 
categorizing interlocks. Each 
catagory description are cofigurable 
and each catagory will have a set 
configuration for bypass and must 
reset. For permissive conditions that 
must be made to start the equipment, 
but are ignored once the equipment is 
running, use the Permissives 
(P_Perm) instruction.

• Have multiple interlock 
conditions or cascaded interlock 
conditions (an interlock hierarchy) 
that stop some equipment (motor, 
valve, drive) or keep it from 
starting. Link the conditions to 
P_Intlk inputs, and link the 
P_Intlk status bits to the 
Inp_IntlkOK, Inp_NBIntlkOK 
and Inp_IntlkAvail inputs of the 
equipment.

• Need a first-out indication of the 
interlock condition that shuts 
down the equipment.

• Need configurable text 
descriptions of shutdown 
conditions or other features of the 
P_Intlk faceplate.

• Need categorized interlocks
• Need to affect the process control 

availablity, based on interlock 
type

• Need to IO Fault interlock 
condition per interlock input

• Have conditions that help prevent 
the equipment from starting, but 
are ignored once the equipment is 
running. These conditions are 
permissive, not interlock 
conditions. Use the P_Perm 
instruction.

• Have one interlock condition 
only for the equipment. Connect 
the condition directly to the 
interlock input on the device.

• Don't need categorized 
interlocks, affecting the process 
control availability, based on 
interlock type  or IO Fault 
interlock condition per interlock 
input 

Permissives with 
Bypass (P_Perm)

This instruction collects the 
permissive conditions that allow a 
piece of equipment to start (run, 
energize, open, and so forth). 
Permissive conditions generally must 
be true to start the equipment.
Once the equipment is running, 
permissives are ignored. Use the 
Interlocks (P_Intlk) instruction to 
collect conditions that stop running 
equipment and help prevent it from 
starting. 

• Have multiple or cascaded 
permissive conditions that help 
prevent some equipment (motor, 
valve, drive) from starting, but are 
ignored once the equipment is 
running. Link the P_Perm 
instruction status bits to the 
Inp_PermOK and 
Inp_NBPermOK inputs of the 
motor, valve, or drive.

• Want configurable text 
descriptions of the permissive 
conditions and other features of 
the P_Perm instruction faceplates.

• Have conditions that shut down 
running equipment and help 
prevent it from starting. These 
conditions are interlock 
conditions, not permissive 
conditions. Use the P_Intlk 
instruction.

• Have one permissive condition 
only for the equipment. You can 
connect the condition directly to 
the permissive input on the 
device.

Table 19 - Cross Functional Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Discrete 2-, 3-, or 
4-state Device 
(P_D4SD)

This instruction controls and monitors 
feedback from a discrete 2-state, 3-
state, or 4-state device s, monitoring 
for fault conditions. These devices 
include multiple-speed motors or 
multiple-position valves.
Controls four discrete outputs and 
monitors four discrete feedback 
inputs. Each output and input has 
configurable states of each output in 
the various device states.
The instruction also monitors 
permissive and interlock conditions; 
the latter returns the device to its 
default state.

• Need to operate a discrete device 
that has two, three, or four unique 
states, and the device is not 
supported by other Rockwell 
Automation Library of Process 
Objects
Add-On Instructions for various 
motors, valves, and so on.

• Have a device, such as a valve or 
motor, that is supported by other 
Add-On Instructions, but you 
want the device to use non-
standard state names. For 
example, ‘recycle’ and ‘deliver’ 
for a diverter valve rather than the 
fixed names used in the other 
instruction, such as ‘closed’ and 
‘open’. The P_D4SD Instruction 
has configurable names for each 
of the device states.

• Operating a device that has more 
than four states, such as a six-
position rotary selector valve. 
You can use the P_nPos (n-
Position Device) Add-On 
Instruction instead.

• Operating a single-speed motor, 
two-speed motor, simple 
reversing motor, solenoid valve, 
motor-operated valve, mix-proof 
valve, or other device that is 
better supported by other 
Rockwell Automation Library of 
Process Objects Add-On 
Instructions. Instructions such as 
P_Motor, P_MotorRev, 
P_Motor2Spd, P_ValveSO, 
P_ValveMO, and P_ValveMP 
more closely model the device 
under control and can provide 
better diagnostics for the device.

• Operating a continuously 
variable device. Use the P_AOut 
(Analog Output), P_ValveC 
(Control Valve), or P_VSD 
(Variable Speed Drive) Add-On 
Instruction instead.

• Operating a two-state device that 
requires pulsing (single-pulse or 
continuous). Use
the P_DOut (Discrete Output) 
Instruction instead.

Central Reset 
(P_Reset)

This instruction provides a central 
point for resetting equipment faults. 
Latched alarms can be reset for a 
control strategy.
The P_Reset instruction accepts an 
Operator Reset command, a Program 
Reset command, and a Reset Input 
that can come from a push button 
input. You can also accept a reset 
output from a higher-level P_Reset 
instruction. 
The P_Reset instruction includes a 
Reset Required input for collecting 
the Ready to Reset outputs of the 
various instructions it resets. The 
instruction provides a Ready to Reset 
(reset required) status that can 
illuminate a push button or make an 
HMI Reset button visible.
The P_Reset instruction includes a 
timer function that causes its output to 
be held on for at least a minimum 
time. This functionality lets the reset 
signal be sent via physical output 
cards to field devices that require it 
(for example, motor drives) and gives 
time for the cleared status from the 
device to propagate back to Interlock 
or Permissive inputs.

• Want a common reset point 
(Master Reset) for alarms and 
fault conditions for a control 
strategy, process unit, process cell 
or equipment group, process area 
or plant section, or even a small 
site. Tie the output of the P_Reset 
instruction to the Inp_Reset input 
of the equipment to be reset.

• Want a cascading reset strategy, 
where there is a P_Reset 
instruction for a small equipment 
scope (such as a strategy) that 
incorporates resets from wider 
scope (unit, cell, area, site) resets. 
Tie the output of the higher-level 
P_Reset instruction to the 
Inp_Reset input of the lower-level 
P_Reset instruction.

• Want to reset one piece of 
equipment (valve, motor). Use 
the Operator or Program Reset 
command directly on the 
equipment.

Table 19 - Cross Functional Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Common Alarm 
Block (P_Alarm)

This instruction is used to provide 
notification to operators of abnormal 
conditions or events. The instruction 
handles alarm acknowledgement, 
alarm reset, alarm shelving/disabling, 
and alarm suppression (for the 
FactoryTalk® Alarms and Events 
server).

• Developing your own Add-On 
Instruction and you want it to 
generate one or more alarms that 
are compatible with the alarm 
strategy for the Process Add-On 
Instructions. Use an instance of 
the P_Alarm instruction 
embedded within your Add-On 
Instruction for each alarm 
condition.

• Have a condition in your logic 
(outside of any Add-On 
Instruction) that you want to 
generate an alarm. Use the 
P_Alarm instruction standalone 
within your program logic.

—

Command 
Source 
(P_CmdSrc)

This instruction provides selection of 
the source of commands and settings 
for an instruction or control strategy.
Many other library instructions 
already incorporate the P_CmdSrc 
instruction.

• Use for a device that requires 
separate acquisition by an 
operator and program logic, or 
that supports External, Override, 
or Hand capabilities, or that needs 
a separate Maintenance command 
source. Embed the P_CmdSrc 
instruction within your Add-On 
Instruction.

• Creating a Control Strategy and 
want standard arbitration between 
Operator and Program command 
sources (and perhaps External, 
Override, Maintenance, or Hand). 
Use the P_CmdSrc instruction 
standalone within your strategy, 
and condition the commands and 
actions in your strategy on the 
command source status bits from 
the P_CmdSrc instruction.

• Creating an Add-On Instruction 
that does not do anything 
differently for operators versus 
program logic, for External, 
Override, or Hand conditions, or 
for maintenance personnel. You 
do not need command sources or 
the P_CmdSrc instruction.

• Creating a complex strategy for 
shared equipment (shared use 
common resource) that has 
complex rules for arbitration and 
allocation of the equipment. You 
need 
rule-based sharing logic beyond 
the capabilities of the P_CmdSrc 
instruction.

Operator Prompt 
(P_Prompt)

This instruction is a universal 
mechanism for operator interaction 
that can be used within a control 
scheme.
The instruction prompts an operator 
with configurable message or data 
fields and accepts operator response 
data and confirmation.

• Use a prompt to request input 
from an operator. The input can be 
any of the following:
– Acknowledging the prompt
– Viewing and confirming data 
– Making a selection
– Entering numeric data
– Entering text data

• An alarm, per ANSI/ISA-18.2-
2016, is used to notify an 
operator of an abnormal situation 
that requires a response.

• An alert is used to notify an 
operator of an abnormal situation 
that does not require a response. 
(A prompt requires a response, 
but does not advise of an 
abnormal situation.)

Table 19 - Cross Functional Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Boolean Logic 
with Snapshot 
(P_Logic)

This instruction executes up to eight 
gates of configurable Boolean logic. 
Gate types available include AND, 
OR, XOR (Exclusive-OR), Set/Reset, 
Select, and Majority. Each gate 
provides up to four input conditions 
that are individually invertible. (The 
P_Logic instruction does not need a
NOT gate.)
The instruction also provides a 
snapshot capability, enabling it to 
record its current state (with an 
optional time stamp) upon change in 
output state, on Operator or Program 
command, or based on a logic 
loopback input

• Want to implement an Interlock or 
Permissive condition that is more 
complicated than the simple OR-
ing or 
AND-ing provided by the P_Intlk 
(Interlocks) or P_Perm 
(Permissives) Add-On 
Instructions.

• Want to implement some Boolean 
(combination) logic that can be 
reconfigured from the HMI 
online, or which requires the 
snapshot capability for saving a 
copy of the logic state with a time 
stamp.

• Have more than the 16 interlock 
conditions or permissive 
conditions provided by the P_Intlk 
and P_Perm Add-On Instructions, 
but some of the conditions can be 
grouped under one identification. 
For example, the bearing over-
temperature signals for a pump 
and motor (pump inboard bearing, 
pump outboard bearing, motor 
inboard bearing, and motor 
outboard bearing) can be ORed 
together in a P_Logic instruction. 
The result is presented to a P_Intlk 
instruction as one ‘Bearing 
Overtemp’ condition.

• Need to implement simple 
interlocks and permissives that 
are handled by the P_Intlk and 
P_Perm instructions directly. 
These instructions can permit 
operation or trip operation on 
either the low- or high-state of a 
condition (configurable 
inverting).

• Require logic that is beyond the 
P_Logic Add-On Instruction 
capabilities or which is extremely 
time critical. The P_Logic 
instruction provides only eight 
inputs, eight gates, and one 
output with on-delay and off-
delay timing, and it is 
implemented with table-driven 
code. Use hard-coded logic in 
native controller languages 
instead. The native programming 
languages are faster and provide 
functionality beyond what the 
P_Logic instruction can do.

Table 19 - Cross Functional Objects

Process Object Description When to Use When Not to Use
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Condition Gate Delay 
(P_Gate)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Gate (Condition Gate Delay) Add-On Instruction provides a ‘gate’ for a 
discrete signal and provides on-delay and off-delay timing for the gated signal.

P_Gate is used within P_DIn, all Analog inputs, and P_PIDE for threshold and 
target disagree status processing.

When the gate input is true, the input is passed through to the output with 
on-delay and off-delay timing applied. When the gate input is false, the output is 
kept off (the off-delay still applies).

Functional Description

The primary operations of the P_Gate Add-On Instruction and the faceplates 
are: 

• Provides gate input to turn on and off input monitoring
• Provides Gate delay to define the time the gate input must be on for status 

outputs to be enabled
• Provides on and off delays for the status output
• Provides configurable strings for gate and status condition descriptions
• Provides faceplate for setup of gate delay, on delay, off delay, and strings

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Gate_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.
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Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_Gate Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms. In many 
applications, status bits from P_AIn Analog Input or P_DIn Discrete Input 
instructions are sent to the P_Gate inputs. The output of P_Gate is the input to a 
P_Alarm instruction.

Simulation

The P_Gate Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000™ Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False is handled the same as 
the main logic routine except that the state of Inp is 
inverted. This inversion allows the P_Gate Add-On 
Instruction in a ladder diagram instance to have its 
condition input mapped by using the rung condition 
instead of separate mapping logic. Be sure that the Inp 
parameter is set to 1 (its default value) when using 
rung condition mapping. See Implementation by Using 
the EnableIn False Feature on page 338 for details. 
IMPORTANT: Only the condition input ‘Inp’ is 
inverted when EnableIn is false. The gate input 
‘Inp_Gate’ must still be mapped. 

Powerup (prescan, first scan) During Prescan, the Inp_Gate input is set to 1. This 
setting makes sure that the condition input Inp is 
processed with on-delay and off-delay timing if the 
Inp_Gate pin becomes unconnected or unreferenced.

Postscan (SFC Transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Implementation by Using the EnableIn False Feature

The P_Gate instruction can be used in a Ladder Diagram routine with the input 
condition carried by the Rung-In state instead of being mapped by separate logic, 
such as an XIC/OTE branch. 

The following illustration shows normal implementation with the condition 
input and gate input mapped to the P_Gate instance by logic, in this case on the 
branches immediately before the instance.
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The following illustration shows the EnableIn False implementation, with the 
condition input mapped by using the Rung-In state. (It also shows Rung-In 
mapping for the P_Alarm instruction.)

Note that whether or not you map the P_Gate instruction's condition input by 
using the Rung-In state, the Inp_Gate signal must still be mapped by logic. Only 
the condition input Inp follows the Rung-In state. 

The Rung-In condition determines whether the Add-On Instruction's normal 
code (‘Logic’ Routine) is executed or its EnableIn False code (‘EnableInFalse’ 
Routine). The two routines use identical code, except that in the EnableInFalse 
Routine all references to Inp are inverted. 

When using the Rung-In mapping method, be sure to set Inp to 1 (its default 
value). Then, when the rung is TRUE, Inp (which is 1) is treated as TRUE. 
When the rung is FALSE, Inp (which is still 1) is treated as FALSE (inverted). 
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Interlocks with First 
Out and Bypass 
(P_Intlk)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Intlk (Interlocks with First Out and Bypass) Add-On Instruction is used 
to collect (sum up) the interlock conditions that stop or de-energize a running or 
energized piece of equipment and prevent it from starting or being energized. 
Interlocks are always evaluated to de-energize equipment. For permissive 
conditions that must be made to start the equipment, but are ignored once the 
equipment is running, use the Permissives (P_Perm) Add-On Instruction.

The following diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_Intlk Add-
On Instruction.
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Functional Description

The following are the primary operations of this instruction and faceplate: 
• Interlock Input OK Check: Each input is compared with its configured 

OK state. If the input is not in its OK state, it raises an interlock condition 
unless bypassed by Maintenance.

• Interlock Condition Latching: If the input is configured as latched, the 
interlock condition is latched in until reset unless the latch defeat input is 
true. If the input is not configured as latched, the interlock condition 
clears when the input is again in its OK state.

• Interlock Bypass: If an input is configured as able to be bypassed 
(Cfg_Bypassable.x = 1), the interlock is bypassed (MSet_Bypass.x = 1), 
and the downstream equipment instruction has bypass enabled 
(Sts_Bypass = 1), the input will not raise an interlock condition, even if it 
is not in its OK state. If the input is configured as not able to be bypassed 
(Cfg_Bypassable.x = 0) or if interlock is not bypassed (MSet_Bypass.x = 
0) or the connected device does not have bypass enabled (Sts_Bypass =0), 
the input will raise an interlock condition.

Typically, Engineering configures which interlocks are allowed to be 
bypassed. Maintenance then picks the ones to bypass from the interlocks 
that are allowed by Engineering.

• First Out: If no interlock conditions are raised (OK to run), the first 
interlock condition to be raised is marked as the first out. If multiple such 
interlock conditions are raised in the same scan, they are all marked as first 
out.

• Latch Defeat: A latch defeat function is provided to reduce the number of 
operator actions that are required to start equipment. The latch defeat 
input is set when the equipment is not running. When the latch defeat 
input is true, the latched configuration of inputs is ignored, and all 
interlock conditions clear when their corresponding inputs are in their OK 
states. This action saves the operator from having to reset before starting 
the equipment. When the equipment starts, the latch defeat input is 
turned off. Then, if an interlock condition configured as latched shuts 
down the equipment, it remains latched until reset.

IMPORTANT To help prevent loss of information about what 
caused the equipment to shut down, the latch defeat 
input is not processed until after any latched 
interlocks (that occurred when the latch defeat was 
off) have been reset.
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• Summary Status: The instruction summarizes its 16-interlock input 
conditions into two primary status bits: Sts_IntlkOK and 
Sts_NBIntlkOK. Sts_IntlkOK indicates that all interlock conditions are 
clear regardless of bypass state (ready to run regardless of bypassed state). 
Sts_NBIntlkOK indicates that all interlock conditions that cannot be 
bypassed are clear and all interlock conditions that are able to be bypassed 
are either clear or bypassed (ready to run if interlocks are bypassed).

• Faceplate: The instruction faceplate displays the interlock condition state 
of each input and whether it is bypassed, and shows the overall interlock 
(summary) status. The Engineering tab of the faceplate lets you configure 
the instruction for the following:
– OK state configuration
– Latch configuration
– Configuration of interlocks that can be bypassed, and the text that is 

associated with each interlock condition input. 

You can also configure a navigation tag for each interlock condition. If you 
enable navigation, the condition text on the Operator tab of the faceplate 
can be clicked to access the faceplate for the corresponding tag

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Intlk_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT The downstream equipment instructions determine 
whether interlocks are bypassed. The P_Intlk 
instruction simply provides the two summary status 
bits. These 2 bits are to be wired or mapped to the 
equipment control logic.
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Alarms

The P_Intlk Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms. The individual 
input conditions can be alarmed, if necessary, in other logic before they are sent 
to the inputs of the P_Intlk instruction. In many applications, status bits from 
P_AIn Analog Input or P_DIn Discrete Input instructions are sent to the P_Intlk 
inputs, and those instructions provide alarms.

Simulation

The P_Intlk Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_Intlk instruction to concentrate the interlock conditions 
that allow the functioning of the refiner plates that are used for grinding wood as 
part of the pulp manufacturing process. 

Perform the following steps to import an Add-On Instruction to your project.

1. Right-click 'Add-On Instructions' and select 'Import Add-On 
Instruction…'

ATTENTION: Status bits should be used as interlock 
conditions. Use Alarm bits as interlock conditions only if 
you intend that the interlock condition be ignored when 
the corresponding alarm is disabled, suppressed, or 
shelved.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) is handled 
by setting the summary All interlocks OK and All 
interlocks (cannot be bypassed) OK status outputs to 
false (0). The individual interlock bit status and first 
out outputs are left in their last state.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The latch and first out states of the P_Intlk Add-On 
Instruction are maintained through a power-down/
power-up or Run/Program/Run cycle. 
Any commands that are received before the first scan 
are discarded.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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2. On the Import Add-On Instruction dialog box, select the P_ Intlk 
instruction and click Import. 

3. Add the P_ Intlk instruction to your project:
a. Click the Add-On tab on the Language Element toolbar.
b. Click the P_ Intlk instruction. 
c. Also add the P_ Motor instruction that controls the refiner plates.

4. Double-click the interlock instruction name and create the tag name for it. 
The naming convention that makes navigation from the motor faceplate 
work automatically is to use the motor’s tag name followed by _Intlk.

5. Create the input references necessary to ensure the appropriate operation 
of the refiner plates and create their appropriate tags. 

6. Expose the Sts_BypActive pin on P_Motor. Wire this pin back to 
Inp_BypActive on P_Intlk, and mark this wire 'Assume Data Available'. 

The following image is what the instruction looks like when connected 
correctly.

7. Save, download, and run your Logix application.

8. In your HMI application, add a P_Motor motor graphic object from 
P_Motor Graphics Library.ggfx and right-click it. 

9. From the list, select “Global Object Parameter Values” 

10. Associate the created tag for P_Motor of the Refiner Plates in the 
controller with the graphic object in the HMI:
a. On the first line of the Global Object Parameter Value table, type its 

name.
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b. On the second line, type the name of the shortcut to the controller 
enclosed by brackets. 

c. Fill in additional parameters as desired.
Because of the naming convention, the connection will be made 
automatically and the interlock settings will be associated with the 
refiner plates motor. 

11. Save and your HMI application. 

12. Run your HMI application and click the motor graphic object. If the 
Quick display appears, click the 'go to faceplate' button.

On the P_Motor faceplate, click the HMI configuration tab and go to page 2.

13. Check “Enable navigation to interlock object”.

The Interlock button is enabled.

14. On the P_Motor faceplate, click the Interlock button to open the P_Intlk 
faceplate. On the P_Intlk faceplate, click the Engineering tab, and perform 
the following:
a. Name the interlocks accordingly.
b. Select the appropriate state under 'OK State'.
c. Indicate which interlocks can be bypassed.
d. Indicate which interlocks must be reset.

TIP Specific inputs can be bypassed on the maintenance tab 
based on the selections. 
When bypass is enabled, it bypasses only those set on the 
Maintenance tab.
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Interlocks with First 
Out and Bypass - 
Advanced 
(P_IntlkAdv)

This section is for the operation of the Add-On Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

Functional Description

The following are the primary operations of this instruction and faceplate: 
• Interlock Input OK Check: Each input is compared with its configured 

OK state. If the input is not in its OK state, it raises an interlock condition 
unless bypassed by Maintenance.

• Interlock Condition Latching: If the input is configured as latched, the 
interlock condition is latched in until reset unless the latch defeat input is 
true. If the input is not configured as latched, the interlock condition 
clears when the input is again in its OK state.

• Interlock Bypass: If an input is configured as able to be bypassed 
(Cfg_Bypassable.x = 1), the interlock is bypassed (MSet_Bypass.x = 1), 
and the downstream equipment instruction has bypass enabled 
(Sts_Bypass = 1), the input will not raise an interlock condition, even if it 
is not in its OK state. If the input is configured as not able to be bypassed 
(Cfg_Bypassable.x = 0) or if interlock is not bypassed (MSet_Bypass.x = 
0) or the connected device does not have bypass enabled (Sts_Bypass =0), 
the input will raise an interlock condition.

Typically, Engineering configures which interlocks are allowed to be 
bypassed. Maintenance then picks the ones to bypass from the interlocks 
that are allowed by Engineering.

• First Out: If no interlock conditions are raised (OK to run), the first 
interlock condition to be raised is marked as the first out. If multiple such 
interlock conditions are raised in the same scan, they are all marked as first 
out.

• Latch Defeat: A latch defeat function is provided to reduce the number of 
operator actions that are required to start equipment. The latch defeat 
input is set when the equipment is not running. When the latch defeat 
input is true, the latched configuration of inputs is ignored, and all 
interlock conditions clear when their corresponding inputs are in their OK 
states. This action saves the operator from having to reset before starting 
the equipment. When the equipment starts, the latch defeat input is 
turned off. Then, if an interlock condition configured as latched shuts 
down the equipment, it remains latched until reset.

IMPORTANT To help prevent loss of information about what 
caused the equipment to shut down, the latch defeat 
input is not processed until after any latched 
interlocks (that occurred when the latch defeat was 
off) have been reset.
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• Interlock Types: There are 8 configurable interlock Types. Each Type has 
a description; by default, the description is a 3-letter abbreviation (for 
HMI use) followed by a colon and the full description. Each Type affects 
bypassability, latching and availability. Types 0, 2, 4 and 6 affect 
availability; Types 0, 1, 2 and 3 force latching and require reset; Types 0, 1, 
4 and 5 force not allowing bypass.

• Input Available Field: An input Available field allows for cascading of 
interlock banks and working with equipment that is ready to run but not 
available at certain points in a sequence (for example, a pump with an 
automated block valve that is currently closed).

• Summary Status: The instruction summarizes its 16-interlock input 
conditions into three primary status bits: Sts_IntlkOK, Sts_NBIntlkOK, 
and Sts_Avail. Sts_IntlkOK indicates that all interlock conditions are clear 
regardless of bypass state (ready to run regardless of bypassed state). 
Sts_NBIntlkOK indicates that all interlock conditions that cannot be 
bypassed are clear and all interlock conditions that are able to be bypassed 
are either clear or bypassed (ready to run if interlocks are bypassed). 
Sts_Avail indicates to equipment that it is still available to be energized 
although an interlock is currently active.

• Faceplate: The instruction faceplate displays the interlock condition state 
of each input and whether it is bypassed, and shows the overall interlock 
(summary) status. The Engineering tab of the faceplate lets you configure 
the instruction for the following:
– OK state configuration
– Latch configuration
– Configuration of interlocks that can be bypassed, and the text that is 

associated with each interlock condition input. 
– Configuration of interlocks to a specific type of interlock. User 

Defined.

You can also configure a navigation tag for each interlock condition. If you 
enable navigation, the condition text on the Operator tab of the faceplate 
can be clicked to access the faceplate for the corresponding tag

IMPORTANT The downstream equipment instructions determine 
whether interlocks are bypassed. The P_Intlk 
instruction simply provides the two summary status 
bits. These 2 bits are to be wired or mapped to the 
equipment control logic.
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_IntlkAdv_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_IntlkAdv Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms. The 
individual input conditions can be alarmed, if necessary, in other logic before 
they are sent to the inputs of the P_IntlkAdv instruction. In many applications, 
status bits from P_AIn Analog Input or P_DIn Discrete Input instructions are 
sent to the P_IntlkAdv inputs, and those instructions provide alarms.

Simulation

The P_IntlkAdv Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

ATTENTION: Status bits should be used as interlock 
conditions. Use Alarm bits as interlock conditions only if 
you intend that the interlock condition be ignored when 
the corresponding alarm is disabled, suppressed, or 
shelved.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Configurable Interlock Types

There are 8 Configurable Types. 

Each Type has a description- by default it’s a 3 letter abbreviation (for use on the 
HMI to show a short version), followed by a colon and then the full type 
description 

Each type serves a slightly different function in terms of the following aspects:

1. Affects Availability
– Types 0,2,4,6 affect availability, Types 1,3,5,7 do not

2. Must Reset (i.e. is/isn’t always latched)
– Types 0, 1, 2, 3 Must Reset, Types 4, 5, 6, 7 are configurable as to 

whether or not this is required

3. Bypassable (i.e. can or can’t be bypassed)
– Types 0, 1, 4, 5 are not Bypassable, Types 2, 3, 5, 6 are configurable as to 

whether or not this is required

Type is displayed as a first out in Val_FirstOutType- to be displayed in interlock 
trip message on FTAE.

Type differentiation is also useful to plant operators in calling the correct 
maintenance personnel on interlock trip

Types apply a Mask to Cfg_ByPassable and Cfg_Latched, forcing them 
accordingly. They also apply a mask to the added availability feature

Each Type has a Cfg_HasType bit. When no types are enabled from these bits, set 
all types to 6- the default type(general) which has all options available

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) is handled 
by setting the summary All interlocks OK and All 
interlocks (cannot be bypassed) OK status outputs to 
false (0). The individual interlock bit status and first 
out outputs are left in their last state.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) The latch and first out states of the P_Intlk Add-On 
Instruction are maintained through a power-down/
power-up or Run/Program/Run cycle. 
Any commands that are received before the first scan 
are discarded.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Availability

Availably has been added to the interlock bank.

There is an input availability field added for Cascading of Interlock Banks, 
otherwise set to True.

Availability Mask is Applied to the interlocks (Either Sts_or NB) to determine 
whether Sts_Avail is on or not, telling another control module whether the 
device in question is available for control, or not Availability mask is based on 
configured type, per interlock.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_Intlk instruction to concentrate the interlock conditions 
that allow the functioning of the refiner plates that are used for grinding wood as 
part of the pulp manufacturing process. 

Perform the following steps to import an Add-On Instruction to your project.

1. Right-click 'Add-On Instructions' and select 'Import Add-On 
Instruction…'

2. On the Import Add-On Instruction dialog box, select the P_ Intlk 
instruction and click Import. 

3. Add the P_ Intlk instruction to your project:
a. Click the Add-On tab on the Language Element toolbar.
b. Click the P_ Intlk instruction. 
c. Also add the P_ Motor instruction that controls the refiner plates.

4. Double-click the interlock instruction name and create the tag name for it. 
The naming convention that makes navigation from the motor faceplate 
work automatically is to use the motor’s tag name followed by _Intlk.

5. Create the input references necessary to ensure the appropriate operation 
of the refiner plates and create their appropriate tags. 

6. Expose the Sts_BypActive pin on P_Motor. Wire this pin back to 
Inp_BypActive on P_Intlk, and mark this wire 'Assume Data Available'. 
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The following image is what the instruction looks like when connected 
correctly.

7. Save, download, and run your Logix application.

8. In your HMI application, add a P_Motor motor graphic object from 
P_Motor Graphics Library.ggfx and right-click it. 

9. From the list, select “Global Object Parameter Values” 

10. Associate the created tag for P_Motor of the Refiner Plates in the 
controller with the graphic object in the HMI:
a. On the first line of the Global Object Parameter Value table, type its 

name.
b. On the second line, type the name of the shortcut to the controller 

enclosed by brackets. 
c. Fill in additional parameters as desired.

Because of the naming convention, the connection will be made 
automatically and the interlock settings will be associated with the 
refiner plates motor. 

11. Save and your HMI application. 

12. Run your HMI application and click the motor graphic object. If the 
Quick display appears, click the 'go to faceplate' button.

On the P_Motor faceplate, click the HMI configuration tab and go to page 2.

13. Check “Enable navigation to interlock object”.

The Interlock button is enabled.
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14. On the P_Motor faceplate, click the Interlock button to open the P_Intlk 
faceplate. On the P_Intlk faceplate, click the Engineering tab, and perform 
the following:
a. Name the interlocks accordingly.
b. Configure interlock Type 0 - 7 accordingly.
c. Select the appropriate state under 'OK State'.
d. Select the appropriate Intlk Type.
e. If Intlk Type 6 or 7 selected:

Indicate which interlocks can be bypassed.
Indicate which interlocks must be reset.

15. Connect Sts_Avail from P_IntlkAdv instruction to P_Motor instruction 
pin Inp_IntlkAvail.

TIP Specific inputs can be bypassed on the maintenance tab 
based on the selections. 
When bypass is enabled, it bypasses only those set on the 
Maintenance tab.
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Permissives with 
Bypass
(P_Perm)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Perm (Permissives with Bypass) Add-On Instruction is used to collect 
(sum up) the permissive conditions that allow a piece of equipment to start (run, 
energize, open, and so forth). Permissive conditions generally must be true to 
start the equipment. Once the equipment is running, permissives are ignored. 
Use the P_Intlk (Interlocks) Add-On Instruction to collect conditions that stop 
running equipment and prevent it from starting.

The following diagram shows the functional characteristics of the P_Perm Add-
On Instruction.

Functional Description

The P_Perm instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Permissive input OK Check: Evaluate the inputs; if they are all in their 

configured OK state, set the All Permissives OK status to true.
• Permissive Bypass: Evaluate the inputs that are configured as permissives 

that cannot be bypass or can be bypassed (Cfg_Bypassable.x = 1) and are 
set to be bypassed (MSet_Bypass.x = 1). If those conditions are in their 
configured OK state, set the 'All Non-Bypassable Permissives OK' status to 
true. 
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• Summary Status: The P_Perm Add-On Instruction summarizes its 16-
permissive input conditions into two primary status bits: Sts_PermOK 
and Sts_NBPermOK. Sts_PermOK indicates that all permissive 
conditions are clear regardless of bypass state (ready to run regardless of 
bypassed state). Sts_NBPermOK indicates that all permissive conditions 
that cannot be bypassed are clear and all permissive conditions that are able 
to be bypassed are either clear or bypassed (ready to run if permissives are 
bypassed).

• Faceplate: The P_Perm Add-On Instruction faceplate displays the 
permissive condition state of each input and whether it is bypassed, and 
shows the overall permissive (summary) status. The Engineering tab of the 
faceplate lets you configure the instruction for OK state configuration, 
configuration of permissives that can be bypassed. Text is associated with 
each permissive condition input. You can also configure a navigation tag 
for each permissive condition. If you enable navigation, the condition text 
on the Operator tab of the faceplate can be clicked to open the faceplate 
for that corresponding tag.

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Perm_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

IMPORTANT Whether permissives are bypassed is determined by 
the downstream equipment instructions. The 
P_Perm instruction simply provides the two 
summary status bits. These 2 bits are to be wired or 
mapped to the equipment control logic.
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Alarms

The P_Perm Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms. The individual 
input conditions can be alarmed, if necessary, in other logic before they are sent 
to the inputs of the P_Perm instruction. In many applications, status bits from 
P_AIn Analog Input or P_DIn Discrete Input instructions are sent to the 
P_Perm inputs.

Simulation

The P_Perm Add-On Instruction does not have Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions. 

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_Perm instruction to concentrate the permissive 
conditions that allow the start of a conveyor single speed motor. 

Use these steps to import an Add-On Instruction to your project.

1. Right-click on “Add-On Instructions” and select “Import Add-On 
Instruction”

2. On the Import Add-On Instruction dialog box, select the P_ Perm 
instruction and click Import. 

ATTENTION: Status bits should be used as permissive 
conditions. Use alarm bits as permissive conditions only if 
you intend that the permissive condition be ignored when 
the corresponding alarm is disabled, shelved, or 
suppressed.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Handling Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) is 
handled by setting the summary All 
Permissives OK and All Permissives (that 
cannot be bypassed) OK status outputs to false 
(0).

Powerup/Prescan Handling (initial 
modes)

No prescan logic is provided.

Postscan (SFC transition) Handling No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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3. Add the P_ Perm instruction to your project by clicking the Add-On tab 
on the Language Element toolbar and then clicking the P_ Perm 
instruction. Also add the P_Motor instruction that controls the extracted 
material conveyor.

4. Double-click the interlock instruction name and create the tag name for it. 
The naming convention that makes this instruction work automatically is 
to use the motor’s tag name followed by _Perm.

5. Create the input references necessary to ensure the appropriate operation 
of the refiner plates and create their appropriate tags. 

6. Expose the Sts_BypActive pin on P_Motor. Wire this pin back to 
Inp_BypActive on P_Perm, and mark this wire 'Assume Data Available'. 

The following image is what the instruction looks like when connected 
correctly.

7. Save then download and run your Logix application.

8. In your HMI application, add a P_Motor motor graphic object from 
P_Motor Graphics Library.ggfx and right-click on it. 

9. From the list, select “Global Object Parameter Values” 

10. Associate the created tag for P_Motor of the Refiner Plates in the 
controller with the graphic object in the HMI:
a. On the first line of the Global Object Parameter Value table, type its 

name.
b. On the second line, type the name of the shortcut to the controller 

enclosed by brackets. 
c. Fill in additional parameters as desired.
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Because of the naming convention, the connection will be made 
automatically and the permissive settings will be associated with the Main 
Conveyor motor. 

11. Save and run your HMI application. 

12. Run your HMI application and click the motor graphic object. If the 
Quick display appears, click the 'go to faceplate' button. On the P_Motor 
faceplate, click the HMI Configuration tab, check 'Enable navigation to 
permissive object'.

After doing this, the button to access the permissive faceplate is enabled.
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13. On the P_Motor faceplate, click the permissives button to open the 
P_Perm faceplate. On the P_Perm faceplate, select the Engineering tab, 
and perform the following:
a. Name the permissives accordingly.
b. Select the appropriate state under 'OK State'.
c. Indicate which permissives can be bypassed.
d. Indicate which permissives must be reset.

TIP Specific inputs can be bypassed on the P_Perm 
Maintenance tab.
When bypass is enabled, it bypasses only those set on the 
Maintenance tab. 
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Discrete 2-, 3-, or 4-
state Device 
(P_D4SD)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_D4SD (Discrete 2-, 3-, 4-state Device) Add-On Instruction controls and 
monitors feedback from a discrete 2-state, 3-state, or 4-state device in a variety of 
modes, monitoring for fault conditions. These devices include 
multiple-speed motors or multiple-position valves. The global objects and 
faceplate shown below are examples of the graphical interface tools that are used 
with this instruction.

Functional Description

The Discrete 2-, 3-, or 4-state Device Add-On Instruction provides the following 
capabilities:

• Provides configuration to have two, three, or four selectable states for the 
device.

• Provides Operator and Program commands to select one of the two, three, 
or four states of the device.

• Controls four discrete outputs, with configurable states of each output in 
the various device states. Each output can be set, cleared, or left in last state 
in a given device state.

• Monitors four discrete feedback inputs, with configurable states 
(including ‘must be on’, ‘must be off’, and ‘don't care’) for each input in the 
various device states for monitoring the actual position of the device.

• Provides configurable text labels for each of the states.
• When feedback inputs are used, detects failure to reach the target state, 

after a configurable time, and alarms the failure. Optionally ‘sheds’ to the 
default state (state 0) on a feedback failure.

• Monitors Permissive conditions that allow commanding the device to each 
state.

• Monitors Interlock conditions that return the device to its default state 
(state 0).

• Provides simulation of a normal working device, while holding the outputs 
to the real device de-energized, for use in testing or operator training.

• Monitors I/O communication status, providing an alarm on an I/O fault. 
Optionally ‘sheds’ to the default state on an I/O fault condition.

• Provides an ‘Available’ status when in Program command source and 
operating normally for use by automation logic to determine if the logic 
can manipulate the device.

• Operates from Hand, Maintenance, Override, External, Program, and 
Operator command sources.
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_D4SD_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

This instruction uses the following alarms, which are implemented by using 
embedded P_Alarm and P_Gate Add-On Instructions. 

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description

Device 
Fault

DeviceFault None Raised when the Inp_DeviceFault input is 
true. This alarm is provided for use by 
devices that generate their own fault 
signal. If the device fault is configured as a 
shed fault, the device is commanded to 
State 0 and a reset is required to command 
the device to any other state.
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Parameters of the P_Alarm object can be accessed by using the following 
convention: [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter]. 

Simulation

Simulation in P_D4SD de-energizes the normal outputs and simulates the 
feedback of a working device.

You must set the Inp_Sim parameter in the Controller to ‘1’ to enable simulation. 
The Simulation or Loopback Test icon is displayed at the top left of the 
Operator faceplate, indicating the device is in simulation.

While in simulation, you can set the delay (in seconds) for echoing back that the 
device has reached a state (Cfg_SimFdbkT).

When you have finished in simulation, set the Inp_Sim parameter in the 
controller to '0' to return to normal operation.

Fail Fail None Raised when the device is commanded to a 
new state and the device feedbacks fail to 
confirm that the device reached the new 
state within the configured time 
(Cfg_FailT). If the Failure is configured as 
a shed fault, the device is commanded to 
State 0 and cannot be commanded to 
another state until reset.

Interlock 
Trip

IntlkTrip None Raised when an interlock 'not OK' 
condition causes the device to transition 
from some other state to State 0.
If interlocks are not bypassed, a 
bypassable interlock or a non-bypassable 
interlock ’not OK’ condition initiates an 
interlock trip. If interlocks are bypassed, 
only a non-bypassable interlock ’not OK’ 
condition initiates an interlock trip.

I/O Fault IOFault None Raised when the Inp_IOFault input is true. 
This input is usually used to indicate to the 
instruction that a communication failure 
has occurred for its I/O. If the 
I/O Fault is configured as a shed fault, the 
device is commanded to State 0 and cannot 
be commanded to another state until reset.

Alarm 
Name

P_Alarm 
Name

P-Gate 
Name

Description
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (false rung) 
is handled the same as if the device were 
taken out of service by Command. The 
device outputs are de-energized and the 
device is shown as Program Out of Service 
on the HMI. All alarms are cleared.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) On Prescan, any commands that are 
received before First Scan are discarded. 
The device is de-energized. On first scan, 
the device is treated as if it were returning 
from Hand command source: the 
instruction state is set based on the 
position feedback that is received from the 
device.
Embedded P_CmdSrc and P_Alarm 
instructions are handled in accordance 
with their standard powerup procedures. 
See the P_CmdSrc and P-Alarm reference 
manuals for details.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Programming Example

This example uses the P_D4SD Add-On Instruction to control a cooling fan that 
has three fixed speeds (‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’) and an ‘off’ state. This is considered 
a 4-state device. In this example, three digital outputs are used to set the speed 
setting (when all three are off, the fan is commanded off ) and three digital inputs 
provide feedback of the actual fan state (when all three are off, the fan is off ).

In this example, the four cooling fan states are being mapped to the device as 
follows:

• State 0 = Off
• State 1 = Low
• State 2 = Medium
• State 3 = High

Set the Cfg_NumStates parameter to 4 to indicate this is a four-state device. The 
input parameters for states 1…3 (Inp_FdbkB, Inp_FdbkC, Inp_FdbkD) are 
connected to the digital inputs, representing the status of the fan. The output 
parameters for states 1…3 (Out_B, Out_C, Out_D) are connected to the digital 
outputs that command the fan to the desired state.

Based on the wiring of the I/O, we can now configure the P_D4SD instruction 
how we want to process the outputs to get to the desired state. We can do this via 
the following table.
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We are setting Output A so it can be used for display purposes even though 
Output A is not used by the cooling fan device. The parameter 
Cfg_OutSt[x]Write determines which outputs get written for each state. The 
parameter Cfg_OutSt[x]State determines the state that gets written. These 
parameters are single integers where bit 0 represents output A and bit 3 represents 
output D. 

These parameters are displayed in binary format as indicated by the prefix 2#. By 
using Table 20, we can set the settings as follows:

Cfg_OutSt0Write: 2#0000_1111

Cfg_OutSt0State: 2#0000_0001

Cfg_OutSt1Write: 2#0000_1111

Cfg_OutSt1State: 2#0000_0010

Cfg_OutSt2Write: 2#0000_1111

Cfg_OutSt2State: 2#0000_0100

Cfg_OutSt3Write: 2#0000_1111

Cfg_OutSt3State: 2#0000_1000

We can now repeat this same effort to configure how the P_D4SD instruction 
determines actual state based on the field inputs via the following table.

Table 20 - P-D4SD Example Outputs

Output A Output B Output C Output D

State 0 1 0 0 0

State 1 0 1 0 0

State 2 0 0 1 0

State 3 0 0 0 1

1 = command output On, 0 = command output Off.

Table 21 - P_D4SD Example Inputs

Input A Input B Input C Input D

State 0 x 0 0 0

State 1 x 1 0 0

State 2 x 0 1 0

State 3 x 0 0 1

x = status not checked, 1 = status checked on, 0 = status checked off
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The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]Check determines which feedback inputs to check 
for each state. The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]State determines how the state is 
interpreted from the input values.

By using Table 21, we can set the settings as follows:

Cfg_FdbkSt0Check: 2#0000_1110

Cfg_FdbkSt0State: 2#0000_0000

Cfg_FdbkSt1Check: 2#0000_1110

Cfg_FdbkSt1State: 2#0000_0010

Cfg_FdbkSt2Check: 2#0000_1110

Cfg_FdbkSt2State: 2#0000_0100

Cfg_FdbkSt3Check: 2#0000_1110

Cfg_FdbkSt3State: 2#0000_1000

As this is a cooling fan, if there is a device mismatch or fault, we still want the 
logic to command to the desired state. Therefore, Cfg_ShedOnFail and 
Cfg_ShedOnDeviceFault are both set to 0.

Lastly, configure the following local configuration tags to drive the text on the 
operations faceplate. In this example, the cooling fan P&ID tag is M401. In this 
example, they are set as follows:

Cfg_Tag: ‘M401’

Cfg_Label: ‘Line 4 Rectifier Fan’

Cfg_Desc: ‘Line 4 Rectifier Cooling Fan’

Cfg_St0Text: ‘Stopped’

Cfg_St1Text: ‘Slow’

Cfg_St2Text: ‘Medium’

Cfg_St3Text:  ‘Fast’
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Local tags can be configured through the HMI faceplates or in Logix Designer 
application by opening the Instruction Logic of the Add-On Instruction instance 
and then selecting the string on the displayed rung.

All of the strings in local tags are shown on the first rung of the Add-On 
Instruction's ‘Logic’ routine for your convenience. 
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Central Reset 
(P_Reset)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Reset (Central Reset) Add-On Instruction provides a central point for 
resetting equipment faults. Latched alarms can be reset for a control strategy.

The P_Reset instruction accepts an Operator Reset command, a Program Reset 
command, and a Reset Input that can come from a push button, from a higher-
level P_Reset instruction (from a containing control strategy, such as a Unit 
Reset sent to a P_Reset at Equipment Module scope), or from any other source.

The P_Reset instruction also includes a Reset Required input for collecting the 
Ready to Reset outputs of the various instructions it resets and providing a Ready 
to Reset (Reset Required) status that can illuminate a push button or make an 
HMI Reset button visible.

The P_Reset instruction includes a timer function that causes its output to be 
held on for at least a minimum time. This lets the reset signal be sent via physical 
output cards to field devices that require it (for example, motor drives) and gives 
time for the cleared status from the device to propagate back to Interlock or 
Permissive inputs.

Functional Description

The P_Reset Add-On Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• A Reset output for use by other instructions in a control strategy to reset 

latched alarms (for example, P_AIn analog input alarms) or equipment 
faults (for example, P_Motor motor faults)

• An Operator Reset command for use by the HMI
• A Program Reset command for use by control strategies
• A Reset input for use by push button inputs or for cascading resets from 

higher levels of the control hierarchy
• A Reset Required input and Ready for Reset output for use in highlighting 

to operators where a reset is required before the equipment restart
• A Minimum On Time for the reset output to allow physical equipment to 

clear faults and have the clear status propagate through the various 
permissive and interlock instructions in the control strategy

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
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provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Reset_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into the 
controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service release 
number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

The P_Reset instruction provides no alarms. However, the instruction is used to 
fan out a reset to instructions that have latched alarms.

Simulation

The P_Reset Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) 
Handling

Creates a low-to-high transition detection scheme. When 
the instruction is again scanned as True, the transition is 
detected and the reset output pulses for the required time. 
Otherwise, EnableIn False processing is identical to 
normal true rung processing: the Operator Reset 
command, Program Reset command, and Reset Input 
function as in normal processing. 
This scheme lets the Reset instruction participate in a 
control hierarchy by using the Inp_Reset input, yet be 
tied to a reset push button using the rung state.
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Implementation by Using EnableIn False Feature

For the convenience of Ladder Diagram programmers, the P_Reset instruction 
can be used in a Ladder Diagram routine with the Input condition carried by the 
Rung-In condition instead of being mapped on a separate branch.

The following illustration shows normal implementation with the input 
condition mapped to Inp_Reset on a separate branch.

The following illustration shows EnableIn False implementation with the input 
condition mapped to the P_Reset instruction by using the Rung-In state.

The Rung-In condition determines whether the P_Reset instruction's normal 
code (Logic Routine) is performed or its EnableIn False code (EnableInFalse 
Routine) is performed. In the P_Reset instruction, the EnableIn False code is 
identical to the Logic code, except it also arms a one-shot for the Rung-In 
condition. When the rung goes True, the Logic routine one-shot fires and the 
Out_Reset output pulses for the configured time, executing a reset.

Use both mapping methods together to provide an additional input to the 
P_Reset instruction. This is especially useful in an equipment hierarchy, such as 
in Batch applications (Control Module, Equipment Module, Unit, Cell, Area, 
and so forth). The Inp_Reset input can be mapped from a higher-level P_Reset 
instruction, while the local Reset Pushbutton can be mapped by using the Rung-
In condition to execute a local equipment reset.
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The following illustration shows an EnableIn dual implementation consisting of a 
high-level reset by using a mapping branch and a local Reset button by using 
Rung-In state mapping.
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Common Alarm 
Block (P_Alarm)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Alarm (Common Alarm Block) Add-On Instruction is used to provide 
notification to operators of abnormal conditions or events. This instruction 
handles Alarm Acknowledgment, Alarm Reset, Alarm Shelving/Disabling, and 
Alarm Suppression (for FactoryTalk Alarm and Events). 

The state diagram shows how a P_Alarm instruction instance behaves as an alarm 
occurs, is acknowledged, clears, and is reset, depending on the instruction 
configuration.
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Functional Description

The primary operations of the P_Alarm instruction include the following:
• Raise an alarm when the input is true.
• Make sure that the alarm stays on for a configurable minimum time or 

until reset, even if the input condition clears.
• Perform an alarm test when the Alarm Test button is clicked. When the 

Alarm Test button is clicked, the selected alarm is triggered for the 
minimum alarm time. The test function allows the configuration of the 
alarm in the alarm subsystem (FactoryTalk Alarms and Events tag alarm 
server) to be tested. You do not have to trigger the process condition that 
generates the alarm. The test also lets you verify alarm configuration values 
such as message, severity, color, audible alarming.

• Handle Alarm Acknowledge commands from the HMI or from other 
logic. The requirement for acknowledgement is configurable. If 
acknowledgement is required, a new alarm clears the acknowledged status 
and an Acknowledge command is required to set the status. If 
acknowledgement is not required, the alarm is automatically 
acknowledged.

• Handle Alarm Reset commands from the HMI or from other logic. The 
requirement for reset is configurable. If reset is required, the alarm Input 
sets the Alarm condition, and it is latched in until the alarm Input is clear 
and a Reset command is received. If reset is not required, the Alarm 
condition clears when the input clears and the minimum alarm on 
time expires.

TIP An Add-On Instruction that contains one or more 
embedded P_Alarm instances provides a Reset 
command that is forwarded to the contained 
P_Alarm instances. This same reset command can 
also be used to clear latched fault conditions or 
otherwise reset the containing instruction. 
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• Handle Maintenance Disable and Enable commands, Program Suppress 
and Unsuppress commands, and Operator Shelve and Unshelve 
commands. Providing separate commands and status for these functions 
lets automatic logic suppress an alarm at certain operating sequence points. 
Maintenance personnel can independently disable the alarm or the 
operator can temporarily shelve the alarm. When the operating sequence 
unsuppresses the alarm at the appropriate step, the Maintenance Disable or 
Operator Shelve is still in effect.

When an alarm is Disabled by Maintenance, the following occurs: 
• The Alarm Status (Alm) clears immediately. 
• If the alarm is unacknowledged, it must still be acknowledged. 

When an alarm is Shelved by Operator or Suppressed by Program, the following 
occurs: 

• The alarm is not cleared until the input condition clears.
• New alarms are not raised. 
• If the alarm is latched, it must still be reset (after the input condition 

clears). 
• If the alarm is unacknowledged, it must still be acknowledged. 

IMPORTANT The P_Alarm object has output parameters that are 
directly written by the HMI or alarm server to be 
compatible with FactoryTalk Alarms and Events 
(tag-based) alarms and FactoryTalk View ME 
alarms. Output parameters that are directly written 
by the HMI are the following:
• Ack (Acknowledgment, set by the HMI when 

the Alarm is Acknowledged)
• Disabled (set by the HMI) to disable the Alarm, 

cleared to enable the Alarm
• Shelved (set by the HMI) when it is not 

displaying the Alarm, cleared when unshelved
For FactoryTalk Alarms and Events Tag alarms, set 
the HMI options to Acknowledge Required and Not 
Latched. (FactoryTalk View ME alarms are not 
configurable with those options.) The P_Alarm 
instruction handles automatic acknowledgement
(Cfg_AckReqd = 0) and latching (Cfg_ResetReqd 
= 1).
FactoryTalk View ME alarms are not configurable 
for Acknowledgment Not Required, so the 
P_Alarm instruction
handles automatic acknowledgement when 
configured with
Cfg_AckReqd = 0.
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When an alarm is configured not to exist by engineering, the following occurs: 
• The alarm status (Alm) is cleared immediately. 
• If the alarm is unacknowledged, it is immediately acknowledged. 
• In preparation for being configured to exist again, the following occurs: 

• Any alarm inhibits (Disabled, Suppressed, Shelved) are cleared. 
• All Program and Operator commands are cleared (every scan). 
• All timers (shelf timer, minimum on timer) are reset. 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This code lets you create your 
own instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Alarm_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

Alarms

P_Alarm objects are often embedded within another Process Object, for example 
P_AIn. When embedded, the Parameters of the P_Alarm objects can be accessed 
by using [P_Alarm Name].[P_Alarm Parameter].

Simulation

The P_Alarm Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.
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Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false rung) Processing for EnableIn False (False 
Rung) is handled the same as the main 
Logic Routine except that the state of Inp 
(the Input) is inverted. This inversion lets 
the P_Alarm Add-On Instruction in a 
ladder diagram instance have its input 
mapped by using the rung condition 
instead of using a separate branch or rung. 
Set the input to 1 when using the on-rung 
mapping.

Powerup (prescan, first scan) No powerup, prescan, or first scan 
handling is required or provided. The 
internal timers reset on powerup, but the 
outputs are retained through a power cycle 
or run - program - run cycle.

Postscan (SFC transition) No SFC postscan logic is provided.
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Standalone Versus Embedded in Other Add-On 
Instructions

This instruction can be used standalone, with the abnormal condition simply 
written or wired to the Input (Inp) pin, or it can be embedded within another 
Add-On Instruction to provide Alarming for some condition. For example, a 
Motor instruction can have P_Alarm Add-On Instructions for Failure to Start, 
Failure to Stop, and other conditions.

When embedded within another Add-On Instruction, the following commands 
and configuration parameters are wired in or aliased from the containing object:

• Inp: Alarm condition input
• Inp_Reset: Alarm reset
• PCmd_Reset: Program command to reset the alarm
• PCmd_Ack: Program command to acknowledge the alarm
• PCmd_Suppress: Program command to suppress the alarm
• PCmd_Unsuppress: Program command to unsuppress the alarm
• PCmd_Unshelve: Program command to unshelve the alarm
• Cfg_AckReqd: Acknowledge Required configuration
• Cfg_ResetReqd: Reset Required configuration
• Cfg_MinOnT: The minimum amount of time (in seconds) the alarm must 

be help in the alarm state (kept in the operator’s view) when it occurs 
• Cfg_Severity: Alarm Severity 0-250 = Low, 251-500 = Medium, 

501-750 = High, 751-1000 = Urgent
• Cfg_Exists: 1 if alarm needs to be processed, 0 if alarm is not used and 

alarm logic needs to be skipped
• PCfg_AllowExist: 1 if alarm is allowed to exist, 0 if other configuration 

parameters render the alarm meaningless and it cannot occur. For example, 
if a motor is configured to have no run feedback, its Fail to Start and Fail 
To Stop alarms cannot occur and so are not allowed to exist

The following output parameters need to be wired out or aliased to status bits of 
the containing object to make the signals available for other logic:

• Alm: Alarm status
• Ack: Acknowledgement status
• Disabled: Alarm Disabled status
• Shelved: Alarm Shelved status
• Suppressed: Alarm Suppressed status

IMPORTANT All of the above parameters are the targets of Alias 
Parameters in the containing Add-On Instruction. 
Acknowledge, disabled, shelved, and suppressed must be 
configured as read/write in RSLogix 5000 software, version 
18 or later, for proper operation of alarms with the 
FactoryTalk Alarms and Events server tag-based alarms.
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Implementation by Using the EnableIn False Feature

For the convenience of ladder diagram programmers, the P_Alarm instruction 
can be used in a ladder diagram routine with the input condition carried by the 
Rung-In condition instead of being mapped on a separate branch.

The following illustration shows normal implementation with the input 
condition mapped to Inp on a separate branch.

The following illustration shows the EnableIn False implementation with the 
input condition mapped to the P_Alarm instruction by using the Rung-In state.

The Rung-In condition determines whether the Add-On Instruction's normal 
code (Logic routine) is executed or its EnableIn False code (EnableInFalse 
routine) is executed. In the P_Alarm instruction, the EnableIn False code is 
identical to the Logic code, except it uses the inverse of the Inp signal for 
processing. To use the Rung-In mapping, method, set Inp to 1 (its default value). 
When the rung is True, Inp (= 1) is treated as True (not inverted, in alarm), and 
when the rung is False, Inp (=1) is treated as False (inverted, not in alarm).
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Command Source 
(P_CmdSrc)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_CmdSrc (Command Source) Add-On Instruction is used to provide 
selection of the command source (owner) of an instruction or control strategy.

Indicators on the HMI faceplate show the current states of selections for 
Operator, Program, External, Override, Maintenance, Hand, and Out of Service. 

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_CmdSrc_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be used in the controller configuration. The service 
release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this Add-On Instruction.

The primary operations of this instruction are the following:
• Manage the transitions between the selected sources based on user and 

application requests
• Enforce prioritization between sources
• Allow options to lock sources where applicable

Priorities are the following:
• Hand (highest)
• Program Out of Service
• Maintenance Out of Service
• Maintenance

IMPORTANT See Appendix A for Command Sources and Simulation 
types.
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• Override
• External
• Operator and Program (lowest)

Asserted inputs corresponding to methods with higher priority result in that 
control.

TIP Lesser priority requests are still processed and retained by 
the instruction, but the resultant state is that of the highest 
priority request. 
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Command Sources

The P_CmdSrc instruction uses the following standard types. The descriptions 
identify how types are typically used in a device whose Add-On Instruction uses 
P_CmdSrc.

The following table shows how to request, verify, and release a command source. 
It also shows the input trigger style.

Command Source Description

Operator The Operator has control of the device. Operator Command 
(OCmd_Xxx) and Operator Settings (OSet_Xxx) from the 
HMI are accepted. Operator can be Locked, which prevents 
Program from taking control.

Program Program logic has control of the device. Program Commands 
(PCmd_Xxx) and Program Settings (PSet_Xxx) from logic are 
accepted. Program can be Locked, which prevents Operator 
from taking control.

External An external logic source has control of the device. External 
Commands (XCmd_Xxx) and Settings (XSet_Xxx) from logic 
are accepted. External control supersedes Operator and 
Program when they are unlocked, and can supersede Operator 
Locked and Program Locked if so configured 
(Cfg_ExtOverLock = 1).

Override Priority logic has control of the device. The logic supersedes 
Program, Operator and External sources, and can supersede 
Operator Locked and Program Locked if so configure 
(Cfg_OvrdOverLock = 1). Override Commands 
(Inp_OvrdCmd) and Override Settings (Inp_OvrdXxx) from 
logic are accepted. If so configured (Cfg_OvrdIntlkPerm = 1), 
bypassable interlocks and permissives are bypassed.

Maintenance Maintenance has control of the device. Operator Commands 
(OCmd_Xxx) and Operator Settings (OSet_Xxx) from the 
HMI are accepted. Bypassable interlocks and permissives are 
bypassed, and device timeout checks are not processed.

Maintenance Out of 
Service

Maintenance has taken the device out of service. The device is 
disabled and outputs are held de-energized.

Programmed Out of 
Service

The instruction is being scanned false. The device is disabled 
and outputs are held de-energized (at zero). Only when 
Programmed Out of Service is selected are changes to the 
configuration of Program and Operator sources allowed. The 
main device Logic is not being scanned; rather, the 
EnableInFalse logic for the device is active.

Hand The hardwired circuit or other logic outside the instruction 
controls the device. The instruction tracks the actual state of the 
device for bumpless transfer back to one of the other sources.

Command 
Source

Request (Input) Acquired (Output) Release (Input)

Hand Inp_Hand = 1 (level) Sts_Hand = 1 Inp_Hand = 0 (level)

Maintenanc
e

MCmd_Acq = 1 (edge) Sts_Maint = 1 MCmdRel = 1 (edge)

Override Inp_Ovrd = 1 (level) Sts_Ovrd = 1 Inp_Ovrd = 0 (level)
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During power-up or initialization, the command source is set to the configured 
power-up state:

• If Cfg_ProgPwrUp = 1, the command source defaults to Program.
• If Cfg_ProgPwrUp = 0, the command source defaults to Operator.

External See External Command 
Source

Sts_Ext=1 See External 
Command Source 

Program See Program Command 
Source 

Sts_Prog = 1 See Program 
Command Source 

Operator See Operator Command 
Source

Sts_Oper = 1 See Operator 
Command Source

Command 
Source

Request (Input) Acquired (Output) Release (Input)
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Associated Tags

The following tables show associated tags for each command source.

Hand Command Source

Maintenance Command Source

Override Command Source

Parameter Description

Inp_Hand 1 = Hand request.

Sts_Hand 1 = Command Source is Hand.

Parameter Description

MCmd_Acq Maintenance command to acquire.

MCmd_Rel Maintenance command to release.

Sts_Maint 1 = Command Source is Maintenance.

Sts_MAcqRcvd 1 = MCmd_Acq received this scan.

Parameter Description

Inp_Ovrd 1 = Override request.

Cfg_OvrdOverLock 1 = Override request takes control even if 
Program/Operator command source is 
locked.
0 = Override cannot take control if 
Program/Operator command source is 
locked.

Sts_Ovrd 1 = Command Source is Override.
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External Command Source

Operator Command Source

Parameter Description

XCmd_Acq 1 =External Command to Acquire (Oper/
Prog to Ext)

XCmd_Rel 1 = External Command to Release (Ext to 
Oper/Prog)

Sts_Ext 1=Command Source is External

IMPORTANT The external acquire and release commands can be 
configured as level or edge.
When CmdSrc.Cfg_ExtAcqAsLevel = 0, the commands 
work on EDGE.
• write 1 to XCmd_Acq to acquire 
• write 1 to XCmd_Rel to release
• the commands are cleared by the instruction. 
When CmdSrc.Cfg_ExtAcqAsLevel = 1, the commands 
work as LEVEL.
• write 1 to XCmd_Acq to acquire 
• write 0 to XCmd_Acq to release
• XCmd_Rel is not used.

Parameter Description

OCmd_Oper Operator command to acquire from 
Program

OCmd_Prog Operator command to release to Program

OCmd_Lock Operator command to lock command 
source into Operator.

OCmd_Unlock Operator command to unlock command 
source from Operator Locked state.

Sts_ProgOperLock 1 = Program or Operator command source 
is locked.
If Locked, Operator cannot take from 
Program, Program cannot take from 
Operator, and Override cannot take from 
Program / Operator unless 
Cfg_OvrdOverLock = 1.

Sts_ProgOperSel 1 = Program selected.
0 = Operator selected.

Sts_Oper 1 = Command Source is Operator.
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Program Command Source

Parameter Description

PCmd_Prog Program command to acquire from 
Operator.

PCmd_Oper Program command to release to Operator.

PCmd_Lock Program command to lock command 
source into Program.

PCmd_Unlock Program command to unlock command 
source from Program locked state.

Sts_ProgOperLock 1 = Program or Operator command source 
is locked.
If locked, Operator cannot take from 
Program, Program cannot take from 
Operator, and Override cannot take from 
Program/Operator unless 
Cfg_OvrdOverLock = 1.

Sts_ProgOperSel 1 = Program selected.
0 = Operator selected.

Sts_Prog 1 = Command Source is Program.

IMPORTANT The Program commands to acquire and release can be 
configured as LEVEL or EDGE.
When Cfg_PCmdProgAsLevel is 0, the commands work on 
EDGE.
• Set PCmd_Prog to 1 to acquire Program command 

source.
• Set PCmd_Oper to 1 to release to Operator command 

source.
• The instruction clears these parameters to 0.
When Cfg_PCmdProgAsLevel is 1, the commands work as 
LEVEL:
• Set PCmd_Prog to 1 to acquire Program command 

source.
• Clear PCmd_Prog to 0 to release to Operator command 

source.
• PCmd_Oper is not used.
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IMPORTANT The Program commands to lock and unlock can be 
configured as LEVEL or EDGE.
When Cfg_PCmdLockAsLevel is 0, the commands work on 
EDGE:
• Set PCmd_Lock to 1 to acquire and lock Program 

command source.
• Set PCmd_Unlock to 1 to unlock Program command 

source.
• The instruction clears these parameters to 0.

When Cfg_PCmdLockAsLevel is 1, PCmd_Lock works as 
LEVEL:
• Set PCmd_Lock to 1 to acquire and lock Program 

command source.
• Clear PCmd_Lock to 0 to unlock Program command 

source.
• PCmd_Unlock is not used.
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Hand Command Source Example

Hand Command Source is used when a device has hardwired or other local 
control and the process object cannot control the object. A common example is 
when a hardwired Hand/Off/Auto or Local/Remote circuit is used. See Figure 8. 
When the switch is in the Local position, CmdSrc.Inp_Hand is asserted to tell 
the process object it has no control of the motor. The object monitors the run 
feedback from the device and displays the actual state. The object also tracks the 
state of the device for bumpless transfer back to another Command Source (such 
as Operator).

Figure 8 - Hand Command Source

In Hand, any permissives or interlocks in the software do not apply, as the 
hardwired circuits ignore the outputs of the controller. Interlock conditions that 
apply in Hand must be wired into the circuit, in series with the starter coil. 
Permissive conditions that apply in Hand must be wired into the circuit in series 
with the Start pushbutton (if one is used).
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External Command Source Example

External Command Source is used when a device has another location for control 
(local or remote), other than the HMI, and the process object must still control 
the object. A common example is when a local pushbutton operator station is 
used. See Figure 9. The difference here is that when the switch is in the Local 
position, the process object is placed in External Command Source, and the 
process object DOES have control of the motor. 

Figure 9 - External Command Source

Signals are wired as follows:

IN0:        Run Feedback to Inp_RunFdbk, 1 when motor is running
IN1:        Local / Remote switch to XCmd_Acq, 1 when switch is in Local
IN2:        Start pushbutton to XCmd_Start, 1 when button is pressed
IN3:        Stop pushbutton to XCmd_Stop, 1 when button is pressed

Set CmdSrc.Cfg_ExtAcqAsLevel to 1 to configure XCmd_Acq as level.

When XCmd_Acq is true, the faceplate shows the Command Source as External 
and the object starts and stops the motor normally, with commands XCmd_Start 
and XCmd_Stop coming from the local pushbuttons. The object obeys the 
normal software interlocks and permissives (and bypassing) attached to the 
block, because the process object is in control of the motor. Transfer to Operator, 
Program or another Command Source occurs when XCmd_Acq clears and is 
bumpless.

Alarms

The P_CmdSrc Add-On Instruction does not generate any alarms. The 
individual input conditions can be alarmed, if necessary, in other logic before 
they are sent to the inputs of the P_CmdSrc instruction.
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Simulation

The P_CmdSrc Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions. 

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Condition Description

EnableIn False (false 
rung)

If the P_CmdSrc instruction is placed on a false rung or if 
the EnableIn pin is set to 0, processing proceeds as normal 
except that these command source status bits (Sts_Hand, 
Sts_Maint, Sts_Ovrd, Sts_Prog and Sts_Oper) are cleared to 
0.

The command source is set to Program Out of Service 
(Sts_OoS = 1).

Commands are still received for Maintenance, Operator, and 
Program and are processed behind the scenes, just as they 
are in Hand. The HMI shows the underlying requests so the 
Operator knows what command source is active when the 
instruction is again enabled.

Powerup (prescan, first 
scan)

On prescan, the Program/Operator command source 
selection is set based on the powerup source configuration 
(Cfg_ProgPwrUp): 
• Cfg_ProgPwrUp= 1     Set Program/Operator selection to 

Program 
• Cfg_ProgPwrUp= 0     Set Program/Operator selection to 

Operator 
The Program or Operator lock selection is set to unlocked. 
The Maintenance command source acquired/released state is 
not modified and persists through a controller powerup or 
PROG-to-RUN transition. 
Hand and Override command source selections are based on 
their Input states in the normal Logic scan; they are not 
modified in prescan. 

Postscan (SFC 
transition)

No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Operator Prompt 
(P_Prompt)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Prompt (Operator Prompt) Add-On Instruction is a universal 
mechanism for operator interaction that can be used within a control scheme. 
The instruction presents an operator with configurable message or data fields and 
accepts operator response data and confirmation.

The RespData tag at the bottom of the P_Prompt function block lets you define 
where to store operator responses. This tag stores any operator response as a string 
in the application.

Functional Description

Use a prompt to request input from an operator. The input can be any of the 
following:

• Acknowledging the prompt
• Viewing and confirming data 
• Making a selection
• Entering numeric data
• Entering text data

Do not use a prompt in place of an alarm or an alert:
• An alarm, per ANSI/ISA-18.2-2016, is used to notify an operator of an 

abnormal situation that requires a response
• An alert is used to notify an operator of an abnormal situation that does 

not require a timely response

A prompt requires a response, but does not advise of an abnormal situation

Normal Operation Abnormal Situation

Operator Response Not 
Required

Normal values and sta-
tus

Alert

Operator Response 
Required

Prompt (P_Prompt) Alarm (P_Alarm)
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Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix® firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

The P_Prompt_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be able to be used in the controller configuration. The 
service release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

The P_Prompt Add-On Instruction does not use modes, alarms, or simulation.

IMPORTANT See Chapter 2 for the P_Seq instruction. The Sequencer 
can be used with the Prompt instruction for manual 
prompt operations.
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Boolean Logic with 
Snapshot (P_Logic)

This section is for the operation of the Add-on Instruction. For your reference, 
the lists of AOI parameters and local tags for each instruction family are attached 
to this PDF in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. See Access the 
Attachments on page 12 for how to access the attachments. The visualization 
files, display elements, global objects, and HMI information are contained in 
publication PROCES-RM014. 

The P_Logic (Boolean Logic with Snapshot) Add-On Instruction executes up to 
eight gates of configurable Boolean logic. Gate types available include AND, OR, 
XOR (Exclusive-OR), Set/Reset, Select, and Majority. Each gate provides up to 
four input conditions that are individually invertible. (The P_Logic instruction 
does not need a NOT gate.)

The P_Logic Add-On Instruction also provides a snapshot capability, enabling it 
to record its current state (with an optional timestamp) upon change in output 
state, on Operator or Program command, or based on a logic loopback input.

The following screen capture shows the functional characteristics of the P_Logic 
Add-On Instruction.

Functional Description

The Boolean Logic Add-On Instruction provides the following capabilities:
• Provides up to eight Boolean inputs and eight logic gates.
• Each gate has four inputs. Each input can be enabled or disabled. Each gate 

input can be normal or inverted. Each enabled gate input can be linked to a 
source, which is an instruction input or the result of a preceding gate.

• Each of the eight gates can be configured in one of the following ways:
– Logical AND: The output of the gate is true if all enabled gate inputs 

(after configured inversions) are true. An AND gate can have 1…4 
inputs enabled.
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– Logical OR: The output of the gate is true if any of the enabled gate 
inputs (after configured inversions) are true. An OR gate can have
1…4 inputs enabled.

– Logical XOR (Exclusive OR): The output of the gate is true if an odd 
number of the enabled gate inputs (after configured inversions) is true. 
An XOR gate can have 1…4 inputs enabled.

– Set-Reset: The output of the gate is set true if one of its Set inputs is 
true, and is cleared to false if one of its Reset inputs is true. Dominant 
inputs have priority over non-dominant inputs.
The gate's four inputs are:

Input 1: SET (dominant)
Input 2: RESET (dominant)
Input 3: SET
Input 4: RESET

– Select: If input 3 is false, the state of input 1 is passed to the gate output. 
If input 3 is true, the state of input 2 is passed to the gate output. A 
Select gate must have input 3 enabled and either or both of inputs 
1 and 2 enabled.

– Majority (labeled ‘MooN’ for ‘M out of N’): The output of the gate is 
set true if most of its inputs (after configured inversions) are true (2 out 
of 2, 2 out of 3, or 3 out of 4). A Majority gate can have 2…4 inputs 
enabled.

• Provides configurable on-delay time and off-delay time for the output of 
the instruction.

• Provides a snapshot capability, which captures the state of the instruction 
(all input states, gate states, and output state) for use later (until reset). The 
snapshot capability can be used to capture the state of the logic at the time 
that it tripped or shut down equipment, even if the logic states change after 
the shutdown. The snapshot is optionally timestamped from the controller 
clock (year, month, day, hour, minute, second, microsecond).

• Provides options to enable the following snapshot trigger conditions:
– Capture snapshot on Operator Command (OCmd_Snap).
– Capture snapshot on Program Command (PCmd_Snap).
– Capture snapshot when the output transitions from 0 to 1.
– Capture snapshot when the output transitions from 1 to 0.
– Capture snapshot of the state of the scan when a loopback input 

becomes true. This last capability enables the snapshot to be captured 
in a case where the P_Logic output condition was the first-out 
condition in a downstream P_Intlk block. The first-out indication 
from the P_Intlk instruction can be looped back to the Inp_Hold input 
of the P_Logic Instruction to hold the last-scan state in the snapshot 
(including time stamp of the last scan).

Required Files

Add-On Instructions are reusable code objects that contain encapsulated logic 
that can streamline implementing your system. This lets you create your own 
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instruction set for programming logic as a supplement to the instruction set 
provided natively in the ControlLogix firmware. An Add-On Instruction is 
defined once in each controller project, and can be instantiated multiple times in 
your application code as needed.

Controller File

\The P_Logic_4.10.00_AOI.L5X Add-On Instruction must be imported into 
the controller project to be able to be used in the controller configuration. The 
service release number (boldfaced) can change as service revisions are created.

Operations

This section describes the primary operations for this P_Logic 
Add-On Instruction.

Configuring the Logic in a P_Logic Instance

A P_Logic instruction instance can be configured from the Logix Designer 
application tag monitor, but it’s much easier to configure the logic from the 
HMI.

Rules for Set-reset Gate

The following rules apply for a Set-Reset gate:
• The dominant inputs (1 and 2) take precedence over the non-dominant 

(3 and 4) inputs in a Set-Reset Gate.
• If Input 1 is true and Input 2 is false, the output of the gate is Set to true.
• If Input 1 is false and Input 2 is true, the output of the gate is Reset to 

false.
• If both Input 1 and Input 2 are true, the output of the gate is not changed.
• If both Input 1 and Input 2 are false, Inputs 3 and 4 determine the output:

– If Input 3 is true and Input 4 is false, the output of the gate is Set to 
true.

– If Input 3 is false and Input 4 is true, the output of the gate is Reset to 
false.

– If both Input 3 and Input 4 are true, the output of the gate is not 
changed.

– If both Input 3 and Input 4 are false, the output of the gate is not 
changed.

• A Set-Reset gate must have at least one set input (either dominant or 
non-dominant) and one reset input (either dominant or non-dominant) 
enabled.
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Alarms

The P_Logic Add-On Instruction does not provide any alarms. If an alarm is 
required, use P_Din or use the interlock alarm of the device, such as P_Motor. 

One of the following applies:
• The inputs to a P_Logic instruction often come from status pins of P_Din 

(Discrete Input) or P_AIn (Analog Input) instructions that provide alarms 
for these input conditions (for example, TargetDisagree, High, Low, High-
High, Low-Low).

• The output of a P_Logic instruction is typically used as an interlock 
condition, and the interlocked device typically provides an
‘Interlock Trip’ alarm. 

• If an alarm is required for one of the inputs or outputs of the P_Logic 
instruction, a P_Alarm instruction can be added to the application logic 
containing the P_Logic instance. 

Simulation

The Boolean Logic Add-On Instruction does not have a Simulation capability.

Execution

The following table explains the handling of instruction execution conditions.

For more information, see the Logix 5000 Controllers Add-On Instructions 
Programming Manual, publication 1756-PM010.

Programming Example

This example uses the P_Logic instruction to perform advanced interlocking 
logic, based on the winding temperatures of a motor. P_Logic is easier to 
configure through the faceplate, but this example walks through the parameter 
settings to fully illustrate the example.

In this example, there is a motor with three RTDs measuring temperature of the 
windings. To prevent damage to the windings, the motor must be interlocked if 
any of the three windings are above the high-high temperature limit, or if the 
majority of the windings are above the high temperature limit. P_Logic is being 

Condition Description

Prescan Resets the output on-delay and off-delay 
timers; clears the snapshot time stamp and 
data; clears any commands that are 
received while controller was in Program 
command source.

EnableIn False Clears output to false (off) and resets the 
output on-delay and off-delay timers.

Postscan No SFC Postscan logic is provided.
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Cross Functional Chapter 5
used to perform this function. The output of this logic feeds the interlock of the 
motor elsewhere in logic.

The input parameters (Inp_0, Inp_1, Inp_2, Inp_3, Inp_4, Inp_5) are connected 
to the status outputs of the three winding temperature inputs. Three of the eight 
gates (0…7) in P_Logic are used in this example (1, 5, 6). Gate 1 is the OR
of the three high-high status bits. Gate 5 checks if the majority of the high status 
bits are true. Gate 6 ORs the outputs of Gates 1 and 5 to set the output of 
P_Logic.

To configure the gate functions (Gates 1 and 6 as OR and Gate 5 as Majority), use 
the following settings:

• Cfg_GateFunc[1] = 2
• Cfg_GateFunc[5] = 6 
• Cfg_GateFunc[6] = 2

Gate 1 is configured to look at the three high-high status inputs (Inp_0, Inp_2,
and Inp_4) by using the following settings:

• Cfg_GateSrc1Mask.1 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc1Ptr[1] = 0
• Cfg_GateSrc2Mask.1 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc2Ptr[1] = 2
• Cfg_GateSrc3Mask.1 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc3Ptr[1] = 4
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Gate 5 is configured to look at the three high status inputs (Inp_1, Inp_4, and 
Inp_5) by using the following settings:

• Cfg_GateSrc1Mask.5 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc1Ptr[5] = 1
• Cfg_GateSrc2Mask.5 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc2Ptr[5] = 3
• Cfg_GateSrc3Mask.5 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc3Ptr[5] = 5

Lastly, Gate 6 is configured to look at the outputs of gates 1 and 5 by using the 
following settings:

• Cfg_GateSrc1Mask.6 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc1Ptr[6] = 9
• Cfg_GateSrc2Mask.6 = 1, Cfg_GateSrc2Ptr[6] = 13

Cfg_OutSrcPtr needs to be set to 14 to take the output from Gate 6 and make it 
the output (Out_Live) of the P_Logic block. 

The on-delay time is then set to 5 seconds to prevent spurious trips of the output 
(Cfg_OnDelay = 5). 

Lastly, the string descriptions are used to provide documentation for you on the 
faceplate. In this example, they are set as follows:

• Cfg_0StText = OK
• Cfg_1StText = Tripped
• Cfg_Desc = Winding High Temperature Logic
• Cfg_Label = Configurable Logic
• Cfg_Tag = P_Logic
• Cfg_InpTxt[0] = Winding A Hi-Hi Temp
• Cfg_InpTxt[1] = Winding A Hi Temp
• Cfg_InpTxt[2] = Winding B Hi-Hi Temp
• Cfg_InpTxt[3] = Winding B Hi Temp
• Cfg_InpTxt[4] = Winding C Hi-Hi Temp
• Cfg_InpTxt[5] = Winding C Hi Temp
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Appendix A

Command Source, Simulation Types

This appendix describes Command Sources, Simulation, and the specific types 
that apply to each object.

Command Sources The Command Source selection determines the source of Commands and 
Settings for the object. For example, when the Command Source is Operator, the 
object processes Commands and Settings from the Operator. The available 
Command Sources are listed in Table 21.

Not all Command Sources are used in every object. Table 22 provides a list of 
which Command Sources are used for each object.

Highlighted indicators on the object faceplate display show which sources have 
requested control. If more than one source is requesting control, multiple 
indicators are highlighted. The sources are shown in priority order, and the 
highlighted source furthest to the left has control. If that source relinquishes 
control, the next source in priority order assumes control of the object.

A triangle in the upper left corner (as seen in the following screen capture on the 
icon in the far right) indicates the “Normal” command source.

IMPORTANT Simulation types for Add-On Instructions are not to be 
confused with VMWare-style virtualization, which offers 
PlantPAx® system element templates.
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Table 21 - Command Source Descriptions

Command Source Description

Operator The Operator controls the object. Operator Commands, 
such as OCmd_Start and OCmd_Stop, and Operator 
Settings, such as OSet_SP and OSet_CV, from the HMI 
are accepted. 

Program Program logic controls the object. Program Commands, 
such as PCmd_Start and PCmd_Stop, and Program 
Settings, such as PSet_SP and PSet_CV, are accepted. 

External An external system or other external devices control the 
object via logic. External Commands, such as 
XCmd_Start and XCmd_Stop, and External Settings, 
such as XSet_SP, XSet_CV, from Logic are accepted. 
Examples of external devices and systems that may 
control an object include a SCADA master system or 
local pilot devices (push buttons, switches, pilot lights).

Override Priority logic controls the object and supersedes Operator, 
Program, and External control. The Override Command 
Input (Inp_OvrdCmd) and other Override settings are 
accepted. If so configured (for example, 
Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk=1), bypassable interlocks and 
permissives are bypassed.

Maintenance Maintenance controls the object and supersedes Operator, 
Program, External, and Override control. Operator 
Commands and Settings from the HMI are accepted. 
Bypassable interlocks and permissives are bypassed, and 
feedback timeout checks are not processed.

Out of Service The object may be placed Out of Service by Maintenance 
from the HMI (Maintenance Out of Service). The object 
may also be placed Out of Service by scanning the 
instruction false (in a ladder diagram implementation) or 
by exposing and wiring the EnableIn input pin and setting 
it false (in a Function Block Diagram implementation). 
When the object is Out of Service, outputs are held de-
energized / at zero, and alarms are inhibited.

Hand Hardwired circuits or other logic outside the instruction 
controls the object, ignoring outputs of the instruction. 
The instruction tracks the state of the object via inputs for 
bumpless transfer back to another command source.
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Simulation There are two basic types for objects:
• Inputs (analog and discrete) — Type a simulated value into a device.

For example, you want the device to work with 50 psi
• Output devices (motors, values, drives) — Outputs to the actual device are 

held at zero (de-energized). The instruction behaves as if a working device 
were attached and operating without failures.

Table 22 - Command Source Per Object

P_CmdSrc
(1)

(1) Objects that are not listed do not have any Command Source.

Operat
or

Progra
m

Extern
al

Overri
de

Maintenan
ce

Out of 
Service

Han
d

P_AOut x x x x x x x

P_AOutHA
RT

x x x — x — x

P_D4SD x x x x x x x

P_DBC x x x x x x —

P_Dose x x x — x — x

P_DOut x x x x x x x

P_PIDE x x x x x x x

P_LLS x x x x x x x

P_Motor x x x x x x x

P_Motor2S
pd

x x x x x x x

P_MotorRe
v

x x x x x x x

P_nPos x x x x x x x

P_PF52x x x x x x x x

P_PF6000 x x x x x x x

P_PF753 x x x x x x x

P_PF755 x x x x x x x

P_PF7000 x x x x x x x

P_SMC50 x x x x x x x

P_SMC 
FLEX

x x x x x x x

P_Seq x x x x x x x

P_ValveC x x x x x x x

P_ValveM
O

x x x x x x x

P_ValveMP x x x x x x x

P_ValveSO x x x x x x x

P_VSD x x x x x x x
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Notes:
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Appendix B

Additional Add-on Instructions

Long Integer and 
Time Instructions

The Rockwell Automation Library of Process Objects provides additional sets of 
Add-On Instructions. The Logix firmware does not provide operations on Long 
Integers (LINT, 64-bit signed integers) used as time stamps. The instructions in 
Table 23 provide 64-bit integer math functionality for the Library objects.

The long integer instructions are calculation functions only, and no HMI 
components are provided.

Table 23 - Long Integer Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name

L_ABS Absolute Value (64 
bit)

This instruction returns the absolute value (positive magnitude) of 
an input 64-bit integer (LINT) value.

L_ABS_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_ADD Add (64 bit) Adds two LINT (signed 64 bit) values and returns a LINT (signed 
64 bit) sum.
Also provides math status bits for Carry, Negative, Overflow, and 
Zero result (equivalent to built-in S:C, S:N, S:V, S:Z).

L_ADD_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_AND Bitwise AND (64 bit) This instruction returns the bitwise Logical AND (output bit true if 
both corresponding input bits true) of two input 64-bit integers 
(LINTs), into an output 64-bit integer.

L_AND_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_DEC Decrement (64 bit) This instruction decrements the input 64-bit integer, to return its 
value minus 1.

L_DEC_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_DIV Divide (64 bit by 32 
bit)

This instruction implements an elementary-school shift/subtract 
(looping) method of dividing a 64-bit integer (LINT) dividend by 
a 32-bit integer (DINT) divisor. The resulting quotient is a 64-bit 
integer (LINT), and the remainder (32-bit integer DINT) is also 
returned.

L_DIV_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_EQU Equal (64 bit) This instruction compares two LINT (64-bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is equal to Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are set to true (1). 
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

L_EQU_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_FtoH Float to Half-
Precision

This instruction converts a 32-bit single-precision floating point 
number (REAL) to the best equivalent 16 bit ‘half-precision’ 
floating point number (stored in an INT, because Logix does not 
have a SREAL type).

It accounts for positive and negative zero, subnormal (small) 
numbers,
Infinity (+/- 1.$), Indeterminate (-1.#IND) and Not a Number (+/- 
1.#QNaN).

L_FtoH_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_GEQ Greater Than or Equal 
(64 bit)

This instruction compares two LINT (64 -bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is greater than or equal to Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are 
set to true (1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false 
(0).

L_GEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X
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L_GRT Greater Than (64 bit) This instruction compares two LINT (64 -bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is greater than Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are set to true 
(1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

L_GRT_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_HtoF Half-Precision to 
Float

This instruction converts a 16 bit (‘half-precision’) floating point 
number (contained in an INT, as Logix doesn't have an SREAL 
type) to the equivalent 32-bit single-precision floating point 
number (REAL).

It accounts for positive and negative zero, subnormal (small) 
numbers,
Infinity (+/- 1.$), Indeterminate (-1.#IND) and Not a Number (+/- 
1.#QNaN).

L_HtoF_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_INC Increment (64 bit) This instruction increments the input 64-bit integer, to return its 
value plus 1.

L_INC_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_LEQ Less Than or Equal 
(64 bit)

This instruction compares two LINT (64-bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is less than or equal to Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are set 
to true (1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

L_LEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_LES Less Than (64 bit) This instruction compares two LINT (64-bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is less than Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are set to true (1). 
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

L_LES_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_LIM Limit Test (Circular) 
(64 bit)

This instruction compares a 64-bit Input with a 64-bit High Limit 
and a 64-bit Low Limit.

There are two cases: a ‘normal case’ (Low Limit <= High Limit) 
and a ‘circular case’
(Low Limit > High Limit) In the normal case, EnableOut, and Out 
are set if: Low Limit <= Input <= High Limit In the circular case, 
EnableOut, and Out are set if: Input >= Low Limit OR Input <= 
HighLimit (remember, High Limit < Low Limit)

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the LIM instruction is used for 
32-bit integers and floating point numbers. However, because it 
has InOut Parameters (references to tags of LINT type), it is not 
left justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out 
is cleared to 0.

L_LIM_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_MEQ Masked Equal (64 bit) Performs a 64-bit bitwise comparison of a Source Value against a 
Compare Value, and returns true if they are the same in all bit 
positions that have a '1' in the Mask Value. Therefore, output is 
true if (Source AND Mask) = (Compare AND Mask).

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out 
is cleared to 0.

L_MEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_MUL Multiply (64-bit X 32-
bit)

This instruction implements an elementary-school multiply-and-
add-partial-products (place notation) method of multiplying a 64-
bit integer (LINT) by a 32-bit integer (DINT). The resulting 
product is a 64-bit integer (LINT).

L_MUL_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

Table 23 - Long Integer Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name
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L_MVM Move with Mask (64 
bit)

Performs a 64 bit bitwise Move with Mask of a Source Value to an 
Output. If a bit in the Mask is true, the corresponding Source bit is 
copied to the Output. If a bit in the Mask is false, the 
corresponding Output bit is left unchanged.

In other words, Output = (Output AND NOT Mask) OR (Source 
AND Mask).

L_MVM_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_NEG Negate (64 bit) This instruction returns the negative (2's complement) of an input 
64-bit integer
(LINT) value.

L_NEG_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_NEQ Not Equal (64 bit) This instruction compares two LINT (64-bit signed integer) 
variables.

If Inp_A is not equal to Inp_B, EnableOut and Out are set to true 
(1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

L_NEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

L_NOT Bitwise NOT (64 bit) This instruction returns the bitwise Logical NOT (inverse or 1's 
complement) of an input 64-bit integer (LINT) value. (It flips all 
bits.)

L_NOT_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_OR Bitwise OR (64 bit) This instruction returns the bitwise Logical OR (output bit true if 
either of the corresponding input bits are true) of two input 64-bit 
integers (LINTs), into an output 64-bit integer.

L_OR_1_0-00_AOI.L5X

L_OTE Output Energize (64 
bit)

This instruction energizes the given bit of the referenced LINT 
(64-bit integer) tag, that is, it sets the given bit (true, 1) if the 
EnableIn condition is true, or clears the given bit (false, 0) if the 
EnableIn condition is false.

If the given bit number is outside the range 0…63, the controller 
major faults on an invalid array index (bad bit number.) There is 
no validity check of the given bit number.

L_OTE_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_OTL Output Latch (64 bit) This instruction latches the given bit of the referenced LINT (64-
bit integer) tag, that is, it sets the given bit (true, 1) if the EnableIn 
condition is true, or leaves the given bit (and the referenced 
LINT) unmodified if the EnableIn condition is false.

If the given bit number is outside the range 0…63, the controller 
major faults on an invalid array index (bad bit number). There is 
no validity check of the given bit number.

L_OTL_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_OTU Output Unlatch (64 
bit)

This instruction unlatches the given Bit of the referenced LINT 
(64-bit integer) tag, that is, it clears the given bit (false, 0) if the 
EnableIn condition is true, or leaves the given bit (and the 
referenced LINT) unmodified if the EnableIn condition is false.

If the given Bit number is outside the range 0…63, the controller 
major faults on an invalid array index (bad bit number). There is 
no validity check of the given bit number.

L_OTU_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_SEL Select (64 bit) This instruction returns Input A if the input selector bit is false, 
Input B if the selector bit is true.

IMPORTANT: When EnableIn is false, the input selector bit 
sense is reversed. With the selector bit default value of 1, the rung 
state in an LD instance controls the selector in a straightforward 
manner. If the rung is true, select Inp_B; if the rung is false, select 
Inp_A.

L_SEL_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_SUB Subtract (64 bit) Subtracts two LINT (signed 64 bit) values and returns a LINT 
(signed 64 bit) difference.
Also provides math status bits for Carry (borrow), Negative, 
Overflow, and Zero result (equivalent to built-in S:C, S:N, S:V, 
S:Z).

L_SUB_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Table 23 - Long Integer Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name
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L_XIC Examine On (64 bit) This instruction examines the given Bit of the input LINT (64-bit 
integer) and outputs true (1) if the bit is 1, false (0) if the bit is 0.

IMPORTANT: Use the output rung state or EnableOut to feed 
downstream logic. The output bit ‘Out’ reflects only the state of 
the given bit, for ladder animation, and not the rung state.

If the given bit number is outside the range 0…63, the controller 
major faults on an invalid array index (bad bit number). There is 
no validity check of the given bit number.

L_XIC_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_XIO Examine Off (64 bit) This instruction examines the given Bit of the input LINT (64-bit 
integer) and outputs true (1) if the bit is 0, false (0) if the bit is 1.

IMPORTANT: Use the output rung state or EnableOut to feed 
downstream logic. The output bit ‘Out’ reflects only the state of 
the given bit, for ladder animation, and not the rung state.

If the given bit number is outside the range 0…63, the controller 
major faults on an invalid array index (bad bit number). There is 
no validity check of the given bit number.

L_XIO_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

L_XOR Bitwise XOR (64 bit) This instruction returns the bitwise Logical XOR (exclusive OR, 
output bit true if either but NOT both of the corresponding input 
bits are true) of two input 64-bit integers (LINTs), into an output 
64-bit integer.

L_XOR_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

T_LtoT LTIME to DateTime This instruction converts an LTIME (64-bit integer time stamp, for 
example, from an ALMD or ALMA instruction or the 
WallClockTime object) to a DateTime (Year, Month, Day, Hour, 
Minute, Second, Microsecond as DINTs) in Coordinated 
Universal Time (UTC offset = 0).

The input LTIME is the 64 bit (LINT) number of microseconds 
since
DT#1970-01-01_00:00:00.000000 UTC.

T_LtoT_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

T_TtoL DateTime to LTIME This instruction converts a DateTime (Year, Month, Day, Hour, 
Minute, Second, Microsecond as DINTs) in Coordinated 
Universal Time (UTC offset = 0) to an LTIME
(64-bit integer time stamp, for example, from an ALMD or 
ALMA instruction or the WallClockTime object).

The output LTIME is the 64 bit (LINT) number of microseconds 
since DT#1970-01-01_00:00:00.000000 UTC.

T_TtoL_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Table 23 - Long Integer Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name
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Time and Date 
Instructions

The Rockwell Automation Library of Process Objects also includes instructions 
for time and date functions.

The time and date instructions are calculation functions only, and no HMI 
components are provided.

Table 24 - Time and Date Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name

T_ADD DateTime:= DateTime 
+ Time

T_Add; Add Date/Time plus time to get new Date/Time

This instruction adds a given amount of Time to a Date/Time to 
arrive at a new
Date/Time. The new Date/Time is ‘normalized’, that is, given as a 
valid (if possible) Gregorian Date and Time:

• 0 <= Microseconds < 1,000,000
• 0 <= Seconds < 60    (This instruction cannot add leap seconds)
• 0 <= Minutes < 60
• 0 <= Hours < 24
• 1 <= Day <= 31 and Date is a valid Gregorian date
• 1 <= Month <= 12

T_ADD_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_Clock Date/Time Clock This object manages the controller ‘Wall Clock’, providing date 
and time services, including:

• Accepts downloaded date and time from HMI or other sync 
source and sets the clock

• Reads the clock and provides the local date and time to other 
logic
– IMPORTANT: Current date/time is provided as individual 

DINTs and as a Date Time type for use with Date/Time math 
instructions (T_ADD, T_SUB, T_GRT, and so forth) 

• Calculates and provides the day of the week for the current date
– IMPORTANT: Use T_DoW to calculate the day of the week 

for any given date
• Optionally sets a flag once a day to request a clock sync update
• Based on configured shift start times, determines the current 

production shift (for up to three shifts). The controller clock can 
be synchronized by writing a valid year, month, day, hour, 
minute, and second into the appropriate settings. When the 
clock has been set, the settings are returned to ‘-1’ and the time 
is reflected in the corresponding values and status.

T_Clock_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_DIFF Time:= DateTime - 
DateTime

T_DIFF: Date/Time minus Date/Time gives time difference

This instruction is given two Date/Time points and determines the 
amount of time between them. The result is given in days, hours, 
minutes, seconds, and microseconds. (Years and months are 
returned as zero, as the number of months is not used.) The Date/
Time parameters must be valid Gregorian Dates and valid clock 
times:

• 0 <= Microseconds < 1,000,000
• 0 <= Seconds < 60    (This instruction cannot add leap seconds)
• 0 <= Minutes < 60
• 0 <= Hours < 24
• 1 <= Day <= 31 and Date is a Valid Gregorian Date
• 1 <= Month <= 12

T_DIFF_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X
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T_DoW Day of the Week T_DoW: Day of the Week

This instruction takes a given Date/Time, and, for the date part, 
returns the day of the week:
(0 = Sun, 1 = Mon, 2 = Tue, 3 = Wed, 4 =T hu, 5 = Fri, 6 = Sat)

If the given date is invalid, a flag is set (but the calculated day of 
the week is returned anyway.)

IMPORTANT: The time part of input parameter DT (hours, 
minutes, seconds, microseconds) is ignored.

T_DoW_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Table 24 - Time and Date Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name
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T_DST Daylight Savings 
Time

This instruction manages Daylight Saving Time. It uses a number 
of configuration values to allow handling a wide variety of 
national and regional rules for when to start and end Daylight 
Saving Time (or ‘summer time’).

For use with HMI, it also provides values for display of the 
Month/Day and Hour/Minute of the points in time when DST 
starts and ends. Plus, for logging logic, it provides bits to indicate 
when time stamps have an overlap (1:30 a.m. happens twice) or 
there is a gap (one-shot).

Follow these steps for best results.
1. Clear Cfg_EnableDST to 0.
2. Open the Controller Properties, clear the DST checkbox, and 

set the clock to local STANDARD time
3. Configure the T_DST instruction per the following instructions.
4. Set the Cfg_EnableDST bit to 1.

The clock is switched to DST based on the rules that are entered if 
DST is in effect for your location.

Configuration:
• Cfg_FwdMo -- Month that is specified in rule for date to spring 

forward (1…12)
• Cfg_FwdOccur -- Occurrence of day of week to spring forward

1 = first, 2 = second…5 = last
• Cfg_FwdDoW -- Day of the week to spring forward

(0 = Sun…6 = Sat)
• Cfg_FwdDoM -- Day of month for spring forward if on a fixed 

date (1…31)
• Cfg_FwdDoWBefore -- Day of the week BEFORE the 

first…last day of week or date (0 = Sun…6 = Sat)
• Cfg_FwdHr --Hour (LOCAL) to spring forward (0…23)
• Cfg_FwdMin -- Minute (LOCAL) to spring forward (0…59)
• Cfg_FwdFixedDate --1 = Spring forward on fixed date, 0 = on 

occurrence of day of week
• Cfg_FwdUseBefore --1 = Spring forward on day of week 

before date or day of week
• Cfg_BackMo -- Month that is specified in rule for date to fall 

back (1…12)
• Cfg_BackOccur -- Occurrence of day of week to fall back 1 = 

first,
2 = second…5 = last

• Cfg_BackDoW -- Day of the week to fall back
(0 = Sun…6 = Sat)

• Cfg_BackDoM -- Day of month for fall-back if on a fixed date 
(1…31)

• Cfg_BackDoWBefore -- Day of the week BEFORE the 
first…last day of week or date (0 =S un…6 = Sat)

• Cfg_BackHr --Hour (LOCAL) to fall back (0…23)
• Cfg_BackMin -- Minute (LOCAL) to fall back (0…59)
• Cfg_BackFixedDate -- 1 = Fall-back on fixed date, 0=on 

occurrence of day of week
• Cfg_BackUseBefore: --1 = Fall-back on day of week before 

date or day of week
• Cfg_Offset --Number of minutes to spring forward or fall back

(0…1439, default = 60)
• Cfg_EnableDST --1 = Automatically adjust clock for DST,

0 = Always Standard Time, no DST

T_DST_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

Table 24 - Time and Date Instructions

Name Short Description Long Description File Name
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Appendix B Additional Add-on Instructions
Configuration Values for T_DST for Sample Rulesets
(T_DST Was Tested in Each of These Configurations)

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name

T_EQU DateTime = 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is equal to DT2, EnableOut and Out are set to true (1).
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the EQU instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_EQU_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

"Fall Back" Rule

First Sunday in 
November at 
02:00 Local

Last Sunday in 
October at 01:00 

UTC

Saturday before 
Last Sunday in 

October at 23:00 
UTC

For 2014:      
June 28 at   

02:00 Local

Sunday between 
Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur 

(varies)
Cfg_BackMo 11 10 10 6 varies
Cfg_BackOccur 1 5 5 --- varies
Cfg_BackDoW 0 0 0 --- 0
Cfg_BackDoM - - - 28 -
Cfg_BackDoWBefore - - 6 - -
Cfg_BackHr 2 varies by zone varies by zone 2 2
Cfg_BackMin 0 0 0 0 0
Cfg_BackFixedDate 0 (false) 0 (false) 0 (false) 1 (true) 0 (false)
Cfg_BackUseBefore 0 (false) 0 (false) 1 (true) 0 (false) 0 (false)
Cfg_Offset 60 60 60 60 60
Cfg_EnableDST 1 1 1 1 1
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T_GEQ DateTime >= 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is greater than (after) or equal to DT2, EnableOut and Out are 
set to true (1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the GEQ instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_GEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_GRT DateTime > 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is greater than (after) DT2, EnableOut and Out are set to true 
(1).
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the GRT instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_GRT_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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Appendix B Additional Add-on Instructions
T_LEQ DateTime <= 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is less than (before) or equal to DT2, EnableOut and Out are 
set to true (1). Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the LEQ instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_LEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_LES DateTime < 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is less than (before) DT2, EnableOut and Out are set to true 
(1).
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the LES instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_LES_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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T_LIM DateTime Limit 
Test

This instruction compares a Date-and-Time-of-Day or amount of 
time with a High Limit (Date/Time or amount of time) and a Low 
Limit (Date/Time or amount of time).

There are two cases: 
• ‘normal case’ (Low Limit <= High Limit) 
• ‘circular case’ (Low Limit > High Limit)

In the normal case, EnableOut and Out are set if:
    Low Limit <= DateTime <= High Limit

In the circular case, EnableOut and Out are set if:
    DateTime >= Low Limit OR DateTime <= High Limit (remember, 
High Limit < Low Limit)

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the LIM instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_LIM_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

T_LtoT LTIME to 
DateTime

This instruction converts an LTIME (64-bit integer time stamp, for 
example, from an ALMD or ALMA instruction or the 
WallClockTime object) to a DateTime (year, month, day, hour, 
minute, second, microsecond as DINTs) in Coordinated Universal 
Time (UTC offset = 0).

The input LTIME is the 64 bit (LINT) number of microseconds since
DT#1970-01-01_00:00:00.000000 UTC.

T_LtoT_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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T_NEQ DateTime <> 
DateTime?

This instruction compares two Date-and-Time-of-Day (DateTime) 
variables.

If DT1 is not equal to DT2, EnableOut and Out are set to true (1).
Otherwise EnableOut and Out are cleared to false (0).

This instruction can be used in ladder diagram, structured text, or 
function block Routines just like the NEQ instruction is used for 
integers and floating point numbers. However, because it has InOut 
Parameters (tag references to user-defined data types), it is not left 
justified on ladder rungs.

On a False rung in LD, or in FBD with EnableIn cleared to 0, Out is 
cleared to 0.

IMPORTANT: This instruction is dependent on the user-defined 
data type ‘DateTime’ (external to this Add-On Instruction 
definition).

‘DateTime’ is defined as the following:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_NEQ_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_Now Current DateTime Returns the current local date and time from the controller clock as a 
DateTime
In/Out Parameter.

This instruction depends on the (external) DateTime data type:

• Yr -- DINT (year)
• Mo -- DINT (month)
• Da -- DINT day)
• Hr -- DINT (hour)
• Min -- DINT (minute)
• Sec -- DINT (second)
• uSec -- DINT (microsecond)

T_Now_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

T_Scan Time Since 
Previous Scan

Returns the time between the previous scan of the instance and the 
current scan of the same instance as a REAL number of Seconds.

T_Scan_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_SEL DateTime Select This instruction uses an Input bit signal to select one of two Date/
Time values.

IMPORTANT: The selected Date/Time is only ‘moved through’ as-
is; it is not ‘normalized’ to a valid Gregorian Date and Time:
Inp_Sel is defaulted to 1 so this instruction can be used on a ladder 
diagram routine rung with the rung condition as the selector: Rung 
True selects DT1, Rung False selects DT0. The Inp_Sel is inverted 
when EnableIn is False (false rung). This inversion can be useful 
beyond this ladder diagram function.

T_SEL_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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T_SUB DateTime:= 
DateTime - Time

T_Sub: Subtract Date/Time minus time to get new Date/Time.

This instruction subtracts a given amount of time from a Date/Time 
to arrive at a new Date/Time. The new Date/Time is ‘normalized’, 
that is, given as a valid (if possible) Gregorian Date and Time:

• 0 <= Microseconds < 1,000,000
• 0 <= Seconds < 60    (This instruction cannot add leap seconds)
• 0 <= Minutes < 60
• 0 <= Hours < 24
• 1 <= Day <= 31 AND Date is a Valid Gregorian Date
• 1 <= Month <= 12

T_SUB_1_0-
01_AOI.L5X

T_Sun Sun Rise / Set / 
Az/El

This instruction takes a given Date/Time, and for the date part, plus 
the configured latitude, longitude, and UTC offset, returns the Date/
Time of local sunrise and local sunset (to the nearest minute, 
accurate to within about 2 minutes).

Solar Azimuth (heading, clockwise in degrees from true north) and 
Elevation (degrees above horizon) are calculated and accurate to 
within about half a degree when the sun is above the horizon. 
Azimuth bearing is not necessarily accurate when elevation is more 
than a degree or two negative.

The given date is assumed valid. If necessary, check by using 
T_Valid first.

IMPORTANT: This instruction uses only the month and day to 
estimate the sunrise and sunset times to within a couple minutes. It 
does not deal with detailed astronomical calculations that are based 
on planetary models. It is based on the current Gregorian calendar 
and does not deal with Julian dates for dates before 1582.

For algorithms, see:
http://www.srrb.noaa.gov/highlights/sunrise/solareqns.PDF

To get your latitude and longitude, see:
http://www.batchgeocode.com/lookup/

T_Sun_1_0-00_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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T_Sync Synchronize 
Controller Clock

This object synchronizes the controller real-time clock with an NTP 
Time Server with excellent reliability (computer responsible for 
network time, or a standard time server, like time.windows.com) 

IMPORTANT: This instruction is not a full NTP precision 
exchange. It is simply a quick ‘get’ of the NTP server time and the 
instruction applies it to the controller clock.

It supports the following features: 
• Ability to sync controller clock to server on Maintenance 

command 
• Ability to sync on a periodic (default = daily) basis 
• Ability to retry on a periodic (default = hourly) basis on a failure 

to retrieve date/time from server 
• Ability to sync on controller powerup or PROGRAM to RUN 

transition. 
• Ability via configuration to allow or disallow each of the previous 

methods 
• Reads time from NTP server and displays time that is received as 

Values. 
• Updates the controller clock to time received (if allowed by 

configuration) 
• Calculates clock drift (difference between previous and new 

controller time) and displays as Values. 

Cfg_PollT: The Poll Time (default = 1440 min = 1 day) is the 
number of minutes between polls of the NTP server for excellent 
time reliability after a successful get of the time. 

Cfg_RetryT: The Retry Time (default = 60 min = 1 hour) is the 
number of minutes between polls of the NTP server for excellent 
time reliability after a failure to get the time. 

Cfg_ENSlotNumber: Enter the chassis slot number of the EtherNet/
IP module (for example, 1756-EN2T) that can communicate with 
the time server. This module must support ‘socket services’. For 
more information, see the EtherNet/IP Socket Interface Application 
Technique, publication ENET-AT002. 
TIP: For CompactLogix™ controllers with built-in Ethernet 
interface (for example, the 1769-L36ERM), use a value of 1. 
IMPORTANT: The Cfg_ENSlotNumber value is used to build the 
Path for the MSG instructions that are used in T_Sync. If you change 
Cfg_ENSlotNumber while the controller is running, you can cycle 
the controller to PROG and back to RUN for the Path change to take 
effect.

Cfg_Host (a Local STRING tag): Name or IP address of the time 
server.
IMPORTANT: If you use the name of the host, be sure the DNS 
(domain name service) server addresses are configured for your 
Ethernet module so the name can be resolved to an IP address. The 
default value of 'time.nist.gov' for users in the United States provides 
an automatic redirect to an available time server with excellent 
reliability. For a local domain, the domain controller often provides 
time service for members of the domain; if it has a fixed IP address, 
you can enter it in the common dotted-decimal format, for example 
'192.168.1.1'.
Cfg_Port (a Local STRING tag): Number of the IP Port for the NTP 
time service. This string must be in the form: '?port=nnn' where nnn 
is the port number in decimal. The default NTP port number is 123, 
so the default value of '?port=123' works for most cases.

Cfg_AllowClockUpdate: 
    1 = Allow Add-On Instruction to update controller clock. 
    0 = Get the time (UTC) and display it.

T_Sync_1_0-
05_AOI.L5X

T_Sync_1_0-
05_RUNG.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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Cfg_AllowMCmdSync: 
    1 = Permit manual sync request via MCmd_Sync.
    0 = No manual sync request allowed.

Cfg AllowPeriodicSync:
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T_TtoISO_Wk
Date

Date to ISO Week 
Date

This object converts a Date in common form (Year, Month, Day) to 
an ISO-8601 Week Date (like 2014-W04-2, meaning Tuesday in the 
fourth week of Week-Numbered Year 2014) for 2014-01-21.

This object calculates the ISO Year, ISO Week, and ISO Day (day of 
the week). The ISO Day is specified as 1=Monday …7=Sunday. 
This object also determines the number of weeks (52 or 53) in the 
calculated ISO Year.

The Date to convert is given in the Year, Month, and Day of the 
Ref_DT reference tag, of type DateTime (Year, Month, Day, Hour, 
Minute, Second, Microsecond).

The Week-Numbered Year does not necessarily start on January 1. It 
can start from December 29 through January 4. The first week of an 
ISO Week-Numbered Year is the week, beginning with Monday and 
ending on Sunday, which contains the first THURSDAY of the 
calendar year. See Wikipedia, ‘ISO Week Date’, for more 
information.

T_TtoISO_WkDate_1_0-
00
_AOI.L5X

T_TtoL DateTime to 
LTIME

This instruction converts a DateTime (year, month, day, hour, 
minute, second, microsecond as DINTs) in Coordinated Universal 
Time (UTC offset = 0) to an
LTIME (64-bit integer time stamp, for example, from an ALMD or 
ALMA instruction or the WallClockTime object).

The output LTIME is the 64-bit (LINT) number of microseconds 
since
DT#1970-01-01_00:00:00.0000 UTC.

T_TtoL_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

T_TtoS Date/Time to 
String

This instruction takes the given date and formats it as a human-
readable STRING.

For example, for the Date/Time:
   2008 12 31 23 59 59 999999
the return STRING is (based on configuration):
   Wednesday, December 31, 2008 11:59:59.999999 p.m.

Options are provided for:
• 24- or 12-hour time format (with a.m. or p.m. indicator on the 12-

hour format)
• Displaying or not displaying microseconds
• Displaying or not displaying seconds
• Displaying or not displaying the Day of the Week
• Displaying day first (31 July) or month first (July 31)
• Displaying date in an ISO-format (YYYY-MM-DD)

This instruction checks for a valid (Gregorian) date and time and 
returns ‘Invalid Date’ and/or ‘Invalid Time’ as appropriate in the 
output STRING. The following are valid
dates/times:
• 0 <= Microseconds < 1,000,000
• 0 <= Seconds < 60
• 0 <= Minutes < 60
• 0 <= Hours < 24
• 1<= Days <= 31 and a valid Gregorian Date (Feb = 28 or 29 days)
• 1 <= Month <= 12
• Year in the range +/- 5879600

The names of the days of the week and the months of the year, and 
the AM and PM indicator text can be changed by using the Local 
Tags Monitor for the instance.

T_TtoS_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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T_Valid Is DateTime 
Valid?

This instruction tests the given DateTime variable and verifies that it 
is a valid calendar date and clock time, as follows:

• 0 <= Microseconds < 1,000,000
• 0 <= Seconds < 60    (This instruction cannot check leap seconds)
• 0 <= Minutes < 60
• 0 <= Hours < 24
• 1 <= Day <= 31 and Day is Valid for Gregorian Date (28, 29, 30, 

or 31 days in month
• 1 <= Month <= 12
• Year is within the range of dates that this instruction can calculate 

a Gregorian day number (about +/- 5.8 million years)

IMPORTANT: This instruction does not switch to Julian dates for 
dates before 1582 (or 1753). This instruction assumes that the 
Gregorian Calendar extends ‘indefinitely’ (at least 5.8 million years) 
either side of ‘zero’. It does handle the Gregorian 4-, 100-, 400-year 
rules, so Feb. 29, 2000 is a valid date, but Feb. 29, 2100 is not.

T_Valid_1_0-
00_AOI.L5X

Name Short 
Description

Long Description File Name
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Appendix C

Process Strategies

Process Strategies Process strategies incorporate the Rockwell Automation Library of Process 
Objects. To meet control system needs, process strategies provide pre-connected 
functionality. These sets of connected Process Library objects help reduce 
implementation time and improve control objectives for process devices.

The strategies can be imported as Function Block routines and Ladder Logic 
rung imports. For more information, see the PlantPAx System Application 
Configuration User Manual, publication PROCES-UM003.

The following table provides a summary of the available Process Strategies:
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Appendix C Process Strategies
Table 25 - Process Strategies

Object Category Description Additional 
Process 
Library 
Objects Used

Process Strategy 

I/O Processing Discrete Input Object (P_DIn) None (RA-LIB)PS_DIn_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete Output (P_DOut) • P_Intlk (RA-LIB)PS_DOut_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete Output (P_DOut) without Interlocks None (RA-LIB)PS_DOut_noInltk_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Basic Analog Input (P_AIn) None (RA-LIB)PS_AIn_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Basic Analog Input (P_AIn) with Analog Input 
Channel Diagnostics

• P_AIChan (RA-LIB)PS_AIn_Chan_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Advanced Analog Input (P_AInAdv) None (RA-LIB)PS_AInAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Advanced Analog Input (P_AInAdv) with 
Analog Input Channel Diagnostics

• P_AIChan (RA-LIB)PS_AInAdv_Chan_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Dual Sensor Analog Input (P_AInDual) None (RA-LIB)PS_AInDual_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Dual Sensor Analog Input (P_AInDual) with 
Analog Input Channel Diagnostics

• P_AIChan 
(2)

(RA-LIB)PS_AInDual_Chan_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Multiple Analog Input (P_AInMulti) None (RA-LIB)PS_AInMulti_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Analog Output (P_AOut) • P_Intlk (RA-LIB)PS_AOut_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Analog Output (P_AOut) without Interlocks None (RA-LIB)PS_AOut_noInltk_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete Input Object Advanced (P_DInAdv) (RA-LIB)PS_DInAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete Output (P_DOut) • P_IntlkAdv (RA-LIB)PS_DOut_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete Output (P_DOut) without Interlocks (RA-LIB)PS_DOut_noIntlk_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Analog Output (P_AOut) (RA-LIB)PS_AOut_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Regulatory 
Control

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) • P_IntlkAdv (RA-LIB)PS_PID_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) with Basic Analog 
Input

• P_AIn
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-LIB)PS_PID_AIn_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) with Basic Analog 
Input and Channel Diagnostics

• P_AIn
• P_AIChan 
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-LIB)PS_PID_AIn_Chan_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) with Advanced 
Analog Input

• P_AInAdv
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-LIB)PS_PID_AInAdv_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) with Advanced 
Analog Input and Channel Diagnostics

• P_AInAdv
• P_AIChan
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_AInAdv_Chan_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with Basic 
Analog Input and Channel Diagnostics: 
Primary (outer) Loop

• P_AIn
• P_AIChan 
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_Casc_IntlkAdv_AIn_Pri_4_10-
00_ROUTINE

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with Basic 
Analog Input and Channel Diagnostics: 
Secondary (inner) Loop

• P_AIn
• P_AIChan 
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_Casc_IntlkAdv_AIn_Sec_4_10-
00_ROUTINE

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with 
Advanced Analog Input and Channel 
Diagnostics: Primary (outer) Loop

• P_AInAdv
• P_AIChan 
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_Casc_IntlkAdv_AInAdv_Pri_4_1
0-00_ROUTINE

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with 
Advanced Analog Input and Channel 
Diagnostics: Secondary (inner) Loop

• P_AInAdv
• P_AIChan 
• P_IntlkAdv

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_Casc_IntlkAdv_AInAdv_Sec_4_1
0-00_ROUTINE

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with Basic 
Analog Input, PowerFlex 755 Drive: Primary 
(outer) Loop

• P_AIn
• P_PF755

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_PF755_IntlkAdv_AIn_Pri_4_10-
00_ROUTINE

PID Enhanced (P_PIDE) Cascade with Basic 
Analog Input, PowerFlex 755 Drive: 
Secondary (inner) Loop with PowerFlex755 
Drive as Final Control Element

• P_PF755
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_RunTime

(RA-
LIB)PS_PID_PF755_IntlkAdv_AIn_Sec_4_10-
00_ROUTINE

Ramp / Soak (RMPS) None (RA-LIB)PS_RMPS_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Analog Fanout (P_Fanout) None (RA-LIB)PS_Fanout_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

High or Low Selector (P_HiLoSel) None (RA-LIB)PS_HiLoSel_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Model-Based 
Control

Internal Model Control (IMC) None (RA-LIB)PS_IMC_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Coordinated Control (CC) None (RA-LIB)PS_CC_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Modular Multivariable Control (MMC) None (RA-LIB)PS_MMC_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Procedural 
Control

Dosing (P_Dose) with Flowmeter using Basic 
Analog Input and Channel Diagnostics

• P_AIn
• P_AIChan

(RA-LIB)PS_DoseFM_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Dosing (P_Dose) with Weigh Scale None (RA-LIB)PS_DoseWS_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Sequencer Object (P_Seq) with Prompt • P_Prompt
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_Seq_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Sequencer Object (P_Seq) without Prompt • P_Intlk
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_Seq_noPrompt_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Sequencer Object (P_Seq) with Prompt • P_Prompt
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_Seq_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Sequencer Object (P_Seq) without Prompt • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_Seq_noPrompt_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Totalizer None (RA-LIB)PS_Tot_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Valves Control Valve • P_Intlk (RA-LIB)PS_ValveC_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Control Valve • P_IntlkAdv (RA-LIB)PS_ValveC_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Valve • P_Intlk
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveHO_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Valve • P_IntlkAdv
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveHO_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Motor-Operated Valve • P_Perm (2)
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveMO_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Mix-Proof Valve • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveMP_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Mix-Proof Valve • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveMP_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Solenoid-Operated Valve • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveSO_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Solenoid-Operated Valve • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_ValveStats

(RA-LIB)PS_ValveSO_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Single-Speed 
Motors

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_E300Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_Motor_E300Ovld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_E3Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_E3Ovld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E1Plus • P_E1PlusE
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_E1PlusE_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_Motor) with E1Plus • P_E1PlusE
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor_E1PlusE_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Two-Speed 
Motors 

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_E300Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_E300OVld_IntlkAdv_4_10
-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_E3Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_Motor2Spd_E3OVld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Motor Monitors 
(Hand-Operated 
Motors)

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm 
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorHO_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm 
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorHO_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) with 
E300 Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorHO_E300Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) with 
E300 Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_MotorHO_E300Ovld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorHO_E3Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Hand-Operated Motor (P_MotorHO) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_MotorHO_E3Ovld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_MotorHO) with E1Plus • P_E1PlusE
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorHO_E1PlusE_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Single-speed Motor (P_MotorHO) with E1Plus • P_E1PlusE
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_MotorHO_E1PlusE_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Reversing 
Motors

Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorRev_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorRev_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorRev_E300Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E300 
Overload Relay

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_MotorRev_E300OVld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-LIB)PS_MotorRev_E3Ovl_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Two-speed Motor (P_Motor2Spd) with E3 / 
E3Plus Overload Relay

• P_E3Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_Runtime
• P_ResInh

(RA-
LIB)PS_MotorRev_E3OVld_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Drives PowerFlex 525 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF52x_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 525 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF52x_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 753 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF753_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 753 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF753_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 755 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF755_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 755 Variable-Frequency Drive • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF755_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 6000 Medium Voltage Variable-
Frequency Drive

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF6000_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 6000 Medium Voltage Variable-
Frequency Drive

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF6000_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 7000 Medium Voltage Variable-
Frequency Drive

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF7000_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 7000 Medium Voltage Variable-
Frequency Drive

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_PF7000_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Generic Variable-Frequency Drive (via 
discrete/analog signals)

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_VSD_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Generic Variable-Frequency Drive (via 
discrete/analog signals)

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_VSD_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Smart Motor 
Controllers (Soft 
Starters)

SMC-50 Smart Motor Controller (P_SMC50) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_SMC50_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

SMC-50 Smart Motor Controller (P_SMC50) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_SMC50_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

SMCFlex Smart Motor Controller 
(P_SMCFlex)

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_SMCFlex_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

SMCFlex Smart Motor Controller 
(P_SMCFlex)

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-LIB)PS_SMCFlex_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Low Voltage 
Motor Control 
Centers

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, no run feedback 
(Operating Mode 3)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_E300Ovld_OpMode3
_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, no run feedback 
(Operating Mode 3)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_E300Ovld_OpMode3
_IntlkAdv_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, run feedback wired 
(Operating Mode 11)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_E300Ovld_OpMode1
1_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, run feedback wired 
(Operating Mode 11)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_E300Ovld_OpMode1
1_IntlkAdv_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, hardwired Hand/
Off/Auto (Operating Mode 2)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_HOA_E300Ovld_Op
Mode2_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Non-Reversing Motor (P_Motor) 
with E300 Overload Relay, hardwired Hand/
Off/Auto (Operating Mode 2)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVNR_HOA_E300Ovld_Op
Mode2_IntlkAdv_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) 
with E300 Overload Relay, no run feedback 
(Operating Mode 5)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVR_E300Ovld_OpMode5_
4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) 
with E300 Overload Relay, no run feedback 
(Operating Mode 5)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVR_E300Ovld_OpMode5_I
ntlkAdv_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) 
with E300 Overload Relay, run feedback wired 
(Operating Mode 13)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_Intlk
• P_Perm (2)
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVR_E300Ovld_OpMode13
_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Full-Voltage Reversing Motor (P_MotorRev) 
with E300 Overload Relay, run feedback wired 
(Operating Mode 13)

• P_E300Ovld
• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm (2)
• P_ResInh
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_FVR_E300Ovld_OpMode13
_IntlkAdv_MainRoutine_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 525 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF52x) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF525_with_HOA_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 525 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF52x) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF525_with_HOA_IntlkAdv
_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Low Voltage 
Motor Control 
Centers

PowerFlex 753 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF753) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF753_with_HOA_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 753 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF753) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF753_with_HOA_IntlkAdv
_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 755 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF755) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_Intlk
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF755_with_HOA_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

PowerFlex 755 Variable-Frequency Drive 
(P_PF755) with hardwired Hand/Off/Auto 
switch

• P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm
• P_Runtime

(RA-
LIB)PS_LVMCC_PF755_with_HOA_IntlkAdv
_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Other Discrete 2-, 3-, or 4-State Device (P_D4SD) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_D4SD_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete 2-, 3-, or 4-State Device (P_D4SD) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_D4SD_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X

Configurable Boolean Logic (8-gates) 
(P_Logic)

None (RA-LIB)PS_Logic_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

I/O Module Connection Status (RUNG import) None (RA-LIB)PS_ModuleSts_4_10-00_RUNG.L5X

Discrete n-Position (up to 8) Device (P_nPos) • P_Intlk
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_nPos_4_10-00_ROUTINE.L5X

Discrete n-Position (up to 8) Device (P_nPos) • P_IntlkAdv
• P_Perm

(RA-LIB)PS_nPos_IntlkAdv_4_10-
00_ROUTINE.L5X
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Input Parameters

		Library Object		Input Parameter		input-0utput		Data Type		Alias For		Default		Description

		P_Alarm		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
See Implementation by Using the EnableIn False Feature.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_Alarm		Inp				BOOL				1		Alarm condition input 1 = alarm.

		P_Alarm		Inp_Reset				BOOL				0		Input parameter used to programmatically reset alarms. When set to 1, an alarm requiring reset is reset.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_Exists				BOOL				1		1 = Alarm configured to exist. 
0 = Does not exist, don't scan.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_ResetReqd				BOOL				0		1 = Alarm is latched when it occurs, and a reset command is required to clear the alarm after the abnormal condition clears.
0 = Not latched, no reset required, alarm clears when abnormal condition clears.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_AckReqd				BOOL				1		1 = Acknowledge required for alarm.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_AllowShelve				BOOL				1		1 = Allow operator to shelve alarm.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_AllowDisable				BOOL				1		1 = Allow maintenance to disable alarm.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_Severity				DINT				750		This parameter determines the severity of the alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, this severity parameter drives only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm and Event definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarm and Event display commands.

		P_Alarm		Cfg_MaxShelfT				DINT				480		Auto unshelve after being shelved this long (minutes) (type zero for maximum).

		P_Alarm		Cfg_AlmMinOnT				DINT				5		Minimum time alarm output stays on (seconds).

		P_Alarm		PCfg_AllowExist				BOOL				1		1 = Alarm can be configured to exist.
0 = Other configurations make alarm meaningless.
EXAMPLE: For a motor configured to have no run feedback, this bit is cleared to 0 on the Fail to Start and Fail to Stop alarms. These conditions cannot exist, so do not scan these alarms.

		P_Alarm		PCmd_Reset				BOOL				0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•    This parameter is always reset automatically

		P_Alarm		PCmd_Ack				BOOL				0		•    Set PCmd_Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_Alarm		PCmd_Suppress				BOOL				0		•    Set PCmd_Suppress to 1 to suppress alarm
•    Set PCmd_Unsuppress to 1 to unsuppress alarm
•    These parameters reset automatically


				PCmd_Unsuppress				BOOL				0

		P_Alarm		PCmd_Unshelve				BOOL				0		•    Set PCmd_Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_Gate		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		Inp				BOOL				0		Input Condition. This is the result of threshold comparison usually performed by the parent object.								Read/Write		0

		P_Gate		Inp_Gate				BOOL				1		Gate input used for status detection. When set to 1, input monitoring is enabled. When enabled, on delay and off delay times are applied after the gate delay time. When set to 0, input detection is disabled and the status output is forced off.								Read/Write		0

		P_Gate		Cfg_GateDly				REAL				0		The amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for status outputs to be enabled. On delays and off delays are applied to the input after the gate delay is completed.								Read/Write		0

		P_Gate		Cfg_OnDly				REAL				0		Determines the minimum time (in seconds) the input must remain on for the status to be set.
On-delay times are typically used to avoid unnecessary status indication or alarm when a value only briefly overshoots its threshold.								Read/Write		0

		P_Gate		Cfg_OffDly				REAL				0		Determines the amount of time (in seconds) the input must be cleared in order to clear the status. Off delay times are typically used to reduce chattering status indicators or alarms.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Inp_Intlk00…Inp_Intlk15				BOOL		Wrk_Inp.0		0		Interlock condition inputs - If Input is not in the OK state that is defined by Cfg_OKState and not bypassed (if able to be bypassed per Cfg_Bypassable), then the appropriate interlock status (Sts_IntlkOK and Sts_NBIntlkOK) are set to 0 to stop the equipment.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Inp_BypActive				BOOL				0		1 = Interlock Bypassing is active.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Inp_LatchDefeat				BOOL				0		Latch Defeat 1 = Do not latch inputs even if configured for latching.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Inp_Reset				BOOL				0		Input parameter that is used to programmatically reset latched interlocks. When set to 1, all latched interlocks that require a reset are reset.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Intlk		Cfg_OKState				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Bits determine the state (0 or 1) of each input that is OK to run.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Latched				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Set bits determine the conditions that are latched (sealed in).								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Bypassable				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Set bits determine the conditions that can be bypassed.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		Cfg_HasNav				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Set bits determine the Navigation buttons that are enabled.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		PCmd_Reset				BOOL				0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset latched interlocks
•    This parameter is reset automatically

		P_IntlkAdv		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_Intlk00…Inp_Intlk15				BOOL		Wrk_Inp.0		0		Interlock condition inputs - If Input is not in the OK state that is defined by Cfg_OKState and not bypassed (if able to be bypassed per Cfg_Bypassable), then the appropriate interlock status (Sts_IntlkOK and Sts_NBIntlkOK) are set to 0 to stop the equipment.

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_IOFault		Input		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_Avail		Input		BOOL				2#1

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_BypActive		Input		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_LatchDefeat		Input		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_OKState		Input		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Latched		Input		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Bypassable		Input		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_HasNav		Input		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Type0…Cfg_Type15				SINT				6

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_HasType		Input		SINT				2#1111_1111

		P_IntlkAdv		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0

		P_CmdSrc		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_CmdSrc		Inp_Hand				BOOL				0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Inp_Ovrd				BOOL				0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Inp_ExtInh				BOOL				0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasOper				BOOL				1		1=Operator (unlocked) exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasOperLocked				BOOL				1		1=Operator Locked exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasProg				BOOL				1		1=Program (unlocked) exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasProgLocked				BOOL				1		1=Program Locked exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasExt				BOOL				0		1=External exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasMaint				BOOL				1		1=Maintenance exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_HasMOoS				BOOL				1		1=Maintenance Out of Service exists, can be selected		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_OvrdOverLock				BOOL				1		1=Override supersedes Prog/Oper Lock, 0=don't override Lock		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_ExtOverLock				BOOL				0		1=External supersedes Prog/Oper Lock, 0=don't override Lock		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_ProgPwrUp				BOOL				0		1=Power Up to Prog, 0=Power Up to Oper		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_ProgNormal				BOOL				0		Normal Source: 1=Program if no requests; 0=Operator if no requests		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_PCmdPriority				BOOL				0		Command Priority: 1=Program Cmds Win; 0=Operator Cmds Win		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_PCmdProgAsLevel				BOOL				0		1=PCmd_Prog used as a Level (1=Prog, 0=Oper)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_PCmdLockAsLevel				BOOL				0		1=PCmd_Lock used as a Level (1=Lock, 0=Unlock)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_ExtAcqAsLevel		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to select Out Of Service		Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		PCmd_Oper				BOOL				0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		PCmd_Prog				BOOL				0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		PCmd_Lock				BOOL				0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		PCmd_Unlock				BOOL				0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		PCmd_Normal				BOOL				0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		MCmd_OoS				BOOL				0		Maintenance Command to select Out Of Service		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		MCmd_IS				BOOL				0		Maintenance Command to select In Service		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		MCmd_Acq				BOOL				0		Maintenance Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog/Ovrd to Maint)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		MCmd_Rel				BOOL				0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		OCmd_Oper				BOOL				0		Operator Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		OCmd_Prog				BOOL				0		Operator Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		OCmd_Lock				BOOL				0		Operator Command to Lock Operator (disallow Program)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		OCmd_Unlock				BOOL				0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		OCmd_Normal				BOOL				0		Operator Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_CmdSrc		XRdy_Acq		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Normal (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_CmdSrc		XRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read Only		0

		P_CmdSrc		XCmd_Acq				BOOL				0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_CmdSrc		XCmd_Rel				BOOL				0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_CmdSrc		Cfg_ExtAcqAsLevel				BOOL				0		1 = XCmdAcq Used as Level (1 = Acquire, 0 = Release)

		P_Perm		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_Perm		Inp_Perm00…Inp_Perm15				BOOL		Wrk_Inp.0…Wrk_Inp.15		1		Permissive Condition [00…15].

		P_Perm		Inp_BypActive				BOOL				0		1=Permissive Bypassing is currently active

		P_Perm		Cfg_OKState				INT				2#1111_1111_1111_1111		Bits indicate which state (0 or 1) of each input is OK to start

		P_Perm		Cfg_Bypassable				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Set bits indicate which conditions can be bypassed

		P_Perm		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Perm		Cfg_HasNav				INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Set bits indicate which Navigation buttons are enabled

		P_Reset		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_Reset		Inp_Reset				BOOL				0		Reset Input, 1=Reset, from pushbutton or another object

		P_Reset		Inp_ResetReqd				BOOL				1		1=Reset Required, enable Reset button

		P_Reset		Cfg_MinHoldTime				REAL				1.0		Minimum Time to hold Reset Output true (sec)

		P_Reset		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Reset		PCmd_Reset				BOOL				0		Program Command to Reset, from other object

		P_Prompt		EnableIn				BOOL				1		Enable Input - System Defined Parameter

		P_Prompt		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Prompt		Inp_Req				BOOL				0		Input to Enable an Operator Prompt

		P_Prompt		Inp_Ref				DINT				0		Number of Manual Prompt configurations in the array to use

		P_Prompt		Inp_ScalePct				REAL				100.0		Percent by which to scale numeric display values

		P_Prompt		Inp_Real_0				REAL				0.0		Programmatic Real Value to display (0)

		P_Prompt		Inp_Real_1				REAL				0.0		Programmatic Real Value to display (1)

		P_Prompt		Inp_Real_2				REAL				0.0		Programmatic Real Value to display (2)

		P_Prompt		Inp_Real_3				REAL				0.0		Programmatic Real Value to display (3)

		P_Prompt		OCmd_Cfm				BOOL				0		Operator Confirmation

		P_Prompt		Prompts				P_PromptCfg[1]						Prompt instance configuration data

		P_Prompt		RespData				P_PromptResp						structure to hold most recent response data in Character format

		P_Logic		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.								0

		P_Logic		Inp_0…Inp_7		Input		BOOL		Wrk_Src.0…Wrk_Src.7		0		Logic Input 0…7.								0

		P_Logic		Inp_Hold		Input		BOOL				0		0 --> 1: Capture previous scan states in Snapshot.		1		1=Hold prev states in Snapshot; 0=Pass live states to Snapshot		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Input parameter used to programmatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		1		1=Reset Snapshot latch, show live states		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_UseInpHold		Input		BOOL				0		1 = Use Inp_Hold to snap state; 0 = Use Cmds or Output transition to snap		0		1=Use Inp_Hold to snap state; 0=Use Cmds or Output transition to snap		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_UsePCmd		Input		BOOL				1		1 = Enable Snapshot on PCmd_Snap 0 --> 1 (edge).		0		1=Enable snapshot on PCmd_Snap 0 --> 1 (edge)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_UseOCmd		Input		BOOL				1		1 = Enable Snapshot on OCmd_Snap 0 --> 1 (edge).		0		1=Enable snapshot on OCmd_Snap 0 --> 1 (edge)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_UseOut01		Input		BOOL				1		1 = Enable Snapshot on Output 0 --> 1 (rising edge).		0		1=Enable snapshot on Output 0 --> 1 (rising edge)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_UseOut10		Input		BOOL				0		1 = Enable Snapshot on Output 1 --> 0 (falling edge).		0		1=Enable snapshot on Output 1 --> 0 (falling edge)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_TSonSnap		Input		BOOL				0		1 = Generate a TimeStamp when Snapshot occurs		0		1=Generate a TimeStamp when Snapshot occurs		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_SnapOver		Input		BOOL				0		1 = New Snapshot overwrites without reset. 
0 = Save first Snapshot until reset.		0		1=New snapshot overwrites without reset, 0=save first snapshot till reset		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0		1 = Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Logic		Cfg_OnDelay		Input		REAL				0.0		Output ON delay time (seconds).		0		Output ON delay time (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		Cfg_OffDelay		Input		REAL				0.0		Output OFF delay time (seconds).		0		Output OFF delay time (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		PCmd_Snap		Input		BOOL				0		•        Set PCmd_Snap to 1 to capture input, gate states in Snapshot
•        This parameter resets automatically.		0		Program Command to capture Input, Gate states in Snapshot		Read/Write		0

		P_Logic		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		•        Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset (re-arm) snapshot latch
•        This parameter resets automatically		0		Program Command to Reset (re-arm) Snapshot Latch		Read/Write		0





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Output Parameters

		Library Object		Output Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default		Description

		P_Alarm		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.

		P_Alarm		Val_Notify		Output		SINT				0		Current alarm level and acknowledgement (enumeration): 0 = No alarm
1 = Alarm cleared: a reset or acknowledge is required 
2 = Low (acknowledged)
3 = Low (unacknowledged)  
4 = Medium (acknowledged)
5 = Medium (unacknowledged) 
6 = High (acknowledged)
7 = High (unacknowledged) 
8 = Urgent (acknowledged)
9 = Urgent (unacknowledged)

		P_Alarm		Val_SecToUnshelve		Output		SINT				0		Number of seconds until this alarm unshelves itself (mmm:ss).

		P_Alarm		Val_MinToUnshelve		Output		INT				0		Number of minutes until this alarm unshelves itself (mmm:ss).

		P_Alarm		Alm		Output		BOOL		Com_AE.0		0		Alarm status: 1 = In alarm.

		P_Alarm		Ack		Output		BOOL		Com_AE.1		1		Alarm acknowledged status: 1 = Ack received.

		P_Alarm		Shelved		Output		BOOL		Com_AE.3		0		1 = Alarm has been shelved by operator.

		P_Alarm		Suppressed		Output		BOOL		Com_AE.6		0		1 = Alarm has been suppressed by program.

		P_Alarm		Disabled		Output		BOOL		Com_AE.9		0		1 = Alarm has been disabled by maintenance.

		P_Alarm		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		1=Alarm has been shelved or disabled, display "I" icon

		P_Alarm		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0

		P_Alarm		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Ack		0

		P_Alarm		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in configuration: see detail Err_ bits for reason.

		P_Alarm		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in configuration: Invalid timer preset (use 0…2,147,483).

		P_Alarm		Err_Severity		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in configuration: Invalid Severity (use 1…1000).

		P_Alarm		P_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter name for auto-discovery.

		P_Gate		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		Out		Output		BOOL				0		Output after On Delay, Off Delay, enabled by Gate.								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		Sts_Gate		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Gate Delay done, Output is enabled.								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in Config (see detail Err_ bits for reason), display icon.								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in Config: On Delay, Off Delay, Gate Delay Time Invalid (use 0 …2,147,483 seconds).								Read Only		0

		P_Gate		P_Gate		Output		BOOL				0		Unique parameter name for auto-discovery.								Read/Write		0

		P_Intlk		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_IntlkOK		Output		BOOL				1		Overall Interlock Status: 
1 = OK to run
0 = Stop								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_NBIntlkOK		Output		BOOL				1		Interlock (cannot be bypassed) Status (1 = All NB interlocks OK to run).								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Interlock Bypassing Active (interlocks that can be bypassed are ignored).								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		1=A latched interlock (returned to OK) is ready to be reset								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_Intlk		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Individual Interlock Status (1=Stop, 0=OK)								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		Sts_FirstOut		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Interlock First Out Status (bit 1 is First Not-OK condition)								Read Only		0

		P_Intlk		P_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery								Read/Write		0

		P_IntlkAdv		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Ref_Inputs		Output		INT		Wrk_Inp		0

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_IntlkOK		Output		BOOL				1

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_NBIntlkOK		Output		BOOL				1

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_LatchMask		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_BypassMask		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_Intlk		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_Avail		Output		BOOL				0

		P_IntlkAdv		Sts_FirstOut		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000

		P_IntlkAdv		P_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0

		P_CmdSrc		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_eSrc		Output		INT				0		Selection enum: .8=Ext, .7=OoS, .6=Oper, .5=Prog, .4=Ovrd, .3=Maint, .2=Hand, .1=Norm, .0=Lock

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_bSrc		Output		INT				0		Active Selection bitmap (for HMI totem pole)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL				0		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL				0		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL				0		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL				0		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL				0		1=Program is selected

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL				0		1=Program is selected and Locked

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL				0		1=Operator is selected

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL				0		1=Operator is selected and Locked

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_ProgOperSel		Output		BOOL				0		Prog/Oper selection (latch) state, 1=Program, 0=Operator

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_ProgOperLock		Output		BOOL				0		Prog/Oper lock (latch) state, 1=Locked, 0=Unlocked

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL				0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL				0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL				0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state

		P_CmdSrc		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL				0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan

		P_CmdSrc		MRdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for MCmd_OoS (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		MRdy_IS		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for MCmd_IS (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		MRdy_Acq		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for MCmd_Acq (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		ORdy_Oper		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for OCmd_Oper (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		ORdy_Prog		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for OCmd_Prog (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		ORdy_Lock		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for OCmd_Lock (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		ORdy_Normal		Output		BOOL				0		1=Ready for OCmd_Normal (enables HMI button)

		P_CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery

		P_Perm		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.

		P_Perm		Sts_PermOK		Output		BOOL				1		Overall Permissive Status (1=OK to start)

		P_Perm		Sts_NBPermOK		Output		BOOL				1		Non-Bypassable Permissive Status (1 =all non- bypassable Permissives OK to start)

		P_Perm		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		1=Permissive Bypassing is Active (ignore bypassable permissives)

		P_Perm		Sts_Perm		Output		INT				2#1111_1111_1111_1111		Individual Permissive Status (1=OK, 0=don't start)

		P_Perm		P_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery

		P_Reset		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.

		P_Reset		Out_Reset		Output		BOOL				0		1=Reset received for this P_Reset's scope

		P_Reset		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		1=A latched condition is ready to be reset

		P_Reset		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Hold Time (use 0 to 2147483)

		P_Reset		P_Reset		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery

		P_Prompt		EnableOut		o		BOOL				0		Enable Output - System Defined Prameter

		P_Prompt		Out_Cfm		o		BOOL				0		Operator Confirmation output

		P_Prompt		Out_Rdy		o		BOOL				0		1 = Prompt is ready to be displayed

		P_Prompt		Out_Select		o		SINT				4		Value of Operator response to selector

		P_Prompt		Out_Real_0		o		REAL				0.0		Real numeric value of Operator entry (0)

		P_Prompt		Out_Real_1		o		REAL				0.0		Real numeric value of Operator entry (1)

		P_Prompt		Out_Real_2		o		REAL				0.0		Real numeric value of Operator entry (2)

		P_Prompt		Out_Real_3		o		REAL				0.0		Real numeric value of Operator entry (3)

		P_Prompt		Val_Ref		o		DINT				0		Number of Manual Prompt configurations in the array used

		P_Prompt		Sts_Alert		o		BOOL				0		Status for Alert breadcrumb

		P_Prompt		Sts_RefChg		o		BOOL				0		1 = The Inp_Ref has changed (Single Scan)

		P_Prompt		Sts_Err		o		BOOL				0		1= Error in Config. See detail bits for reason

		P_Prompt		Err_PromptCfgSize		o		BOOL				0		1 = Error in size of an array in the P_PromptCfg UDT definition

		P_Prompt		Err_RespDataSize		o		BOOL				0		2 = Error in size of an array in the P_PromptResp UDT definition

		P_Prompt		Err_MsgRef		o		BOOL				0		1 = Error in value on Inp_Ref (past end of prompt array)

		P_Prompt		ORdy_Cfm		o		BOOL				0		1 = Prompt ready for Operator confirmation

		P_Prompt		Prompts		i/o		P_PromptCfg[1]						Prompt instance configuration data

		P_Prompt		RespData		i/o		P_PromptResp						structure to hold most recent response data in Character format

		P_Logic		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.

		P_Logic		Out_Live		Output		BOOL				??		Condition Logic Output (result) after delay

		P_Logic		Out_Snap		Output		BOOL				??		Condition Logic Output (result) at Snapshot

		P_Logic		Val_DelayPctLive		Output		DINT				??		Output OnDelay or OffDelay percent complete: live

		P_Logic		Val_DelayPctSnap		Output		DINT				??		Output OnDelay or OffDelay percent complete: snapshot

		P_Logic		Val_SnapInit		Output		DINT				??		Snapshot Initiator: 
1= OCmd
2 = PCmd
3 = Out 0-->1
4 = Out 1-->0
5 = Inp_Hold

		P_Logic		Sts_Snapped		Output		BOOL				??		1 = Snapshot has been triggered. 
0 = Snapshot showing live states.

		P_Logic		Sts_InpLive		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live Input Status bits:  .0 to .7 = Inp_0 to Inp_7

		P_Logic		Sts_GateLive		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live Gate Result Status bits: .0 to .7 = Gate 0 to 7

		P_Logic		Sts_InpSnap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Input Status bits: .0 to .7 = Inp_0 to Inp_7

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSnap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Gate Result Status bits: .0 to .7 = Gate 0 to 7

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc1Live		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live wire state for Source 1 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc2Live		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live wire state for Source 2 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc3Live		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live wire state for Source 3 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc4Live		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Live wire state for Source 4 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc1Snap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Wire state for Source 1 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc2Snap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Wire state for Source 2 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc3Snap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Wire state for Source 3 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_GateSrc4Snap		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		Snapshot of Wire state for Source 4 of each gate (bit# = gate#)

		P_Logic		Sts_OutInvLive		Output		BOOL				0		Output after inverter but before TON/TOF timers

		P_Logic		Sts_OutInvSnap		Output		BOOL				0		Snapshot of Output after inverter but before TON/TOF

		P_Logic		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in configuration: see detail bits for reason.

		P_Logic		Err_GateFunc		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		1 = Error in each Gate's Function Code (use 0…6).

		P_Logic		Err_GateSrcPtr		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		1 = Error in each Gate's Source Pointer (use 0…15).

		P_Logic		Err_GateSrcMask		Output		SINT				2#0000_0000		1 = Error in each Gate's Mask (source used) configuration (qty, choice).

		P_Logic		Err_OutSrcPtr		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in Output's Source Pointer (use 0…15).

		P_Logic		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		1 = Error in Output's On Delay or Off Delay Preset (use 0…2,147,483).

		P_Logic		P_Logic		Output		BOOL				0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery





Local Tags

		Library Object		Tag Name		Data Type		Default		Style		Description

		P_Alarm		Cfg_Cond		STRING_20		'Alarm Condition'				Alarm Condition Text (e.g., "High-High PV")

		P_Alarm		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Alarm'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Alarm		Com_AE		INT		2#0000_0000_0000_0010		Binary		Communication with HMI / Alarm/Event Server (see bit descriptions)

				Com_AE.0		BOOL		0		Decimal		Alarm to AE

				Com_AE.1		BOOL		1		Decimal		Acked from AE Status, Ack to AE Control

				Com_AE.2		BOOL		0		Decimal		(not used)

				Com_AE.3		BOOL		0		Decimal		Shelved from AE Status

				Com_AE.4		BOOL		0		Decimal		Shelve to AE Control

				Com_AE.5		BOOL		0		Decimal		Unshelve to AE Control

				Com_AE.6		BOOL		0		Decimal		Suppressed from AE Status

				Com_AE.7		BOOL		0		Decimal		Suppress to AE Control

				Com_AE.8		BOOL		0		Decimal		Unsuppress to AE Control

				Com_AE.9		BOOL		0		Decimal		Disabled from AE Status

				Com_AE.10		BOOL		0		Decimal		Disable to AE Control

				Com_AE.11		BOOL		0		Decimal		Enable to AE Control

				Com_AE.12		BOOL		0		Decimal		(not used)

				Com_AE.13		BOOL		0		Decimal		(not used)

				Com_AE.14		BOOL		0		Decimal		(not used)

				Com_AE.15		BOOL		0		Decimal		(not used)

		P_Alarm		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Alarm		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Alarm		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Alarm'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W

		P_Alarm		MCmd_Disable		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Disable alarm (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Alarm		MCmd_Enable		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Enable alarm (allows new alarm)

		P_Alarm		MCmd_Test		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Test alarm (issued for minimum alarm time)

		P_Alarm		MRdy_Disable		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Disable (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		MRdy_Enable		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Enable (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		MRdy_Test		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Test (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		OCmd_Ack		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Acknowledge alarm

		P_Alarm		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset latched alarm

		P_Alarm		OCmd_Shelve		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Shelve Alarm (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Alarm		OCmd_Unshelve		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Unshelve alarm (allows new alarm)

		P_Alarm		ORdy_Ack		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Ack (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		ORdy_Shelve		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Shelve (enables HMI button)

		P_Alarm		ORdy_Unshelve		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Unshelve (enables HMI button)

		P_Gate		Cfg_GateCond		STRING_20		'Gating Condition'				Displayed text of P_Gate's Gating (Inp_Gate) Condition

		P_Gate		Cfg_InpCond		STRING_20		'Input Condition'				Displayed text of P_Gate's Input (Inp) Condition

		P_Gate		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Gate		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Gate		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Gate'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_Intlk		Cfg_CondTxt		STRING_20[16]		{...}				Short HMI descriptions of 16 interlock conditions.

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Interlocks with First Out'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Interlocks'				Label for graphic symbol that is displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.

		P_Intlk		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[16]		{...}				Tag names for destinations of 16 navigation buttons.
IMPORTANT: This function does not apply to FactoryTalk View ME Software.

		P_Intlk		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Intlk'				Tag name for display on the HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Intlk		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Intlk		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Intlk		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Intlk'				Type identifier for HMI navigation

		P_Intlk		MSet_Bypass		INT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Individual condition Maintenance Bypass toggles

		P_Intlk		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Latched Interlocks

		P_Intlk		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)

		P_Intlk		Val_FirstOutTxt		STRING_Cond		''				Text Description of First-Out Condition

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_CondTxt		STRING_Cond[16]		{...}

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Advanced Interlocks with First Out'

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Advanced Interlocks'

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[16]		{...}				Navigation Tag

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_IntlkAdv'

		P_IntlkAdv		Cfg_TypeDesc		STRING_16[8]		{...}

		P_IntlkAdv		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'

		P_IntlkAdv		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal

		P_IntlkAdv		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_IntlkAdv'

		P_IntlkAdv		MSet_Bypass		INT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary

		P_IntlkAdv		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_IntlkAdv		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_IntlkAdv		Val_FirstOutTxt		STRING_Cond		''						Read Only

		P_IntlkAdv		Val_FirstOutType		STRING_16		''						Read Only

		P_CmdSrc		HMI_Lib		STRING_8		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_CmdSrc		HMI_Type		STRING_12		P_CmdSrc'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W

		P_Perm		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_Perm		Cfg_CondTxt		STRING_20[16]		{...}				Short HMI description of Permissive Conditions

		P_Perm		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Permissives'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Perm		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Permissives'				Label for graphic symbol that is displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.

		P_Perm		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[16]		{...}				Tag names for destination of 16 navigation buttons.  IMPORTANT: This function does not apply to FactoryTalk View ME Software.

		P_Perm		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Perm'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string shows in the title bar of the home tab of the faceplate.

		P_Perm		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Perm		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Perm		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Perm'				Type identifier for HMI navigation

		P_Perm		MSet_Bypass		INT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Individual condition Maintenance Bypass toggles

		P_Reset		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_Reset		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Multiple-Device Reset'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Reset		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Reset'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.

		P_Reset		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Reset'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string shows in the bottom right of the home tab of the faceplate.

		P_Reset		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Reset		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Reset'				Type identifier for HMI navigation

		P_Reset		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset, from HMI

		P_Reset		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)

		P_Logic		Cfg_0StText		STRING_8		'OK'				Text to display in Out=0 State

		P_Logic		Cfg_1StText		STRING_8		'TRIPPED'				Text to display in Out=1 State

		P_Logic		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_Logic		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Configurable Boolean Logic Block'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateFunc		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Function code for gate M (1=AND, 2=OR, 3=XOR, 4=2oo3, 5=Set-Reset)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc1Inv		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #1 is Inverted (M by bit) (1=invert)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc1Mask		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #1 is Used (M by bit) (1=used)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc1Ptr		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Pointer to Gate M Source #1 (0..7 = inputs, 8..15 = gate outputs)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc2Inv		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #2 is Inverted (M by bit) (1=invert)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc2Mask		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #2 is Used (M by bit) (1=used)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc2Ptr		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Pointer to Gate M Source #2 (0..7 = inputs, 8..15 = gate outputs)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc3Inv		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #3 is Inverted (M by bit) (1=invert)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc3Mask		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #3 is Used (M by bit) (1=used)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc3Ptr		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Pointer to Gate M Source #3 (0..7 = inputs, 8..15 = gate outputs)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc4Inv		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #4 is Inverted (M by bit) (1=invert)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc4Mask		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Gate M Source #4 is Used (M by bit) (1=used)

		P_Logic		Cfg_GateSrc4Ptr		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Pointer to Gate M Source #4 (0..7 = inputs, 8..15 = gate outputs)

		P_Logic		Cfg_HasNav		SINT		2#0000_0000		Binary		Set bits indicate which Navigation buttons are enabled

		P_Logic		Cfg_InpTxt		STRING_20[8]		{...}				Short HMI description of each Input

		P_Logic		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Configurable Logic'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI

		P_Logic		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[8]		{...}				Tagnames for destinations of Navigation buttons. 
IMPORTANT: This tag does not work in FactoryTalk ME Software.

		P_Logic		Cfg_OutSrcInv		BOOL		0		Decimal		Out Source (before Min Duration Timer) is Inverted (1=invert)

		P_Logic		Cfg_OutSrcPtr		DINT		0		Decimal		Source bit for Output (0..7 = inputs, 8..15 = gates)

		P_Logic		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Logic'				Tagname for display on HMI

		P_Logic		HMI_Const		SINT[9]		{...}		Decimal		Constants (for use in HMI indirection of parameters)

		P_Logic		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_Logic		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Logic		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Logic'				Type identifier for HMI navigation

		P_Logic		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset (re-arm) Snapshot Latch

		P_Logic		OCmd_Snap		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to capture Input, Gate states in Snapshot

		P_Logic		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready to receive OCmd_Reset (enables button)

		P_Logic		ORdy_Snap		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready to receive OCmd_Snap (enables button)

		P_Logic		Val_LastGate		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Last Gate pin which uses this Gate Result (0=not used 1..3= gates, 33=output)

		P_Logic		Val_LastInp		DINT[8]		{...}		Decimal		Last Gate pin which uses this Input (0=not used 1..3= gates, 33=output) (for animation)

		P_Logic		Val_SnapTS		DINT[7]		{...}		Decimal		Snapshot Timestamp [0]=yr, [1]=mo, [2]=da, [3]=hr, [4]=min, [5]=sec, [6]=usec






Input Parameters

		Library Object		Input Parameter		input-0utput		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_AIn		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Inp_PV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input Signal (process variable) from Sensor		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_PVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_PVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Bad Signal Quality/Communication Status for Inputs (1 = Bad, 0 = OK). If PV is read from an analog input, then this is normally read from the analog input channel fault status.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_PVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Uncertain Quality for Input (1 = Uncertain, 0 = OK). This is optional status for the input that can be used to drive the status of the output (Sts_PVUncertain).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use simulated PV (Set_SimPV); 0=Use Input (Inp_PV)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_HiHiGate
Inp_HiGate
Inp_LoGate
Inp_LoLoGate
Inp_FailGate		Input		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters are the gate inputs used for status detection. When set to 1, the corresponding analog input threshold monitoring is enabled. When enabled, the threshold detection on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the corresponding status output is forced off.
If the status is used as an alarm, this input provides a method for suppression-by-design alarm management.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn				Input		BOOL		HiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn				Input		BOOL		LoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn				Input		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn				Input		BOOL		FailGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter provides the ability to disable the maintenance substitution feature. When this parameter is 0, the Substitute PV function is allowed. When this parameter is 1, the Substitute PV Maintenance function is disallowed.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HasChanObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a channel object (for example, P_AIChan) is used for Inp_PV and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Channel object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Chan’. For example, if your P_AIn object has the name ’AIn123’, then its Channel object must be named ‘AIn123_Chan’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_UseChanSrcQ		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pass thru connected Channel's SrcQ value, 0=generate SrcQ		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HasHiHiAlm
Cfg_HasHiAlm
Cfg_HasLoAlm
Cfg_HasLoLoAlm
Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiResetReqd
Cfg_HiResetReqd
Cfg_LoResetReqd
Cfg_LoLoResetReqd
Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

						Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHi.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View Site Edition (SE) software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiSeverity		Input		DINT		Hi.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoSeverity		Input		DINT		Lo.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLo.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Minimum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Maximum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV (Output) minimum for scaling to engineering units.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		PV (Output) maximum for scaling to engineering units.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FiltTC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV first-order filter time constant in seconds. A value of 0.0 means the PV is unfiltered.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		High-High Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		These parameters set the deadband (hysterisis) that is applied to each alarm limit. This is used to prevent a noisy signal from generating spurious alarms.
EXAMPLE: If the High Alarm is enabled (Cfg_HasHiAlm = 1), the High Alarm Limit (Val_HiLim) is 90 and the High Alarm Deadband (Cfg_HiDB) is 5, the high alarm is generated when the output (Val) rises above 90 and is cleared once the output (Val) falls below 85 (90 minus 5).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailDB		Input		REAL				0.41666666		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiGateDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for threshold detection to be enabled. On-delays and off-delays are applied after the gate delay is complete.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiGateDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoGateDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoGateDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailGateDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiOnDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the minimum time (in seconds) the PV must remain beyond the status threshold for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when an output (Val) briefly overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiLim).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiOnDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoOnDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoOnDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailOnDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiHiOffDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the output must stay within each status threshold to clear the status. Off-delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_HiOffDly is 5 seconds, the output (Val) must be below the status limit (Val_HiHiLim) minus deadband (Cfg_HiHiDB) for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.
		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiOffDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoOffDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoOffDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailOffDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_HiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		High Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Low Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_LoLoLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Low-Low Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailHiLim		Input		REAL				103.958336		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) High Limit (raw units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Cfg_FailLoLim		Input		REAL				-2.0833333		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) Low Limit (raw units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Set_SimPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV used in simulation (Inp_Sim = 1) (in engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_ClearCapt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Set PCmd_ClearCapt to 1 to clear the captured minimum/maximum PV excursion values
The parameter is reset Automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•  This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiHiAck		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiAck		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoAck		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoLoAck		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiHiSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiSuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoSuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoLoSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiHiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoLoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiHiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_HiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_LoLoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_Raw		Input		REAL				4.0		Float		0		1		Input Signal from Transmitter or Sensor (RU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_ModFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = I/O module failure or module communication status bad
0 = OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_ChanFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = I/O channel fault or failure
0 = OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_OutOfSpec		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Out of specification (PV uncertain, from instrument)
0 = OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_FuncCheck		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Function check (PV substituted, from instrument)
0 = OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_MaintReqd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Required (from instrument)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_ClampSB								0								Clamping Snap-To Band to Clamp when PV gets near to Limit

		P_AIChan		Cfg_FailOnUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Raise Sts_Fail (and alarm) if Bad or Uncertain quality
0 = Only if Bad quality		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When this parameter is 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AIChan		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When this parameter is 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When this parameter is 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that is used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, this severity parameter drives only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				4.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Minimum for Scaling (RU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				20.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Maximum for Scaling (RU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV (Output) Minimum for Scaling (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		PV (output) maximum for scaling to engineering units.
TIP The P_AIChan instruction supports reverse scaling; either the raw (input) or engineering (scaled) range can be reversed (maximum less than minimum).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVHiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		PV High clamping threshold (engineering units). Valid = any float greater than or equal to Cfg_PVLoLim.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVLoLim		Input		REAL				-1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		PV Low clamping threshold (engineering units). Valid = any float less than or equal to Cfg_PVHiLim.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOORHiLim		Input		REAL				20.733334		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) high limit (raw units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOORLoLim		Input		REAL				3.6666667		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) low limit (raw units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOORDB		Input		REAL				0.06666667		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) high/low deadband (raw units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOOROnDly		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time out-of-range to raise status (seconds).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOOROffDly		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time in-range to clear out-of-range status (seconds).		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOORAction
Cfg_InpStuckAction
Cfg_InpNaNAction
Cfg_ModFaultAction
Cfg_ChanFaultAction
Cfg_OutOfSpecAction
Cfg_FuncCheckAction
Cfg_MaintReqdAction
Cfg_CfgErrAction																PV action on: Out-of-range, stuck (unchanging), PV not a number, I/O module fault, I/O channel fault, Inp_PVUncertain, function check, maintenance required, or AOI configuration error: 
1 = Pass input PV through unchanged
2 = Hold last good PV value
3 = Replace PV value with Cfg_PVReplaceVal

		P_AIChan		Cfg_InpOORQual
Cfg_InpStuckQual
Cfg_InpNaNQual
Cfg_ModFaultQual
Cfg_ChanFaultQual
Cfg_OutOfSpecQual
Cfg_FuncCheckQual
Cfg_MaintReqdQual
Cfg_CfgErrQual																PV quality to report for: Out-of-range, stuck (unchanging), PV not a number, I/O module fault, I/O channel fault, Inp_PVUncertain, function check, maintenance required, or AOI configuration error: 
1 = Good
2 = Uncertain
3 = Bad


		P_AIChan		Cfg_StuckT		Input		REAL				60		Float		0		0		Time with no change in Input to raise Stuck Status (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Cfg_PVReplaceVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value (engineering units) to use to replace PV when action = replace.		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_PV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input Signal (process variable) from Sensor		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_PVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_PVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Bad Signal Quality/Communication Status for Input (1 = Bad, 0 = OK). If PV is read from an analog input, then this is normally read from the analog log channel fault status.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_PVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Uncertain Quality for Input (1 = Uncertain, 0 = OK). This is optional status for the input that can be used to drive the status of the output (Sts_PVUncertain).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction uses simulation parameters (for example, Set_SimPV) to calculate output. When set to 0, the instruction uses input parameters (for example, Inp_PV) to calculate output.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Inp_HiHiGate
Inp_HiGate
Inp_LoGate
Inp_LoLoGate
Inp_HiRoCGate
Inp_HiDevGate
Inp_LoDevGate
Inp_FailGate						HiHiGate.Inp_Gate
HiGate.Inp_Gate
LoGate.Inp_Gate
LoLoGate.Inp_Gate
HiRoCGate.Inp_Gate
HiDevGate.Inp_Gate
LoDevGate.Inp_Gate
FailGate.Inp_Gate		1								These parameters are the gate inputs used for status detection. When set to 1, the corresponding analog input threshold monitoring is enabled. When enabled, the threshold detection on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the corresponding status output is forced off. If the status is used as an alarm, this input acts as a suppression-by-design condition.

		P_AInAdv		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlHiDB								1								High Control Deadband (EU)

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlHiHiDB								1								High-High Control Deadband (EU)

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlHiHiLim								1.50E+38								Current High-High Control Threshold

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlHiLim								1.50E+38								Current High Control Threshold

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlLoDB								1								Low Control Deadband (EU)

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlLoLim								-1.50E+38								Current Low Control Threshold

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlLoLoDB								1								Low-Low Control Deadband (EU)

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_CtrlLoLoLim								-1.50E+38								Current Low-Low Control Threshold

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_UseSqRt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use square root scaling characterization for input from a differential pressure instrument to linearize to flow units.
0 = Use linear scaling.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasRoC		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Enables the rate of change calculation and High Rate of Change alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasDev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Enables reference entry and deviation calculation and alarms.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Disallow selection of Substitute PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasChanObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a channel object (for example, P_AIChan) is used for Inp_PV and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Channel object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Chan’. For example, if your P_AInAdv object has the name ‘AInAdv123’, then its Channel object must be named ’AInAdv123_Chan’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_UseChanSrcQ		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pass thru connected Channel's SrcQ value, 0=generate SrcQ		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasHiHiAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasHiAlm		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasLoAlm		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasLoLoAlm		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasHiRoCAlm		Input		BOOL		HiRoC.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasHiDevAlm		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasLoDevAlm		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoC.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack ) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command
is required. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoC.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHi.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The FactoryTalk Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiSeverity		Input		DINT		Hi.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoSeverity		Input		DINT		Lo.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLo.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCSeverity		Input		DINT		HiRoC.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevSeverity		Input		DINT		HiDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevSeverity		Input		DINT		LoDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Minimum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Maximum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV (Output) Minimum for Scaling to EU		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		PV (Output) Maximum for Scaling to EU		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FiltTC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV Filter Time Constant (sec), 0.0 = unfiltered		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_RateTime		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		PV Rate of Change time base (sec) 60=/min, 3600=/hr		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_Ref		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Analog Reference for Deviation Alarms (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High-High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High-High Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiOnDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High-High Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiOffDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High-High Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiHiGateDly		Input		REAL		HiHiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High-High Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiOnDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiOffDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiGateDly		Input		REAL		HiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLim		Input		REAL				-1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current Low Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Low Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoOnDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below Low Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoOffDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above Low Limit (plus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoGateDly		Input		REAL		LoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Low Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoLim		Input		REAL				-1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current Low-Low Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Low-Low Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoOnDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below Low-Low Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoOffDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above Low-Low Limit (plus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoLoGateDly		Input		REAL		LoLoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Low-Low Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High Rate of Change Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change Status Deadband (EU/rate time)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCOnDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Rate of Change Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCOffDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Rate of Change Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiRoCGateDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High Deviation Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Deviation Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevOnDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Deviation Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevOffDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Deviation Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_HiDevGateDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Deviation Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current Low Deviation Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Low Deviation Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevOnDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below Low Deviation Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevOffDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above Low Deviation Limit (plus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_LoDevGateDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Low Deviation Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailHiLim		Input		REAL				103.958336		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) High Limit (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailLoLim		Input		REAL				-2.0833333		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) Low Limit (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailDB		Input		REAL				0.41666666		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) High/Low Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailOnDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time Bad or Out of Range to raise Fail Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailOffDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time OK or In Range to clear Fail Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_FailGateDly		Input		REAL		FailGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Fail Status Gate Delay (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		MSet_SubstPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Set_SimPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV used in simulation (Inp_Sim = 1) (engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_ClearCapt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_ClearCapt to 1 to clear the captured minimum/maximum PV excursion values
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
• This parameter is always reset automatically
		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiHiAck
PCmd_HiAck
PCmd_LoAck
PCmd_LoLoAck
PCmd_HiRoCAck
PCmd_HiDevAck
PCmd_LoDevAck
PCmd_FailAck						HiHi.PCmd_Ack
Hi.PCmd_Ack
Lo.PCmd_Ack
LoLo.PCmd_Ack
HiRoC.PCmd_Ack
HiDev.PCmd_Ack
LoDev.PCmd_Ack
Fail.PCmd_Ack
		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiHiSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiSuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoSuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoLoSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiHiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoLoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiHiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_HiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_LoLoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVA		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Raw PV Signal from Sensor / Input A		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Raw PV Signal from Sensor / Input B		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVASrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel A object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVANotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVA channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVBSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel B object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVBNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVB channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVABad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Bad Signal Quality/Communication Status for Inputs (1 = Bad, 0 = OK). If PV is read from an analog input, then this is normally read from the analog input channel fault status.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVBBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVAUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Uncertain Quality for Inputs (1 = Uncertain, 0 = OK). This is optional status for the input that can be used to drive the status output (Sts_PVUncertain). 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_PVBUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction uses simulation parameters (for example, Set_SimPVA) to calculate output. When set to 0, the instruction uses input parameters (for example, Inp_PVA) to calculate output.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_HiHiGate		Input		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters are the gate inputs used for status detection. When set to 1, the corresponding analog input threshold monitoring is enabled. When enabled, the threshold detection on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the corresponding status output is forced off.
If the status is used as an alarm, this input acts as a suppression-by-design condition.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_HiGate		Input		BOOL		HiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_LoGate		Input		BOOL		LoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_LoLoGate		Input		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_DiffGate		Input		BOOL		DiffGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_FailGate		Input		BOOL		FailGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all Alarms requiring reset		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter provides the ability to disable the maintenance substitution feature. When this parameter is 0, the Substitute PV is allowed. When this parameter is 1, the Substitute PV Maintenance function is disallowed.
When Cfg_NoSubstPV is 0, the commands MCmd_InpPV and MCmd_SubstPV are used to select the input (live) PV or the substitute PV. Sts_SubstPV is 1 when the substitute PV is selected.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasChanObjA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a channel object (for example, P_AIChanA) is used for Inp_PVA and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Channel object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ChanA’. For example, if your P_AInDual object has the name ‘AInDual123’, then its Channel object must be named ‘AInDual123_ChanA’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasChanObjB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a channel object (for example, P_AIChanB) is used for Inp_PVB and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Channel object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ChanB’. For example, if your P_AInDual object has the name ‘AInDual123’, then its Channel object must be named ‘AInDual123_ChanB’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_UseChanSrcQA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pass thru connected Channel A's SrcQ value, 0=generate SrcQ		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_UseChanSrcQB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pass thru connected Channel B's SrcQ value, 0=generate SrcQ		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasHiHiAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasHiAlm		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasLoAlm		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasLoLoAlm		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasOneGoodAlm		Input		BOOL		OneGood.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasNoneGoodAlm		Input		BOOL		NoneGood.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasDiffAlm		Input		BOOL		Diff.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal. 
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoLoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_OneGoodResetReqd		Input		BOOL		OneGood.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_NoneGoodResetReqd		Input		BOOL		NoneGood.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_DiffResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Diff.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoLoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_OneGoodAckReqd		Input		BOOL		OneGood.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_NoneGoodAckReqd		Input		BOOL		NoneGood.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_DiffAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Diff.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHi.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiSeverity		Input		DINT		Hi.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoSeverity		Input		DINT		Lo.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoLoSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLo.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_OneGoodSeverity		Input		DINT		OneGood.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_NoneGoodSeverity		Input		DINT		NoneGood.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_DiffSeverity		Input		DINT		Diff.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Minimum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) Maximum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV (output) minimum for scaling to engineering units.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		PV (output) maximum for scaling to engineering units.
TIP The P_AInDual instruction supports reverse scaling; either the raw (Input) or engineering (Scaled) range can be reversed (maximum less than minimum).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FiltTC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV filter time constant (seconds), 0.0 = unfiltered.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High-High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiDB
Cfg_HiDB
Cfg_LoDB
Cfg_LoLoDB
Cfg_FailDB
Cfg_DiffDB		Cfg_HiHiDB
Cfg_HiDB
Cfg_LoDB
Cfg_LoLoDB
Cfg_FailDB
Cfg_DiffDB		Cfg_HiHiDB
Cfg_HiDB
Cfg_LoDB
Cfg_LoLoDB
Cfg_FailDB
Cfg_DiffDB				1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
								These parameters set the deadband (hysterisis) that is applied to each alarm limit. This is used to prevent a noisy signal from generating spurious alarms.
EXAMPLE: If the High Alarm is enabled (Cfg_HasHiAlm = 1), the High Alarm Limit (Val_HiLim) is 90 and the High Alarm Deadband (Cfg_HiDB) is 5, the high alarm is generated when the output (Val) rises above 90 and is cleared once the output (Val) falls below 85 (90 minus 5).

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiGateDly
Cfg_HiGateDly
Cfg_LoGateDly
Cfg_LoLoGateDly
Cfg_DiffGateDly
Cfg_FailGateDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_GateDly
HiGate.Cfg_GateDly
LoGate.Cfg_GateDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_GateDly
DiffGate.Cfg_GateDly
FailGate.Cfg_GateDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for threshold detection to be enabled. On-delays and off-delays are applied after the gate delay is complete.

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiOnDly
Cfg_HiOnDly
Cfg_DiffOnDly
Cfg_LoOnDly
Cfg_LoLoOnDly
Cfg_FailOnDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OnDly
HiGate.Cfg_OnDly
DiffGate.Cfg_OnDly
LoGate.Cfg_OnDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_OnDly
FailGate.Cfg_OnDly		0								These parameters determine the minimum time (in seconds) the PV must remain beyond the status threshold for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when an output (Val) only briefly overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiLim).

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiHiOffDly
Cfg_LoOffDly
Cfg_LoLoOffDly
Cfg_FailOffDly
Cfg_HiOffDly
Cfg_DiffOffDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OffDly
LoGate.Cfg_OffDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_OffDly
FailGate.Cfg_OffDly
HiGate.Cfg_OffDly
DiffGate.Cfg_OffDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the PV must stay within each status threshold to clear the status. Off delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_HiOffDly is 5 seconds, the output (Val) must be below the status limit (Val_HiHiLim) minus deadband (Cfg_HiHiDB) for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.

		P_AInDual		Cfg_HiLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoLim		Input		REAL				-1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current Low Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_LoLoLim		Input		REAL				-1.50000000E+38		Float		0		1		Current Low-Low Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_DiffLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		Signal difference alarm limit (engineering units-absolute delta).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FailHiLim		Input		REAL				103.958336		Float		0		0		Out-of-range (fail) High limit (engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_FailLoLim		Input		REAL				-2.0833333		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) Low Limit (raw units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program Mode: .0=PV Selection, .1=Thresholds		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator Mode: .0=PV Selection, .1=Thresholds		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		MSet_SubstPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Set_SimPVA		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PVs when in Simulation (Inp_Sim = 1) (engineering units).
EXAMPLE: Val is set based on Set_SimPVA when Inp_Sim is set, otherwise it’s set based on Inp_PVA.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Set_SimPVB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_SelA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Select Sensor A PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_SelB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Select Sensor B PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_SelAvg		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Select Avg(A,B) PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_SelMin		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Select Min(A,B) PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_SelMax		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Select Max(A,B) PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_ClearCapt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Set PCmd_ClearCapt to 1 to clear the captured minimum/maximum PV excursion values
The parameter is reset Automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
• This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiHiAck
PCmd_HiAck
PCmd_LoAck
PCmd_LoLoAck
PCmd_OneGoodAck
PCmd_NoneGoodAck
PCmd_DiffAck
PCmd_FailAck						HiHi.PCmd_Ack
Hi.PCmd_Ack
Lo.PCmd_Ack
LoLo.PCmd_Ack
OneGood.PCmd_Ack
NoneGood.PCmd_Ack
Diff.PCmd_Ack
Fail.PCmd_Ack		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically

		P_AInDual		PCmd_OneGoodSuppress						OneGood.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Only One Good Signal Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_NoneGoodSuppress						NoneGood.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress No Good Signal Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_DiffSuppress						Diff.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Signal Difference Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_FailSuppress						Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Total Signal Failure Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiHiSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiSuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoSuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoLoSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiHiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoLoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_OneGoodUnsuppress						OneGood.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Only One Good Signal Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_NoneGoodUnsuppress						NoneGood.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress No Good Signal Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_DiffUnsuppress						Diff.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Signal Difference Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_FailUnsuppress						Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Total Signal Failure Alarm

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiHiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_HiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_LoLoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_OneGoodUnshelve		Input		BOOL		OneGood.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Only One Good Signal Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_NoneGoodUnshelve		Input		BOOL		NoneGood.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve No Good Signal Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_DiffUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Diff.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Signal Difference Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Total Signal Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVA		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Raw PV signals from the sensors/inputs. These values are typically read from an analog input module. Use the HasPV bits (for example, Cfg_HasPVA) to enable/disable these inputs.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVD		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVE		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVF		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVG		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVH		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVASrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVANotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVA channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVBSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVBNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVB channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVCSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVCNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVC channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVDSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVDNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVD channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVESrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVENotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVE channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVFSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVFNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVF channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVGSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVGNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVG channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVHSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVHNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PVH channel object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVABad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Bad Signal Quality/Communication Status for Inputs (1 = Bad, 0 = OK). If PV is read from an analog input, then this is normally read from the analog input channel fault status. 
EXAMPLE: Inp_PVABad is connected to the channel fault status for the input connected to Inp_PVA.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVBBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVCBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVDBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVEBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVFBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVGBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVHBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVAUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Uncertain Quality for Inputs (1 = Uncertain, 0 = OK). This is optional status for the input that can be used to drive the status of the output (Sts_PVUncertain). If Cfg_RejectUncertain is set to true, input signals with an uncertain status are treated as bad and are rejected from the PV calculation.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVBUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVCUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVDUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVEUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVFUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVGUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_PVHUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction uses simulation parameters (for example, Set_SimPVA) to calculate output. When set to 0, the instruction uses input parameters (for example, Inp_PVA) to calculate output.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_HiHiGate		Input		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters are the gate inputs used for status detection. When set to 1, the corresponding analog input threshold monitoring is enabled. When enabled, the threshold detection on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the corresponding status output is forced off.
If the status is used as an alarm, this input acts as a suppression-by-design condition.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_HiGate		Input		BOOL		HiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_LoGate		Input		BOOL		LoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_LoLoGate		Input		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_FailGate		Input		BOOL		FailGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVA		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Set these parameters to 1 if the corresponding PV input is wired and is to be used in the calculations. 
Set these parameters to 0 if the corresponding PV input is not connected or is not to be used in the calculations.
This configuration indicates the engineering intent to use each PV input in calculating the output (Val). Use the UsePV bits (for example, Cfg_UsePVA) to exclude the input temporarily for maintenance purposes.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVB		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVC		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVD		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVE		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVF		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVG		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasPVH		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVA		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Set these parameters to 1 to include the corresponding PV input in the calculation. Set these parameters to 0 to exclude the corresponding PV input from the calculation.
This configuration is typically used for taking a measurement out of service temporarily for maintenance.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVB		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVC		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVD		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVE		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVF		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVG		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UsePVH		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_RejectUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to determine behavior when an input status is set uncertain. When this parameter is 1, an input that is flagged as uncertain is rejected and not used in calculating the final PV. When this parameter is 0, an input that is flagged as uncertain is not rejected and still is used in calculating the final PV, but it causes the final PV status to be set as uncertain.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_UseStdDev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines how to validate input values. When this parameter is 1, an input is rejected if it is more than two standard deviations from the mean. When this parameter is 0, an input is rejected if it deviates from the mean by more than the value defined by Cfg_AbsDevLim.
IMPORTANT: At least four inputs must be used for the setting of 1 to be meaningful.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_CalcAvg		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines how the output (Val) is calculated. When this parameter is 1, the calculated final PV is the average (arithmetic mean) of all the good (non-rejected) PV inputs. When this parameter is 0, the calculated final PV is the median (central value) of all the good (non-rejected) PV inputs. If there are an even number of inputs, the median is calculated as the average of the two central values.
If there are only two unrejected inputs, the output calculation is determined by parameter Cfg_CalcWhen2.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter provides the ability to disable the maintenance substitution feature. When this parameter is 0, the Substitute PV Maintenance is allowed. When this parameter is 1, the Substitute PV Maintenance function is disallowed.
When Cfg_NoSubstPV is 0, the commands MCmd_InpPV and MCmd_SubstPV are used to select the input (live) PV or the substitute PV. Sts_SubstPV is 1 when the substitute PV is selected.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a Channel object (AIChan, etc.) is used for Inp_PVA…Inp_PVH.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Channel object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Chan’ plus the input letter (A…H). This applies to each of the eight channels (A…H). For example, if your P_AInMulti object has the name ‘AInMulti123’, then its Channel A object must be named ‘AInMulti123_ChanA’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjC		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjD		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjE		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjF		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjG		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasChanObjH		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasHiHiAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasHiAlm		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasLoAlm		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasLoLoAlm		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasAnyRejectAlm		Input		BOOL		AnyReject.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasMinGoodAlm		Input		BOOL		MinGood.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal. 
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoLoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_AnyRejectResetReqd		Input		BOOL		AnyReject.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_MinGoodResetReqd		Input		BOOL		MinGood.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoLoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_AnyRejectAckReqd		Input		BOOL		AnyReject.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_MinGoodAckReqd		Input		BOOL		MinGood.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_MinGood		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Min. Good inputs for good PV [1..number of "Cfg_Has" inputs]		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_CalcWhen2		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PV Calculation when only 2 good inputs: 0=Average, 1=Minimum, 2=Maximum		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHi.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiSeverity		Input		DINT		Hi.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoSeverity		Input		DINT		Lo.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoLoSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLo.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_AnyRejectSeverity		Input		DINT		AnyReject.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_MinGoodSeverity		Input		DINT		MinGood.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to the range of the signal connected to the Inp_PV inputs (for example, Inp_PVA). The inputs are then scaled to the values set by Cfg_PVEUMin and Cfg_PVEUMax. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to match the PV range of the input signals (for example, Inp_PVA) in engineering units. 
EXAMPLE: If your input card provides signals in the range of 4…20, and these values represent
0…250 °C , P_AInMulti can scale the inputs for you by setting Cfg_InpRawMin to 4, Cfg_InpRawMax to 20, Cfg_PVEUMin to 0, and Cfg_PVEUMax to 250. 
TIP: The P_AinMulti instruction supports reverse scaling; either the raw (input) or engineering (scaled) range can be reversed (maximum less than minimum).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_AbsDevLim		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Absolute Deviation Threshold in engineering units (engineering units). When Cfg_UseStdDev is configured to 0, an input is rejected if it deviates from the mean by this threshold. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_FiltTC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		This parameter sets the filter time constant (in seconds) for a first-order (lag) filter applied to the output (Val). The filter is applied after scaling and before alarm checking. A value of 0.0 means the PV is unfiltered.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiDB
Cfg_HiDB
Cfg_LoDB
Cfg_LoLoDB
Cfg_FailDB								1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.41666666								These parameters set the deadband (hysterisis) that is applied to each alarm limit, used to prevent a noisy signal from generating spurious alarms. 
EXAMPLE: If the High alarm is enabled (Cfg_HasHiAlm = 1), the High Alarm Limit (Val_HiLim) is 90 and the High Alarm Deadband (Cfg_HiDB) is 5, the high alarm is generated when the output (Val) rises above 90 and is cleared once the output (Val) falls below 85 (90 minus 5). 

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiGateDly
Cfg_HiGateDly
Cfg_LoGateDly
Cfg_LoLoGateDly
Cfg_FailGateDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_GateDly
HiGate.Cfg_GateDly
LoGate.Cfg_GateDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_GateDly
FailGate.Cfg_GateDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for threshold detection to be enabled. On delays and off delays are applied after the gate delay is complete.

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiOnDly
Cfg_HiOnDly
Cfg_LoOnDly
Cfg_LoLoOnDly
Cfg_FailOnDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OnDly
HiGate.Cfg_OnDly
LoGate.Cfg_OnDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_OnDly
FailGate.Cfg_OnDly		0								These parameters determine the minimum time (in seconds) the PV must remain beyond the status threshold for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when an output (Val) only briefly overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiLim).

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiOffDly
Cfg_HiOffDly
Cfg_LoOffDly
Cfg_LoLoOffDly
Cfg_FailOffDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OffDly
HiGate.Cfg_OffDly
LoGate.Cfg_OffDly
LoLoGate.Cfg_OffDly
FailGate.Cfg_OffDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the output must stay within each status threshold to clear the status. Off-delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_HiOffDly is 5 seconds, the output (Val) must be below the status limit (Val_HiHiLim) minus deadband (Cfg_HiHiDB) for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_FailHiLim
Cfg_FailLoLim								103.958336
-2.0833333
								These limits determine what range of input values (in scaled engineering units) generate a Fail alarm indicating a signal failure. When the scaled input (for example, Val_PVA) is above the Fail Hi Limit (Cfg_FailHiLim) or below the Fail Lo Limit (Cfg_FailLoLim) and the Fail alarm is enabled (Cfg_FailAlm = 1), the sensor is regarded as failed, is rejected from the calculation, and generates an alarm.
If used, set failure limits outside the configured expected engineering unit range (Cfg_PVEUMin and Cfg_PVEUMax).

		P_AInMulti		MSet_SubstPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maintenance-entered Substitute PV in engineering units.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVA		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PVs when in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1) in engineering units.
EXAMPLE: Val is set based on Set_SimPVA when Inp_Sim is set, otherwise it is set based on Inp_PVA.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVD		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVE		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVF		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVG		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Set_SimPVH		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_ClearCapt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_ClearCapt to 1 to clear the captured minimum/maximum PV excursion values
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
• This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiHiAck
PCmd_HiAck
PCmd_LoAck
PCmd_LoLoAck
PCmd_AnyRejectAck
PCmd_MinGoodAck
PCmd_FailAck						HiHi.PCmd_Ack
Hi.PCmd_Ack
Lo.PCmd_Ack
LoLo.PCmd_Ack
AnyReject.PCmd_Ack
MinGood.PCmd_Ack
Fail.PCmd_Ack		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiHiSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiSuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoSuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoLoSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_AnyRejectSuppress						AnyReject.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Any Input Rejected Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_MinGoodSuppress						MinGood.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Min Good PV Inputs Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_FailSuppress						Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0								Program Command to Suppress Total Signal Failure Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiHiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoLoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_AnyRejectUnsuppress						AnyReject.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Any Input Rejected Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_MinGoodUnsuppress						MinGood.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Min Good PV Inputs Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_FailUnsuppress						Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Total Signal Failure Alarm

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiHiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•  Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•  The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_HiUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_LoLoUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Inp_PV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		Input Signal (process variable) from Sensor		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Input Comm Status or Quality 1=Bad, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_Target		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		Target State of Input (Disagree Status if not in Target State)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_Gate		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		1		This parameter is the gate input used for status detection. When set to 1, the target disagree monitoring is enabled. The on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the target disagree status output is forced off.
If the status is used as an alarm, this input acts as a suppression-by-design condition.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction uses simulation parameters (for example, Set_SimPV) to calculate output. When set to 0, the instruction uses input parameters (for example, Inp_PV) to calculate output.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter provides the ability to disable the maintenance substitution feature. When this parameter is 0, the Substitute PV Maintenance is allowed. When this parameter is 1, the Substitute PV Maintenance function is disallowed.
When Cfg_NoSubstPV is 0, the commands MCmd_SubstPV and MCmd_InpPV are used to select the input PV or the substitute PV. Sts_SubstPV is 1 when the substitute PV is selected.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_NormTextVis		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Display state text in Normal state (= target).
0 = Hide state text in Normal state (some HMI objects).		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_DIn		Cfg_HasTgtDisagreeAlm		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_TgtDisagreeResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When this parameter is 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset or Inp_Reset are required to clear Alm_ TgtDisagree after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal. 
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_TgtDisagreeAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When this parameter is 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_Ack or .OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs, indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm is latched in, requires Reset Command to clear		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm must be acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_TgtDisagreeSeverity		Input		DINT		TgtDisagree.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines the severity of each alarm. This drives the
color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate
and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, this severity parameter drives only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		I/O Fault Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_Debounce		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time Input Sts must maintain state (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_GateDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Time Inp_Gate must be true before Disagree Status is checked (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_TgtDisagreeOnDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		This parameter determines the minimum time (in seconds) the PV must disagree with the target for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when an output (Val) overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiLim).		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Cfg_TgtDisagreeOffDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		This parameter determines the amount of time (in seconds) the PV must agree with the target to clear the status. Off-delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_OffDly is 5 seconds, the PV must agree with the target for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Set_SimPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		PV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
• This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_TgtDisagreeAck		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_TgtDisagreeSuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress the Target Disagree Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_TgtDisagreeUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress the Target Disagree Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_TgtDisagreeUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge the I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress the I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress the I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve the I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DInAdv		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasStdySSWR0		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Switch Steady 0 = Run

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Combine_Sts_RunDec		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Combine Status Run and Deccelerate as Status Run

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Debounce		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time Input Sts must maintain state (sec)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_GateDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Gate Delay (s): time after Gate Input true to enable On/Off Delay

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasSSW		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Used as Speed Switch

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasPulseSSW		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Switch Pulse

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasPulseSpdConv		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse Speed Conversion

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasStdySSWR1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Switch Steady 1 = Run

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasTgtDisagreeWAlm		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm exists and will be checked

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasVSDSpFbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Switch used with VSD

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasTgtDisagreeAlm		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm exists and will be checked

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasTgtDisWF		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		DIn has Target Disagree Warning & Failure Indication

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm is latched in, requires Reset Command to clear

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm must be acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		I/O Fault Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Maintain_StsRun		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		SpeedSW maintain Sts_Run during Deccelerate

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_NormTextVis		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Display state text in "normal" state (= target), 0=hide (some HMI objects)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Disallow selection of Substitute PV

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_SSW_Type		Input		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = SpeedSw 0 Run, 2 = SppedSw 1 Run, 4 = SpeedSW Pulse

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm must be acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeOnDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time for Input to disagree with Target to raise Status (sec)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeOffDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time for Input to agree with Target to clear Status (sec)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm is latched in, requires Reset Command to clear

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeSSWTgt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		SpeedSwitch TargetDisagree Set Target

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeWOnDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeWarnGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time for Input to disagree with Target to raise warning Status (sec)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeWOffDly		Input		REAL		TgtDisagreeWarnGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time for Input to agree with Target to clear warning Status (sec)

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeWAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm must be acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeWResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm is latched in, requires Reset Command to clear

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeSeverity		Input		DINT		TgtDisagree.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_TgtDisagreeWSeverity		Input		DINT		TgtDisagreeW.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Warning Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_UseRunFdbkSpdSW		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		SpeedSW status updates only with Motor Run Feedback

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_VSD_FailTime		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		VSD Failure indication delay time

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_VSD_LoLIM		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		VSD Speed Lo Limit for Warn Fail factor adjust

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_VSD_WarnTime		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		VSD Warning indication delay time

		P_DInAdv		Inp_Gate		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		1		Gate Condition (=1 to enable Disagree Status)

		P_DInAdv		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Input Comm Status or Quality 1=Bad, 0=OK

		P_DInAdv		Inp_PV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		Input Signal (process variable) from Sensor

		P_DInAdv		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)

		P_DInAdv		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset Alarm requiring reset

		P_DInAdv		Inp_RunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Motor Run feedback for SppedSW

		P_DInAdv		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use simulated PV (Set_SimPV); 0=Use Input (Inp_PV)

		P_DInAdv		Inp_SpeedFdbk		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		VSD Speed FeedBack 0 - 100%

		P_DInAdv		Inp_Target		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		Target State of Input (Disagree Status if not in Target State)

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge the I/O Fault Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all latched Alarms

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress the I/O Fault Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve the I/O Fault Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress the I/O Fault Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeAck		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge the Target Disagree Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeSuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress the Target Disagree Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve the Target Disagree Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagree.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress the Target Disagree Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeWAck		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge the Target Disagree Warning Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeWSuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress the Target Disagree Warning Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeWUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress the Target Disagree Warning Alarm

		P_DInAdv		PCmd_TgtDisagreeWUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve the Target Disagree Warning Alarm

		P_DInAdv		Set_SimPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		PV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1)

		P_DInAdv		Set_SymbolVis		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0=Hidden except if in error. 1= Display Symbol (set from Area or Unit)

		P_DOut		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Inp_OnFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Input signal: On feedback from device; 1 = Device confirmed On.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_OffFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Input signal: Off feedback from device; 1 = Device confirmed Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=ON Permissives OK, device can turn ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable ON Permissives OK, device can turn ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, device can turn ON and stay ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, device can turn ON and stay ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		I/O communication status:
0 = OK
1 = Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction simulates a working device while keeping the output de-energized. When set to 0, the instruction operates the device normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Select Hand (hard-wired) mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Select Override mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override device command:
0 = None
1 = Off
2 = On
3 = Pulse off
4 = Pulse on
5 = Pulse continuously		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_HornInh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable pulsing functions, 0=On/Off only		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_CompletePulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Finish pulse in progress when commanded ON or Off.
0 = Switch immediately to ON or OFF state when commanded.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasOnFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device provides an ON feedback signal		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasOffFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device provides an OFF feedback signal		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_UseOnFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device ON feedback should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_UseOffFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device OFF feedback should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_FdbkFail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Both feedbacks On is invalid.
0 = Both feedbacks Off is invalid.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Perm'. For example, if your P_DOut object has the name 'DOut123', then its Permissive object must be named 'DOut123_Perm'.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_DOut object has the name ’DOut 123’, then its interlock object must be named ‘DOut 123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HornOnChange		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = Horn on energize only, 1 = Horn on any state change		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OperOffPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Off has priority, accepted any time.
0 = OCmd_Off only in Operator and Maintenance mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_ExtOffPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=XCmd_Off any time, 0=XCmd_Off only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Off has priority, accepted any time.
0 = OCmd_Off only in Operator and Maintenance mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New device XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores bypassable permissives/interlocks.
0 = Always use permissives/interlocks.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_ShedOnFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to OFF State and alarm on Fail to reach position.
0 = Alarm only on Fail.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to OFF State and alarm on I/O Fault.
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasOnFailAlm		Input		BOOL		OnFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists. 		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasOffFailAlm		Input		BOOL		OffFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		OnFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal. 
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		OffFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		OnFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required. 		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		OffFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnFailSeverity		Input		DINT		OnFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Event definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffFailSeverity		Input		DINT		OffFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (sec) (0=disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Delay to echo back  of ON/OFF status when in Simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnDelayT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Delay before initially turning output ON (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffDelayT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Delay before initially turning output OFF (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnPulseT		Input		REAL				0.5		Float		0		0		Output ON time for Pulse ON or Pulse Continuous		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffPulseT		Input		REAL				0.5		Float		0		0		Output OFF time for Pulse OFF or Pulse Continuous		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OnFailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Output ON to get ON Feedback before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Cfg_OffFailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Output OFF to get OFF Feedback before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_On		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to turn device ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Off		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to turn device OFF		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OnPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to pulse device (which is OFF) ON once		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OffPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to pulse device (which is ON) OFF once		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_ContPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to pulse device continuously (blink)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
• This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OnFailAck
PCmd_OffFailAck
PCmd_IntlkTripAck
PCmd_IOFaultAck						OnFail.PCmd_Ack
OffFail.PCmd_Ack
IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack
IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically

		P_DOut		PCmd_OnFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		OnFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Turn ON Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OnFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		OnFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to UnsuppressFail to Turn ON Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OffFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		OffFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Turn OFF Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OffFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		OffFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Turn OFF Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		PCmd_OnFailUnshelve
PCmd_OffFailUnshelve
PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve
PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve						OnFail.PCmd_Unshelve
OffFail.PCmd_Unshelve
IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve
IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_On		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to turn device ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_Off		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to turn device OFF		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_OnPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to pulse device (which is OFF) ON once		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_OffPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to pulse device (which is ON) OFF once		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_ContPulse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to pulse device continuously (blink)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Ext Cmd to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Inp_Tieback		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Tieback CV (in raw, Out_CV units) used in Hand or Init		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, Analog Output can be set		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, Analog Output can be set		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 0, the instruction operates normally. When set to 1, the instruction acts as normal but the output is held to at zero. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Select Hand (hardwired) control strategy.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Select Override control strategy.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_OvrdCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		CV target in Override mode (engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_ShedHold		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Hold Output on Interlock, 0=Go to Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_SkipRoCLim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Skip rate of change limiting in Maintenance or Override mode and on interlock.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Prog/Operator Settings track Override/Hand CV		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object is connected to Inp_Intlk.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_AOut object has the name ’AOut123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘AOut123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_HasCVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected CV object		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_OvrdIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Intlk; 0=always use Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for CV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AOut		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset required to clear Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset required to clear I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Acknowledge required for Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Acknowledge required for I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands. 		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_MinCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum CV (in engineering units, for limiting).		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_MaxCV		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum CV (in engineering units, for limiting).		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Operator setting of CV rate of change limit, increasing or decreasing (in engineering units/second).		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_IntlkCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Target when interlocked (if not Cfg_ShedHold) (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		CV Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Minimum in I/O (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		CV Maximum in I/O (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Cfg_MaxInactiveCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		When Val_CVOut is greater than this value (in CV EU) set Sts_Active (for HMI)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		XSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_IntlkTripAck
PCmd_IOFaultAck						IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack
IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically

		P_AOut		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve
PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve						IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve
IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0								• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance command to release ownership (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override).		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator command to unlock/release (Operator to Program) ownership.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Inp_T_Act		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Actual (measured) temperature, can be absolute or common units (for example, Fahrenheit or Celsius).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Inp_P_Act		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Actual (measured) pressure, can be absolute or common units (for example, PSIG).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Inp_DP_Act		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Actual (measured) differential pressure (for example, “WC).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PTComp		Inp_F_Act		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Actual (measured) uncompensated flow in volumetric units (for example, CFM).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_LoFlowCutoff		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		If Out_Flow is less than this cutoff value, it is shown as 0.0		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_T_Std		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Standard temperature in Inp_T_Act units (for example, Fahrenheit or Celsius).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_P_Std		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Standard pressure in Inp_P_Act units (for example, PSIG).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_T_Offset		Input		REAL				273.15		Float		0		0		‘Zero’ input-units temperature in absolute units (for example, R or K).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_P_Offset		Input		REAL				14.696		Float		0		0		‘Zero’ input-units pressure in absolute units (for example, PSIA).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_DP_Ref		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Reference (full-scale) differential pressure (for example, “WC).		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_F_Ref		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Reference flow in volumetric units (for example, CFM) at Reference DP.		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		Cfg_UseDP		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp_DP_Act (square root curve) to calculate flow.
0 = Use Inp_F_Act (linear).		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Inp_Level		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input: Tank innage level (feet or meters).		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Inp_FWLevel		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input: Tank innage free water (interface) level (feet or meters).		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Inp_ObsAPI		Input		REAL				30.5		Float		0		0		Input: Observed density (degrees API) at product temperature. This is used for floating roof compensation to calculate displacement based on weight of roof.		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Inp_AvgProdTemp		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Input: Average Product Temperature (Deg F or C)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Inp_AmbTemp		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Input: Ambient Temperature (Deg F or C)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_CalTbl		InOut		P_StrapTblRow[2]								1		1		Tank Calibration Table (level to volume)				0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_MinorPerMajor		Input		REAL				12.0		Float		0		0		Table Minor Units (in, cm, mm) per Major Unit (ft, m) (enter 0.0 if minor units not used)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_HasCTSh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = No correction for temperature of tank shell.
1 = Include correction for temperature of tank shell.		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_HasFRA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = Do not use floating roof adjustment.
1 = Include floating roof adjustment to account for displacement of fluid level.
		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_CalTemp		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Temperature of Tank Calibration (typ. 60 Deg F or 15 Deg C)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_ShellCoefOfExp		Input		REAL				0.0000062		Float		0		0		Tank Shell Linear Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (1/Deg F or 1/Deg C)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_K		Input		REAL				7.0		Float		0		0		Temp. weighting (enter 0.0 for insulated tank) (see API MPMS 2.2A app. D)		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_FloatRoofLevel		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Lowest level at which to add/subtract floating roof compensation (feet).		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_FloatRoofCalAPI		Input		REAL				30.5		Float		0		0		Degrees API for which table includes floating roof data		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_FloatRoofVolPerAPI		Input		REAL				-2.5		Float		0		0		Adjustment to table values for API <> CalAPI (volume/degrees API, typically a negative number).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Enable Input - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Ref_ChanData		InOut		HART_ChanData								1		1		Channel Data from HART AO Channel				0

		P_AInHART		Ref_DiagTable		InOut		P_DiagTable[1]								1		1		Lookup table for Diagnostic Code to text				0

		P_AInHART		Inp_AV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Direct AV from Input Assembly (raw units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_AVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_AVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related AV (channel) object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_AVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=AV or I/O Comms Status Bad, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_AVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=AV Value Not Reliable, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use simulated analog PV (Set_SimPV)
0 = Use analog Input (Inp_PV)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_HiHiGate		Input		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters are the gate inputs used for status detection. When set to 1, the corresponding analog input threshold monitoring is enabled. When enabled, the threshold detection on-delay and off-delay timers are applied after the gate delay timer. When set to 0, detection is disabled and the corresponding status output is forced off.
If the status is used as an alarm, this input provides a method for suppression-by-design alarm management.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_HiGate		Input		BOOL		HiGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_LoGate		Input		BOOL		LoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_LoLoGate		Input		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_FailGate		Input		BOOL		FailGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter that is used to programmatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms that require a reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_NoSubstPV		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter provides the ability to disable the maintenance substitution feature.
•    When this parameter is 0, the Substitute analog PV function is allowed.
•    When this parameter is 1, the Substitute analog PV Maintenance function is disallowed.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasChanObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a Channel object (AIChan, etc.) is used for Inp_PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_UseChanSrcQ		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pass thru connected Channel's SrcQ value, 0=generate SrcQ		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasHART		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = HART instrument
0 = non-HART (4…20 mA only) instrument		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasPV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Digital variable is configured and displayed:
•    PV (primary variable)
•    SV (secondary variable)
•    TV (third variable)
•    FV (fourth variable)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasSV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasTV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasFV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_UseVarSts		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Use HART digital variables' status, 0=ignore variable stattus		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_UseHARTText		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use HART text for Description, Label, Tag, engineering units
0 = Manually entered		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_UseHARTScaling		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use HART scaling for raw, engineering units ranges
0 = Manually entered ranges		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_AutoUpdDevInfo		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = automatically update device information
0 = no auto update		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_ManUpdDevInfo		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = allow manual device information update request
0 = disallow		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_SVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for SV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_TVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for TV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for FV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasHiHiAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasHiAlm		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasLoAlm		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasLoLoAlm		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status.
When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. For example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal.
When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Hi.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Lo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLo.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHi.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. The severity drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk® View Site Edition (SE) software, version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary and the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiSeverity		Input		DINT		Hi.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoSeverity		Input		DINT		Lo.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLo.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_InpRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) minimum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_InpRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Input (unscaled) maximum for Scaling		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Analog PV (Output) minimum for Scaling to engineering units		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Analog PV (Output) maximum for Scaling to engineering units		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FiltTC		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Analog PV Filter Time Constant (s), 0.0 = unfiltered		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiDB								0.0								These parameters set the deadband (hysterisis) that is applied to each alarm limit. This is used to help prevent a noisy signal from generating spurious alarms.
EXAMPLE: If the High Alarm is enabled (Cfg_HasHiAlm = 1), the High Alarm Limit (Val_HiLim) is 90 and the High Alarm Deadband (Cfg_HiDB) is 5, the high alarm is generated when the output (Val) rises above 90 and is cleared once the output (Val) falls below 85 (90 minus 5).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiDB								0.0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoDB								0.0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoDB								0.0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailDB								0.41666666										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiOnDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0								These parameters determine the minimum time (in seconds) the PV must remain beyond the status threshold for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when an output (Val) briefly overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiLim).		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiOnDly						HiGate.Cfg_OnDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoOnDly						LoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoOnDly						LoLoGate.Cfg_OnDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailOnDly						FailGate.Cfg_OnDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiOffDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the output must stay within each status threshold to clear the status. Off-delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_HiOffDly is 5 seconds, the output (Val) must be below the status limit (Val_HiHiLim) minus deadband (Cfg_HiHiDB) for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiOffDly						HiGate.Cfg_OffDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoOffDly						LoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoOffDly						LoLoGate.Cfg_OffDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailOffDly						FailGate.Cfg_OffDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiHiGateDly						HiHiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0								These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for threshold detection to be enabled. On-delays and off-delays are applied after the gate delay is complete.		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_HiGateDly						HiGate.Cfg_GateDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoGateDly						LoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_LoLoGateDly						LoLoGate.Cfg_GateDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailGateDly						FailGate.Cfg_GateDly		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailHiLim		Input		REAL				103.958336		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) High Limit (engineering units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FailLoLim		Input		REAL				-2.0833333		Float		0		0		Out-of-Range (fail) Low Limit (engineering units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Set_SimPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Analog PV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim = 1) (engineering units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Set_SimHARTPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV, SV, TV, or FV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim = 1) (primary, secondary, third, or fourth value in engineering units)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Set_SimHARTSV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Set_SimHARTTV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Set_SimHARTFV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_ClearCapt		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_ClearCapt to 1  to clear the captured minimum/maximum PV excursion values
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•    This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiHiAck						HiHi.PCmd_Ack		0								•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiAck						Hi.PCmd_Ack		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoAck						Lo.PCmd_Ack		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoLoAck						LoLo.PCmd_Ack		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_FailAck						Fail.PCmd_Ack		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Analog Input Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiHiSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiHiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiSuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Hi.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoLoSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoLoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoSuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Lo.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiHiUnshelve						HiHi.PCmd_Unshelve		0								•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_HiUnshelve						Hi.PCmd_Unshelve		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoUnshelve						Lo.PCmd_Unshelve		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_LoLoUnshelve						LoLo.PCmd_Unshelve		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		PCmd_FailUnshelve						Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0										Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Enable Input - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Ref_ChanData		InOut		HART_ChanData								1		1		Channel Data from HART AO Channel				0

		P_AOutHART		Ref_DiagTable		InOut		P_DiagTable[1]								1		1		Lookup table for Diagnostic Code to text				0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, Analog Output can be set		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-bypassable interlocks OK, analog output can be set if bypassable interlocks are bypassed.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 0, the instruction operates normally. When set to 1, the instruction acts as normal but the output is held to at zero.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Acquire Hand (typically hardwired local) Mode
0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic) Mode
0 = Release Override Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_OvrdCV		Input		REAL				0		Float		0		1		CV target in Override Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_ShedHold		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Hold Output on Interlock
0 = Go to Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SkipRoCLim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Skip rate of change limiting in Interlock, Maintenance, and Override modes		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to configure bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes.
When this parameter is 1 and the instruction is in Program mode, the operator settings track the program settings. When this parameter is 1 and the instruction in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Prog/Operator Settings track Override/Hand CV		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasHART		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=HART instrument, 0=non-HART (4-20 mA only) instrument		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasPV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Digital PV (primary variable) is configured		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasSV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Digital SV (secondary variable) is configured		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasTV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Digital TV (third variable) is configured		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasFV		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Digital FV (fourth variable) is configured		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_UseVarSts		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Use HART digital variables' status, 0=ignore variable stattus		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_UseHARTText		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use HART text for Desc, Label, Tag, EU; 0=Manually entered		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_UseHARTScaling		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use HART scaling for raw, EU ranges; 0=Manually entered ranges		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_AutoUpdDevInfo		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=automatically update device info, 0=no auto update		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_ManUpdDevInfo		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=allow manual device info update request, 0=disallow		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that an interlock object is connected to Inp_Intlk.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_AOutHART object has the name ’AOut123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘AOut123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasCVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected CV object by using the tag name in Cfg_CVNavTag		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_OvrdIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Intlk; 0=always use Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for CV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for SV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_TVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for TV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_FVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for FV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset required to clear Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset required to clear I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Acknowledge required for Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Acknowledge required for I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		Interlock Trip Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		I/O Fault Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_MinCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum CV (in EU, for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_MaxCV		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum CV (in EU, for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Rate of Change Limit, Increasing, (EU/sec, 0=unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		CV Rate of Change Limit, Increasing, (EU/sec, 0=unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_IntlkCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Target when interlocked (if not Cfg_ShedHold) (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		CV Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Minimum in I/O (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		CV Maximum in I/O (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_MaxInactiveCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		When Val_CVOut is greater than this value (in CV EU) set Sts_Active (for HMI)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		XSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Set_SimHARTPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Set_SimHARTSV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		SV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1) (SVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Set_SimHARTTV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		TV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1) (TVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Set_SimHARTFV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		FV used in Simulation (Inp_Sim=1) (FVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_AOutHART		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_AOutHART		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0





Output Parameters

		Library Object		Output Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_AIn		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (after Substitute PV, if used)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_InpPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Input Value (actual, before Substitute PV selection)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_PVMinCapt		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Minimum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_PVMaxCapt		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Maximum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final PV source and quality.
GOOD              0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST                8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN 
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
20 = Low
21 = High
24 = Low-Low
25 = High-High
32 = Fail
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Using substitute PV (Input being overridden).		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Bad quality or Out of Range		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config (see detail Err_ bits for reason), display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: On Delay, Off Delay, Gate Delay Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 s)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Err_Filt		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: PV filter params (RateTime, TC)		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHiGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Alm_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Ack_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHiDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenancy		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiHiShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiGate		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Alm_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Ack_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiDisabled		Output		BOOL		Hi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Hi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_HiShelved		Output		BOOL		Hi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low comparison result 1=Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoGate		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Alm_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Ack_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoDisabled		Output		BOOL		Lo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Lo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoShelved		Output		BOOL		Lo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low comparison result 1=Low-Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLoGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Alm_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Ack_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLoDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_LoLoShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_FailCmp		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail comparison result 1=Out of Range		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_FailGate		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AIn		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is Out of Range or PV Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm (PV Bad or Out of Range)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog input Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIn		P_AIn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_InpRaw		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Input Value (RU) (before scaling or checking)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Process Variable Value (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final channel status source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_Sts		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = PV Good
5 = PV Uncertain
6 = PV Bad
7 = Substitute PV
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = none
32 = Fail
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_PVGood		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV Quality is Good (not flagged as Bad or Uncertain)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV Quality is flagged as Uncertain		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV Quality is flagged as Bad		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_UseInp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Using Input to calculate PV (not replaced or held)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_HoldLast		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog PV being held at last good value		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_Clamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog PV being clamped at Low or High Limit		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_Replaced		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog PV being replaced with configured value		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_InpOORHiCmp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input PV exceeds Out-of-Range High Limit		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_InpOORLoCmp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input PV exceeds Out-of-Range Low limit		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_InpOutOfRange		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is Out of Range (includes On-Delay, Deadband, Off-Delay)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_InpStuck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is "stuck" (unchanging)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_InpNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is Not a Number (floating point exception)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_ModFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Module Fault condition		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_ChanFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Channel Fault condition		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_OutOfSpec		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Working outside specifications (from instrument)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_FuncCheck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Function Check (PV simulated/replaced at instrument)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_MaintReqd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is Required (from instrument)		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config (see detail Err_ bits for reason), display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Timer Preset (must be 0 to		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_DB		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: a Status Deadband is < 0.0		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: PV High Clamping is less than PV Low Clamping		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure (Bad, Uncertain)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm (Bad, Uncertain)		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog input Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AIChan		P_AIChan		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Input Value (incl. Manual Override, if used)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_InpPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Input Value (actual, before Substitute PV selection)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_RoC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value Rate of Change (EU/rate time)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_Dev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Calculated Deviation from Reference (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_PVMinCapt		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Minimum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_PVMaxCapt		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Maximum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final PV Source and Quality.
GOOD
0  = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
20 = Low
21 = High
22 = Low Deviation
23 = High Deviation
24 = Low Low
25 = High High
26 = High Rate of Change
32 = Fail
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Bad quality or Out of Range		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: On-Delay, Off-Delay, Gate Delay Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 s)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_Rate		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Rate Time (use 1.0, 60.0, 3600.0, 86400.0...)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_Filt		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=-Error in Config: PV filter params (RateTime, TC)		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHiGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHiDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHiShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiHiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiGate		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDisabled		Output		BOOL		Hi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiShelved		Output		BOOL		Hi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Hi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low comparison result 1=Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoGate		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDisabled		Output		BOOL		Lo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoShelved		Output		BOOL		Lo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Lo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low comparison result 1=Low-Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLoGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLoDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLoShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoLoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoCCmp		Output		BOOL		HiRoCGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoCGate		Output		BOOL		HiRoCGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoC		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Rate of Change is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_HiRoC		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Rate of Change is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_HiRoC		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Rate of Change Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoCDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Rate of Change Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoCShelved		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Rate of Change Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiRoCSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiRoC.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Rate of Change Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDevCmp		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Deviation comparison result 1=Dev High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDevGate		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Deviation is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Deviation is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDevShelved		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_HiDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDevCmp		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Deviation comparison result 1=Dev Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDevGate		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Deviation is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Deviation is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDevShelved		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_LoDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_FailCmp		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail comparison result 1=Out of Range		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_FailGate		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input is Out of Range or PV Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm (Bad or Out of Range)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog input Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInAdv		Sts_CtrlHi																1=Analog Input is above High Control limit

		P_AInAdv		Sts_CtrlHiHi																1=Analog Input is above High-High Control limit

		P_AInAdv		Sts_CtrlLo																1=Analog Input is above Low Control limit

		P_AInAdv		Sts_CtrlLoLo																1=Analog Input is above Low-Low Control limit

		P_AInAdv		P_AInAdv		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Selected Analog PV  (incl. Subst PV, if used) (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input A (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVB		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input B (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_AvgPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value Average of Input A and Input B (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_MinPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value Minimum of Input A and Input B (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_MaxPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value Maximum of Input A and Input B (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_InpPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Selected PV (before substitution, etc.) (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_Diff		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Difference between Input A and Input B PVs (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVMinCapt		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Minimum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVMaxCapt		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Maximum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		SrcQ_IOA		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		SrcQ_IOB		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final PV Source and Quality.
GOOD
0  = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
20 = Low
21 = High
22 = Low Deviation
23 = High Deviation
24 = Low Low
25 = High High
26 = High Rate of Change
32 = Fail
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channels (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_PVASel		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Input A selected for PV		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_PVBSel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Input B selected as PV		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_AvgSel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Avg(A,B) selected as PV		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_MinSel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Min(A,B) selected as PV		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_MaxSel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Max(A,B) selected as PV		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Bad quality or Out of Range		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Min Duration Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 sec)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_Filt		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=-Error in Config: PV filter params (RateTime, TC)		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_DB		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: a Status Deadband is < 0.0		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHiGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHiDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiHiShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiGate		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiDisabled		Output		BOOL		Hi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Hi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_HiShelved		Output		BOOL		Hi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low comparison result 1=Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoGate		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoDisabled		Output		BOOL		Lo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Lo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoShelved		Output		BOOL		Lo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low comparison result 1=Low-Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLoGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLoDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_LoLoShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_OneGood		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV (other is Bad or Uncertain)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_OneGood		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_OneGood		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_OneGoodDisabled		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_OneGoodSuppressed		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_OneGoodShelved		Output		BOOL		OneGood.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Only One Good PV Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_NoneGood		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV (both Bad, or one Bad / one Uncertain)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_NoneGood		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_NoneGood		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_NoneGoodDisabled		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_NoneGoodSuppressed		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_NoneGoodShelved		Output		BOOL		NoneGood.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=No Good PV Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_DiffCmp		Output		BOOL		DiffGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Signal Difference comparison result 1=High Difference		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_DiffGate		Output		BOOL		DiffGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Signal Difference Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_Diff		Output		BOOL		Diff.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Signal Difference detected		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_Diff		Output		BOOL		Diff.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Signal Difference Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_Diff		Output		BOOL		Diff.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Signal Difference Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_DiffDisabled		Output		BOOL		Diff.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Signal Difference Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_DiffSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Diff.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Signal Difference Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_DiffShelved		Output		BOOL		Diff.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Signal Difference Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_FailCmp		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail comparison result 1=Out of Range		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_FailGate		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure (borth Bad or Out of Range)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInDual		P_AInDual		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiHiLim		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		1		High-High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_HiLim		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		1		High Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_LoLoLim		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		1		Low-Low Status Threshold		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Selected Analog PV (including substitute PV, if used) (engineering units).		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_InpPV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Calculated PV, before selection of subst PV or filtering (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input A (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVB		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input B (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input C (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVD		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input D (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVE		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input E (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVF		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input F (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVG		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input G (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVH		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (actual) from Input H (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVMinCapt		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Minimum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVMaxCapt		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured PV Maximum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_NumPVs		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of PVs that are currently used in calculating Val_CalcPV		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOA		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOB		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOD		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOE		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOF		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOG		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IOH		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final PV source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
17 = AnyReject
18 = MinGood
20 = Lo
21 = Hi
24 = LoLo
25 = HiHi
32 = Fail
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channels (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVAReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		When set to 1, indicates associated input is rejected and not used to calculate PV.		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVBReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVCReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVDReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVEReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVFReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVGReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVHReject		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Bad quality or Out of Range		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Min Duration Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 sec)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Filt		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=-Error in Config: PV filter params (RateTime, TC)		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_DB		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: a Status Deadband is < 0.0		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Has		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: at least one Cfg_HasPVx must be 1		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Use		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: at least one Cfg_UsePVx must be 1		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_MinGood		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Cfg_MinGood must be in the range [1..8]		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHiGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHiDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHiShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiHiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiGate		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiDisabled		Output		BOOL		Hi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiShelved		Output		BOOL		Hi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_HiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Hi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low comparison result 1=Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoGate		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoDisabled		Output		BOOL		Lo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoShelved		Output		BOOL		Lo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Lo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low comparison result 1=Low-Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLoGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLoDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLoShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_LoLoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_AnyReject		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=At least one Input has been Rejected		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_AnyReject		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: At least one Input has been Rejected		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_AnyReject		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Any Input Rejected Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_AnyRejectDisabled		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Any Input Rejected Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_AnyRejectShelved		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Any Input Rejected Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_AnyRejectSuppressed		Output		BOOL		AnyReject.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Any Input Rejected Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_MinGood		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=At minimum required number of good inputs, next reject/fail will result in Bad PV		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_MinGood		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Min Good PV Inputs Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_MinGood		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Min Good PV Inputs Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_MinGoodDisabled		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Min Good PV Inputs Alarm has been  Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_MinGoodShelved		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Min Good PV Inputs Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_MinGoodSuppressed		Output		BOOL		MinGood.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Min Good PV Inputs Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_FailCmp		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail comparison result 1=Out of Range		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_FailGate		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure (borth Bad or Out of Range)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Total Signal Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInMulti		P_AInMulti		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Out: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final output source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Val_Sts		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = PV Good
6 = PV Bad
7 = Substitute PV		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Target Disagree
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Discrete Input Status (incl. Debounce, Manual Override, if used)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_PV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Discrete Input Status (actual, not subject to Override)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_InpPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Input PV (normal)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		0		Input Comm Status/ Quality (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Timer Preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagreeCmp		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Input vs. Target comparicon result 1=Disagree		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagreeGate		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is not in Target state		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Alm_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Input is not in Target state		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Ack_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagreeDisabled		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagreeShelved		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_TgtDisagreeSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input communication fault (Inp_IOFault = 1)		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Input communication fault		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DIn		P_DIn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_DInAdv		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Out: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output always reflects EnableIn Input state.

		P_DInAdv		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Ack_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Ack_TgtDisagreeW		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Input communication fault

		P_DInAdv		Alm_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Input is not in Target state

		P_DInAdv		Alm_TgtDisagreeW		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Input is not in Target state: warning

		P_DInAdv		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Timer Preset (use 0 to 2147483)

		P_DInAdv		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Timer Preset (use 0 to 2147483)

		P_DInAdv		P_DIn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery

		P_DInAdv		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)

		P_DInAdv		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final output source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)

		P_DInAdv		Sts		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Discrete Input Status (incl. Debounce, Manual Override, if used)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_Acc		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Accelerating

		P_DInAdv		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon

		P_DInAdv		Sts_Dec		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Decelerating

		P_DInAdv		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason

		P_DInAdv		Sts_InpPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Input PV (normal)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active

		P_DInAdv		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input communication fault (Inp_IOFault = 1)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance

		P_DInAdv		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator

		P_DInAdv		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program

		P_DInAdv		Sts_PV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Discrete Input Status (actual, not subject to Override)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Comm Status/ Quality (0=OK, 1=Bad)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged

		P_DInAdv		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset

		P_DInAdv		Sts_Run		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Running

		P_DInAdv		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagree		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is not in Target state

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeCmp		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree comparicon result 1=Disagree

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeWCmp		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeWarnGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Warning comparicon result 1=Disagree

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeDisabled		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeGate		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Gate Delay Status, 1=done

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeWDisabled		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeWGate		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeWarnGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Target Disagree Warning Gate Delay Status, 1=done

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeShelved		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Shelved by Operator

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagree.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Alarm has been Shelved by Operator

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeWSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm has been Suppressed by Program

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeW		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Input is not in Target state: warning

		P_DInAdv		Sts_TgtDisagreeWShelved		Output		BOOL		TgtDisagreeW.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Target Disagree Warning Alarm has been Shelved by Operator

		P_DInAdv		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=none, 16=Tgt Disagree, 32=I/O comms., 34=CfgErr

		P_DInAdv		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)

		P_DInAdv		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=PV Good, 6=PV Bad, 7=Substitute PV

		P_DInAdv		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms

		P_DOut		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Out		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Primary Output 1=ON, 0=OFF		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Sound audible prior to commanded energize/ state change		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final device status source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Off
2 = On
3 = Pulse off
4 = Pulse on
5 = Pulse continuously		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback: 0=Transition, 1=Off, 2=On, 3=Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Status 0=off 1=on 2=pulse off 3=pulse on 4=pulse cont. 5=turning off 6=turning on		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=none, 16=Feedback Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_State		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Internal Logic State (for animating STD on faceplate), see manual		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + attached (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Out		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Output is ON (energized), 0=Output is OFF (de-energized)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Pulsing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Output is in a pusling sequence		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_FdbkOff		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Feedback shows device in OFF state		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_FdbkOn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Feedback shows device in ON state		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_FdbkFail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Feedbacks are in an INVALID state (not ON, OFF or TRANSIT)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock / Permissive Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_PrioOff		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Oper/Ext Priority Off Comand Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Feeback Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		1		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OnFail		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Failed to Turn ON		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Alm_OnFail		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fail to Turn ON Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Ack_OnFail		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn ON Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OnFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn ON Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OnFailShelved		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn ON Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OnFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		OnFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn ON Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OffFail		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Failed to Turn OFF		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Alm_OffFail		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fail to Turn OFF Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Ack_OffFail		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn OFF Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OffFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn OFF Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OffFailShelved		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn OFF Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_OffFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		OffFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Turn OFF Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device turned OFF by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Device turned OFF by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_DOut		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_DOut		P_DOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Out_CV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		CV Output in Raw (I/O Card) Units		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_CVSet		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of selected CV setting (before rate limiting, in engineering units).		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_CVOut		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV output (after rate limiting) (in engineering units).		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_CVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax).		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_CVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax).		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final analog source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = At target
1 = Ramp down
2 = Ramp up
3 = Clamp minimum
4 = Clamp maximum
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
32 = I/O fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Ramping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is ramping to target		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Clamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Set is clamped at CVMin or CVMax		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_SkipRoCLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Rate of Change Limiting was skipped this scan (Maint, Ovrd, Intlk, Hand)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Active		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is greater than Cfg_MaxInactiveCV, show graphic symbol as "active"		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Output available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Limits swapped		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled CV EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Output Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Status: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK (1-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AOut		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_AOut		P_AOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PTComp		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Out_Flow		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Compensated Flow (at Standard Temperature and Pressure: Mass Flow)		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Invalid Configuration, see Err_ bits		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Err_T_Std		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Invalid Standard Temperature (T_Std + T_Offset must be > 0.0)		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Err_P_Std		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Invalid Standard Pressure (P_Std + P_Offset must be > 0.0)		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Err_DP_Ref		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Invalid Reference Differential Pressure (must be > 0.0 if DP used)		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		Err_F_Ref		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Invalid Reference Flow (at Reference DP) (must be > 0.0 if DP used)		Read Only		0

		P_PTComp		P_PTComp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_StrapTbl		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_TOV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Raw total observed volume from Cal. Table (barrels, gallons, liters).		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_FW		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Free Water Volume (barrels, gallons, liters).		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_TSh		Output		REAL				60		Float		0		1		Calculated Tank Shell Temperature (Deg F, Deg C)		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_CTSh		Output		REAL				1		Float		0		1		Correction for Temperature of Tank Shell (multiplier)		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_FRA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Floating roof adjustment volume (barrels, gallons, liters).		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Val_GOV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Primary value: Gross observed volume (see API MPMS 12.1.1).		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Sts_UnderMin		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Inp_Level is below lowest level in strapping table		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		Sts_OverMax		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Inp_Level is above highest level in strapping table		Read Only		0

		P_StrapTbl		P_StrapTbl		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Value (after Substitute PV, if used) (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_InpAV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Analog Input Value (actual, before Substitute PV selection)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_PVMinCapt		Output		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured (Analog) PV Minimum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_PVMaxCapt		Output		REAL				-1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Captured (Analog) PV Maximum (excursion) since last cleared		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_PV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Digital (HART) Primary Variable (PV) value (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_SV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Digital (HART) Secondary Variable (SV) value (SVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_TV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Digital (HART) Third Variable (TV) value (TVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_FV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Digital (HART) Fourth Variable (FV) value (FVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagCode1		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #1 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagCode2		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #2 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagCode3		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #3 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_NAMURSts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		NAMUR NE107 Status: worst of three diagnostics, for breadcrumb		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_NAMURSts1		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		NAMUR NE107 Status for HART Diagnostic Code:
0 = OK
1 = Information
2 = Maintenance required
4 = Off specification (uncertain)
8 = Function check (substitution)
16 = Failure		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_NAMURSts2		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_NAMURSts3		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary analog input (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final analog PV source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1  =  I/O live and assumed good quality
2  =  No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9  = Device loopback simulation
10 =  Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 =  Live input, off-specification
17 =  Value substituted at device/bus
18 =  Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 =  Shed, using last good value
20 =  Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 =  I/O channel fault
34 =  I/O module fault
35 =  Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ_PV		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART PV value (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ_SV		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and  Quality of HART SV value (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ_TV		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART TV value (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		SrcQ_FV		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART FV value (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status:
0 = none
20 = Lo
21 = Hi
24 = LoLo
25 = HiHi
32 = Fail
34 = CfgErr		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_SubstPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Using Substitute PV (Input being overridden)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Bad quality or Out of Range		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config (see detail Err_ bits for reason), display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Input Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: On Delay, Off Delay, Gate Delay Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 s)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Err_Filt		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: PV filter params (RateTime, TC)		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHiGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High-High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Alm_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High-High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Ack_HiHi		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHiDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiHiShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiCmp		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiGate		Output		BOOL		HiGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Alm_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Ack_Hi		Output		BOOL		Hi.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiDisabled		Output		BOOL		Hi.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Hi.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_HiShelved		Output		BOOL		Hi.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low comparison result 1=Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoGate		Output		BOOL		LoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Alm_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Ack_Lo		Output		BOOL		Lo.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoDisabled		Output		BOOL		Lo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Lo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoShelved		Output		BOOL		Lo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLoCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low comparison result 1=Low-Low		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLoGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low-Low Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Alm_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is in Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Ack_LoLo		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLoDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLoSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_LoLoShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLo.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_FailCmp		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail comparison result 1=Out of Range		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_FailGate		Output		BOOL		FailGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input is Out of Range or PV Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm (PV Bad or Out of Range)		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog input Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AInHART		P_AInHART		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Out_CV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		CV Output in Raw (I/O Card) Units		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_CVSet		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of selected CV Setting (before rate limiting, in EU)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_CVOut		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV Output (after rate limiting) (in engineering units)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_CVFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV read back from analog output channel
IMPORTANT: This variable is an echo of the CV provided by the I/O card and does NOT represent an actual position of any actuator device. The actual position can be configured as one of the HART variables: PV, SV, TV or FV, and depends on what data the device is configured to send in those variables.		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_CVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_CVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_PV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of HART Primary Variable (PV)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_SV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of HART Secondary Variable (SV)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_TV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of HART Third Variable (TV)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_FV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of HART Fourth Variable (FV)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagCode1		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #1 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagCode2		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #2 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagCode3		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		HART Diagnostic Code #3 (-1 = none)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_NAMURSts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		NAMUR NE107 Status: worst of three diagnostics, for breadcrumb		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_NAMURSts1		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		NAMUR NE107 Status for HART Diagnostic Code:
0 = OK
1 = Information
2 = Maintenance required
4 = Off specification (uncertain)
8 = Function check (substitution)
16 = Failure		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_NAMURSts2		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_NAMURSts3		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final analog source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ_PV		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART PV value		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ_SV		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and  Quality of HART SV value		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ_TV		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART TV value		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		SrcQ_FV		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of HART FV value		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = At target
1 = Ramp down
2 = Ramp up
3 = Clamp minimum
4 = Clamp maximum
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
32 = I/O fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Ramping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is ramping to target		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Clamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Set is clamped at CVMin or CVMax		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_SkipRoCLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Rate of Change Limiting was skipped this scan (Maint, Ovrd, Intlk, Hand)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Active		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is greater than Cfg_MaxInactiveCV, show graphic symbol as "active"		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Output available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Shelved or Disabled, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Limits swapped		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled CV EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Output Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Status: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK (1-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_AOutHART		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_AOutHART		P_AOutHART		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0





Local Tags

		Library Object		Tag Name		Data Type		Default		STYLE		Description

		P_AIn		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Input'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Input'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AIn'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Analog Input Failure Alarm (bad quality or out of range)		Read/Write

		P_AIn		FailGate		P_Gate		{...}				Fail Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AIn		Hi		P_Alarm		{...}				High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AIn		HiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AIn		HiHi		P_Alarm		{...}				High-High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AIn		HiHiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High-High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AIn		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AIn		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AIn		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AIn'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AIn		Lo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AIn		LoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AIn		LoLo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AIn		LoLoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low-Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AIn		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)		Read/Write

		P_AIn		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)		Read/Write

		P_AIn		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AIn		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AIn		MSet_SubstPV		REAL		0.0		Float		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV (EU)		Read/Write

		P_AIn		OCmd_ClearCapt		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Clear the captured min / max PV excursion values		Read/Write

		P_AIn		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AIn		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_AIn		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AIn		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AIn		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_AIChan		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Channel Quality'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog In Channel'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Cfg_RU		STRING_8		'mA DC'				Raw Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AIChan'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Analog Input Failure Alarm (bad quality or out of range)		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AIChan		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AIChan'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AIChan		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_AIChan		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm requires Reset		Read Only

		P_AIChan		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm requires Reset or Acknowledgement		Read Only

		P_AIChan		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Advanced Analog Input'				Description for display on HMI. This string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Input'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AinAdv'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Analog Input Failure Alarm (bad quality or out of range)		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		FailGate		P_Gate		{...}				Fail Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		Hi		P_Alarm		{...}				High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiDev		P_Alarm		{...}				High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Deviation Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiHi		P_Alarm		{...}				High-High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiHiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High-High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiRoC		P_Alarm		{...}				High Rate of Change Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HiRoCGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Rate of Change Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AInAdv'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		Lo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		LoDev		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		LoDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Deviation Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		LoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		LoLo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		LoLoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low-Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		OCmd_ClearCapt		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Clear the captured min / max PV excursion values		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_AInAdv		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInAdv		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		AnyReject		P_Alarm		{...}				Warning: At least one used Input is being rejected		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Multiple (to 8) Analog Input'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Input'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVATag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input A'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input A for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVBTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input B'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input B for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVCTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input C'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input C for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVDTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input D'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input D for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVETag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input E'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input E for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVFTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input F'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input F for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVGTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input G'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input G for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_PVHTag		STRING_20		'Sensor / Input H'				Tagname for Sensor/ Input H for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AInMulti'				Tagname for indicator for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Total Signal Failure Alarm (Both A and B PVs bad or out of range)		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		FailGate		P_Gate		{...}				Fail Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		Hi		P_Alarm		{...}				High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		HiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		HiHi		P_Alarm		{...}				High-High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		HiHiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High-High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AInMulti'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		Lo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		LoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		LoLo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		LoLoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low-Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		MinGood		P_Alarm		{...}				Minimum Good PVs Alarm (next PV lost will result in Fail)		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		OCmd_ClearCapt		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Clear the captured min / max PV excursion values		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_AInMulti		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInMulti		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_DIn		Cfg_0StText		STRING_8		'Off'				Text to display in PV=0 State		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Cfg_1StText		STRING_8		'On'				Text to display in PV=1 State		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Discrete Input'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Discrete Input'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_DIn'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DIn		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_DIn		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_DIn		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_DIn'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_DIn		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DIn		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)		Read/Write

		P_DIn		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)		Read/Write

		P_DIn		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DIn		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DIn		MSet_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV		Read/Write

		P_DIn		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all latched Alarms		Read/Write

		P_DIn		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_DIn		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DIn		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DIn		TgtDisagree		P_Alarm		{...}				Target Disagree Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DIn		TgtDisagreeGate		P_Gate		{...}				Target Disagree Condition Gate/Delay		Read/Write

		P_DIn		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_0StText		STRING_8		'Off'				Text to display in PV=0 State

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_1StText		STRING_8		On'				Text to display in PV=1 State

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_AccTime		DINT		5		Decimal		Accelerate Time in Sec

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_AcStText		STRING_8		'Acc'				Text to display in Accelerate State

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_DcStText		STRING_8		'Decc'				Text to display in Decelerate State

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_DecTime		DINT		10		Decimal		Deccelerate Time

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Discrete Input'				Description for display on HMI

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Discrete Input'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_PulseMin		DINT		0		Decimal		Pulses per Min for Speed Calc

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_RStText		STRING_8		'Run'				Text to display in Run State

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Text to display Units

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_SymbolVis		BOOL		0		Decimal		Always display Symbol else hidden if no error condition

		P_DInAdv		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_DInAdv'				Tagname for display on HMI

		P_DInAdv		Err_EngTb1		BOOL		0		Decimal		Error on Engineering Tab 1

		P_DInAdv		Err_EngTb2		BOOL		0		Decimal		Error on Engineering Tab 2

		P_DInAdv		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up

		P_DInAdv		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_DInAdv		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_DInAdv'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W

		P_DInAdv		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm

		P_DInAdv		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)

		P_DInAdv		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)

		P_DInAdv		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)

		P_DInAdv		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)

		P_DInAdv		MSet_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV

		P_DInAdv		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all latched Alarms

		P_DInAdv		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms

		P_DInAdv		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)

		P_DInAdv		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)

		P_DInAdv		PulseSpd_ONS1		BOOL		0		Decimal		One-Shot store bit

		P_DInAdv		SSW_StaticGate		P_Gate		{...}				Condition Gate/Delay

		P_DInAdv		Sts_Equip_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Equipment Starting

		P_DInAdv		TgtDisagree		P_Alarm		{...}				Target Disagree Alarm

		P_DInAdv		TgtDisagreeGate		P_Gate		{...}				Target Disagree Condition Gate/Delay

		P_DInAdv		TgtDisagreeW		P_Alarm		{...}				Target Disagree Warning Alarm

		P_DInAdv		TgtDisagreeWarnGate		P_Gate		{...}				Target Disagree Warning Condition Gate/Delay

		P_DInAdv		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)

		P_DInAdv		Val_PlsSpdPerc		REAL		0.0		Float		Pulse Speed as %

		P_DInAdv		VSD_Sim		DINT		0		Decimal		VSD Sim Speed

		P_DInAdv		VSD_Spd_Cmd		DINT		0		Decimal		VSD Speed Command from HMI

		P_DOut		Cfg_0StText		STRING_8		'Off'				Text to display when device is in Off (0) state.		Read/Write

		P_DOut		Cfg_1StText		STRING_8		'On'				Text to display when device is in On (1) state.		Read/Write

		P_DOut		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_DOut		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Discrete On/Off Device'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_DOut		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Discrete Device'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DOut		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_DOut'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DOut		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_DOut		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_DOut		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_DOut		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_DOut'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_DOut		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DOut		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DOut		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_DOut		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_DOut		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		OCmd_ContPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to pulse device continuously (blink)		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_Off		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to turn device OFF		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_OffPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to pulse device (which is ON) OFF once		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_On		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to turn device ON		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_OnPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to pulse device (which is OFF) ON once		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OffFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Failed to Turn OFF Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DOut		OnFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Failed to Turn ON Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DOut		ORdy_ContPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ContPulse (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_Off		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Off (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_OffPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_OffPulse (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_On		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_On (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_OnPulse		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_OnPulse (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DOut		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_AOut		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Cfg_CVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of CV Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Output'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Output'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AOut'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOut		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_AOut		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AOut		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AOut		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AOut'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AOut		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AOut		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AOut		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_AOut		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_AOut		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOut		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOut		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_AOut		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_AOut		ORdy_CV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_CV (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_AOut		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOut		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOut		OSet_CV		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write

		P_AOut		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PTComp		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Pressure / Temperature Compensated Flow'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PTComp		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Flow at Std. Cond.'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PTComp		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PTComp'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PTComp		Inf_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PTComp		Inf_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PTComp		Inf_Type		STRING_16		'P_PTComp'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Tank Strapping Table'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Strapping Table'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_LevelEU		STRING_8		'Feet'				Level Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_StrapTbl'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_TempEU		STRING_8		'Deg F'				Temperature Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Cfg_VolumeEU		STRING_8		'Gallons'				Volume Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Inf_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_StrapTbl		Inf_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_StrapTbl		Inf_Type		STRING_16		'P_StrapTbl'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Input (HART)'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI (from lookup table)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART FV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_FVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Fourth Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Input (HART)'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_PVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART PV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_PVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Primary Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_SVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART SV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_SVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Secondary Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AInHART'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_TVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART TV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Cfg_TVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Third Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Analog Input Failure Alarm (bad quality or out of range)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		FailGate		P_Gate		{...}				Fail Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		Hi		P_Alarm		{...}				High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		HiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		HiHi		P_Alarm		{...}				High-High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		HiHiGate		P_Gate		{...}				High-High Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AInHART		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_AInHART'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Lo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		LoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		LoLo		P_Alarm		{...}				Low-Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		LoLoGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low-Low Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		MCmd_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Input PV (normal)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		MCmd_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to use Substitute PV (override input)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		MCmd_UpdDevInfo		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to request update of device info		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		MRdy_InpPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_InpPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		MRdy_SubstPV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SubstPV (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		MRdy_UpdDevInfo		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_UpdDevInfo (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		MSet_SubstPV		REAL		0.0		Float		Maintenance-Entered Substitute PV (EU)		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		OCmd_ClearCapt		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Clear the captured min / max PV excursion values		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset and Acknowledge all Alarms		Read/Write

		P_AInHART		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagDesc1		STRING_32		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Device Diagnostic Description #1 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagDesc2		STRING_32		''				Device Diagnostic Description #2 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_DiagDesc3		STRING_32		''				Device Diagnostic Description #3 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_Desc		STRING_32		''				Description Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_EU		STRING_8		''				Analog Value Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_FVEU		STRING_8		''				FV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_InpRawMax		REAL		100.0		Float		Signal Maximum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_InpRawMin		REAL		0.0		Float		Signal Minimum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_Label		STRING_20		''				Label Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_PVEU		STRING_8		''				PV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_PVEUMax		REAL		100.0		Float		Analog Val;ue Maximum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_PVEUMin		REAL		0.0		Float		Analog Val;ue Minimum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_SVEU		STRING_8		''				SV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_Tag		STRING_20		''				Tag Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_HART_TVEU		STRING_8		''				TV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AInHART		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object only (enum)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_CVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tag name for destination of CV Navigation button.
IMPORTANT: This function does not apply to FactoryTalk View ME software.		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Output'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for CV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_FVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART FV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_FVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Fourth Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Output'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_PVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART PV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_PVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Primary Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART SV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_SVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Secondary Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_AOutHART'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_TVEU		STRING_8		''				Engineering Units for HART TV display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Cfg_TVLabel		STRING_16		''				Label for Third Variable for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		HMI_Tab		SINT		??		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		HMI_Type		STRING_16		??				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		MCmd_UpdDevInfo		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to request update of device info		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		MRdy_UpdDevInfo		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_UpdDevInfo (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		ORdy_CV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_CV (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		OSet_CV		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (in EU)		Read/Write

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagDesc1		STRING_32		‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Device Diagnostic Description #1 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagDesc2		STRING_32		''				Device Diagnostic Description #2 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_DiagDesc3		STRING_32		''				Device Diagnostic Description #3 (from diag. code lookup)		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_CVEUMax		REAL		100.0		Float		Analog Val;ue Maximum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_CVEUMin		REAL		0.0		Float		Analog Val;ue Minimum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_CVRawMax		REAL		100.0		Float		Signal Maximum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_CVRawMin		REAL		0.0		Float		Signal Minimum (for scaling) received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_Desc		STRING_32		''				Description Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_EU		STRING_8		''				Analog Value Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_FVEU		STRING_8		''				FV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_Label		STRING_20		''				Label Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_PVEU		STRING_8		''				PV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_SVEU		STRING_8		''				SV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_Tag		STRING_20		''				Tag Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_HART_TVEU		STRING_8		''				TV Engineering Units Text received via HART		Read Only

		P_AOutHART		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only






Input Parameters

		Library Object		Input Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_Motor		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Inp_RunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Run feedback from motor:
1 = Motor Running
0 = Motor Stopped		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Bypassable Permissives are OK, motor can start.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-bypassable Permissives are OK, motor can start.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Bypassable Interlocks are OK, motor can start/run.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-bypassable Interlocks are OK, motor can start/run.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_OvldNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related Overload object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_Motor		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication status:
0 = OK
1 = Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the outputs de-energized and simulates a working motor. When set to 0, the instruction controls the motor normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Select Hand (hardwired) mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Select Override mode.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override mode command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter that is used to programmatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms that require reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Motor Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether the run feedback exists and is checked or if the run feedback does not exist and is not used. When the parameter is 1, the run feedback is connected and is used for failure checking. When the parameter is 0, the run feedback does not exist and is not checked.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_UseRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor run feedback is used for failure checking.
0 = Motor run feedback is bypassed by Maintenance and not checked for failures.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow local Start/Stop without alarm.
0 = Start/Stop from HMI/program only.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK
and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_Motor object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘Motor123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_Motor object has the name’Motor123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘Motor123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object (for example, P_ResInh) is connected and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_Motor object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named
‘Motor_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object (for example, P_RunTime) is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_Motor object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its runtime object must be named
‘Motor123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasOvldObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an overload object is connected and navigation to the overload object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Overload object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Ovld’. For example, if your P_Motor object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its Overload object must be named ‘Motor123_Ovld’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop available in any time.
0 = OCmd_Stop only in Operator and Maintenance modes.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time
0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched On when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or FailToStart.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_FailToStart alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the alarm must be acknowledged. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (lack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailToStartAck or FailToStart.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary and the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Feedback delay in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start for running feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop for stopped feedback (=0) before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•   This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•   The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•   The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance command to release ownership (Maintenance to Operator/Program/ Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator command to unlock/release (Operator to Program) Ownership.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		XCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		XCmd_Jog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Inp_IntlkAvail								0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_Motor		XCmd_Acq						CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq(I)		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_Motor		XCmd_Rel						CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel(I)		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_Motor2Spd		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_SlowRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback from motor 1 = Running Slow		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_FastRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback from motor 1 = Running Fast		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_SlowPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissive OK, motor can start slow		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_SlowNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start slow		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_FastPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, motor can start fast		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_FastNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start fast		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_OvldNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related Overload object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the outputs de-energized and simulates a working motor. When set to 0, the instruction controls the motor normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Run Fast, 3=Run Slow		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_Motor2Spd		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Motor Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether the run feedback exists and is checked or if the run feedback does not exist and is not used. Use run feedback for failure checking when it is connected and the parameter is 1. When the parameter is 0, the run feedback does not exist and is not checked.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_UseRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor run feedback is used for failure checking.
0 = Motor run feedback is bypassed by Maintenance and not checked for failures.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasSlowPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is connected to Inp_SlowPermOK or Inp_FastPermOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Slow Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_SlowPerm’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Slow Permissive object must be named
‘Motor123_SlowPerm’.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Fast Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_FastPerm’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Fast Permissive object must be named
‘Motor123_FastPerm’.
		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasFastPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is connected to Inp_IntlkOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Interlock object must be named
‘Motor123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that a restart inhibit (for example, P_ResInh) object is connected.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘Motor_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that a runtime (for example, P_RunTime) object is connected. IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘Motor123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasOvldObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that an overload object is connected.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Overload object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Ovld’. For example, if your P_Motor2Spd object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its Overload object must be named ‘Motor123_Ovld’.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are
1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or IOFault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_IOFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the alarm must be acknowledged. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailToStartAck or FailToStart.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_ChangeSpdT		Input		REAL				3.0		Float		0		0		Delay with contactors open when changing speeds (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back of Running/Stopped status when in simulation or when motor does not have or is not using run feedback (secondsonds).		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get correct Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedbacks before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_StartFast		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor at Fast speed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_StartSlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor at Slow speed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Horn		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_StartSlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor at Slow speed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_StartFast		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor at Fast speed		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_Jog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog motor (slow) (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_FwdRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback from motor 1 = Running Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_RevRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback from motor 1 = Running Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, motor can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_OvldNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related Overload object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input communication status:
0 = OK
1 = Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the outputs de-energized and simulates a working motor. When set to 0, the instruction controls the motor normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Fwd, 3=Rev		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_MotorRev		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Inp_IntlkAvail								0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Motor Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter determines whether the run feedback exists and is checked or if the run feedback does not exist and is not used. Use run feedback for failure checking when it is connected and the parameter is 1. When the parameter is 0, the run feedback does not exist and is not checked.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_UseRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use motor run feedback siignals for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is connected to Inp_FwdPermOK or Inp_RevPermOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Forward Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘Motor123_FwdPerm’.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Reverse Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RevPerm’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Reverse Permissive object must be named ‘Motor123_RevPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI that an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is connected to Inp_IntlkOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘Motor123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_ResInh Restart Inhibit is connected
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ’Motor123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘Motor123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_RunTime is connected
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘Motor123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasOvldObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an Overload object exists (E3+, etc.)
IMPORTANT: The name of the Overload object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Ovld’. For example, if your P_MotorRev object has the name ‘Motor123’, then its Overload object must be named ‘Motor123_Ovld’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = IFail to Stop Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset requied to clear Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_ChangeDirT		Input		REAL				3.0		Float		0		0		Delay with contactors open when changing directions (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back  of Running/Stopped status when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get correct Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedbacks before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Motor Forward (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Motor Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_Acq						CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_MotorRev		XCmd_Rel						CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_MotorHO		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_RunFastFwdFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor Running (single speed), fast (2-speed) or forward (reversing)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_SlowRevFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor running slow (2-speed) or reverse (reversing)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, interlock not tripping motor		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, interlock not tripping motor		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_OvldNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related Overload object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction uses simulation inputs (for example, Inp_SimRunFastFwd). When set to 0, the instruction uses input parameters (for example, Inp_RunFastFwdFdbk).		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_SimRunFastFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Sets simulated motor to running (fast or forward), 0 = no change		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_SimSlowRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Sets simulated motor to running slow or reverse, 0 = no change		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_SimStopped		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Sets simulated motor to stopped, 0 = no change		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Output is connected to motor, 0 = Monitor only		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_2Spd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor is 2 speed (fast, slow or stopped)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_Rev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor is reversing (forward, reverse or stopped)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Intlk is connected to Inp_Intlk.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_MotorHO object has the name’MotorHO123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘MotorHO123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_RunTime is connected.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_MotorHO object has the name ‘MotorHO123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘MotorHO123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasOvldObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Enables navigation to connected overload object’s faceplate. IMPORTANT: The name of the Overload object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Ovld’. For example, if your P_MotorHO object has the name ‘MotorHO123’, then its Overload object must be named ‘MotorHO123_Ovld’.		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Trip. resets fault, 0 = reset req'd to reset fault		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_ShedOnFailToTrip		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Continue Trip and Alarm on Fail to Trip; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Trip		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasTripFailAlm		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_TripFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset requied to clear Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_TripFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_TripFailSeverity		Input		DINT		TripFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.
		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				3.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back of Open/Closed status when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_TripFailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		After tripped, time to reach trip position before Alarm (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Trip Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to ResetShed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_TripFailAck		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_TripFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_TripFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_TripFailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsehlve Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback input signals from device. Use the feedback configuration parameters (for example, Cfg_FdbkSt0Check and Cfg_FdbkSt0State) to determine how these inputs are used to determine actual state.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkC		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkD		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_DeviceFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Signal: Device fault from device.
1 = fault		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK0		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK0		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK3		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK3		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, 0 = Not OK, go to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, 0 = Not OK, go to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction simulates a working device while keeping outputs de-energized. When set to 0, the instruction controls the device normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override mode device command:
0 = None
1 = State 0
2 = State 1
3 = State 2
4 = State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_D4SD		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St0onShed		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to State 0 on Shed, 0 = Hold position on Shed		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_NumStates		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of device states (2..4)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt0Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0		These configuration parameters determine how the outputs are used to command state. The parameter Cfg_OutSt[x]Write configures which outputs get written for each state. The parameter Cfg_OutSt[x]State configures what gets written for each state.
For example, if all outputs must be set to 0 except Out_A which must be set to 1 to command the device to state 1, then Cfg_OutSt1Write must be 2#0000_1111 and Cfg_OutSt1State must be 2#0000_0001. By default, all four outputs are written in every state, with a single output set to 1 in each state.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt0State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0001		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt1Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt1State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0010		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt2Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt2State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0100		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt3Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt3State		Input		SINT				2#0000_1000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt0Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		These configuration parameters determine how the inputs are used to determine state. The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]Check configures which inputs get checked for each state. The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]State configures the values of the inputs which determine each state. For example, if the device returns a 0 to Inp_FdbkA and Inp_FdbkB and a 1 to Inp_FdbkC when the device is in state 3, then Cfg_FdbkSt3Check must be
2#0000_0111 and Cfg_FdbkSt1Write must be 2#0000_0100.
By default, all inputs are ‘don’t’ care’ in every state (no feedback checking). 		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt0State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0001		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt1Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt1State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0010		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt2Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt2State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0100		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt3Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt3State		Input		SINT				2#0000_1000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm0Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK0....3 and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissives object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm#’, where ‘#’ is the permissive number (0…3) For example, if your P_D4SD object has the name ’D4SD123’, then its Permissives object must be named ‘D4SD123_Perm0’.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm1Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm2Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm3Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK
and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Intlk'. For example, if your P_D4SD object has the name 'D4SD123', then its interlock object must be named 'D4SD123_Intlk'.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OperSt0Prio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_St0 has priority, accepted any time
0 = OCmd_St0 only in Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ExtSt0Prio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_St0 any time, 0 = XCmd_St0 only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New device OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New device XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnFail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to State 0 and Alarm on Fail to reach position; 0 = Alarm only on Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnDeviceFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to State 0 and Alarm on Device Fault; 0 = Alarm only on Device Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Go to State 0 and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to reach state Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasDeviceFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched On when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset is required to clear the Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_DeviceFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_DeviceFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_DeviceFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DeviceFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutAPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output A (seconds) (0 = output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutBPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output B (seconds) (0 = output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutCPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output C (seconds) (0 = output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutDPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output D (seconds) (0 = output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back reaching state when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after new state requested to reach that state before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St0		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to ResetShed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Device Fault  Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St0		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Inp		InOut		P_PF52x_Inp								1		1		Common part of PF523 / PF525 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF52x		Out		InOut		P_PF52x_Out								1		1		Common part of PF523 / PF525 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF52x		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[2]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_PF52x		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local) Mode, 0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start Fwd 3=Start Rev		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override Mode (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_PF52x		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasReverse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive can be run reverse, 0 = Forward only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Drive Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a forward permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_FwdPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Forward Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_FwdPerm’. For example, if your P_PF52x object has the name ’PF52x123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘PF52x123_FwdPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a reverse permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_RevPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Reverse Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RevPerm’. For example, if your P_PF52x object has the name ’PF52x123’, then its Reverse Permissive object must be named ‘PF52x123_RevPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_PF52x object has the name ’PF52x123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘PF52x123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object (for example, P_ResInh) is connected and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_PF52x object has the name ’PF52x123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘PF52x123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object (for example, P_RunTime) is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_PF52x object has the name ‘PF52x123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘PF52x123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes.
When this parameter is 1:
•   In Program mode the operator settings track the program settings.
•   In Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings.
•   The simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator Settings track Override/Hand speed reference		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on Fail to Start.
0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Stopped state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault. The drive can now be commanded to a state other than Stopped.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on I/O Fault.
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Stopped state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault. The drive can now be commanded to a state other than Stopped.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SimScaleEU		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		If Cfg_SimScaleEU = 1, in simulation, scale Speed Ref engineering units to Speed feedback engineering units.
If Cfg_SimScaleRaw = 1, in simulation, scale Speed Ref engineering units to raw, then raw to Speed feedback engineering units.
If both of these parameters are zero, the simulated speed reference is ramped to the simulated speed feedback without scaling.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SimScaleRaw		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are
1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. For example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Drivefault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_DriveFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal. When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. The severity drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive the indication only on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary. The definition also drives the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMin		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMax		Input		DINT				6000		Decimal		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMin		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMax		Input		DINT				6000		Decimal		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program or Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Inp		InOut		P_PF6000_Inp								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 753 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF753		Out		InOut		P_PF6000_Out								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 753 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF753		Ref_GetFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record

		P_PF753		Ref_GetFaultDest		InOut		P_PFComm_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG

		P_PF753		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, drive can start Forward

		P_PF753		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward

		P_PF753		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, drive can start Reverse

		P_PF753		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse

		P_PF753		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_IntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_PF753		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail

		P_PF753		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local) Mode, 0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override Mode (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Inp_HornInh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_PF753		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasReverse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive can be run reverse, 0=Forward only

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive Jog Command enabled/visible, 0=Drive Jog Command not allowed

		P_PF753		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_FwdPerm

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_RevPerm

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_PF753 object has the name ’PF753123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘PF753123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object (for example, P_ResInh) is connected and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_PF753 object has the name ’PF753123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘PF753123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object (for example, P_RunTime) is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_PF753 object has the name ‘PF753123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘PF753123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator Settings track Override/Hand speed reference		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on Fail to Start.
0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Stopped state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Stopped.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on I/O Fault.
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Stopped state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Stopped.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SimScaleEU		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SimScaleRaw		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to raw, then raw to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is evaluated or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Drivefault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_DriveFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive the indication only on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_WatchdogT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Communications Watchdog Timeout time (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program or Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Forward

		P_PF753		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Reverse

		P_PF753		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset drive fault and all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Inp		InOut		P_PF755_Inp								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 755 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF755		Out		InOut		P_PF755_Out								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 755 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF755		Ref_GetFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record				0

		P_PF755		Ref_GetFaultDest		InOut		P_PFEmb_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG				0

		P_PF755		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start Fwd 3=Start Rev		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_ExtIhn		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_PF755		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_PF755T		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_FwdPerm

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasReverse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive can be run reverse, 0 = Forward only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Drive Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a forward permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_FwdPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Forward Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_FwdPerm’.  For example, if your P_PF755 object has the name ’Drive123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘Drive123_FwdPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a reverse permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_RevPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Reverse Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RevPerm’.  For example, if your P_PF755 object has the name ’Drive123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘Drive123_RevPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Intlk'. For example, if your P_PF755 object has the name 'Drive123', then its interlock object must be named 'Drive123_Intlk'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object is connected, is used to accumulate data, and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the restart inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_ResInh'. For example, if your P_PF755 object has the name 'Drive123', then its restart inhibit object must be named 'Drive123_ResInh'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_RunTime'. For example, if your P_PF755 object has the name 'Drive123', then its runtime object must be named 'Drive123_RunTime'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator Settings track Override/Hand speed reference		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are
1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, PCmd_Reset, OCmd_Reset, or Inp_Reset are required to clear Alm_FailtoStart after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example,
PCmd_FailtoStartAck) are required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: These severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SpeedEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference and Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SpeedEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference and Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SpeedRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference and Feedback Minimum in Drive Units (Hz or RPM) (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SpeedRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference and Feedback Maximum in Drive Units (Hz or RPM) (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program or Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve InterlockTrip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_PF755		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_PF755		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Inp		InOut		P_PF6000_Inp								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Input Assembly (<drivename>:I)				0

		P_PF6000		Out		InOut		P_PF6000_Out								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Output Assembly (<drivename>:O)				0

		P_PF6000		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_PF6000		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local) Mode, 0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override Mode (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_PF6000		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasParRWObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Enable navigation to Parameter Read/Write Popup		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_Perm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Intlk is connected to Inp_Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_ResInh Restart Inhibit is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_RunTime is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = PSets track OSets in Operator OSets track PSets in Prog, 0 = no tracking		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator Settings track Override/Hand speed reference		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on Fail to Start.
0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on I/O Fault.
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SimScaleEU		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SimScaleRaw		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to raw, then raw to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameter are
1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, PCmd_Reset, OCmd_Reset, or Inp_Reset are required to clear Alm_FailtoStart after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameter are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example,
PCmd_FailtoStartAck) are required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: These severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner. The definition severity also provides an alarm summary and the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_WatchdogT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Communications Watchdog Timeout time (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program or Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset drive fault and all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Inp		InOut		P_PF7000_Inp								1		1		PowerFlex 7000 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF7000		Out		InOut		P_PF7000_Out								1		1		PowerFlex 7000 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParSrc		InOut		INT[36]						Decimal		1		1						0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Next Drive Parameter Value				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParDest		InOut		INT[36]						Decimal		1		1		Buffer for data from Get Drive Parameter MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_DriveFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_DriveAlarmMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Alarm Record				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_FaultAlarmDest		InOut		P_PFComm_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_RunTimeMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Elapsed Run Time				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_RunTimeDest		InOut		LINT						Decimal		1		1		Buffer for data from Get Elapsed Run Time MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local) Mode, 0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start Fwd 3=Start Rev		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override Mode (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_PF7000		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Drive Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a forward permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_FwdPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Forward Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_FwdPerm’. For example, if your P_PF7000
object has the name ’Drive123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘Drive123_FwdPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a reverse permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_RevPermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT:  The name of the Reverse Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RevPerm’.  For example, if your P_PF7000
object has the name ’Drive123’, then its Forward Permissive object must be named ‘Drive123_RevPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK
and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Intlk'. For example, if your P_PF7000 object has the name 'Drive123', then its interlock object must be named 'Drive123_Intlk'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object is connected, is used to accumulate data, and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the restart inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_ResInh'. For example, if your P_PF7000 object has the name 'Drive123', then its restart inhibit object must be named
'Drive123_ResInh'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_RunTime'. For example, if your P_PF7000 object has the name 'Drive123', then its runtime object must be named
'Drive123_RunTime'.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator Settings track Override/Hand speed reference		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on Fail to Start.
0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop motor and alarm on I/O Fault.
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the drive to a state other than Off.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SimScaleEU		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SimScaleRaw		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale Speed Ref Engineering Units to raw, then raw to Speed Fdbk Engineering Units		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0. .6)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are
1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, PCmd_Reset, OCmd_Reset, or Inp_Reset are required to clear Alm_FailtoStart after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailtoStartAck) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: These severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator or Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program or Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Commands		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by P_VSD!)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by P_VSD!)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Inp		InOut		P_E1PlusE_Inp								1		1		E1Plus Overload (193-ETN) Diagnostic Input Structure				0

		P_E1PlusE		Inp_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O communication with E1Plus has failed		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset All Latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_AllowOperReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_AllowMaintReset		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_HasWarnAlm		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Warning Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_HasTripAlm		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_WarnResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Trip.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Trip alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_TripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_WarnAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_TripAck or Trip.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_TripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_WarnSeverity		Input		DINT		Warn.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by factoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_TripSeverity		Input		DINT		Trip.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_PulseT		Input		REAL				5		Float		0		0		Time (seconds) to pulse Trip Reset or Remote Trip output to E3		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_LocalResetReqdT		Input		REAL				3600.0		Float		0		0		No more than (1,2,3) remote Trip Resets are allowed in this amount of time (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_LocalResetReqdNum		Input		DINT				3		Decimal		0		0		No more than this many remote Trip Resets are allowed in (cfg'd) time		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_WarnAck		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_WarnSuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_WarnUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_WarnUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_TripAck		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_TripSuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_TripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_TripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Comnmand to Unshelve  I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripSuppressed		Input		BOOL		Trip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp		InOut		P_E3Ovld_Inp								1		1		E3 Overload Parameter-based Input Assembly (100)				0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O communication with E1Plus has failed		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset All Latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_E3Plus		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = E3 (2 in, 1 out)
1 = E3Plus (-EC2, -EC3: 4 in, 2 out)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_EC5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 =  -EC2,-EC3 (4 in, 2 out)
1 =  -EC5 (6 in, 2 out)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_AllowOperTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Remote Trip function is available to Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_AllowOperReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_AllowMaintTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Remote Trip function is available to Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_AllowMaintReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_HasWarnAlm		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_HasTripAlm		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_WarnResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Trip.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Trip alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_TripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_WarnAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_TripAck or Trip.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_TripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_WarnSeverity		Input		DINT		Warn.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by factoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_TripSeverity		Input		DINT		Trip.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_PulseT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Time (seconds) to pulse Trip Reset or Remote Trip output to E3		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_LocalResetReqdT		Input		REAL				3600.0		Float		0		0		No more than (1,2,3) remote Trip Resets are allowed in this amount of time (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_LocalResetReqdNum		Input		DINT				3		Decimal		0		0		No more than this many remote Trip Resets are allowed in (cfg'd) time		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_WarnAck		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_WarnSuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_WarnUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_WarnUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_TripAck		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_TripSuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_TripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_TripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Comnmand to Unshelve  I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Inp		InOut		P_E300Ovld_Inp								1		1		E300 Overload (193-ECM-ETR) Input Structure				0

		P_E300Ovld		Ref_TripCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Trip History Codes and Descriptions				0

		P_E300Ovld		Ref_WarningCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Warning History Codes and Descriptions				0

		P_E300Ovld		Inp_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Inp_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset All Latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_AllowOperTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Remote Trip function is available to Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_AllowOperReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_AllowMaintTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Remote Trip function is available to Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_AllowMaintReset		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Reset function is available to Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_HasWarnAlm		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_HasTripAlm		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_WarnResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. For example - OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Trip.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_Trip alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal. When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_TripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_WarnAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Warn.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_TripAck or Trip.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs and indicates an alarm is acknowledged and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_TripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Trip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_WarnSeverity		Input		DINT		Warn.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. The severity drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary. The definition also drives the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_TripSeverity		Input		DINT		Trip.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_PulseT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Time (seconds) to pulse Trip Reset or Remote Trip output to E3		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_LocalResetReqdT		Input		REAL				3600.0		Float		0		0		No more than (1..3) remote Trip Resets are allowed in this amount of time (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_LocalResetReqdNum		Input		DINT				3		Decimal		0		0		No more than this many remote Trip Resets are allowed in (cfg'd) time (1..3)		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_TripReset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_WarnAck		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_WarnSuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_WarnUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_WarnUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Warn.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Impending Trip Warning alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_TripAck		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_TripSuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_TripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_TripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Trip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Overload Tripped alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Comnmand to Unshelve  I/O Fault alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_TripSuppressed		Input		BOOL		Trip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Inp_Stopped		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Equipment is confirmed Stopped		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Inp_Starting		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Equipment is Starting, indicating a start attempt		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Inp_Running		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		Equipment is confirmed Running		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_ThreeColdStarts		Input		REAL				0.5		Float		0		0		Time within which three starts are allowed if cold (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_FirstFailCold		Input		REAL				0.5		Float		0		0		Time for cold motor to wait after 1st start failure before ready to start (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_SubseqFailCold		Input		REAL				4.0		Float		0		0		Time for cold motor to wait after 2nd and subsequent start failure before ready (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_FirstFailHot		Input		REAL				0.5		Float		0		0		Time for hot motor to wait after 1st start failure before ready to start (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_SubseqFailHot		Input		REAL				4.0		Float		0		0		Time for hot motor to wait after 2nd and subsequent start failure before ready (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ResInh		Cfg_HotRestartOK		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time for hot motor to run so it can immediately restart after stop (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_RestartHot		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time for hot motor to wait after stop if stopped before Hot Restart OK time (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		Cfg_HotToCold		Input		REAL				16.0		Float		0		0		Time for a stopped hot motor to become cold (hr)		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_RunTime		Inp_Starting		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor is Starting (from motor instruction)		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		Inp_Running		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor is Running (from motor instruction)		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		PCmd_ClearStarts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Count of Starts (attempts)		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		PCmd_ClearMaxHrs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Maximum (continuous) Run Time for any start		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		PCmd_ClearTotHrs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Total Running Time		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		MCmd_ClearStarts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Count of Starts (attempts)		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		MCmd_ClearMaxHrs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Maximum (continuous) Run Time for any start		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		MCmd_ClearTotHrs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Total Running Time		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Inp		InOut		P_SMC50_Inp								1		1		Common part of SMC-50 Input Assembly				0

		P_SMC50		Out		InOut		P_SMC50_Out								1		1		Common part of SMC-50 Output Assembly				0

		P_SMC50		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_SMC50		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, motor can start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Simulate working motor; 0 = Start/Stop/ Monitor actual motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local) Mode, 0 = Release Hand Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_SMC50		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Job Command enabled/visible, 0 = Motor Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a reverse permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled. 
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_SMC50 object has the name ’SMC50123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘SMC50123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_SMC50 object has the name ’SMC50123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘SMC50123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object is connected and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_SMC50 object has the name ’SMC50123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘SMC50123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a run time object is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_SMC50 object has the name ‘SMC50123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘SMC50123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm exists and is checked.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasMotorFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_MotorFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_MotorFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_MotorFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		MotorFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to echo back running / stopped feedback in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear motor fault		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to ResetShed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve InterlockTrip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_MotorFaultAck		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_MotorFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_MotorFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_MotorFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Jog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp		InOut		P_SMCFlex_Inp								1		1		Common part of SMCFlex Input Assembly				0

		P_SMCFlex		Out		InOut		P_SMCFlex_Out								1		1		Common part of SMCFlex Output Assembly				0

		P_SMCFlex		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, motor can start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, motor can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_IntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Simulate working motor; 0 = Start/Stop/ Monitor actual motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Override Mode Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_SMCFlex		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Reset motor / starter fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_PwrUnits		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Power is in Megawatts (MW), 0 = Power is in Kilowatts (kW)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Motor Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a reverse permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled. 
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_SMCFlex object has the name ’SMCFlex123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘SMCFlex123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_SMCFlex object has the name ’SMCFlex123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘SMCFlex123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a restart inhibit object is connected and navigation to the restart inhibit object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_SMCFlex object has the name ’SMCFlex123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘SMCFlex123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a runtime object is connected and navigation to the runtime object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_SMCFlex object has the name ‘SMCFlex123’, then its runtime object must be named ‘SMCFlex123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New motor XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm exists and is checked.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasMotorFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset required to clear Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_MotorFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acknowledge required for Fail to Start alarm, Fail to Stop alarm, Interlock Trip alarm, Motor Fault alarm, or I/O Fault alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_MotorFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_MotorFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		MotorFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to echo back running / stopped feedback in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear motor fault		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset motor fault and all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve InterlockTrip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_MotorFaultAck		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_MotorFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_MotorFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_MotorFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		MotorFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Motor Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Jog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Motor		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_SMCFlex		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_VSD		Inp_SpeedFdbk		Input		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedbak in Drive Units (typ. 0-32767 = 0 to max freq.)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_LastFaultCode		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Most recent drive fault code (enumeration)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Datalink		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Auxiliary Signal (datalink) Input in Drive (raw) Units		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Ready		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is ready to run		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Running		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is Running (active)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_CommandDir		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is commanded Forward, 0 = Drive is commanded Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_ActualDir		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is running Forward, 0 = Drive is running Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Accelerating		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is accelerating		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Decelerating		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is decelerating		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Alarm		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive has an Alarm Condition (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Faulted		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive has Faulted (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_AtSpeed		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is at commanded speed		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_FwdPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_FwdNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, drive can start Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_RevPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives OK, drive can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_RevNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, motor can start Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, drive can start/run		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0 = OK, 1 = fail		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps outputs de-energized (zero) and simulates a working drive. When set to 0, the instruction operates the drive normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0 = Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0 = Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Command: 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start Fwd 3=Start Rev		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_OvrdSpeed		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Speed Reference in Override Mode (SpeedRef Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_OvrdOutDatalink		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Value to set Output Datalink in Override Mode (OutDatalink Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit External Acquisition, 0 = Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_HornInh								0								1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert

		P_VSD		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Inp_IntlkAvail								0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasReverse		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive can be run reverse, 0 = Forward only		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasJog		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Jog Command enabled/visible, 0 = Drive Jog Command not allowed		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_VSD		Cfg_AllowLocal		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Allow Local Start/Stop without alarm, 0 = Start/Stop from HMI/prog only		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive provides feedback signal on Inp_Running when running		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_UseRunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive run feedback should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasSpeedFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive provides speed feedback on Inp_SpeedFdbk		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_UseSpeedFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive speed determines running state, 0 = state determined by drive Active input bit		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasInpDatalink		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A signal is connected to Inp_Datalink		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasOutDatalink		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A signal is connected to Out_Datalink		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasFwdPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is connected to Inp_FwdPerm or Inp_RevPerm.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_FwdPerm’ or '_RevPerm'. For example, if your P_VSD object has the name ’Drive123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘Drive123_FwdPerm’ or 'Drive123_RevPerm'.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasRevPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is connected to Inp_Intlk.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_VSD object has the name’Valve123’, then its Interlock object must be named‘Drive123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasResInhObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_ResInh Restart Inhibit is connected
IMPORTANT: The name of the Restart Inhibit object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_ResInh’. For example, if your P_VSD object has the name‘Drive123’, then its Restart Inhibit object must be named ‘Drive123_ResInh’.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasRunTimeObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_RunTime is connected
IMPORTANT: The name of the runtime object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_RunTime’. For example, if your P_VSD object has the name‘Drive123’, then its runtime object must be named‘Drive123_RunTime’.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program/Operator/Ext Settings track Override/Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Stop any time, 0 = OCmd_Stop only when Operator selected		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Stop any time, 0 = XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = New drive XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0 = XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0 = always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ShedOnFailToStart		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on Fail to Start; 0 = Alarm only on Fail to Start		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SimScaleEU		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale speed reference engineering units to speed feedback engineering units.
0 = If both Cfg_SimScaleEU and Cfg_SimScaleRaw are 0, then in simulation, the speed reference is copied to the speed feedback without scaling.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SimScaleRaw		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = In simulation, scale speed reference engineering units to raw, then raw to speed feedback Engineering Units
0 = If both Cfg_SimScaleRaw and Cfg_SimScaleEU are 0, then in simulation, the speed reference is copied to the speed feedback without scaling.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for speed ref/fdbk display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDLDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for Input Datalink display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDLDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for Output Datalink display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasFailToStartAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasFailToStopAlm		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasDriveFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_DriveFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs, indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_DriveFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStartSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStart.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. 
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStopSeverity		Input		DINT		FailToStop.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_DriveFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DriveFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_MinSpdRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_MaxSpdRef		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Speed Reference in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedRefRawMax		Input		REAL				32767.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedRefEUMax		Input		REAL				130.0		Float		0		0		Speed Reference Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedFdbkRawMax		Input		REAL				32767.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Input		REAL				130.0		Float		0		0		Speed Feedback Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input Datalink Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkRawMax		Input		REAL				4095.0		Float		0		0		Input Datalink Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input Datalink Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkEUMax		Input		REAL				409.5		Float		0		0		Input Datalink Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum Output Datalink in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Output Datalink in Engineering Units (for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Output Datalink Minimum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkRawMax		Input		REAL				4095.0		Float		0		0		Output Datalink Maximum in Drive (raw) Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Output Datalink Minimum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkEUMax		Input		REAL				409.5		Float		0		0		Output Datalink Maximum in Engineering Units (for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (seconds) (0 = disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_SimRampT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to ramp speed fdbk when in Simulation (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStartT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Start to get Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_FailToStopT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		Time after Stop to drop Run Feedback before Fault (seconds)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ResetPulseT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Reset to clear drive fault		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_MaxJogT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum jog time (seconds, 0 = unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program / Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Start/Stop/Fwd/ Rev, .3=OutDatalink		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator / Ext: .0 = Reference, .1 = Start/Stop/Fwd/ Rev, .3=OutDatalink		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control in Program / Oper: .0 = Reference, .1 = Start/Stop/Fwd/ Rev, .3=OutDatalink		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PSet_OutDatalink		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Output Datalink (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XSet_SpeedRef		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XSet_OutDatalink		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Output Datalink (Engineering Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Operator to Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Program to Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Operator to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Operator or Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset drive fault and all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStartAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStopAck		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_FailToStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FailToStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_DriveFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_DriveFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_DriveFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_DriveFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DriveFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve Drive Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Acknowledge I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unshelve I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maintenance to Operator/Program/Override)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Program to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_Acq						CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq(I)		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_VSD		XCmd_Rel						CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel(I)		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_VSD		XCmd_StartFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_StartRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_JogFwd		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Forward		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_JogRev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Jog Drive Reverse		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Ext Cmd to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0





Output Parameters

		Library Object		Output Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_Motor		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Out_Run		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Run Motor, 0 = Stop Motor		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Out_Start		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Start Motor, 0 = Motor left in current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Out_Stop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Stop Motor, 0 = Motor left in current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final motor status source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stopped, 1 = Running		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Sts: 0 = ? 1 = Stopped 2=RunFwd 3=RunRev 4=RunSlow 5=StartFwd 6=StartRev 7=StartSlow 8=JogFwd 9=JogRev 10 = Sopping		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 16=Fail to Start, 17 = Fail to Stop, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Starting		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Running		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run and is confirmed running		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Jogging		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Jog		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An Alarm is Shelved, Disabled or Suppressed: display icon		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Start/Stop Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Start (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor		Sts_Horn				BOOL												1=Motor Horn Active

		P_Motor		P_Motor		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_RunSlow		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Run Motor Slow, 0 = Stop Motor		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_RunFast		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Run Motor Fast, 0 = Stop Motor		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_StartSlow		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Start Motor at Slow speed		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_StartFast		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Start Motor at Fast speed		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_Stop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Stop Motor (break seal-in at starter)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final motor status source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
3 = Start Fast
4 = Start Slow		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
2 = Running fast
3 = Running Slow
6 = Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = Unknown
1 = Stopped
3 = Running Fast
4 = Running Slow
7 = Stopping
9 = Starting Fast
10 = Starting Slow
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		This is the Device Fault Status, used to show the operator the most severe device fault:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_StartingSlow		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run slow and awaiting slow fdbk		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_StartingFast		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run fast and awaiting fast fdbk		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_RunningSlow		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run slow and is confirmed running slow		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_RunningFast		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run fast and is confirmed running fast		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Jogging		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor requested to Jog		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Err_Pause		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in config: Invalid Pause Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Start (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_Motor2Spd		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_Motor2Spd		P_Motor2Spd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_RunFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Run Motor Forward, 0 = Stop Motor		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_RunRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Run Motor Reverse, 0 = Stop Motor		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_StartFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Start Motor Forward		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_StartRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Start Motor Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_Stop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Pulse 1 to Stop Motor (break seal-in at starter)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final motor status source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
5 = Start forward
6 = Start reverse		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
4 = Running forward
5 = Running reverse
6 = Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device status:
0 = Unknown
1 = Stopped
5 = Run forward
6 = Run reverse
7 = Stopping
11 = Starting forward
12 = Starting reverse
32 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
32 = I/O fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run forward and awaiting fwd fdbk		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run reverse and awaiting rev fdbk		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run fowrard and is confirmed running fowrard		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to run reverse and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Err_Pause		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Pause Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Start (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorRev		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorRev		Sts_Horn				BOOL												1 = Motor Horn Active

		P_MotorRev		P_MotorRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Out_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Trip (stop) Motor		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final motor status source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_Cmd		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 7=Trip		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_Fdbk		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stop, 1 = Run, 2=Run Fast, 3=Run Slow, 4=Run Fwd, 5=Run Rev, 6=Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_Sts		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		This is the Primary Status used to show the operator the confirmed device status:
0 = Powerup or Unknown
1 = Stop
2 = Run
3 = Fast
4 = Slow
5 = Forward
6 = Reverse
13 = Tripping
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		This is the Device Fault Status used to show the operator the most severe device fault:
0 = None
18 = Fail to Trip
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_RunningFastFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor is Running (single-speed), Fwd (reversing) or Fast (2-speed)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_RunningSlowRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor is Running Rev (reversing) or  Slow (2-speed)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor is confirmed Stopped		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_Tripping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Trip and is not yet stopped		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_BadFdbk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor reports both fast and slow (fwd and rev) feedback		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Tripped (at device or by command)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Trip Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Trip(did not stop)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Alm_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Trip(did not stop) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Ack_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_TripFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_TripFailShelved		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_TripFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Tripped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor Tripped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_MotorHO		P_MotorHO		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_Horn				BOOL												1=Sound audible prior to commanded energize/ state change

		P_D4SD		Out_A		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output A to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_B		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output B to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_C		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output C to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_D		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output D to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final Device state source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = State 0
2 = State 1
3 = State 2
4 = State 3		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = Powerup/Reset
1 = State 0
2 = State 1
3 = State 2
4 = State 3
9 = Moving
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Position Fail
17 = Device Fault
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St0		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device commanded to and confirmed in State 0		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device commanded to and confirmed in State 1		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device commanded to and confirmed in State 2		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device commanded to and confirmed in State 3		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device not yet confirmed in commended state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock / Permissive Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_EqpFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: External Equipment Fault (Fault or Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_PrioSt0		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority State 0 Command Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Feeback Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device failed to reach commended state		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Device failed to reach commended state		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to reach commanded state alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault (from Inp_DeviceFault)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device commanded to State 0 by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Device set to State 0 by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		P_D4SD		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Inp		InOut		P_PF52x_Inp								1		1		Common part of PF523 / PF525 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF52x		Out		InOut		P_PF52x_Out								1		1		Common part of PF523 / PF525 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF52x		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[2]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_PF52x		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final drive status source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedRefRaw		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Copy of Speed Reference Output (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedFdbkRaw		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Copy of Speed Feedback Input (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedRefEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedRefEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Feedback = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Feedback = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_OutCurrent		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive output current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_OutPower		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive output power (kW)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last drive fault code (enum) (Par 951)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=StartFwd 3=StartRev 4=JogFwd 5=JogRev		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stopped, 1 = Running Fwd 2=Running Rev 3=Accelerating 4=Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Sts: 0 = ? 1 = Stopped 2=RunFwd 3=RunRev 4=RunSlow 5=StartFwd 6=StartRev 7=StartSlow 8=JogFwd 9=JogRev 10 = Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 16=Fail to Start, 17 = Fail to Stop, 18=Drive Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run forward and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run reverse and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_StoppingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running forward requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_StoppingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running reverse requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_CommandDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive commanded to Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_ActualDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive Actual direction is Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Accel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Accelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Decel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is running at reference speed		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DigIn1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Drive Digital Input 1 Status		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DigIn2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Drive Digital Input 2 Status		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DigIn3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Drive Digital Input 3 Status		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DigIn4		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Drive Digital Input 4 Status		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor is Not Ready to Run (independent of Mode)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Note Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_FdbkRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Erron in Config: Speed Fdbk Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_FdbkEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Fdbk Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_RefEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Err_RefRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = The drive, or a latched alarm or shed condition, is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF52x		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF52x		P_PF52x		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Inp		InOut		P_PF6000_Inp								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Input Assembly (<drivename>:I)				0

		P_PF753		Out		InOut		P_PF6000_Out								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Output Assembly (<drivename>:O)				0

		P_PF753		Ref_GetFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record

		P_PF753		Ref_GetFaultDest		InOut		P_PFComm_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG

		P_PF753		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final source and quality:
GOOD 
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST 
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedRefSrc		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed Reference Source (enum) 1=A, 2=B, 3=Pre3, 4=Pre4, ... 7=Pre7, 16-31=Man Ref Sets

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedRefRaw		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Reference Output (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedFdbkRaw		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Feedback Input (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedRefEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedRefEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Feedback = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Feedback = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last drive fault code (enum) (Par 951)

		P_PF753		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start forward
3 = Start reverse
4 = Jog forward
5 = Jog reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
1 = Running forward
2 = Running reverse
3 = Accelerating
4 = Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Status:
0 =  Powerup/Unknown
1 = Stopped
2 = Running forward
3 = Running reverse
4 = Jogging forward
5 = Jogging reverse
6 = Stopping
7 = Starting forward
8 = Starting reverse
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
18 = Drive Fault
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to run forward and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to run reverse and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to run and is confirmed running forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to run and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_StoppingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive running forward requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_StoppingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive running reverse requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Motor Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_CommandDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive commanded to Forward, 0=Reverse

		P_PF753		Sts_ActualDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive Actual direction is Forward, 0=Reverse

		P_PF753		Sts_Accel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive is Accelerating

		P_PF753		Sts_Decel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive is Decelerating

		P_PF753		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive reports it is not ready to run		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive has an Alarm (see drive display or manual)

		P_PF753		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Drive is running at reference speed

		P_PF753		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveSts1		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Word #1 (bit mapped) Par 935)

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveSts2		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Word #2 (bit mapped) (Par 936)

		P_PF753		Sts_FaultStsA		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Fault Status A )bit mapped) (Par 952)

		P_PF753		Sts_FaultStsB		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Fault Status B (bit mapped) (Par 953)

		P_PF753		Sts_PMSts		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Predictive Maintenance Status (bit mapped) (Par 469)

		P_PF753		Sts_StartInhibits		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Start Inhibit Reasons (bit mapped) (Par. 933)

		P_PF753		Sts_MsgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in getting Fault information from drive

		P_PF753		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

				Err_FdbkRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Erron in Config: Speed Fdbk Raw Min = Max

		P_PF753		Err_FdbkEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Fdbk Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_RefEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Err_RefRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Speed Ref Raw Min = Max

		P_PF753		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = The drive, or a latched alarm or shed condition, is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF753		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF753		P_PF6000		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Inp		InOut		P_PF755_Inp								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 755 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF755		Out		InOut		P_PF755_Out								1		1		Common part of PowerFlex 755 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF755		Ref_GetFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record				0

		P_PF755		Ref_GetFaultDest		InOut		P_PFEmb_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG				0

		P_PF755		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final drive source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST 
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_OutCurrent		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Current (Amps) (Par 7)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_TorqCurrFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Torque Current Feedback (Par. 5)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_OutPower		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Power (kW) (Par 9)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_OvldC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Overload Count (%) (Par 940)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Temp		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive Temperatore (Deg C) (Par. 944)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_ElapsedMWHr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Elapsed Megawhatt Hours (MWh) (Par 13)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_ElapsedRunT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Elapsed Run Time (Hrs) (Par 15)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_SpeedRefSrc		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Speed reference source (enumeration):
1 = Reference A
2 = Reference B
3 = Preset 3
4 = Preset 4
5 = Preset 5
6 = Preset 6
7 = Preset 7
16…31 = Manual Reference Settings		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_SpeedEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_SpeedEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last drive fault code (enum) (Par 951)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Cmd		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start forward
3 = Start reverse
4 = Jog forward
5 = Jog reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Fdbk		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
1 = Running forward
2 = Running reverse
3 = Accelerating
4 = Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Sts		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = None
1 = Stopped
2 = Running forward
3 = Running reverse
4 = Jogging forward
5 = Jogging reverse
6 = Stopping
7 = Starting forward
8 = Starting reverse
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
18 = Drive Fault
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run forward and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run reverse and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_StoppingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running forward requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_StoppingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running reverse requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active

		P_PF755		Sts_CommandDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive commanded to Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_ActualDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive Actual direction is Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Accel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Accelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Decel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Not Ready (cannot be started) Check alarms, stops, faults		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive has an Alarm (see drive display or manual)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is running at reference speed		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveSts1		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Word #1 (bit mapped) Par 935)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveSts2		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Word #2 (bit mapped) (Par 936)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FaultStsA		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Fault Status A )bit mapped) (Par 952)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FaultStsB		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Fault Status B (bit mapped) (Par 953)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_PMSts		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Predictive Maintenance Status (bit mapped) (Par 469)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_StartInhibits		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Start Inhibit Reasons (bit mapped) (Par. 933)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_MsgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in getting Fault information from drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Note Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Reference and Feedback Engineering Units Min = Engineering Units Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Reference and Feedback Raw Min = Raw Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Reference Clamping Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged

		P_PF755		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = The drive, or a latched alarm or shed condition, is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF755		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF755		P_PF755		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Inp		InOut		P_PF6000_Inp								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Input Assembly (<drivename>:I)				0

		P_PF6000		Out		InOut		P_PF6000_Out								1		1		PowerFlex 6000 Output Assembly (<drivename>:O)				0

		P_PF6000		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_PF6000		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final drive source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedRefRaw		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Reference Output (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedFdbkRaw		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Feedback Input (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedRefEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedRefEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Feedback = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Feedback = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_MotorCurrent		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive output current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_MotorCurrentPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Current (% Full Load Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_MotorVoltage		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Voltage (Volts)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_OutputPower		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive output power (kW)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_MotorPowerPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Power (% Rated Power)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_TotalPowerPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Total Power (% Rated Power)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_MotorSpeedPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Speed (% Nameplate Speed)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
1 = Running		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = None
1 = Stopped
2 = Running
6 = Stopping
7 = Starting
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
18 = Drive Fault
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Starting		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Running		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Jogging		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive requested to Jog		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive reports it is not ready to run		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_WatchdogTO		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Comms Watchdog Timed Out (comm fail)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_LogicSts		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Logic Status Word from Drive Input Assembly		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Both Drive and Bypass Are Selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_BypassVsDrive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Both Drive and Bypass Are Selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_NotRemote		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Remote Control Not Selected, Cannot Start		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_FdbkEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Fdbk Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Err_RefEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = The drive, or a latched alarm or shed condition, is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF6000		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF6000		P_PF6000		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Inp		InOut		P_PF7000_Inp								1		1		PowerFlex 7000 Input Assembly				0

		P_PF7000		Out		InOut		P_PF7000_Out								1		1		PowerFlex 7000 Output Assembly				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParSrc		InOut		INT[36]						Decimal		1		1						0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Next Drive Parameter Value				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_GetParDest		InOut		INT[36]						Decimal		1		1		Buffer for data from Get Drive Parameter MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_DriveFaultMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Fault Record				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_DriveAlarmMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Last Alarm Record				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_FaultAlarmDest		InOut		P_PFComm_FltAlmRec								1		1		Buffer for data from Fault Record or Alarm Record MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_RunTimeMSG		InOut		MESSAGE								1		1		MSG to Get Elapsed Run Time				0

		P_PF7000		Ref_RunTimeDest		InOut		LINT						Decimal		1		1		Buffer for data from Get Elapsed Run Time MSG				0

		P_PF7000		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final drive signal source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
 32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive (Hz)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedRefRaw		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Reference Output (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedFdbkRaw		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Copy of Speed Feedback Input (in Raw units) for faceplate		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedRefEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedRefEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Feedback = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Feedback = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_SpeedFdbkRPM		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Speed Feedback (RPM) (par 363) (datalink)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_TorquePctUnfilt		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Torque Feedback, unfiltered (%) (par 489) (datalink)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorTorquePct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Torque (%) (par 345)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorCurrent		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Current (Amps) (par 361)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorCurrentPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Current (% FLA) (par 340) (datalink)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorVolts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Voltage, filtered (Volts) (par 362) (datalink)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorVoltsPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Voltage (% of NP Volts) (par 344)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorPower		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive Output Power, filtered (kW) (par 364)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorPowerPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Air-Gap Power (%) (par 346) (datalink)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_MotorOvldPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Motor Overload Count (%) (par 550)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_DriveOvldPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Drive Overload Count (%) (par 551)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_RectTemp		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Rectivier Heatsink Temperature (C) (par 254)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_InvTemp		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Inverter Heatsink Temperature (C) (par 252)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_RectVoltsPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Measured Voltage at Input of Rectifier Bridge (%) (par 696)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LineVolts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Measured Voltage at Input of Rectifier Bridge (Volts) (par 324)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LineVoltsPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Estimated Line Input Voltage (before inductor) (%) (par 135)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LineCurrent		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Measured Drive Input Current (A) (par 500)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LineFreq		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Line Frequency (Hz) (par 657)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LinePower		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Real Power Consumption by the Drive (kW) (par 753)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LinePowerPct		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Real (Active) Power at Input of the Drive (%) (par 902)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_TotRunTime		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Total Drive Elapsed Run Time (hr)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last Drive Fault code (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_LastAlarmCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last Drive Alarm code (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start forward
3 = Start reverse
4 = Jog forward
5 = Jog reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = Stopped
1 = Running forward
2 = Running reverse
3 = Accelerating
4 = Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device confirmed status:
0 = None
1 = Stopped
2 = Running forward
3 = Running reverse
4 = Jogging forward
5 = Jogging reverse
6 = Stopping
7 = Starting forward
8 = Starting reverse
33 = Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device fault status:
0 = None
16 = Fail to Start
17 = Fail to Stop
18 = Drive Fault
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run forward and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run reverse and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_StoppingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running forward requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_StoppingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running reverse requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_CommandDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive commanded to Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_ActualDir		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive Actual direction is Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Accel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Accelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Decel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveAlarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive has an Alarm (see drive display or manual)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is running at reference speed		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_LogicSts		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Logic Status Word (from Input Assembly)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveSts1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Flag Word #1 (par 569)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveSts2		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Status Flag Word #2 (par 238)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveNotRdy1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Not Ready Flag Word #1 (par 262)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveNotRdy2		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Drive Not Ready Flag Word #2 (par 699)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Contactors		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Contactor Status (par 506)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_HdwOpts		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Hardware Options (par 141)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_SpecialFeat1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Special Features 1 (par 99)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor is Not Ready to Run (independent of Mode)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_MsgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Message Error, unable to read at least one non-RPI drive parameter		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_FdbkEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Fdbk Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Err_RefEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = The drive, or a latched alarm or shed condition, is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_PF7000		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready to receive MCmd_Disable (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready to receive MCmd_Enable (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PF7000		P_PF7000		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Inp		InOut		P_E1PlusE_Inp								1		1		E1Plus Overload (193-ETN) Diagnostic Input Structure				0

		P_E1PlusE		Out_TripReset		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Reset Overload Trip		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Val_AvgPctFLA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current as Percent Full Load Amps (%)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Val_PctTherm		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		1		Motor Thermal Usage (%) (Trip / Fault at 100%)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final device status source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 15=Warning, 30 = Tripped, 31 = Local Reset Reqd, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_WarnBits		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		1		Warning Reason Bits from Overload Relay		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripBits		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		1		Trip Reason Bits from Overload Relay		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_Inp1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #1		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_Inp2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #2		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_OutA		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete output A		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_MotorCurr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Motor Current Status 1 = Current Present (active)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_LocalResetReqd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Too many remote resets: go to starter, find cause, and reset there		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripLog0		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Trip Log 0 (cause of most recent trip)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripLog1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Trip Log 1 (cause of next most recent trip)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripLog2		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Trip Log 2		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripLog3		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Trip Log 3		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripLog4		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Trip Log 4		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Tripped (at device or by command)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Reset pulse timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Warning of impending trip (See Sts_WarnBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Alm_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: warning of impending trip		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Ack_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_WarnDisabled		Output		BOOL		Warn.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_WarnShelved		Output		BOOL		Warn.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_WarnSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Warn.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Overload Tripped (See Sts_TripBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Alm_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Overload Tripped		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Ack_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripDisabled		Output		BOOL		Trip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_TripShelved		Output		BOOL		Trip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E1PlusE		P_E1PlusE		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Inp		InOut		P_E3Ovld_Inp								1		1		E3 Overload Parameter-based Input Assembly (100)				0

		P_E3Ovld		Out_TripReset		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		1		1 = Reset Overload Trip		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Out_RemoteTrip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Initiate Remote User Trip		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Val_AvgPctFLA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current as Percent Full Load Amps (%)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status: 
0 = None
15 = Warning
30 = Tripped
31 = Local Reset required 
32 = I/O Fault
34 = Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_WarnBits		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		1		Warning Reason Bits from Overload Relay		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_TripBits		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		1		Trip Reason Bits from Overload Relay		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #1		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #2		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #3 (E3Plus only)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp4		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input #4 (E3Plus only)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp5		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input #5 (-EC5 only)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Inp6		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input #6 (-EC5 only)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_OutA		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete output A		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_OutB		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete output B (E3Plus only)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_LocalResetReqd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Too many remote resets: go to starter, find cause, and reset there		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Tripped (at device or by command)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Reset pulse timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Warning of impending trip (See Sts_WarnBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Alm_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: warning of impending trip		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Ack_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_WarnDisabled		Output		BOOL		Warn.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_WarnShelved		Output		BOOL		Warn.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_WarnSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Warn.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Overload Tripped (See Sts_TripBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Alm_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Overload Tripped		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Ack_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_TripDisabled		Output		BOOL		Trip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_TripShelved		Output		BOOL		Trip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_TripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Trip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E3Ovld		P_E3Ovld		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Inp		InOut		P_E300Ovld_Inp								1		1		E300 Overload (193-ECM-ETR) Input Structure				0

		P_E300Ovld		Ref_TripCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Trip History Codes and Descriptions				0

		P_E300Ovld		Ref_WarningCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Warning History Codes and Descriptions				0

		P_E300Ovld		Out_TripReset		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		1		1 = Reset Overload Trip		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Out_RemoteTrip		Output		BOOL				??		Decimal		0		1		1 = Initiate Remote Trip		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_PctTherm		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Motor Thermal Usage (%) (Trip / Fault at 100%)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_CurrImbal		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current Imbalance (%)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_AvgPctFLA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current as Percent Full Load Amps (%)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_AvgCurr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L1Curr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L1 Phase Current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L2Curr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L2 Phase Current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L3Curr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L3 Phase Current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_GndFaultCurr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Ground Fault Current (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_AvgVolts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Line-to-Line Voltage (Volts)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L1L2Volts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L1 Phase to L2 Phase Voltage (Volts)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L2L3Volts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L2 Phase to L3 Phase Voltage (Volts)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_L3L1Volts		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		L3 Phase to L1 Phase Voltage (Volts)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_TotRealPwr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Total Real Power (kW)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_TotReactPwr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Total Reactive Power (kVAR)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_TotAppPwr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Total Apparent Power (kVA)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_PwrFact		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Power Factor (%)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_MinToReset		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Time until overload can be reset (min in mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_SecToReset		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Time unitl overload can be reset (sec in mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_MinToStart		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Time until motor can be started (min in mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_SecToStart		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Time until motor can be started (sec in mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_TripCode		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Overload Trip History 0 (most recent trip) Code (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_WarningCode		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		Overload Warning History 0 (most recent warning) Code (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_InvCfgParam		Output		INT				0		Decimal		0		0		ID number of misconfigured parameter in E300 (Par #)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final device status source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 15=Warning, 30 = Tripped, 31 = Local Reset Reqd, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_MotorCurr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor Current is Present		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_GFCurr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Ground Fault Current is Present		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_MotorVolts		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor Voltage Preset		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_EStartEna		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Emergency Start capability is enabled		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_DevLgxEna		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = DeviceLogix capability is enabled		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_FdbkTmoEna		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Feedback Timeout Enabled		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OpStaPres		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = E300 has Operator Station present		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_VoltSense		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Voltage Sensing capability is present (e.g., VIG)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_IntGndFaultSense		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Internal Ground Fault Sensing is Present (IG or VIG)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_ExtGndFaultSense		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External Ground Fault Sensing is present (IG or VIG)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_PTCSense		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = PTC Temperature Sensing is present		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt00		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input Pt00		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt01		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete input Pt01		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt02		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input Pt02		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt03		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input Pt03		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt04		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input Pt04		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpPt05		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete input Pt05		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OutPt00		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Status of discrete output Pt00		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OutPt01		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete output Pt01		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OutPt02		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Status of discrete output Pt02		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_DeviceSts1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Device Status 1 (Par 21) (Control, Sensing, Expansion Module Presence)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_InpSts1		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Input Status 1 (Par 17) (Discrete Expansion Module Inputs)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OutSts		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Output Status (Par 18) (Discrete Expansion Module Outputs)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_OpSta		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Local Operator Station Stauts (Par 19)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_CurrentTrip		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Current Trip Status Bits (Par 4)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_CurrentWarning		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Current Warning Status Bits (Par 10)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_VoltageTrip		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Voltage Trip Status Bits (Par 5)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_VoltageWarning		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Voltage Warning Status Bits (Par 11)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_PowerTrip		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Power Trip Status Bits (Par 6)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_PowerWarning		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Power Warning Status Bits (Par 12)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_ControlTrip		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Control Trip Status Bits (Par 7)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_ControlWarning		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Control Warning Status Bits (Par 13)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_AnalogTrip		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Analog Trip Status Bits (Par 8)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_AnalogWarning		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Analog Warning Status Bits (Par 14)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_DevLgxOutputs		Output		INT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		DeviceLogix Output Bits (Par 348)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_LocalResetReqd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Too many remote resets: go to starter, find cause, and reset there		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Tripped (at device or by command)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Nrdy_OvldNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Overload powerup not complete		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Reset pulse timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Warning of impending trip (See Sts_WarnBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Alm_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: warning of impending trip		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Ack_Warn		Output		BOOL		Warn.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_WarnDisabled		Output		BOOL		Warn.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_WarnShelved		Output		BOOL		Warn.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_WarnSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Warn.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Trip Warning Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Overload Tripped (See Sts_TripBits for reason)		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Alm_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Overload Tripped		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Ack_Trip		Output		BOOL		Trip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_TripDisabled		Output		BOOL		Trip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_TripShelved		Output		BOOL		Trip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Overload Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_E300Ovld		P_E300Ovld		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ResInh		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Val_MinToReady		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Minutes yet inhibited before ready to start (mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Val_SecToReady		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Seconds yet inhibited before ready to start (mmm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Val_Fdbk		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device feedback:
0 = None/Multiple
1 = Stopped
2 = Starting
3 = Running		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Val_State		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		State Number (see State Diagram in docs) for HMI		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Sts_Ready		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Permissive for unit to start 1 = ready, 0 = not ready		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Time (use 0.0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ResInh		P_ResInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_RunTime		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		Val_Starts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Total number of motor starts or attempts		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		Val_CurRunHrs		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current running time this start (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		Val_MaxRunHrs		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Maximum continuous running time for a given start (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		Val_TotRunHrs		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Total accumulated running time (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_RunTime		P_RunTime		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Inp		InOut		P_SMC50_Inp								1		1		Common part of SMC-50 Input Assembly				0

		P_SMC50		Out		InOut		P_SMC50_Out								1		1		Common part of SMC-50 Output Assembly				0

		P_SMC50		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_SMC50		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_AvgPctFLA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current as Percent of Full Load Amps (%)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_PctTherm		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Motor Thermal Usage (%) (Trip / Fault at 100%)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_CurAvg		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Current (3-Phase Average) (Amps)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Val_RealPwr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Power Usage of Motor (Real = V * A * PF) (MW)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_PwrFact		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Power Factor (0.00 to 1.00) (Real power / Apparent power)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_MinToTrip		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Time remaining until overload trip (minutes in mm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_SecToTrip		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Time remaining until overload trip (seconds in mm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_MinToReset		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Time remaining until trip can be reset (minutes in mm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_SecToReset		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Time remaining until trip can be reset (seconds in mm:ss)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last starter fault code (enum) (Par 124)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final controller status source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST               
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=Start 4=Jog		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stopped, 1 = Running 3=Starting 4=Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Sts: 0 = ? 1 = Stopped 2=RunFwd 3=RunRev 4=RunSlow 5=StartFwd 6=StartRev 7=StartSlow 8=JogFwd 9=JogRev 10 = Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 16=Fail to Start, 17 = Fail to Stop, 18=Motor / Starter Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Starting		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to run and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Running		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to run and is confirmed running		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Jogging		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Jog		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor / Starter is Not Ready (cannot be started) Check alarms, stops, faults		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter has an Alarm (see Motor display or manual)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Motor is running with full voltage applied		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_CtrlPwrOK		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Control Power OK, 0 = Control Power Absent		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Phasing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Phase Order = ABC, 0 = Phase Order = CBA		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_PhasingActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = 3-phase is valid 0 = No valid 3-phase detected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_StartIsol		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Start/Isolation Contactor Enabled, 0 = Disabled		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_ExtBypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External Bypass Contactor Enabled, 0 = Disabled		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Opt1Inp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Option 1 Input is Active, 0 = Inactive		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Opt2Inp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Option 2 Input is Active, 0 = Inactive		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Note Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault (see Motor display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Alm_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor Fault (see Motor display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Ack_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MotorFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MotorFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_MotorFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMC50		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_SMC50		P_SMC50		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Inp		InOut		P_SMCFlex_Inp								1		1		Common part of SMCFlex Input Assembly				0

		P_SMCFlex		Out		InOut		P_SMCFlex_Out								1		1		Common part of SMCFlex Output Assembly				0

		P_SMCFlex		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_SMCFlex		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_AvgPctFLA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Average Current as Percent of Full Load Amps (%)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_PctTherm		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Motor Thermal Usage (%) (Trip / Fault at 100%)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_CurPhaseA		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Current in Phase A (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_CurPhaseB		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Current in Phase B (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_CurPhaseC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output Current in Phase C (Amps)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_RealPwr		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Power Usage of Motor (Real = V * A * PF) (kW or MW)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_PwrFact		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Power Factor (0.00 to 1.00) (Real power / Apparent power)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Last starter fault code (enum) (Par 124)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final controller status source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST               
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=StartFwd 3=StartRev 4=JogFwd 5=JogRev		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stopped, 1 = Running 3=Starting 4=Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Sts: 0 = ? 1 = Stopped 2=RunFwd 3=RunRev 4=RunSlow 5=StartFwd 6=StartRev 7=StartSlow 8=JogFwd 9=JogRev 10 = Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 16=Fail to Start, 17 = Fail to Stop, 18=Motor / Starter Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Starting		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to run and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Running		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to run and is confirmed running		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Jogging		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor requested to Jog		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor / Starter has an Alarm (see Motor display or manual)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Motor is running with full voltage applied		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_CtrlPwrOK		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Control Power OK, 0 = Control Power Absent		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Phasing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Phase Order = ABC, 0 = Phase Order = CBA		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_PhasingActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = 3-phase is valid 0 = No valid 3-phase detected		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_StartIsol		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Start/Isolation Contactor Enabled, 0 = Disabled		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_ExtBypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External Bypass Contactor Enabled, 0 = Disabled		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Opt1Inp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Option 1 Input is Active, 0 = Inactive		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Opt2Inp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Option 2 Input is Active, 0 = Inactive		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Motor available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Note Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault (see Motor display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Alm_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Motor Fault (see Motor display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Ack_MotorFault		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MotorFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MotorFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_MotorFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		MotorFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Motor Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_SMCFlex		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_SMCFlex		P_SMCFlex		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Ref_FaultCodeList		InOut		P_DescList[1]								1		1		Tag containing List of Fault Codes (DINT) and their Descriptions (STRING)				0

		P_VSD		Out_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Drive Speed Reference in Drive Units (typ. 0-32767 = 0 to max freq.)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Datalink		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Auxiliary Signal (datalink) Output in Drive (raw) Units		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Run		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Start/Run Drive, 0 = Stop Drive (for held starter type)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Stop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Stop Drive, 0 = drive left in current state		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Start		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Start Drive, 0 = drive left in current state		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Jog		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Jog drive at Jog Speed, -->0 = stop jogging		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_ClearFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Attempt to clear Drive Fault		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Fwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Set drive direction to Forward		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Rev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Set drive direction to Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Sound audible prior to commanded motor start		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedRef		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Reference (target) to drive		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedFdbk		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Speed Feedback (actual) from drive		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_InpDatalink		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Input Datalink value from drive		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_OutDatalink		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Output Datalink value to drive		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedRefEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Reference = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedRefEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Reference = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of Speed Feedback = MIN (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_SpeedFdbkEUMax		Output		REAL				130		Float		0		0		Maximum of Speed Feedback = MAX (Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMin, Cfg_SpeedFdbkEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_LastFaultCode		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Most recent drive fault code (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary Val/Sts (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0 = None, 1 = Stop, 2=StartFwd 3=StartRev 4=JogFwd 5=JogRev		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0 = Stopped, 1 = Running Fwd 2=Running Rev 3=Accelerating 4=Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Sts: 0 = ? 1 = Stopped 2=RunFwd 3=RunRev 4=RunSlow 5=StartFwd 6=StartRev 7=StartSlow 8=JogFwd 9=JogRev 10 = Stopping		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Fault Status 0 = None, 16=Fail to Start, 17 = Fail to Stop, 18=Drive Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0 = not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to stop and is confirmed stopped		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_StartingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run forward and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_StartingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run reverse and awaiting run feedback		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_RunningFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running forward		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_RunningRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to run and is confirmed running reverse		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_StoppingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running forward requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_StoppingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive running reverse requested to stop and awaiting stopped feedback		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_JoggingFwd		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Forward		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_JoggingRev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive requested to Jog Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_CommandDir		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive commanded to Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_ActualDir		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive Actual direction is Forward, 0 = Reverse		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Accel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Accelerating		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Decel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Decelerating		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_NotReady		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive is Not Ready (cannot be started) Check alarms, stops, faults		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive has an Alarm (see drive display or manual)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_AtSpeed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive is running at reference speed		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_SpeedLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Speed Reference Setting exceeds configured Max/Min limit		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Drive available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_DriveNR		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Note Ready: Drive Not Ready		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device Not Ready: Operator/External Priority Stop Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Device not Ready: Deivce Tripped (Drive Fault)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Invalid Check or Reset Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: simulation timer preset: use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_FdbkRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Erron in Config: Speed Fdbk Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_FdbkEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Fdbk Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_RefLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Limit Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_RefEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_RefRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Speed Ref Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_InpDLRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Input Datalink Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_InpDLEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Input Datalink Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_OutDLLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Output Datalink Limits Min > Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_OutDLEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Output Datalink Engineering Units Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Err_OutDLRaw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Error in Config: Output Datalink Raw Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Start (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Alm_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Start Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Ack_FailToStart		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStartShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Start Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Failed to Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Alm_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fail to Stop Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Ack_FailToStop		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStopShelved		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_FailToStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FailToStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Fail to Stop Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive was stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive stopped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Alm_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Alarm: Drive Fault (see drive display or manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Ack_DriveFault		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_DriveFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_DriveFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_DriveFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DriveFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Drive Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0 = OK, 1 = Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_VSD		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_VSD		Sts_Horn				BOOL												1 = Motor Horn Active

		P_VSD		P_VSD		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0





Local Tags

		Library Object		Tag Name		Data Type		Default		STYLE		Description

		P_Motor		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_Motor		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Single Speed Motor'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_Motor		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_Motor		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Motor'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_Motor		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_Motor		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_Motor		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_Motor		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Motor'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_Motor		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_Motor		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_Motor		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		OCmd_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog motor (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_Motor		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_Motor		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_Motor		OCmd_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor		Read/Write

		P_Motor		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write

		P_Motor		ORdy_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Jog (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		ORdy_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Start (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Two Speed Motor'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_FastText		STRING_16		'Fast'				Description for FAST speed		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_SlowText		STRING_16		'Slow'				Description for SLOW speed		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Motor2Spd'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Motor2Spd'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog motor (slow) (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_StartFast		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor at Fast speed		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_StartSlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor at Slow speed		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Jog (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_StartFast		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFast (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_StartSlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartSlow (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_Motor2Spd		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Reversing Motor'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		'Forward'				Description for Forward direction		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		'Reverse'				Description for Reverse direction		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_MotorRev'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Motor Mode Selection		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_MotorRev'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Motor Forward (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Motor Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor Forward		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor Reverse		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enabled HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorRev		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Hand Operated Motor'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_FastFwdText		STRING_16		'Running'				Text for Running, Fast or Forward for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Monitor'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_SlowRevText		STRING_16		'Slow'				Text for Slow or Reverse for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_MotorHO'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_MotorHO'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		MCmd_IS		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to place motor In Service		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		MCmd_OoS		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to place motor Out of Service		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		MRdy_IS		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_IS (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		MRdy_OoS		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_OoS (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		OCmd_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Trip Motor		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		ORdy_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Trip (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_MotorHO		TripFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Fail to Trip (motor did not stop) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_MotorHO		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Discrete 2, 3 or 4 S'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Discrete Device'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St0Text		STRING_8		'Off'				Text to display in State 0		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St1Text		STRING_8		'On'				Text to display in State 1		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St2Text		STRING_8		''				Text to display in State 2		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St3Text		STRING_8		''				Text to display in State 3		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_D4SD'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		DeviceFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Fault from device via input		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Fail to reach commanded position		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_D4SD		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_D4SD'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_D4SD		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St0		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St1		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St2		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St3		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St0		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_St0, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St1		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_St1, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St2		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_St2, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St3		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_St3, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'PF523 / PF525 Variable Frequency Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DigIn1Txt		STRING_20		'Digital Input 1'				Drive Digital Input 1 Label		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DigIn2Txt		STRING_20		'Digital Input 2'				Drive Digital Input 2 Label		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DigIn3Txt		STRING_20		'Digital Input 3'				Drive Digital Input 3 Label		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_DigIn4Txt		STRING_20		'Digital Input 4'				Drive Digital Input 4 Label		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		'Forward'				Name for Forward Direction, e.g., "Up", "Forward"		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		'Reverse'				Name for Reverse Direction, e.g., "Down", "Reverse"		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_SpeedRefEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Reference Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PF52x'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		??				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PF52x		HMI_Tab		SINT		??		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		HMI_Type		STRING_16		??				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_PF52x		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault, and Acknowledge Alarms		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_PF52x		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_PF52x		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PF753		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'PF6000 MV Variable Frequency Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		' '				Name for Forward Direction (not used but required for global objects)		Read Only

		P_PF753		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		' '				Name for Reverse Direction (not used but required for global objects)		Read Only

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Cfg_SpeedRefEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Reference Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PF6000'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF753		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PF753		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF753		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF753		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF753		HMI_FWMajor		DINT		5		Decimal		Drive Firmware Major Revision (5, 6 supported)		Read Only

		P_PF753		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PF753		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PF753		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_PF6000'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_PF753		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF753		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF753		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF753		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF753		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF753		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF753		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by instruction!)

		P_PF753		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)

		P_PF753		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write

		P_PF753		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault, and Acknowledge Alarms		Read/Write

		P_PF753		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Forward

		P_PF753		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Reverse

		P_PF753		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF753		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)

		P_PF753		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enables HMI button)

		P_PF753		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF753		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF753		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PF753		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)

		P_PF753		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)

		P_PF753		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF753		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_PF753		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_16		‘Not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_PF753		Val_Notify		DINT		??		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PF755		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'PowerFlex 755 Variable Frequency Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		'Forward'				Name for Forward Direction, e.g., "Up", "Forward"		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		'Reverse'				Name for Reverse Direction, e.g., "Down", "Reverse"		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PF755'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF755		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PF755		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF755		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF755		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF755		HMI_HasMore		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_PF755		HMI_Lib		STRING_8		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PF755		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PF755		HMI_Type		STRING_12		'P_PF755'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_PF755		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF755		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF755		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF755		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF755		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault, and Acknowledge Alarms		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write

		P_PF755		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF755		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF755		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_PF755		Val_DriveEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Drive Speed Units (Hz or RPM) for display on HMI		Read Only

		P_PF755		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_16		‘Not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_PF755		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'PF6000 MV Variable Frequency Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		' '				Name for Forward Direction (not used but required for global objects)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		' '				Name for Reverse Direction (not used but required for global objects)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Cfg_SpeedRefEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Reference Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PF6000'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		HMI_FWMajor		DINT		5		Decimal		Drive Firmware Major Revision (5, 6 supported)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PF6000		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_PF6000'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_PF6000		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault, and Acknowledge Alarms		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		OCmd_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		ORdy_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Start (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[0]		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[1]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[2]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[3]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[4]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[5]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[6]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[7]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[8]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_FaultDesc[9]		STRING_40		"  (Empty string, no characters)				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)

		P_PF6000		Val_LastFaultCode		DINT[10]		{...}		Decimal		Fault code numbers for active faults in drive (-1 = no fault)		Read Only

		P_PF6000		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'PowerFlex 7000 Variable Frequency Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		'Forward'				Name for Forward Direction, e.g., "Up", "Forward"		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		'Reverse'				Name for Reverse Direction, e.g., "Down", "Reverse"		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_SpeedRefEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Reference Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PF7000'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_PF7000		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_PF7000'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_PF7000		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by P_VSD!)		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by P_VSD!)		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset Shed Latches, Cleared Alarms, Drive Fault, and Acknowledge Alarms		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_PF7000		Val_AlarmDesc		STRING_16		''				Description of Drive Alarm (given LastAlarmCode)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		Val_AlarmDT		DateTime		{...}				Date and Time last Drive Alarm occurred		Read Only

		P_PF7000		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_16		‘Not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_PF7000		Val_FaultDT		DateTime		{...}				Date and Time last Drive Fault occurred		Read Only

		P_PF7000		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Motor Overload Relay'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Inp1Txt		STRING_20		'Run Feedback'				Text for Input #1 label		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Inp2Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Input #2 label		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Overload Relay'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_OutATxt		STRING_20		'Starter Energized'				Text for Output A label		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_E1PlusE'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_E1PlusE'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: I/O Fault		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		OCmd_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		ORdy_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_TripReset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		Trip		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Overload has tripped		Read/Write

		P_E1PlusE		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_E1PlusE		Warn		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Warning of impending trip		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Motor Overload Relay'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp1Txt		STRING_20		'Run Feedback'				Text for Input #1 label		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp2Txt		STRING_20		'Disconnect Closed'				Text for Input #2 label		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp3Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Input #3 label (E3Plus only)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp4Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Input #4 label (E3Plus only)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp5Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Input #5 label (-EC5 only)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Inp6Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Input #6 label (-EC5 only)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Overload Relay'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_OutATxt		STRING_20		'Starter Energized'				Text for Output A label		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_OutBTxt		STRING_20		''				Text for Output B label (E3Plus only)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_E3Ovld'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_E3Ovld'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: I/O Fault		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		OCmd_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		OCmd_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		ORdy_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_Trip (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		ORdy_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_TripReset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		Trip		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Overload has tripped		Read/Write

		P_E3Ovld		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_E3Ovld		Warn		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Warning of impending trip		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Motor Overload Relay'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt00Txt		STRING_20		'Starter Aux Contact'				Text for Discrete Input Pt00 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt01Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Input Pt01 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt02Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Input Pt02 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt03Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Input Pt03 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt04Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Input Pt04 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_InpPt05Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Input Pt05 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Overload Relay'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_OutPt00Txt		STRING_20		'Starter Energized'				Text for Discrete Output Pt00 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_OutPt01Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Output Pt01 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_OutPt02Txt		STRING_20		''				Text for Discrete Output Pt02 label		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_E300Ovld'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_E300Ovld'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: I/O Fault		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		OCmd_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to send Remote Trip request to Overload Relay		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		OCmd_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to send Trip Reset request to Overload Relay		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = At least one Alarm requires Reset		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = At least one Alarm requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		ORdy_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_Trip (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		ORdy_TripReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready to receive OCmd_TripReset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		Trip		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Overload has tripped		Read/Write

		P_E300Ovld		Val_AnalogIn		INT[12]		{...}		Decimal		Analog Input Values 0 to 65535 raw UINT (unsigned)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		Val_TripDesc		STRING_40		'				Description of Trip Reason (given TripHistory0 code)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		Val_WarningDesc		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Warning Reason (given WarnHistory0 code)		Read Only

		P_E300Ovld		Warn		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: Warning of impending trip		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Restart Inhibit'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Restart Inhibit'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ResInh'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ResInh		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ResInh		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ResInh'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_RunTime		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'HMI'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_RunTime		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Accumulated Run Time (Hours)'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_RunTime		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Run Time'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_RunTime		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_RunTime'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_RunTime		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_RunTime		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_RunTime		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_RunTime'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_SMC50		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'SMC-50 Smart Motor Controller'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_SMC50'				Tag name for display on the HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		HMI_HasMore		BOOL		0		Decimal				Read/Write

		P_SMC50		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_SMC50		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_SMC50'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_SMC50		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		MotorFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		OCmd_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Motor (NOT cleared by P_SMC50!)		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		OCmd_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write

		P_SMC50		ORdy_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Jog (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = At least one Alarm or latched Shed condition requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_SMC50		ORdy_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Start (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Motor Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_SMC50		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'SMC-Flex Smart Motor Controller'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_SMCFlex'				Tag name for display on the HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Command Source		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		HMI_HasMore		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_SMCFlex		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_SMCFlex'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		MotorFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Motor Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Motor		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor		Read/Write

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_Jog		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Jog (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Start (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Motor Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_SMCFlex		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_VSD		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Variable Speed Drive'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_FwdText		STRING_16		'Forward'				Name for Forward Direction, e.g., "Up", "Forward"		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkEU		STRING_8		''				Datalink Input Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_InpDatalinkLabel		STRING_20		''				Datalink Input Label displayed on faceplate		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor Speed Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkEU		STRING_8		''				Datalink Output Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_OutDatalinkLabel		STRING_20		''				Datalink Output Label displayed on faceplate		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_RevText		STRING_16		'Reverse'				Name for Reverse Direction, e.g., "Down", "Reverse"		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedFdbkEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Feedback Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_SpeedRefEU		STRING_8		'Hz'				Speed Reference Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_VSD'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_VSD		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Drive Mode Selection		Read/Write

		P_VSD		DriveFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Faulted Alarm		Read/Write

		P_VSD		FailToStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Start Alarm		Read/Write

		P_VSD		FailToStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Drive Failed to Stop Alarm		Read/Write

		P_VSD		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_VSD		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_VSD		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_VSD'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_VSD		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_VSD		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_VSD		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_VSD		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_VSD		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		OCmd_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Forward (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Jog Drive Reverse (not cleared by instruction!)		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Forward		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Drive Reverse		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Drive		Read/Write

		P_VSD		ORdy_JogFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_JogRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_JogRev (enabled HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_OSet		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSets (other than Speed Ref) (enables data entry fields)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_SpeedRef		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OSet_SpeedRef (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_StartFwd		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartFwd (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_StartRev		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_StartRev (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_VSD		OSet_OutDatalink		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Output Datalink (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_VSD		OSet_SpeedRef		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Speed Reference (Engineering Units)		Read/Write

		P_VSD		Val_FaultDesc		STRING_40		 ‘Logic not yet scanned.’				Description of Drive Fault (given LastFaultCode)		Read Only

		P_VSD		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only






Input Parameters

		Library Object		Input Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default		Style						Description

		P_ValveHO		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch 1=confirmed OPEN		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch 1=confirmed CLOSED		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, interlock not tripping valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, interlock not tripping valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the trip output de-energized and simulates a working valve. When set to 0, the instruction monitors the valve normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_SimOpen		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Sets simulated valve state to OPEN, 0=no change		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_SimClose		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Sets simulated valve state to CLOSED, 0=no change		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasTrip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Trip Output is connected to valve, 0=Monitor only		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TripOpen		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Trip opens valve, 0=Trip closes valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasOpenLS		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides an Open Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasClosedLS		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides a Closed Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_UseOpenLS		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Open LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_UseClosedLS		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Closed LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_LSFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=both switches ON=fail, 0=both switches OFF=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Intlk is connected to Inp_IntlkOK and Inp_NBIntlkOK. 
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_ValveHO object has the name ’ValveHO123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘ValveHO123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasStatsObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_ValveStats is monitoring this valve.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Valve Stats object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ValveStats’. For example, if your P_ValveHO object has the name’ValveHO123’, then its Valve Stats object must be named ‘ValveHO123_ValveStats’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New Oper trip cmd. resets fault, 0=reset req'd to clear fault		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_ShedOnFailToTrip		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Continue Trip and Alarm on Fail to Trip; 0=Alarm only on Fail to Trip		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Trip Valve and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasTripFailAlm		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasTransitStallAlm		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TripFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TransitStallResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TripFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TripFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs, indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TransitStallAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TripFailSeverity		Input		DINT		TripFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, this severity parameter drives only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_TransitStallSeverity		Input		DINT		TransitStall.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				3.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back of Open/Closed status when in Simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TripFailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		After tripped, time to reach trip position before Alarm (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_TransitStallT		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		Time not confirmed open or closed before Alarm (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_Trip		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Trip Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•   This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TripFailAck		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•   The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TransitStallAck		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TripFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TripFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TransitStallSuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TransitStallUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TransitStallUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•   Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•   The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_TripFailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TripFail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch 1=confirmed OPEN		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch 1=confirmed CLOSED		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_ActuatorFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Actuator Fault (overload, etc.), 0=OK, 1=Fault)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_OpenPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Open Permissives OK, Valve can motor open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_OpenNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Open Permissives OK, valve can motor open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_ClosePermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Close Permissives OK, Valve can motor closed		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_CloseNBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Close Permissives OK, valve can motor closed		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the outputs de-energized and simulates a working valve. When set to 0, the instruction operates the valve normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Command 0=None, 1=Close, 2=Open, 3=Stop		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasStop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop output can be used to break local seal-in and stop valve motion		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides an Open Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides a Closed Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_UseOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Open LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_UseClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Closed LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_LSFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=both switches ON=fail, 0=both switches OFF=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_CoastToLS		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Coasting into LS when stopped changes state (compat. with 3.5-04), 0=Stop is independent		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasOpenPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_OpenPermOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_OpenPerm’. For example, if your P_ValveMO object has the name‘ValveMO123’, then its Permissive object must be named‘ValveMO123_OpenPerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasClosePermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_ClosePermOK.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ClosePerm’. For example, if your P_ValveMO object has the name‘ValveMO123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘ValveMO123_ClosePerm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasStatsObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a Valve Stats is monitoring this valve.
IMPORTANT: The name of the ValveStats object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_ValveStats’. For example, if your P_ValveMO object has the name‘ValveMO123’, then its Valve Stats object must be named‘ValveMO123_ValveStats’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New Valve XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_OvrdPerm		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm; 0=always use Perm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ShedOnFullStall		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on Full Stall; 0=Alarm only on Full Stall		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ShedOnTransitStall		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on Transit Stall; 0=Alarm only on Transit Stall		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ShedOnActuatorFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on Actuator Fault; 0=Alarm only on Actuator Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasFullStallAlm		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasTransitStallAlm		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasActuatorFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasIntlkObj				BOOL				0								1=Tells HMI a P_Intlk is connected to Inp_IntlkOK

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists(I)		1								1=Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd(I)		1								1=Acknowledge required for Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd(I)		1								1=Reset required to clear Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity				DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity(I)		1000								Interlock Trip Alarm Severity: 1..250=Low, 251..500=Medium, 501..750=High, 751..1000=Urgent

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_StartHornT				REAL				0								Time to sound audible on commanded start (sec) (0=disabled)

		P_ValveMO		Inp_IntlkAvail				BOOL				0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_ValveMO		Inp_IntlkOK				BOOL				1								1=Interlocks (affects Availability) OK, valve can open/close

		P_ValveMO		Inp_NBIntlkOK				BOOL				1								1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can open/close

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_FullStallResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When this parameter is 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or FullStall.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_FullStall alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_TransitStallResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ActuatorFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_FullStallAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_IOFaultAck or IOFault.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs, indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_TransitStallAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ActuatorFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_FullStallSeverity		Input		DINT		FullStall.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_TransitStallSeverity		Input		DINT		TransitStall.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_ActuatorFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		ActuatorFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_OutPulseT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		When this parameter is set to zero, the output for the last command is maintained ON, even after the valve/device reaches position. This configuration is for devices that require a maintained output.
When this parameter is greater than zero, the output is held on until the pulse time expires, a full stall or transit stall shed occurs, or the device reaches the commanded position, whichever occurs first. For devices that require a fixed pulse time, set this parameter to the required time. For devices that require the output to be kept energized until the device reaches the commanded position, set this parameter to a ‘large’ value, at least as large as the transit stall time.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				20.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back  of Open/Closed status when in Simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_FullStallT		Input		REAL				15.0		Float		0		0		After command, time with no motion before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_TransitStallT		Input		REAL				60.0		Float		0		0		After command, time to reach position before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Valve Motion		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_FullStallAck		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_TransitStallAck		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_ActuatorFaultAck		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_FullStallSuppress		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Full Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_FullStallUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Full Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_TransitStallSuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_TransitStallUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_ActuatorFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Actuator Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_ActuatorFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Actuator Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_FullStallUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_TransitStallUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_ActuatorFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IntlkTripAck				BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack(I)		0								Program Command to Acknowledge Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress				BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress(I)		0								Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve				BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve(I)		0								Program Command to Unshelve Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress				BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress(I)		0								Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Valve Motion		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Acq				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq(I)		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_ValveMO		XCmd_Rel				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel(I)		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_ValveSO		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch 1=confirmed OPEN		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch 1=confirmed CLOSED		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives (those that can be bypassed and those that cannot be bypassed) OK, valve can energize.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Permissives (those that cannot be bypassed) OK, valve can energize if permissives that can be bypassed are bypassed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_IntlkAvail				BOOL				0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_ValveSO		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks (those that can be bypassed and those that cannot be bypassed) OK, valve can energize.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1 = Interlocks (those that cannot be bypassed) OK, valve can energize if interlocks that can be bypassed are bypassed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input communication status: 
0 = OK
1 = Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction keeps the output de-energized and simulates a working solenoid valve. When set to 0, the instruction operates the valve normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Mode Command: 0=None, 1=Close, 2=Open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_StartHornT				REAL				0								Time to sound audible on commanded start (sec) (0=disabled)

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_FailOpen		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail Open (energize to close), 0=Fail Closed (energize to open)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides an Open Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides a Closed Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_UseOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Open LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_UseClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Closed LS should be used for failure checking		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_LSFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=both switches ON=fail, 0=both switches OFF=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI a library object is connected to Inp_Perm.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_ValveSO object has the name ’ValveSO123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘ValveSO123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI a library object is connected to Inp_Intlk
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_ValveSO object has the name’ValveSO123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘ValveSO123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasStatsObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells the HMI a library object is connected to Inp_Intlk
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_ValveSO object has the name’ValveSO123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘ValveSO123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_ShedOnFullStall		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on Full Stall; 0=Alarm only on Full Stall		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_ShedOnTransitStall		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on Transit Stall; 0=Alarm only on Transit Stall		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop Valve and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasFullStallAlm		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasTransitStallAlm		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_FullStallResetReqd		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. For example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or IOFault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_IOFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal. When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_TransitStallResetReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_FullStallAckReqd		Input		BOOL		FullStall.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_IOFaultAck or IOFault.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs, indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_TransitStallAckReqd		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_FullStallSeverity		Input		DINT		FullStall.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. The severity drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary. The definition also drives the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_TransitStallSeverity		Input		DINT		TransitStall.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Delay (in seconds) to echo back open/closed status when in simulation or when position feedbacks are not being used.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_FullStallT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		After command, time with no motion before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_TransitStallT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		After command, time to reach position before fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset Shed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_FullStallAck		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_TransitStallAck		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_FullStallSuppress		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Full Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_FullStallUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Full Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_TransitStallSuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_TransitStallUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_FullStallUnshelve		Input		BOOL		FullStall.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_TransitStallUnshelve		Input		BOOL		TransitStall.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		XCmd_Acq				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq(I)		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_ValveSO		XCmd_Rel				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel(I)		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_ValveSO		XCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		XCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes. 
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkA		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Feedback input signals from device. Use the feedback configuration parameters (for example, Cfg_FdbkSt0Check and Cfg_FdbkSt0State) to determine how these inputs are used to determine actual state.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkB		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkC		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_FdbkD		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_DeviceFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Signal: Device Fault from device		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK0		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK0		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_PermOK3		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBPermOK3		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can be commanded to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, 0=Not OK, go to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, 0=Not OK, go to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction simulates a working device while keeping outputs de-energized. When set to 0, the instruction controls the device normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Device Command: 0=None, 1=St.0, 2=St.1, 3=St.2, 4=St.3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_HornInh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Alllow audible alert		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St0onShed		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Go to State 0 on Shed, 0=Hold position on Shed		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_NumStates		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of device states (2..4)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt0Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0		These configuration parameters determine how the outputs are used to command state. The parameter Cfg_OutSt[x]Write configures which outputs get written for each state. The parameter Cfg_OutSt[x]State configures what gets written for each state.
For example, if all outputs must be set to 0 except Out_A which must be set to 1 to command the device to state 1, then Cfg_OutSt1Write must be 2#0000_1111 and Cfg_OutSt1State must be 2#0000_0001.
By default, all four outputs are written in every state, with a single output set to 1 in each state.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt0State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0001		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt1Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt1State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0010		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt2Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt2State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0100		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt3Write		Input		SINT				2#0000_1111		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutSt3State		Input		SINT				2#0000_1000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt0Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		These configuration parameters determine how the inputs are used to determine state. The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]Check configures which inputs get checked for each state. The parameter Cfg_FdbkSt[x]State configures the values of the inputs which determine each state.
For example, if the device returns a 0 to Inp_FdbkA and Inp_FdbkB and a 1 to Inp_FdbkC when the device is in state 3, then Cfg_FdbkSt3Check must be 2#0000_0111 and Cfg_FdbkSt1Write must be 2#0000_0100.
By default, all inputs are ‘don’t’ care’ in every state (no feedback checking).		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt0State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0001		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt1Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt1State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0010		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt2Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt2State		Input		SINT				2#0000_0100		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt3Check		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FdbkSt3State		Input		SINT				2#0000_1000		Binary		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm0Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK0....3 and navigation to the channel object’s faceplate is enabled. 
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissives object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm#’, where ‘#’ is the permissive number (0…3) For example, if your P_D4SD object has the name ’D4SD123’, then its Permissives object must be named‘D4SD123_Perm0’.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm1Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm2Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasPerm3Obj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Intlk'. For example, if your P_D4SD object has the name 'D4SD123', then its interlock object must be named 'D4SD123_Intlk'.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OperSt0Prio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=OCmd_St0 any time, 0=OCmd_St0 only when Oper selected		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ExtSt0Prio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=XCmd_St0 any time, 0=XCmd_St0 only when Ext selected		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New device OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New device XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnFail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Go to State 0 and Alarm on Fail to reach position; 0=Alarm only on Fail		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnDeviceFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Go to State 0 and Alarm on Device Fault; 0=Alarm only on Device Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Go to State 0 and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only on I/O Fault		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to reach state Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasDeviceFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm exists and will be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HornOnChange		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		0 = Horn on energize only, 1 = Horn on any state change		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched On when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset is required to clear the Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_DeviceFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_DeviceFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_DeviceFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		DeviceFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutAPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output A (sec) (0=output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutBPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output B (sec) (0=output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutCPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output C (sec) (0=output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_OutDPulseT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Output D (sec) (0=output held continuously)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_SimFdbkT		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0		Delay to echo back reaching state when in Simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to sound audible on commanded start (sec) (0=disabled)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Cfg_HornOnChange				BOOL				0								0 = Horn on energize only, 1 = Horn on any state change

		P_D4SD		Cfg_FailT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time after new state requested to reach that state before Fault (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St0		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_St3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to ResetShed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultAck		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Fail to Reach Target Position Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_DeviceFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		DeviceFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St0		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_St3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos1Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 1 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 1		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos2Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 2 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 2		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos3Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 3 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 3		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos4Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 4 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 4		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos5Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 5 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 5		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos6Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 6 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 6		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos7Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 7 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 7		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Pos8Fdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Position 8 Feedback: 1=Device confirmed at Position 8		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_LockFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device confirmed Locked / Sealed In-Position		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_UnlockFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device confirmed Unlocked / Unsealed and free to move		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_CylExtFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device indexing cylinder confirmed extended		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_CylRetrFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device indexing cylinder confirmed retracted		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_CylLeftFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device indexing cylinder confirmed in left position		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_CylRightFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device indexing cylinder confirmed in right positioin		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, Device can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, device can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, device can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, device can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction simulates a working device while keeping outputs de-energized. When set to 0, the instruction controls the device normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Position command in Override mode: 
0 = Stay
1 = Position 1
2 = Position 2
3 = Position 3
4 = Position 4
5 = Position 5
6 = Position 6
7 = Position 7
8 = Position 8		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Inp_HornInh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a P_Perm is connected to Inp_Perm

		P_nPos		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HornOnChange				BOOL				0								0 = Horn on energize only, 1 = Horn on any state change

		P_nPos		Cfg_StartHornT				REAL				0.0								Time to sound audible on commanded start (sec) (0=disabled)

		P_nPos		Cfg_NumPos		Input		DINT				3		Decimal		0		0		Number of Device Positions (2 .. 8)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_Circ		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Positions are circular (rotary device, after Pos n is Pos 1)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_CWOnly		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Circular (rotary) device can only rotate "clockwise", 0=bidirectional (use shortest path)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_ViaPos1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive Linear device to Pos 1 on every move; 0=move direct to cmd pos		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_IntlkToPos1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Drive to Pos 1 on Interlock or Fault; 0=De-energize only		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_OutPosLatch		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Latch in Out_PosX until new Position commanded		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasLock		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Must sequence a position lock or seal		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasPosFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has feedback for all positions		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_UsePosFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Feedback shall be used to check device position		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasLockFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has locked / unlocked feedback		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_UseLockFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock Feedback shall be used to verify locking and unlocking		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasCylFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device indexing cylinders have position feedback		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_UseCylFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Indexing cylinder position feedback shall be checked		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasMoreObj				BOOL				0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for P_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissives object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_nPos object has the name ’nPos123’, then its Permissives object must be named‘nPos123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix '_Intlk'. For example, if your P_nPos object has the name 'nPos123', then its interlock object must be named 'nPos123_Intlk'.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New device OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New device XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_CmdDuringMove		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New pos. cmd. OK during move, 0=must wait for prev. cmd. to finish		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_ShedOnPosFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=De-energize Device and Alarm on Position Fail; 0=Alarm only		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_ShedOnLockFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=De-energize Device and Alarm on Lock Fail; 0=Alarm only		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=De-energize Device and Alarm on I/O Fault; 0=Alarm only		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasPosFailAlm		Input		BOOL		PosFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasLockFailAlm		Input		BOOL		LockFail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_PosFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		PosFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Hi.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Hi alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal).
When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_LockFailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LockFail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_PosFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		PosFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm.
When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_LockFailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LockFail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_PosFailSeverity		Input		DINT		PosFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_LockFailSeverity		Input		DINT		LockFail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_Retries		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of Retries via Pos 1 before declaring failure (0=don't retry)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_ExtendT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Delay before extending cylinder to engage for move (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_VerifyT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Delay to verify device has settled in commanded position (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_PosChkT		Input		REAL				30.0		Float		0		0		Max time to reach target position before fail (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_LockChkT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Max time to get locked / unlocked feedback before fail (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_PosSimT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time to reach target position in simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_LockSimT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time to lock or unlock in simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Cfg_CylSimT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time to simulate index cylinder feedback in simulation (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 1		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 2		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 3		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos4		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 4		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 5		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos6		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 6		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos7		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 7		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Pos8		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to go to Position 8		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to ResetShed Latches and Cleared Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_PosFailAck		Input		BOOL		PosFail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_LockFailAck		Input		BOOL		LockFail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_PosFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		PosFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Position Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_PosFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		PosFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Position Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_LockFailSuppress		Input		BOOL		LockFail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_LockFailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LockFail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_PosFailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		PosFail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_LockFailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LockFail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos1		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 1		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos2		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 2		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 3		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos4		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 4		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 5		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos6		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 6		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos7		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 7		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Pos8		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to go to Position 8		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_nPos		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_nPos		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_PosFdbk		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Position Feedback from Valve (in Raw Input units)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch 1=confirmed fully open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch 1=confirmed fully closed		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_ActuatorFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Actuator Fault (overload, etc.), 0=OK, 1=Fault)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, Pulse Output Valve can be moved		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, Pulse Output Valve can be moved		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input / Output Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction holds the analog output at zero and holds the discrete pulse outputs off while simulating a working valve. When set to 0, the instruction controls the valve position normally.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_OvrdCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV target in Override Mode (CV EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Inp_IntlkAvail								0								1 = Interlock Availibility OK

		P_ValveC		Cfg_ClampPosToLS								0								1=Clamps Val_Pos to EUMin/Max when on a Limit Switch

		P_ValveC		Cfg_ShedHold		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Hold Output on Interlock or bad PV, 0=Go to Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Take shed action (hold or interlock CV) and alarm on I/O Fault. 
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_SkipRoCLim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Skip RoC Limiting in Intlk, Maint, Ovrd modes		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program- set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Prog/Oper Settings track Override/Hand CV		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasPosFdbk		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides an analog position feedback, 0=simulate feedback		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides an Open Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve provides a Closed Limit Switch signal		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_UseOpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Open LS should be used for open/closed status		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_UseClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Closed LS should be used for open/closed status		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_LSFail		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=both switches ON=fail, 0=both switches OFF=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasMoreObj				BOOL				0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled. 
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_ValveC object has the name ’ValveC123’, then its interlock object must be named ‘ValveC123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasCVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected CV object		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_OvrdIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Intlk; 0=always use Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for CV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used.
When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasActuatorFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or IOFault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_IOFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_ActuatorFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_IOFaultAck or IOFault.OCmd_Ack) are required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_ActuatorFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values: 
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm & Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well a the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_ActuatorFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		ActuatorFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_MinCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum CV (in CV EU, for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_MaxCV		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum CV (in CV EU, for limiting)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Rate of Change Limit, Increasing, (EU/sec, 0=unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Rate of Change Limit, Decreasing, (EU/sec, 0=unlimited)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_IntlkCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV (target in engineering units) when interlocked (used when Cfg_ShedHold is configured to 0).		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to the range of the signal connected to the setting inputs (for example, PSet_CV). The output is then scaled to the values set by Cfg_CVRawMin and Cfg_CVRawMax.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to match the CV range of the output signals (Out_CV) in raw units.
EXAMPLE: If your output card expects a value in the range of 4…20 and the P_ValveC's CV is ranged 0…100% , P_ValveC can scale the outputs for you by setting Cfg_CVRawMin to 4, Cfg_CVRawMax to 20, Cfg_CVEUMin to 0, and Cfg_CVEUMax to 100.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_FdbkRawMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to the range of the signal connected to the feedback signal (Inp_PosFdbk). The inputs are then scaled to the values set by Cfg_CVEUMin and Cfg_CVEUMax.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_FdbkRawMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CycleT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Open and Close Pulse Output overall period (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_OpenRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Rate at which valve moves when opening (CV EU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CloseRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Rate at which valve moves when closing (CV EU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_MaxOnT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Open and Close Pulse Output maximum ON time (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_MinOnT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Open and Close Pulse Output minimum ON time (s)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_BumpT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Time to bump valve open or closed (by Oper) when Fdbk Bad (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_Deadtime		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Additional time on first pulse after stop or direction change		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Cfg_MaxClosedPos		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Position above which valve is assumed open if limit switches not used		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (CV EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		XSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (CV EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_ActuatorFaultAck		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_ActuatorFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Actuator Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_ActuatorFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Actuator Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_ActuatorFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		ActuatorFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		XCmd_Acq				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq(I)										External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_ValveC		XCmd_Rel				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel(I)										External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_ValveMP		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_LowerLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Lower Seat Lift Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_UpperLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Upper Seat Lift Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_CavityInLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Cavity Inlet Valve Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_CavityOutLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Cavity Outlet Valve Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, valve can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, valve can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, valve can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can energize		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_IntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Simulate working valve; 0=Open / Close / Monitor actual valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Simulate working valve; 0=Open / Close / Monitor actual valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override mode command: 
0 = None
1 = Closed
2 = Open
3 = Lift lower 
4 = Lift upper
5 = SIP/CIP cavity
6 = SIP/CIP lower seat 
7 = SIP/CIP upper seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasLiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports Lift Lower Seat state (4)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasLiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports Lift Upper Seat state (5)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasSIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Cavity state (6)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasSIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Lower Seat state (8)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasSIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Upper Seat state (10)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseLiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing Lift Lower		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseLiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing Lift Upper		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseSIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing SIP/CIP Lower		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseSIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing SIP/CIP Upper		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_ValveMP object has the name ’ValveMP123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘ValveMP123_Perm’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_ValveMP object has the name ’ValveMP123’, then its interlock object must be named ‘ValveMP123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasStatsObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a valve statistics object (for example, P_ValveStats) is used and navigation to the valve statistics object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Valve Statistics object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_ValveStats. For example, if your P_ValveMP object has the name ’ValveMP123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘ValveMP123_ValveStats’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_ShedOnFail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Close valve and alarm on Position Fail. 
0 = Alarm only on Fail.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than closed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Close Valve and Alarm on I/O Fault. 
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than closed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm & Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseOpenT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time to lift seat when pulsing seat for cleaning (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_PulseCloseT		Input		REAL				5.0		Float		0		0		Time to close seat when pulsing seat for cleaning (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FailT		Input		REAL				3.0		Float		0		0		Time to give valve to achieve state before declaring valve failure (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_LiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_LiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_SIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_SIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_SIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_LiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_LiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_SIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_SIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_SIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_ValveMP		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung- in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_OpenLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Open Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_ClosedLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Closed Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_LowerLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Lower Seat Lift Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_UpperLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Valve Upper Seat Lift Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_CavityInLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Cavity Inlet Valve Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_CavityOutLS		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Cavity Outlet Valve Limit Switch		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_OpenIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlocks OK, valve can Open, 0 = Interlocks not OK, Close valve if target/actual state is Open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_OpenNBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can Open, 0 = Not OK, Close valve if target/actual state is Open		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_OpenIntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Open Interlock Availability OK.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_LowerSeatIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlocks OK, valve can lift or clean lower seat, 0 = Interlocks not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has lower seat lifted		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_LowerSeatNBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can lift or clean lower seat, 0 = Not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has lower seat lifted		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_LowerSeatIntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Lower Seat Interlock Availability OK.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_UpperSeatIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlocks OK, valve can lift or clean upper seat, 0 = Interlocks not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has upper seat lifted		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_UpperSeatNBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can lift or clean upper seat, 0 = Not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has upper seat lifted		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_UpperSeatIntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Upper Seat Interlock Availability OK.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_CavityIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Interlocks OK, valve can clean cavity or seat, 0 = Interlocks not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has cleaning via cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_CavityNBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, valve can clean cavity or seat, 0 = Not OK, Close valve if target/actual state has cleaning via cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_CavityIntlkAvail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Cavity Interlock Availability OK.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_IOFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Communication Status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Simulate working valve; 0=Open / Close / Monitor actual valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override mode command: 
0 = None
1 = Closed
2 = Open
3 = Lift lower 
4 = Lift upper
5 = SIP/CIP cavity
6 = SIP/CIP lower seat 
7 = SIP/CIP upper seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_HornInh		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inhibit audible alert, 0 = Allow audible alert.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasLiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports Lift Lower Seat state (4)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasLiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports Lift Upper Seat state (5)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasSIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Cavity state (6)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasSIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Lower Seat state (8)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasSIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve supports SIP Upper Seat state (10)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseLiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing Lift Lower		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseLiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing Lift Upper		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseSIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing SIP/CIP Lower		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseSIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse seat lift output when doing SIP/CIP Upper		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasStatsObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a valve statistics object (for example, P_ValveStats) is used and navigation to the valve statistics object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Valve Statistics object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix‘_ValveStats. For example, if your P_ValveMP object has the name ’ValveMP123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘ValveMP123_ValveStats’.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasMoreObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasOpenIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI an object is connected to Inp_OpenIntlkOK, Inp_OpenNBIntlkOK inputs		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasLowerSeatIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI an object is connected to Inp_LowerSeatIntlkOK, Inp_LowerSeatNBIntlkOK inputs		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasUpperSeatIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI an object is connected to Inp_UpperSeatIntlkOK, Inp_UpperSeatNBIntlkOK Inputs		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasCavityIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI an object is connected to Inp_CavityIntlkOK, Inp_CavityNBIntlkOK inputs		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_OperClosePrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = OCmd_Close accepted any time; 0 = OCmd_Close accepted only when Oper is selected.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_ExtClosePrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = XCmd_Close accepted any time; 0 = XCmd_Close accepted only when Ext is selected.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New valve XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=XCmdReset req'd.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_ShedOnFail		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Close valve and alarm on Position Fail. 
0 = Alarm only on Fail.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than closed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_ShedOnIOFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Close Valve and Alarm on I/O Fault. 
0 = Alarm only on I/O Fault.
IMPORTANT: If a condition is configured to shed the device to the Off state on a fault, a reset is required to clear the shed fault to command the device to a state other than closed.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_HasIOFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Fail.OCmd_Reset is required to clear Alm_Fail alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_IOFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_IOFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IOFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low 
251…500 = Medium 
501…750 = High 
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm & Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_IOFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		IOFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseOpenT		Input		REAL				10		Float		0		0		Time to lift seat when pulsing seat for cleaning (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_PulseCloseT		Input		REAL				5		Float		0		0		Time to close seat when pulsing seat for cleaning (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FailT		Input		REAL				3		Float		0		0		Time to give valve to achieve state before declaring valve failure (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_StartHornT		Input		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Time in seconds to sound audible on command to move from the closed position, valid = 0.0 to 1000.0 seconds, 0.0 = disabled.		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_LiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_LiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_SIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_SIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_SIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IOFaultAck		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IOFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IOFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		PCmd_IOFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IOFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_Close		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Close Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_Open		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Open Valve		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_LiftLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_LiftUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_SIPCavity		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_SIPLower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_SIPUpper		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Inp_Closed		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve is confirmed Closed (from valve instruction)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		Inp_Opened		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve is confirmed Opened (from valve instruction)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_ValveStats		Inp_StopOther		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve is confirmed Stopped / Other (from valve instruction)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_HasStopOther		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve has Stopped or other state(s) to be monitored		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_SlowOpenT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Time Opening (sec) before raising Sts_SlowOpen		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_SlowCloseT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Maximum Time Closing (sec) before raising Sts_SlowClose		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		PCmd_ClearTotTimes		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Total Time statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		PCmd_ClearMaxTimes		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Maximum Time statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		PCmd_ClearStrokeCounts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Stroke Count statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		PCmd_ClearSlowCounts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Valve Slow Count statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		PCmd_ClearMAvgs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Moving Average Stroke Times		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		MCmd_ClearTotTimes		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Total Time statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		MCmd_ClearMaxTimes		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Maximum Time statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		MCmd_ClearStrokeCounts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Stroke Count statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		MCmd_ClearSlowCounts		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Cmmand to Clear Valve Slow Count statistics		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		MCmd_ClearMAvgs		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Clear Moving Average Stroke Times		Read/Write		0





Output Parameters

		Library Object		Output Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default		Style						Description

		P_ValveHO		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Out_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Trip Valve to safe/fail state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		SrcQ_IO		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		SrcQ		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary Val/Sts (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_Cmd		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final valve status source and quality:
GOOD             
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST             
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_Fdbk		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0=Moving, 1=Closed, 2=Opened, 3=Limit Switch Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_Sts		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=?, 1=Closed, 2=Opened, 8=Moving, 13=Tripping, 33=Disabled		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_Fault		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Transit Stall, 18=Fail to Trip, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_NotifyAll		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Closed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve is confirmed Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Opened		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve is confirmed Open		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve not requested to Trip and is not confirmed Open or Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Tripping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to Trip and has not reached trip position		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_LSFail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Limit Switch Failure, LSs show open and closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Nrdy_Trip		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Tripped (at device or by command)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Err_Has		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: must have at least one Limit Switch		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Err_Use		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: must use at least one Limit Switch		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Trip Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failed to Trip (did not reach trip position)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Alm_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failed to Trip (did not reach trip position) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Ack_TripFail		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TripFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TripFailShelved		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TripFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TripFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (valve has not reached either end of travel)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Alm_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (not at either end of travel) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Ack_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TransitStallDisabled		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TransitStallShelved		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_TransitStallSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Tripped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Valve Tripped by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveHO		P_ValveHO		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Out_Open		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Run actuator motor to OPEN Valve		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Out_Close		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Run actuator motor to CLOSE Valve		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Out_Stop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Break seal-in circuit in actuator to STOP Valve motion		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final valve status source and quality:
GOOD             
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0=None, 1=Close, 2=Open, 3=Stop		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0=Moving, 1=Closed, 2=Opened, 3=Limit Switch Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=? 1=Closed 2=Open 3=Cmd To Close 4=Cmd to Open 5=Closing 6=Opening 7=Stopped		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Transit Stall, 17 = Full Stall, 19=Actuator Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Closed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to Close and is confirmed Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_CmdToOpen		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve commanded to Open, has not yet moved off Open LS		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Opening		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and awaiting open feedback		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Opened		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and is confirmed Opened		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_CmdToClose		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve commanded to Close, has not yet moved off Closed LS		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Closing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to Close and awaiting Closed feedback		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve requested to Stop and is not at either end of travel		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_LSFail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Limit Switch Overlap Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_EqpFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: External Equipment Fault (Fault or Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Check or Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Full Stall (failed to move at all) (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Alm_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Full Stall (failed to move at all) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Ack_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_FullStallDisabled		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_FullStallShelved		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_FullStallSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (did not reach target position) (One-Shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Alm_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (did not reach target pos.) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Ack_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_TransitStallDisabled		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_TransitStallShelved		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_TransitStallSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault detected (input)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Alm_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Actuator Fault Detected		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Ack_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ActuatorFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ActuatorFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_ActuatorFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMO		Sts_Horn				BOOL												1=Valve Horn Active

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IntlkTrip				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp(I)										1=Valve stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled(I)										1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IntlkTripShelved				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved(I)										1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator

		P_ValveMO		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed(I)										1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program

		P_ValveMO		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMO		Ack_IntlkTrip				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack(I)										1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_ValveMO		Alm_IntlkTrip				BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm(I)										1=Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		Nrdy_Intlk				BOOL												1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK

		P_ValveMO		Out_Horn				BOOL												1=Sound audible prior to commanded motor start

		P_ValveMO		P_ValveMO		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Out		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Energize Valve Solenoid		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final Valve status source and quality:
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0=None, 1=Close, 2=Open		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0=Moving, 1=Closed, 2=Opened, 3=Limit Switch Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=? 1=Closed 2=Open 5=Closing, 6=Opening		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Transit Stall, 17 = Full Stall, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Closed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to Close and is confirmed Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Opening		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and awaiting open feedback		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Opened		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and is confirmed Opened		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Closing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to Close and awaiting Closed feedback		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_LSFail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Limit Switch Overlap Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Check Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Simulation Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Full Stall (failed to move at all)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Alm_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Full Stall (failed to move at all) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Ack_FullStall		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_FullStallDisabled		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_FullStallShelved		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_FullStallSuppressed		Output		BOOL		FullStall.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Full Stall Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (did not reach target position)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Alm_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Transit Stall (did not reach target pos.) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Ack_TransitStall		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_TransitStallDisabled		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_TransitStallShelved		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_TransitStallSuppressed		Output		BOOL		TransitStall.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Transit Stall Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveSO		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveSO		Out_Horn				BOOL												1=Sound audible prior to commanded motor start

		P_ValveSO		Sts_Horn				BOOL												1=Valve Horn Active

		P_ValveSO		P_ValveSO		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_A		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output A to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_B		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output B to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_C		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output C to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_D		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output D to Device		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Sound audible prior to commanded energize/ state change		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final Device state source and quality.
GOOD             
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0=None, 1=State 0, 2=State 1, 3=State 2, 4=State 3		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=Powerup/Reset, 1=State0, 2=State1, 3=State2, 4=State3, 9=Moving		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=PositionFail, 17=DeviceFault, 32=I/OFault, 34=CfgErr		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St0		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device commanded to and confirmed in State 0		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device commanded to and confirmed in State 1		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device commanded to and confirmed in State 2		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_St3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device commanded to and confirmed in State 3		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device not yet confirmed in commended state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock / Permissive Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_EqpFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: External Equipment Fault (Fault or Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_PrioSt0		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Oper/Ext Priority State 0 Command Requires Reset		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Feeback Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Simulation timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		1		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device failed to reach commended state		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Device failed to reach commended state		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to reach commanded state Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to reach commanded state alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault (from Inp_DeviceFault)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_DeviceFault		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_DeviceFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		DeviceFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device commanded to State 0 by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Device set to State 0 by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_D4SD		P_D4SD		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects
EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 1		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 2		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 3		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos4		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 4		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos5		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 5		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos6		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 6		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos7		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 7		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Pos8		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to go to Position 8		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0

		P_nPos		Out_Inc		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to drive to Increasing Position ("CW")		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Dec		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to drive to Decreasing Position ("CCW")		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Unlock		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to unlock / unseal device		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_Lock		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to lock / seal device		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_CylExtend		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Extend Cylinder to engage ratchet device		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_CylRetract		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Retract Cylinder to disengage ratchet device		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_CylLeft		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to ratchet device to Left (increase)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Out_CylRight		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to ratchet device to Right (decrease)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final position source and quality.
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality TEST                8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Command 0=None, 1=Pos 1, 2=Pos 2, .., 8=Pos 8		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Feedback 0=Moving, 1=Pos 1, 2=Pos 2,.., 8=Pos 8, 9=Multiple Pos		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Confirmed Sts 0=Powerup/Reset, 1=Pos 1, 2=Pos 2,.., 8=Pos 8, 9=Moving		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Position Fault, 17 = Lock Fault, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_State		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Internal State: 0=reset/unknown, 1=in pos, 2=unlock, 3=moving to pos 1, 4=moving to cmd pos, 5=lock, 6=fault		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos1		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 1		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos2		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 2		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos3		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 3		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos4		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 4		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos5		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 5		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos6		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 6		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos7		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 7		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Pos8		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device confirmed in Position 8		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Horn Active

		P_nPos		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device moving to target position, not yet achieved		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Err_NumPos		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid number of positions (use 2..8)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Err_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Failure (Check) Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Delay Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Err_Sim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Simulation Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		Sts_PosFail		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		Position Failure Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Alm_PosFail		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Ack_PosFail		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_PosFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_PosFailShelved		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_PosFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		PosFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Position Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_LockFail		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		Lock / Unlock Failure Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Alm_LockFail		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Ack_LockFail		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_LockFailDisabled		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_LockFailShelved		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_LockFailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LockFail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Device de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Device de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_nPos		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Enable (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_nPos		P_nPos		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects
EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Out_CV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		CV Output in Raw (I/O Card) Units		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Out_Open		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Pulse Output to drive valve Open		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Out_Close		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Pulse Output to drive valve closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_Pos		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Valve actual position from feedback (CV EU)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_CVSet		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of selected CV Setting (before rate limiting, CV EU)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_CVOut		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV output (after clamping and ramping) (CV EU)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_CVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_CVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final position source and quality.
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Feedback 0=Moving, 1=Closed, 2=Opened, 3=Limit Switch Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		0=AtTarget, 1=RampClose, 2=RampOpen, 3=Clamp@Min, 4=Clamp@Max, 5=BumpClose, 6=BumpOpen		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=none, 32=I/OFault, 34=CfgErr		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_CVInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selected CV is Infinite or Not A Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_PosInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_PosFdbk is Infinite or Not A Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_BumpOpen		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bump Open Requested or Active		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_BumpClose		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bump Close Requested or Active		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Ramping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is ramping to target		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Clamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Set is clamped at CVMin or CVMax		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_SkipRoCLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Rate of Change Limiting was skipped this scan (Maint, Ovrd, Intlk, Hand)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Active		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is greater than Cfg_MaxClosedPos, show valve symbol as "opened"		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Pulse Output Valve available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_LSFail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Limit Switch Overlap Failure		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Limits swapped		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled CV EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_Raw		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Output Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_Fdbk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Raw Feedback Scaling Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Timer Preset (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Status: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK (1-shot)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: CV held or forced by interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault detected (input)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Alm_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Actuator Fault Detected		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Ack_ActuatorFault		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ActuatorFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ActuatorFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_ActuatorFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		ActuatorFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Actuator Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveC		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveC		P_ValveC		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects
EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_Open		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Open Valve		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_Close		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Close Valve		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_LiftLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_LiftUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Lift Upper Seat for Cleaning		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_CavityInlet		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Cavity Inlet Valve (usually FC)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Out_CavityOutlet		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Cavity Outlet Valve (usually FO)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final valve status source and quality.
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0=None 1=Close 3=Open 4=LiftLwr 5=LiftUpr 6=ClnCav 8=ClnLwr 10=ClnUpr		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=? 1=Close 3=Open 4=LiftL 5=LiftU 6=ClnCav 8=ClnL 10=ClnU 11=Mov 12=PlsL 13=PlsU		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Position Fail, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_State		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Actual State Number in state diagram (see documentation)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Closed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to close and is confirmed Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Opened		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and is confirmed Opened		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_LiftLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve Lower Seat Lift position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_LiftUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve Upper Seat Lift position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_SIPCavity		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Cavity SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_SIPLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Lower Seat SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_SIPUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Upper Seat SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve moving to target position, not yet achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Pulsing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve pulsing seat for cleaning		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Err_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Failure Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Fdbk Time or Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483 sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Failure Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMP		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMP		P_ValveMP		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects
EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_Open		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Open Valve		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_Close		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Close Valve, 1 = Close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_LiftLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Lift lower valve seat, 1 = Lift.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_LiftUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to Lift upper valve seat, 1 = Lift.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_CavityInlet		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Open leakage cavity cleaning inlet, 1 = Open.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_CavityOutlet		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Close leakage cavity drain / cleaning outlet, 1 = Close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Horn, 1 = Sound audible prior to commanded state change.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Out_Locator		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Output to Valve Locator lamp / beacon, 1 = Illuminated.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final valve status source and quality.
GOOD              
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality 
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality 
TEST                
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation 
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN   
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use) 
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD                 
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination) 33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Command 0=None 1=Close 3=Open 4=LiftLwr 5=LiftUpr 6=ClnCav 8=ClnLwr 10=ClnUpr		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=? 1=Close 3=Open 4=LiftL 5=LiftU 6=ClnCav 8=ClnL 10=ClnU 11=Mov 12=PlsL 13=PlsU 14=Horn		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Fault Status 0=None, 16=Position Fail, 32=I/O Fault, 34=Config Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_State		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Actual State Number in state diagram (see documentation)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Closed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to close and is confirmed Closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Opened		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve requested to open and is confirmed Opened		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_LiftLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve Lower Seat Lift position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_LiftUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve Upper Seat Lift position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_SIPCavity		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Cavity SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_SIPLower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Lower Seat SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_SIPUpper		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Upper Seat SIP position achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Locator		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Locator / beacon for identifying valve is active.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Horn		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Audible alert (horn) is active.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Moving		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve moving to target position, not yet achieved		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Pulsing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Valve pulsing seat for cleaning		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Valve available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_CmdConflict		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Conflicting commands received this scan.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Failure (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_OpenIntlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Open Interlock not OK. Valve cannot open, and if open, valve will close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_LowerSeatIntlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Lower Seat Interlock not OK. Valve cannot life or clean lower seat, and if seat lifted, valve will close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_UpperSeatIntlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Upper Seat Interlock not OK. Valve cannot lift or clean upper seat, and if seat lifted, valve will close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_CavityIntlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Cavity Interlock not OK. Valve cannot clean cavity or seat, and if cleaning, valve will close.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_PrioClose		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Operator or External priority Close command requires reset.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Err_Fail		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Failure Time (use 0 to 2147483)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Fdbk Time or Pulse Time (use 0 to 2147483 sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from Current State		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Valve Failure Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve Failure Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Valve de-energized by an Interlock NOT OK		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		I/O Comm Fault Status (0=OK, 1=Bad)		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Alm_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Ack_IOFault		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IOFaultDisabled		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IOFaultShelved		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		Sts_IOFaultSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IOFault.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=I/O Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveMPAdv		P_ValveMPAdv		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_ValveStats		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CurrClosedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current time in Closed state (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_LastClosedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Time in Closed state (sec) last time valve was closed		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_TotClosedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Accumulated time in Closed state (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MaxClosedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Maximum time in Closed state (hours) of any occurrence		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CurrOpeningT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current time in Opening state (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_LastOpeningT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Time in Opening state (sec) last time valve was opening		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_TotOpeningT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Accumulated time in Opening state (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MaxOpeningT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Maximum time in Opening state (sec) of any occurrence		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MAvgOpeningT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Moving average Open stroke time, last 10 complete open strokes (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CurrOpenedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current time in Opened state (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_LastOpenedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Time in Opened state (sec) last time valve was opened		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_TotOpenedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Accumulated time in Opened state (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MaxOpenedT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Maximum time in Opened state (hours) of any occurrence		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CurrClosingT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Current time in Closing state (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_LastClosingT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Time in Closing state (sec) last time valve was closing		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_TotClosingT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Accumulated time in Closing state (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MaxClosingT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Maximum time in Closing state (sec) of any occurrence		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MAvgClosingT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Moving average Clsoe stroke time, last 10 complete close strokes (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CurrStopOtherT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Current time in Stopped / Other state (sec)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_LastStopOtherT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Time in Stopped / Other state (sec) last time valve was stopped (or other)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_TotStopOtherT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Accumulated time in Stopped / Other state (hours)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_MaxStopOtherT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Maximum time in Stopped / Other state (hours) of any occurrence		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CpltOpenC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of complete valve Open strokes (Closed to Opened)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_CpltCloseC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of complete valve Close strokes (Opened to Closed)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_IncpltOpenC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of incomplete valve Open strokes (Closed - Moving - Closed)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_IncpltCloseC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of incomplete valve Close strokes (Opened - Moving - Opened)		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_StopOtherC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of valve Stopped / Other occurrences		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_SlowOpenC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of valve Slow to Open occurrences		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Val_SlowCloseC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Count of valve Slow to Close occurrences		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Sts_SlowOpen		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Last Closed to Opened stroke exceeded configured time threshold		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Sts_SlowClose		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Last Opened to Closed stroke exceeded configured time threshold		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Configuration Error: invalid Slow Open Time or Slow Close Time		Read Only		0

		P_ValveStats		P_ValveStats		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0





Local Tags

		Library Object		Tag Name		Data Type		Default		Style		Description

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Hand Operated Valve'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Monitor'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveHO'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveHO'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		MCmd_IS		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to place valve In Service		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		MCmd_OoS		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to place valve Out of Service		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		MRdy_IS		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_IS (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		MRdy_OoS		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_OoS (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		OCmd_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Trip Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		ORdy_Trip		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Trip (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveHO		TransitStall		P_Alarm		{...}				Transit Stall Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		TripFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Fail to Trip (valve did not go to trip position) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveHO		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		ActuatorFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Actuator Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Motor Operated Valve'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Control'				Label for graphic symbol that is displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveMO'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		FullStall		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Full Stall (did not move) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveMO'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm

		P_ValveMO		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Close Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Open Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Valve Motion		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Close (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Open (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMO		TransitStall		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Transit Stall (moved but did not reach target) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMO		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Solenoid Operated Valve'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Control'				 Label for graphic symbol that is displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveSO'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Valve Mode Selection		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		FullStall		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Full Stall (did not move) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveSO'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		OCmd_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Close Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		OCmd_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Open Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		ORdy_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Close (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		ORdy_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Open (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveSO		TransitStall		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Transit Stall (moved but did not reach target) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveSO		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Discrete 2, 3 or 4 S'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Discrete Device'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St0Text		STRING_8		'Off'				Text to display in State 0		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St1Text		STRING_8		'On'				Text to display in State 1		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St2Text		STRING_8		''				Text to display in State 2		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_St3Text		STRING_8		''				Text to display in State 3		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_D4SD'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		DeviceFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Fault from device via input		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Device Fail to reach commanded position		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_D4SD		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_D4SD'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_D4SD		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St0		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 0		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St1		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 1		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St2		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 2		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		OCmd_St3		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set device to State 3		Read/Write

		P_D4SD		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St0		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_St0, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St1		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_St1, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St2		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_St2, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		ORdy_St3		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_St3, enable HMI button		Read Only

		P_D4SD		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_nPos		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'n-Position Device'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'n-Position Device'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos1Name		STRING_16		'Position 1'				Description for Position 1 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos2Name		STRING_16		'Position 2'				Description for Position 2 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos3Name		STRING_16		'Position 3'				Description for Position 3 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos4Name		STRING_16		'Position 4'				Description for Position 4 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos5Name		STRING_16		'Position 5'				Description for Position 5 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos6Name		STRING_16		'Position 6'				Description for Position 6 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos7Name		STRING_16		'Position 7'				Description for Position 7 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Pos8Name		STRING_16		'Position 8'				Description for Position 8 on HMI		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_nPos'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_nPos		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_nPos		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_nPos		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_nPos		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_nPos'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_nPos		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_nPos		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_nPos		LockFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Lock / Unlock Failure Alarm		Read/Write

		P_nPos		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_nPos		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_nPos		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos1		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 1		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos2		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 2		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos3		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 3		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos4		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 4		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos5		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 5		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos6		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 6		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos7		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 7		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Pos8		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to go to Position 8		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_nPos		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos1		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos1 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos2		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos2 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos3		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos3 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos4		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos4 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos5		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos5 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos6		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos6 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos7		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos7 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Pos8		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Pos8 (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset		Read Only

		P_nPos		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_nPos		PosFail		P_Alarm		{...}				Position Failure Alarm		Read/Write

		P_nPos		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		ActuatorFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Actuator Fault Alarm (based on Actuator Fault Input)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_CVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of CV Navigation button.
IMPORTANT: This tag does not work in FactoryTalk ME Software.		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Control Valve'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'% Open'				Engineering units for display on HMI.		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Control Valve'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveC'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveC		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveC'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_ValveC		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		OCmd_BumpClose		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to bump valve closed (avail. if Fdbk Bad)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		OCmd_BumpOpen		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to bump valve open (avail. if Fdbk Bad)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms and acknowledge all alarms		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		ORdy_BumpClose		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_BumpClose (enables HMI button)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		ORdy_BumpOpen		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_BumpOpen (enables HMI button)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		ORdy_CV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_CV (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveC		OSet_CV		REAL		0		Float		Operator Setting of Controlled Variable (output) (CV EU)		Read/Write

		P_ValveC		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Mix Proof Valve'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary		The bits within a word indicate an input or output state (1=on, 0=off) or if the input state is checked (FdbkReqd = 1 = input checked, 0 = not checked). The bit positions are:
Bit       Function                    Input                       Output
Bit .0  Close valve              Inp_ClosedLS        Out_Close
Bit .1  Open Valve              Inp_OpenLS           Out_Open
Bit .2  Lift Lower Seat        Inp_LowerLS          Out_LiftLower
Bit .3  Lift Upper Seat        Inp_UpperLS         Out_LiftUpper
Bit .4  Open Cavity Inlet    Inp_CavityInLS      Out_CavityInlet (FC) 
Bit .5  Close Cavity Outlet Inp_CabityOutLS  Out_CavityOutlet
                                                                                                         (FO)		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FdbkTimeTbl		REAL[11]		{...}		Float		Table of Times the Feedback must match to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_OutStateTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary		Valve state tables showing, respectively, output states in given valve state, feedback inputs required (checked) to achieve valve state, and feedback input states to achieve valve state.
The array index ([0]…[10]) indicates the device state as follows (per the state diagram in the manual):

Index/Function
[0] (intermediate state) De-energized 
[1] Closed 
[2] (intermediate state) Close cavity outlet
[3] Opened
[4] Lift Lower Seat
[5] Lift Upper Seat
[6] SIP/CIP Cavity
[7] (intermediate) Lift Lower for SIP/CIP
[8] SIP/CIP Lower Seat
[9] (intermediate) Lift Upper for SIP/CIP
[10] SIP/CIP Upper Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary				Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveMP'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate..		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Command Source		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveMP'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Close Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_LiftLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_LiftUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Open Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_SIPCavity		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_SIPLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		OCmd_SIPUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Close (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_LiftLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_LiftLower (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_LiftUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_LiftUpper (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Open (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_SIPCavity		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPCavity (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_SIPLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPLower (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		ORdy_SIPUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPUpper (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMP		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Advanced Mix Proof Valve'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkReqdTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary		Valve state tables showing, respectively, output states in given valve state, feedback inputs required (checked) to achieve valve state, and feedback input states to achieve valve state.
The array index ([0]…[10]) indicates the device state as follows (per the state diagram in the manual):

Index/Function
[0] (intermediate state) De-energized 
[1] Closed 
[2] (intermediate state) Close cavity outlet
[3] Opened
[4] Lift Lower Seat
[5] Lift Upper Seat
[6] SIP/CIP Cavity
[7] (intermediate) Lift Lower for SIP/CIP
[8] SIP/CIP Lower Seat
[9] (intermediate) Lift Upper for SIP/CIP
[10] SIP/CIP Upper Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_OutStateTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary				Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl		SINT[11]		{...}		Binary		The bits within a word indicate an input or output state (1=on, 0=off) or if the input state is checked (FdbkReqd = 1 = input checked, 0 = not checked). The bit positions are:
Bit       Function                    Input                       Output
Bit .0  Close valve              Inp_ClosedLS        Out_Close
Bit .1  Open Valve              Inp_OpenLS           Out_Open
Bit .2  Lift Lower Seat        Inp_LowerLS          Out_LiftLower
Bit .3  Lift Upper Seat        Inp_UpperLS         Out_LiftUpper
Bit .4  Open Cavity Inlet    Inp_CavityInLS      Out_CavityInlet (FC) 
Bit .5  Close Cavity Outlet Inp_CabityOutLS  Out_CavityOutlet
                                                                                                         (FO)		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[0]		SINT		2#0000_0001		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[1]		SINT		2#0000_0001		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[2]		SINT		2#0010_0000		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[3]		SINT		2#0010_0010		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[4]		SINT		2#0000_0100		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[5]		SINT		2#0000_1000		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[6]		SINT		2#0001_0000		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[7]		SINT		2#0001_0100		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[8]		SINT		2#0011_0100		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[9]		SINT		2#0001_1000		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkStateTbl[10]		SINT		2#0011_1000		Binary		Table of Feedback Input states to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_FdbkTimeTbl		REAL[11]		{...}		Float		Table of Times the Feedback must match to achieve valve State		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Control'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveMP'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Command Source		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Valve Failure Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveMPAdv'				Type identifier for HMI navigation		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		IOFault		P_Alarm		{...}				I/O Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		MCmd_ToggleLocator		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to toggle on/off valve locator / beacon.		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		MRdy_ToggleLocator		BOOL		0		Decimal		1 = Ready for MCmd_ToggleLocator, enable HMI button.		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Close Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_LiftLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Lift Lower Seat for cleaning		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_LiftUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Lift Upper Seat for cleaning		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Open Valve		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_SIPCavity		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP valve leakage cavity		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_SIPLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP through Lower Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		OCmd_SIPUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to SIP through Upper Seat		Read/Write

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_Close		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Close (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_LiftLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_LiftLower (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_LiftUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_LiftUpper (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_Open		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Open (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_SIPCavity		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPCavity (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_SIPLower		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPLower (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		ORdy_SIPUpper		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SIPUpper (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_ValveMPAdv		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'HMI'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Valve Statistics (stroke times, counts)'				Description for display on HMI. The string shows in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Valve Statistics'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI. This string appears on the graphic symbol.		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_StopOtherDesc		STRING_20		''				Name for the stopped or other state for display on HMI.		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_ValveStats'				Tagname for display on HMI. This string shows in the bottom right of the Home tab of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_ValveStats		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_ValveStats		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_ValveStats'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only






Input Parameters

		Library Object		Input Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_PIDE		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_PV		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.PV		0.0		Float		0		1		Input signal Process Variable (PV) from sensor (PV engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CascSP		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.SPCascade		0.0		Float		0		1		Setpoint in cascade, independent PV in Ratio (PV engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_FF		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		FeedForward term (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_FFPrev		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		FF feedback from downstream block (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CVInitVal		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.CVInitValue		0.0		Float		0		0		Value to initialize the CV to when requested (CV engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CVPrev		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Feedback from downstream block (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_UseFFPrev		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.FFSetPrevious		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use Inp_FFPrev as previous FF value, 0=Use last scan value		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_UseCVInitVal		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVInitReq		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Initialize CV to Inp_CVInitValue		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_UseCVPrev		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use Inp_CVPrev as previous CV value, 0=Use last scan value		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_WindupHi		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.WindupHIn		0		Decimal		0		0		Windup High Signal 1=regulator will not increase the output.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_WindupLo		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.WindupLIn		0		Decimal		0		0		Windup Low Signal 1=regulator will not decrease the output.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_PVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Bad signal quality/communication status for inputs (1 = Bad, 0 = OK). If PV is read from an analog input, then this is normally read from the analog input channel fault status.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_PVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Uncertain quality for inputs (1 = Uncertain, 0 = OK). This is optional status for the input that can be used to drive the status of the output (Sts_PVUncertain).		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CVIOFault		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVFault		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV I/O Comms Status Bad, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_PVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of Inp_PV (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PV Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		CV Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_CascSPNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Cascase SP Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, Analog Output can be set		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, Analog Output can be set		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Select Hand (hardwired) Control Strategy		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_HandFdbk		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Feedback used in Hand Mode (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_HandFdbkBad		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.HandFBFault		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_HandFdbk input quality or I/O Comms Status Bad, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Select Override control strategy		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Loop Mode Command 0=None, 1=Man, 2=Auto, 3=Casc, 4=Norm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdRatio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Loop Ratio in Override Mode (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdSP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Auto Setpoint (SP) in Override Mode (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Manual Output (CV) in Override Mode (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdSPTarget		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Mode Setpoint Target for SP Ramping ('wizard')		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdSPRampT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Setpoint Ramp Time for SP Ramping ('wizard') (sec). Valid = 0.0 to 28800.0 seconds.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdSPRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Setting for Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_OvrdSPRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Setting for Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_HiHiDevGate		Input		BOOL		HiHiDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		High-High Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_HiDevGate		Input		BOOL		HiDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		High Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_LoDevGate		Input		BOOL		LoDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		Low Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_LoLoDevGate		Input		BOOL		LoLoDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		Low-Low Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all alarms requiring reset are reset.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasRatio		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.UseRatio		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Casc Loop Mode is Ratio, 0=Casc Loop Mode is Cascade		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasCasc		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.AllowCasRat		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable the loop to be placed into cascade/ratio mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasAuto		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable the loop to be placed into automatic mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasMan		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable the loop to be placed into manual mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasSPRamp		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable the Setpoint Ramp 'Wizard' function		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LockLM		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Lock Loop Mode: 0=not locked, 1=locked in Normal mode (see Cfg_NormLM)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVTrack		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.PVTracking		0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP tracks PV in Manual, 0=no PV tracking		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CtrlAction		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.ControlAction		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Direct acting (E=PV-SP), 0=Reverse acting (E=SP-PV)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_Depend		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.DependIndepend		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Dependent gains equation, 0=Independent gains		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_DerivSmooth		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.DSmoothing		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use Derivative Smoothing		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_ZCOff		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.ZCOff		0		Decimal		0		0		1=need not cross zero error to be in deadband, 0=must cross zero error		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PropSPAct		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.PVEProportional		0		Decimal		0		0		When the bit is cleared (0, the default), the Proportional action is calculated based on the change in loop error, and a change in setpoint causes a change in loop error, resulting in a change in output.
When the bit is set (1), the Proportional action is calculated based on the change in PV, and a change in setpoint results in no change in output.

		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_DerivSPAct		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.PVEDerivative		1		Decimal		0		0		When the bit is cleared (0), the Derivative action is calculated based on the change in loop error, and a change in setpoint causes a change in loop error, resulting in a change in output.
When the bit is set (1, the default), the Derivative action is calculated based on the change in PV, and a change in setpoint results in no change in output.
		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LimitManCV		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVManLimiting		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV limits enforced in Manual, 0=No CV Limiting in Manual		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_InitToMan		Input		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.ManualAfterInit		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Go to Manual Loop Mode when an init request is seen		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching command sources. When this parameter is 1, in Program command source the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator command source the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the command source is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Prog/Oper Settings track Override/Hand Inputs (CV, SP, Ratio)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SkipSPRoCLim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Skip SP RoC Limiting in Intlk, Maint, Ovrd modes		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_PIDE object has
the name ’PIDE123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘PIDE123_Intlk’.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasCascSPNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected cascade SP object		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasPVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected PV object		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasCVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected CV object		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_OvrdIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Intlk; 0=always use Intlk		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripLatch		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Latch in Interlock shed action until Reset 0=Return when Interlock clears		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SPFailLatch		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Latch in SP Fail shed action until Reset 0=Return when SP is good		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVFailLatch		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Latch in PV Fail shed action until Reset 0=Return when PV is good		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVFailLatch		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Latch in CV Fail shed action until Reset 0=Return when CV is good		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_NormLM		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Normal Loop Mode 0=Disable Normal selection, 1=Man, 2=Auto, 3=Casc		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PwrupLM		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Powerup Loop Mode 0=No change (last), 1=Man (w/ CV), 2=Auto (w/ SP), 3=Casc, 4=Normal		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripSPAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Interlock Trip Setpoint Action: 0=none, 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkSP, 3=set SP to curr. PV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SPFailSPAct		Input		DINT				1		Decimal		0		0		SP Fail Setpoint Action: 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkSP, 3=set SP to curr. PV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVFailSPAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Setpoint Action: 0=none, 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkSP		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVFailSPAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		CV Fail Setpoint Action: 0=none, 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkSP, 3=set SP to curr. PV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripCVAct		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Interlock Trip CV Action: 0=none, 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SPFailCVAct		Input		DINT				1		Decimal		0		0		SP Fail CV Action: 0=none, 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVFailCVAct		Input		DINT				1		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail CV Action: 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVFailCVAct		Input		DINT				1		Decimal		0		0		CV Fail CV Action: 1=hold last good, 2=use Cfg_IntlkCV		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripLMAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Interlock Trip Loop Mode Action: 0=none, 1=Man only, 2=Auto or Man only		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SPFailLMAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		SP Fail Loop Mode Action: 0=none, 1=Man only, 2=Auto or Man only		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVFailLMAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		PV Fail Loop Mode Action: 0=none, 1=Man only, 2=Auto or Man only		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVFailLMAct		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		CV Fail Loop Mode Action: 0=none, 1=Man only, 2=Auto or Man only		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for display of PV / SP (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for display of CV (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasHiHiDevAlm		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasHiDevAlm		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasLoDevAlm		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasLoLoDevAlm		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HasFailAlm		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or HiHiDev.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_HiHiDev alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_FailResetReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_FailAckReqd		Input		BOOL		Fail.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevSeverity		Input		DINT		HiHiDev.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The FactoryTalk Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevSeverity		Input		DINT		HiDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevSeverity		Input		DINT		LoDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevSeverity		Input		DINT		LoLoDev.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_FailSeverity		Input		DINT		Fail.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MinRatio		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.RatioLLimit		1.0		Float		0		0		Minimum allowed Ratio (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxRatio		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.RatioHLimit		1.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed Ratio (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MinSP		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.SPLLimit		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum allowed Setpoint (SP) value (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxSP		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.SPHLimit		100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed Setpoint (SP) value (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxSPRoCInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxSPRoCDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_SPRampMaxDev		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		If deviation exceeds this value, pause SP ramp (0.0=never pause)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.PVEUMin		0.0		Float		0		0		PV Engineering Units Mimimum Value (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.PVEUMax		100.0		Float		0		0		PV Engineering Units Maximum Value (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Engineering Units Minimum Value (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		CV engineering units maximum value (CV engineering units).
TIP: The P_PIDE instruction supports reverse CV EU scaling, Cfg_CVEUMax can be less than (but not equal to) Cfg_CVEUMin.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVRawMin		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.CVEUMin		0.0		Float		0		0		CV Output Units Minimum Value (CVRaw, for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVRawMax		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.CVEUMax		100.0		Float		0		0		CV Output Units Maximum Value (CVRaw, for scaling)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_ExecT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Execution Time (interval) for PID Algorithm (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PGain		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.PGain		0.0		Float		0		0		Proportional (independent) or Loop (dependent) Gain (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IGain		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.IGain		0.0		Float		0		0		Integral Gain (1/min independent or min/repeat dependent)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_DGain		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.DGain		0.0		Float		0		0		Derivative Gain (min)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_ZCDB		Input		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.ZCDeadband		0.0		Float		0		0		Normal Zero Crossing Deadband (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MinCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum allowed Controlled Variable (CV) value (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxCV		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed Controlled Variable (CV) value (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVRoCLim		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Rate of Change Limit (CVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_MaxInactiveCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		When Val_CV is greater than this value (in CV EU) set Sts_Active (for HMI)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkSP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		SP Value to use with Interlock / Bad Value SP action (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_IntlkCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		CV Value to use with Interlock / Bad Value CV action (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PwrupSP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop SP on powerup, used if Cfg_PwrupLM = 1 (Manual) or 2 (Auto) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PwrupCV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop CV on powerup, used if Cfg_PwrupLM <> 0 (none) (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevOnDly		Input		REAL		HiHiDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the minimum time (in seconds) the loop deviation must remain beyond the status threshold for the status to be set. On-delay times are used to avoid unnecessary alarms when the deviation momentarily overshoots its threshold (for example, Val_HiHiDevLim).		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevOnDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevOnDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevOnDly		Input		REAL		LoLoDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevOffDly		Input		REAL		HiHiDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the loop deviation must stay within each status threshold to clear the status. Off delay times are used to reduce chattering alarms.
EXAMPLE: If Cfg_HiDevOffDly is 5 seconds, the loop deviation must be below the status limit (Val_HiHiDevLim) minus deadband (Cfg_DevDB) for 5 seconds before the status is returned to normal.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevOffDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevOffDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevOffDly		Input		REAL		LoLoDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevGateDly		Input		REAL		HiHiDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters determine the amount of time (in seconds) the gate input must be turned on for threshold detection to be enabled. On delays and off delays are applied after the gate delay is complete.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevGateDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevGateDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevGateDly		Input		REAL		LoLoDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		Current High-High Deviation Status Threshold (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiHiDevDB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		High-High Devation Alarm Deadband (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		Current High Deviation Status Threshold (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_HiDevDB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		High Devation Alarm Deadband (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		Current Low Deviation Status Threshold (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoDevDB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Low Devation Alarm Deadband (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevLim		Input		REAL				1.50000000E+38		Float		0		0		Current Low-Low Deviation Status Threshold (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_LoLoDevDB		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Low-Low Devation Alarm Deadband (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Oper keeps control: .0=Loop Mode .1=CV .2=SP, .3=Ratio		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Prog keeps control: .0=Loop Mode .1=CV .2=SP, .3=Ratio		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Ext keeps control: .0=Loop Mode .1=CV .2=SP, .3=Ratio		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Ratio (loop CasRat and Ratio enabled) (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_SP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Setpoint (loop Auto) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_SPRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit Increasing (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_SPRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit Decreasing (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_SPTarget		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Setpoint Ramp Target (endpoint, for ramp wizard) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_SPRampT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Setpoint Ramp Time (to reach target, for ramp wizard) (sec). Valid = 0.0 to 28800.0 seconds.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Controlled Variable (loop Manual) (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Ratio (loop CasRat and Ratio enabled) (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_SP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Setpoint (loop Auto) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_SPRoCLimInc		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit Increasing (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_SPRoCLimDec		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit Decreasing (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_SPTarget		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Setpoint Ramp Target (endpoint, for ramp wizard) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_SPRampT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Setpoint Ramp Time (to reach target, for ramp wizard) (sec). Valid = 0.0 to 28800.0 seconds.		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XSet_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Controlled Variable (loop Manual) (CVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Casc		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Cascade / Ratio Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Auto		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Automatic Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Man		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Manual Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_NormLM		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to select Normal Loop Mode (see Cfg_NormLM)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_SPRampStart		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to initiate SP ramping		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_SPRampStop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to stop SP ramping		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_PIDE		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•    This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiHiDevAck		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiDevAck		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoDevAck		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoLoDevAck		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_FailAck		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiHiDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High-High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoLoDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low-Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_FailSuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Loop Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiHiDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High-High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoLoDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low-Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_FailUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Loop Failure Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiHiDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiHiDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_HiDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_LoLoDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoLoDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		PCmd_FailUnshelve		Input		BOOL		Fail.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Casc		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Cascade / Ratio control		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Auto		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Automatic control		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Man		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Manual control		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_NormLM		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Normal Loop Mode (see Cfg_NormLM)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_SPRampStart		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to initiate SP ramping		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_SPRampStop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to stop SP ramping		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Inp_CV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input CV from Upstream block's output (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Inp_CV1InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Initialization value from downstream block 1…8 (in the associated CV engineering units).		Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV2InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV3InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV4InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV5InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV6InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV7InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV8InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Inp_CV1InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Initialization request from downstream block 1…8. When these parameters are set to 1, the corresponding CV output is set to the value of the corresponding initialization input. For example, if Inp_CV1InitReq is 1, Out_CV1 is set to Inp_CV1InitiVal.
When all configured CVs have their initialization request set, Out_CVInitReq is set to 1 and Out_CVInitVal is set to a value based on Inp_CV1InitVal and the ratio and offset for CV1.		Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV2InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV3InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV4InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV5InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV6InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV7InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

				Inp_CV8InitReq		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Output CV2 …CV8 are connected and are to be used.		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV4		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV6		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV7		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCV8		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Fanout		Cfg_FixedInitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Fixed Initialization value (in Inp_CV eng. units), used if Cfg_UseFixedInit=1		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_UseFixedInit		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use Cfg_FixedInitVal to initialize primary, 0=Use Inp_CV1InitVal		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_ShedHold		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Hold Output on Inf / NaN Input, 0=Copy Inf / NaN through		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasCVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected input CV object		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_HasNav		Input		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Set bits indicate which Navigation buttons are enabled .0=CV1, .1=CV2, ... .7=CV8		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		These parameters must be set to the range of the signal connected to Inp_CV.		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input CV minimum (Lo Clamp) or CV maximum (Hi Clamp) (in engineering units).		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVRoCLim		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Input CV Rate of Change Limit (inc or dec) (Inp EU/sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1Ratio		Input		REAL				-2.0		Float		0		0		Configuration for CV1…CV8 ratios.
These parameters are used to calculate the corresponding output when the ratio source for the output is configuration. For example, Cfg_CV1Ratio is used to calculate Out_CV1 when Cfg_CV1RatioSrc = 0.
The selected ratio is stored in output parameters and the instruction uses the output parameters for the calculations (for example, Out_CV1 = Inp_CV * Val_CV1Ratio + Val_CV1Offset).		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2Ratio		Input		REAL				2.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8Ratio		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1Offset		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Configuration for CV1…CV8 offsets.
These parameters are used to calculate the corresponding output when the offset source for the output is configuration.
For example, Cfg_CV1Offset is used to calculate Out_CV1 when Cfg_CV1OffsetSrc = 0.
The selected offset is stored in output parameters and the instruction uses the output parameters for the calculations (for example, Out_CV1 = Inp_CV * Val_CV1Ratio + Val_CV1Offset).		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2Offset		Input		REAL				-100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8Offset		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Output CV1…CV8 minimum in engineering units (for clamping).		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8Min		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Output CV1…CV8 maximum in engineering units (for clamping).		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8Max		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Rate (in engineering units/second) which CV1…CV8 bias is taken up after the corresponding Inp_CVnInitReq clears to 0.		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8TakeupRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVDecPlcs		Input		SINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for CV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_1		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input #1		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E1		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Loop Error from Primary #1 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp1		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Prop. Gain from Primary #1 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_2		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Input #2		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E2		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Loop Error from Primary #2 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp2		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Prop. Gain from Primary #2 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_3		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input #3		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E3		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Error from Primary #3 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp3		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Prop. Gain from Primary #3 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_4		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input #4		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E4		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Error from Primary #4 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp4		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Prop. Gain from Primary #4 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_5		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input #5		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E5		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Error from Primary #5 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp5		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Prop. Gain from Primary #5 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_6		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Input #6		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_E6		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Loop Error from Primary #6 (opt., for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_Kp6		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Prop. Gain from Primary #6 (opt. for offset calc)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_InitVal		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Initialization Value from downstream block		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Inp_InitReq		Input		BOOL				0.0		Decimal		0		1		Initialization Value from downstream block (1 = init to Inp_InitVal)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HiLoSel		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Selection: 1=High-Select, 0=Low-Select		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_1 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp1		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_1 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp1Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp1Init = Out +/- Kp1*E1 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_2 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp2		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_2 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp2Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp2Init = Out +/- Kp2*E2 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_3 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp3		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_3 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp3Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp3Init = Out +/- Kp3*E3 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp4		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_4 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp4		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_4 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp4Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp4Init = Out +/- Kp4*E4 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_5 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp5		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_5 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp5Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp5Init = Out +/- Kp5*E5 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasInp6		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_6 is connected		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_UseInp6		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Inp_6 is included in selection (for Maintenance use)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp6Offset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Use Inp6Init = Out +/- Kp6*E6 Offset, 0 = no Offset		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_DecPlcs		Input		SINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasOutNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected output Output object		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasNav		Input		SINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Set bits indicate which Navigation buttons are enabled .0=Inp1, ..., .5=Inp6		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_OutMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum allowed output (clamp)		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_OutMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed output (clamp)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Inp_PV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Process Variable being controlled (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_PVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Input Source and Quality (from Channel object, if available) (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_PVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Related PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_PVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV or I/O Comms Status Bad, 0=OK		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Override Loop Mode command:
0 = No command
1 = Energize Raise Output (in Manual)
2 = Energize Lower Output (in Manual)
3 = None
4 = Manual Loop mode
5 = Auto Loop mode		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_OvrdRaiseSP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Mode Raise SP (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_OvrdLowerSP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Override Mode Lower SP (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_HiDevGate		Input		BOOL		HiDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		High Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_LoDevGate		Input		BOOL		LoDevGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		Low Deviation Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_HiRoCIncGate		Input		BOOL		HiRoCIncGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		High Rate of Change (Increasing) Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_HiRoCDecGate		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDecGate.Inp_Gate		1		Decimal		0		0		High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Status Gate, 1=enabled		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all Alarms requiring reset		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_PVDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for PV display (0..6)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasPVNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected PV object		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasOutNav		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI to enable navigation to a connected output object		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasHiDevAlm		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used.
When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasLoDevAlm		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasHiRoCIncAlm		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HasHiRoCDecAlm		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or HiDev.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_HiDev alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal). When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevResetReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecResetReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_HiDevAck or HiDev.OCmd_Ack) are required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevAckReqd		Input		BOOL		LoDev.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecAckReqd		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevSeverity		Input		DINT		HiDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm that gauges the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object. The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software, version 7.0, these severity priorities drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarm and Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by the FactoryTalk Alarm and Events software display commands.		Read/Write		0

				Cfg_LoDevSeverity		Input		DINT		LoDev.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_HiRoCIncSeverity		Input		DINT		HiRoCInc.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

				Cfg_HiRoCDecSeverity		Input		DINT		HiRoCDec.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_PVEUMin		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		PV (Input) Range Minimum (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_PVEUMax		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		PV (Input) Range Maximum (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_SPHiLim		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		Setpoint High Limit (clamp) (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_SPLoLim		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Setpoint Low Limit (clamp) (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_RaiseDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Deadband for the Raise output (above Raise limit)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LowerDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Deadband for the Lower output (below Lower limit)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_RateTime		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		PV Rate of Change time base (sec) 60=/min, 3600=/hr		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevLim		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		High Deviation Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Deviation Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevLim		Input		REAL				-100.0		Float		0		0		Low Deviation Status Threshold (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Low Deviation Status Deadband (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevOnDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Deviation Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevOffDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Deviation Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiDevGateDly		Input		REAL		HiDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Deviation Status Gate Delay (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevOnDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below Low Deviation Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevOffDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above Low Deviation Limit (plus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_LoDevGateDly		Input		REAL		LoDevGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Low Deviation Status Gate Delay (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncLim		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Increasing) Status Threshold (EU/RateTime)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Increasing) Status Deadband (EU/RateTime)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncOnDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCIncGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Rate of Change (Increasing) Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncOffDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCIncGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Rate of Change (Increasing) Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCIncGateDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCIncGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Increasing) Status Gate Delay (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecLim		Input		REAL				100.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Status Threshold (EU/RateTime)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecDB		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Status Deadband (EU/RateTime)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecOnDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCDecGate.Cfg_OnDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time above High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Limit to raise Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecOffDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCDecGate.Cfg_OffDly		0.0		Float		0		0		Minimum time below High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Limit (minus deadband) to clear Status (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Cfg_HiRoCDecGateDly		Input		REAL		HiRoCDecGate.Cfg_GateDly		0.0		Float		0		0		High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Status Gate Delay (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PSet_LowerSP		Input		REAL				30.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Lower Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PSet_RaiseSP		Input		REAL				20.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting for Raise Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XSet_LowerSP		Input		REAL				30.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Lower Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XSet_RaiseSP		Input		REAL				20.0		Float		0		0		External Setting for Raise Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Raise		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set output to Raise (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Lower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to set output to Lower (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_None		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to clear Raise, Lower outputs (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Auto		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Automatic Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Man		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Manual Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiDevAck		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_LoDevAck		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCIncAck		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCDecAck		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_LoDevSuppress		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_LoDevUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCIncSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCIncUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCDecSuppress		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCDecUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		• Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
• The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_LoDevUnshelve		Input		BOOL		LoDev.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCIncUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiRoCInc.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		PCmd_HiRoCDecUnshelve		Input		BOOL		HiRoCDec.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Raise		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set output to Raise (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Lower		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to set output to Lower (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_None		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to clear Raise, Lower outputs (in Manual)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Auto		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Automatic Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Man		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to select Manual Loop Mode		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write		0

		P_Seq		EnableIn				BOOL				1								Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_Seq		Inp_SeqLoopCnt		DINT		DINT				1		Decimal						Number of times to execute entire Sequence in a loop						a

		P_Seq		Inp_Started		BOOL		BOOL				1		Decimal						1=External logic / equipment ready for Sequence to execute     

		P_Seq		Inp_Branch		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1=Sequence should branch if configured to do so on Input, 0=don't branch  

		P_Seq		Inp_PermOK		BOOL		BOOL				1		Decimal						1=Permissives OK, sequence can start         

		P_Seq		Inp_NBPermOK		BOOL		BOOL				1		Decimal						1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, sequence can start        

		P_Seq		Inp_IntlkOK		BOOL		BOOL				1		Decimal						1=Interlocks OK, sequence can start/run         

		P_Seq		Inp_NBIntlkOK		BOOL		BOOL				1		Decimal						1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, sequence can start/run        

		P_Seq		Inp_ExtInh		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal						1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition        

		P_Seq		Inp_Reset		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						Input parameter used to programatically reset alarms. When set to 1, all fault conditions and latched alarms are reset.

		P_Seq		Inp_PromptCfm		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1=Manual Prompt has received Operator confirmation        

		P_Seq		Inp_PromptRdy		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1=Manual Prompt has been posted to Operator       

		P_Seq		Inp_PromptSelect		DINT		DINT				0		Decimal						Integer response to Manual Prompt         

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasInp		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Bits=1 are Inputs configured to Exist (Engineering)       

		P_Seq		Cfg_UseInp		DINT		DINT				2#1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111		Binary						Bits=1 are Inputs configured to be Used (Maintenance)      

		P_Seq		Cfg_InpForceMask		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Bits=1 are Inputs available to be Forced by Maintenance     

		P_Seq		Cfg_OutTrackMask		DINT		DINT				2#1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111		Binary						Bits=1 are Boolean Outputs set for Tracking when Sequence not writing to them

		P_Seq		Cfg_OutRealTrackMask		DINT		DINT				2#1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111_1111		Binary						Bits=1 are Real Outputs set for Tracking when Sequence not writing to them

		P_Seq		Cfg_ScaleRealOut		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Bits=1 are REAL Outputs that are scaled using Inp_ScaleFact     

		P_Seq		Cfg_HoldOutState		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						State of Outputs on Hold         

		P_Seq		Cfg_HoldOutMask		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Which Outputs to Set on Hold        

		P_Seq		Cfg_HoldOutRealMask		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Which Real Outputs to Write on Hold       

		P_Seq		Cfg_StopOutState		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						State of Outputs on Stop         

		P_Seq		Cfg_StopOutMask		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Which Outputs to Set on Stop        

		P_Seq		Cfg_StopOutRealMask		DINT		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary						Which Real Outputs to Write on Stop       

		P_Seq		Cfg_IntlkTripAction		SINT		SINT				0		Decimal						Interlock Trip action (enum) 0=Stop, 1=Hold, 2=Go to Intlk Step    

		P_Seq		Cfg_StepFTmrDNAction		SINT		SINT				0		Decimal						Step Timeout action (enum) 0=Alarm/Status only, 1=Hold       

		P_Seq		Cfg_QtyMin		INT		INT				0		Decimal						Quantity Input Lower Limit          

		P_Seq		Cfg_QtyMax		INT		INT				100		Decimal						Quantity Input Upper Limit          

		P_Seq		Cfg_StdQty		INT		INT				100		Decimal						Quantity Input Standard (Nominal) Value (=100%)        

		P_Seq		Cfg_SeqTO		DINT		DINT				0		Decimal						Sequence Timeout time (ms)          

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasMoreObj				BOOL				0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasPrompt		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1=This Sequence has an associated Manual Prompt object      

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasPermObj		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1 = Tells HMI a Permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_Seq object has the name ’Seq123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘Seq123_Perm’.

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK
and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_Seq object has the name ’Seq123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘Seq123_Intlk’.

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasStepTOAlm		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal						These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When this parameter is
1, the corresponding alarm exists.

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasSeqTOAlm		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_StepTOResetReqd		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal						These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or EqpFault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_EqpFault alarm after the alarm is set and the equipment returns to normal).
When this parameter is 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.

		P_Seq		Cfg_SeqTOResetReqd		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_StepTOAckReqd		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal						These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_EqpFaultAck or EqpFault.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.

		P_Seq		Cfg_SeqTOAckReqd		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_SeqTOSeverity		INT		DINT		SeqTO.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal						These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbols that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms & Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms & Events display commands.

		P_Seq		Cfg_StepTOSeverity		INT		DINT		StepTO.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		INT		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal

		P_Seq		PSet_Owner		DINT		DINT				0		Decimal						Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)      

		P_Seq		PSet_Qty		INT		INT				100		Decimal						Program Quantity Input Value          

		P_Seq		XSet_Qty		INT		INT				100		Decimal						External Quantity Input Value          

		P_Seq		MSet_SingleStep		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						Maintenance Setting to execute Single Step only: 0 = Normal, 1 = Single Step

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqStart				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.0		0								Program Command to Start Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqHold				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.6		0								Program Command to Hold Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqRestart				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.7		0								Program Command to Restart Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqStop				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.2		0								Program Command to Stop Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqAbort				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.5		0								Program Command to Abort Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqReset				BOOL		Wrk_SMProgCmd.3		0								Program Command to Reset Sequence

		P_Seq		PCmd_Prog		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal						Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)      

		P_Seq		PCmd_Oper		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal						Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)      

		P_Seq		PCmd_Lock		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal						Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)       

		P_Seq		PCmd_Unlock		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal						Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)     

		P_Seq		PCmd_Normal		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal						Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)      

		P_Seq		PCmd_Reset		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						Program Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset      

		P_Seq		PCmd_StepTOAck		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal						•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqTOAck		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		PCmd_StepTOSuppress		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Suppress Step Timeout Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqTOSuppress		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Suppress Sequence Timeout Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_StepTOUnsuppress		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Unsuppress Step Timeout Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqTOUnsuppress		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Unsuppress Sequence Timeout Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal						Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm       

		P_Seq		PCmd_StepTOUnshelve		BOOL		BOOL		StepTO.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal						•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_Seq		PCmd_SeqTOUnshelve		BOOL		BOOL		SeqTO.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		BOOL		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		MCmd_Rel		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal						Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)       

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqStart				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.0		0								Operator Command to Start Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqHold				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.6		0								Operator Command to Hold Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqRestart				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.7		0								Operator Command to Restart Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqStop				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.2		0								Operator Command to Stop Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqAbort				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.5		0								Operator Command to Abort Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqReset				BOOL		Wrk_SMOperCmd.3		0								Operator Command to Reset Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqPause				BOOL		Wrk_OperPauseBits.0		0								Operator Command to Pause Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqResume				BOOL		Wrk_OperPauseBits.1		0								Operator Command to Resume Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqAutoPause				BOOL		Wrk_OperPauseBits.2		0								Operator Command to Auto-Pause Sequence

		P_Seq		OCmd_SeqCancelPause				BOOL		Wrk_OperPauseBits.3		0								Operator Command to Cancel Sequence Pause or AutoPause

		P_Seq		XCmd_Acq				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0								External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)

		P_Seq		XCmd_Rel				BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0								External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)

		P_Seq		OCmd_Unlock		BOOL		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal						Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)     

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqStart				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.0										Operator Command to Start Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqHold				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.6										Operator Command to Hold Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqRestart				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.7										Operator Command to Restart Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqStop				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.2										Operator Command to Stop Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqAbort				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.5										Operator Command to Abort Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqReset				BOOL		Wrk_SMExtCmd.3										Operator Command to Reset Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqPause				BOOL		Wrk_ExtPauseBits.0										Operator Command to Pause Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqResume				BOOL		Wrk_ExtPauseBits.1										Operator Command to Resume Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqAutoPause				BOOL		Wrk_ExtPauseBits.2										Operator Command to Auto-Pause Sequence

		P_Seq		XCmd_SeqCancelPause				BOOL		Wrk_ExtPauseBits.3										Operator Command to Cancel Sequence Pause or AutoPause

		P_Seq		XCmd_Reset		BOOL		BOOL				0		Decimal						External Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset

		P_Dose		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1								Ladder Diagram:
If the rung-in condition is true, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the rung-in condition is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Function Block Diagram:
If true, or not connected, the instruction’s Logic routine executes. If the parameter is exposed as a pin and wired, and the pin is false, the instruction’s EnableInFalse routine executes.
Structured Text:
No effect. The instruction’s Logic routine executes.

		P_Dose		Inp_RatePV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Flow Rate from Flowmeter (EU/time, see Cfg_RateTime)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_QtyPV		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		1		Quantity from Weigh Scale or Flowmeter (EU or Pulse Count)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_RatePVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Flow Rate signal source and quality (enum)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_QtyPVSrcQ		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Quantity signal source and quality (enum)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_RatePVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Rate PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_QtyPVNotify		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Quantity PV object alarm prio and ack status (enum)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_RunFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Controlled Equipment is Delivering (Running)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_DribbleFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Controlled Equipment is Delivering at Dribble		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_StopFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Controlled Equipment is confirmed Stopped		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_CtrldEqpFault		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Controlled Equipment device or I/O status 0=OK, 1=fail		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_RatePVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Rate PV Input Quality = Bad (fail)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_RatePVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Rate PV Input Quality = Uncertain		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_QtyPVBad		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Quantity PV Input Quality = Bad (fail)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_QtyPVUncertain		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Quantity PV Input Quality = Uncertain		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_Sim		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Simulation input. When set to 1, the instruction simulates a working dosing action. When set to 0, the instruction controls dosing normally.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_LossInQty		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Flow reduces quantity (Xfer Out), 0=Flow increases quantity (Xfer In)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasDribble		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Slow to Dribble before complete, 0=Run full flow until complete		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasEqpFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Controlled Equipment provides Run (Dribble if used) and Stop Feedback		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_UseEqpFdbk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Use run / dribble / stop feedback, 0=Assume equipment state		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_AutoAdjPreact		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Enable automatic adjustment of preact after each delivery		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ShedOnEqpFault		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Stop delivery and Alarm on Equipment Fault; 0=Alarm only on Equipment Fault		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_CalcRate		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=differentiate Inp_Qty to get Rate, 0=use Inp_Rate		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_CalcQty		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=integrate Inp_Rate to get Quantity, 0=use Inp_Qty		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasChanObjRate		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a Channel object (AIChan, etc.) is used for Inp_RatePV		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasChanObjQty		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Tells HMI a Channel object (AIChan, etc.) is used for Inp_QtyPV		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to set up bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes. When this parameter is 1, in Program mode the operator settings track the program settings; in Operator mode the program settings track the operator settings; and the simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the operator settings and program settings are not modified by this instruction. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_QtyDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for Quantity display (0..6)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_RateDecPlcs		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Number of decimal places for Rate display (0..6)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasOverTolAlm		Input		BOOL		OverTol.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasUnderTolAlm		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasZeroFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_HasEqpFaultAlm		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_OverTolResetReqd		Input		BOOL		OverTol.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status (for example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or EqpFault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_EqpFault alarm after the alarm is set and the equipment returns to normal).
When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_UnderTolResetReqd		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ZeroFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_EqpFaultResetReqd		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_OverTolAckReqd		Input		BOOL		OverTol.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_EqpFaultAck or EqpFault.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_UnderTolAckReqd		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ZeroFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_EqpFaultAckReqd		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_OverTolSeverity		Input		DINT		OverTol.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. This drives the color and symbols that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive only the indication on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms & Events definition severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary as well as the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms & Events display commands.		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_UnderTolSeverity		Input		DINT		UnderTol.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ZeroFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		ZeroFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_EqpFaultSeverity		Input		DINT		EqpFault.Cfg_Severity		1000		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_MaxQty		Input		REAL				1.50E+38		Float		0		0		Maximum allowed quantity to deliver (setpoint) (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_EUQtyMult		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Rate to Quantity EU Multiplier (e.g., Gal to Bbl.)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_Rollover		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Quantity Rollover (e.g., max count for pulse input)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_CountsPerEU		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Number of Counts in Inp_QtyPV which equal 1.0 EU		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_RateTime		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time factor for rate (60 for /min, 3600 for /hr) (sec)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_RateFiltTC		Input		REAL				0.1		Float		0		0		Filter Time Constant (sec) for calculated Rate		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_LoRateCutoff		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Rate below which to report zero flow (Inp_RatePV untis)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_SettleT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time to allow flow to stop before allowing tolerance check (sec)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_BumpT		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Bump (manual top-off) Time (sec)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_AutoAdjPct		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Percentage of delivery error to auto-adjust preact (%)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_SimRate		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Rate at which to deliver when running in Simulation (EU/rate time)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_SimDribbleRate		Input		REAL				0.1		Float		0		0		Rate at which to dribble when running in Simulation (EU/rate time)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ClearPulseT		Input		REAL				1.0		Float		0		0		Time to pulse Out_Clear to clear external totalizer (sec)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_FaultT		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time for Equipment Feedback to follow Output before Fault (sec)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_OperKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Operator keeps control in Program command source: 
Bit .0 = Operator keeps Start/stop
Bit .1 = Operator keeps Setpoint
Bit .2 = Operator keeps Dribble/preact
Bit .3 = Operator keeps Tolerances		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ProgKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Program keeps control in Operator command source: 
Bit .0 = Program keeps Start/stop
Bit .1 = Program keeps Setpoint
Bit .2 = Program keeps Dribble/preact
Bit .3 = Program keeps Tolerances		Read/Write

		P_Dose		Cfg_ExtKeep		Input		SINT				2#0000_0000		Binary		0		0		External keeps control: 
Bit .0 = External keeps Start/stop
Bit .1 = External keeps Setpoint
Bit .2 = External keeps Dribble/preact
Bit .3 = External keeps Tolerances		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_SP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of total quantity to deliver  (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_DribbleQty		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of quantity to dribble (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_Preact		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of amount before total to stop flow (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_TolHi		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of High Tolerance Limit (OK amount > SP)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_TolLo		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		Program Setting of Low Tolerance Limit (OK amount < SP)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XSet_SP		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of total quantity to deliver (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XSet_DribbleQty		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of quantity to dribble (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XSet_Preact		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of amount before total to stop flow (EU)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XSet_TolHi		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of High Tolerance Limit (OK amount > SP)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XSet_TolLo		Input		REAL				0.0		Float		0		0		External Setting of Low Tolerance Limit (OK amount < SP)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_ClearTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Clear Totalizer Qty		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_StartTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Totalizer		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_StopTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Totalizer		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_StartFlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Delivery		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_StopFlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop/Pause Delivery		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_CheckTol		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Check Tolerances		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Bump		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		When PCmd_Bump is set to 1:
•    If the configured bump time (Cfg_BumpT) is non-zero, then bump delivery for the configured bump time
–   PCmd_Bump is cleared automatically
•    If the configured bump time (Cfg_BumpT) is zero, then bump delivery
until PCmd_Bump is returned to 0
–   PCmd_Bump is not cleared automatically
		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms requiring reset
•    This parameter is always reset automatically		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_OverTolAck		Input		BOOL		OverTol.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_UnderTolAck		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_ZeroFaultAck		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_EqpFaultAck		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_OverTolSuppress		Input		BOOL		OverTol.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Out of Tolerance High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_UnderTolSuppress		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Out of Tolerance Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_ZeroFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Zero Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_EqpFaultSuppress		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Equipment Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_OverTolUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		OverTol.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Out of Tolerance High Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_UnderTolUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Out of Tolerance Low Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_ZeroFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Zero Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_EqpFaultUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Equipment Fault Alarm		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_OverTolUnshelve		Input		BOOL		OverTol.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically		Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_UnderTolUnshelve		Input		BOOL		UnderTol.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_ZeroFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		ZeroFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		PCmd_EqpFaultUnshelve		Input		BOOL		EqpFault.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0				Read/Write

		P_Dose		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire)		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_ClearTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Clear Totalizer Qty		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_StartTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Totalizer		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_StopTot		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Totalizer		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_StartFlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External command to Start Deliver		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_StopFlow		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop/Pause Delivery		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_CheckTol		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Check Tolerances		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_Bump		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Bump Delivery for Under Tolerance		Read/Write

		P_Dose		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_Dose		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_Dose		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Ext Cmd to clear shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_LLS		EnableIn		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		Enable Input - System Defined Parameter Read Only 0        

		P_LLS		Ref_Motors		InOut		P_LLS_Motor[2]				1								Motor Interface Array (link to 2 to 30 motors) 0       

		P_LLS		Inp_PermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Permissives OK, Group can start Read/Write 0          

		P_LLS		Inp_NBPermOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Permissives OK, Group can start Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		Inp_IntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Interlocks OK, Group can start/run Read/Write 0          

		P_LLS		Inp_NBIntlkOK		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Non-Bypassable Interlocks OK, Group can start/run Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		Inp_Hand		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Acquire Hand (typ. hardwired local), 0=Release Hand Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Inp_Ovrd		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Acquire Override (higher priority program logic), 0=Release Override Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Inp_OvrdDemand		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Override Mode setting for number of motors to run (MinDemand..MaxDemand) Read/Write 0     

		P_LLS		Inp_OvrdCmd		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Override Mode Command: 0=None, 1=Stop Group, 2=Start Group, 3=Rotate Assignments Read/Write 0     

		P_LLS		Inp_ExtInh		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.Inp_ExtInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inhibit External Acquisition, 0=Allow External Acquisition Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		Inp_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Reset all fault conditions and latched Alarms Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Cfg_NumMotors		Input		DINT				3		Decimal		0		0		Number of motors in this Lead / Lag / Standby Group (2…30)
IMPORTANT: If the Ref_Motors interface array has fewer elements than the entered value, this value will be reduced to the size of the array.

		P_LLS		Cfg_MaxDemand		Input		DINT				2		Decimal		0		0		Maximum number of motors to run (1..NumMotors) Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Cfg_MinDemand		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Minimum number of motors to run (0..MaxDemand) Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Cfg_FirstOnFirstOff		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=First started is first stopped, 0=First started is last stopped Read/Write 0     

		P_LLS		Cfg_AllowRotate		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Allow Rotate ("cycle lead") command to rotate motor assignments Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Cfg_RotateOnStop		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		1=Rotate (cycle lead to end of list) upon stopping all motors Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasPermObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI a permissive object (for example, P_Perm) is used for Inp_PermOK and navigation to the permissive object faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Permissive object in the controller must be the name of this object with the suffix ‘_Perm’. For example, if your P_LLS object has the name ’LLS123’, then its Permissive object must be named ‘LLS123_Perm’.

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasIntlkObj		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Tells HMI an interlock object (for example, P_Intlk) is used for Inp_IntlkOK and navigation to the interlock object’s faceplate is enabled.
IMPORTANT: The name of the Interlock object in the controller must be this object's name with the suffix ‘_Intlk’. For example, if your P_LLS object has the name ’LLS123’, then its Interlock object must be named ‘LLS123_Intlk’.

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasMoreObj								0								1=Tells HMI an object with more info is available

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasNav		Input		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which Motor Navigation buttons are enabled Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Cfg_SetTrack		Input		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		0		This parameter is used to configure bumpless behavior of setting parameters when switching modes.
When this parameter is 1:
•    In Program command source, the operator settings track the program settings.
•    In Operator command source, the program settings track the operator settings.
•    The simulation inputs match the output values (transitions are bumpless).
When this parameter is 0, the instruction does not modify operator settings and program settings. In this case, when the mode is changed, the effective value of the setting can change depending on the program-set and operator-set values.

		P_LLS		Cfg_SetTrackOvrdHand		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Prog/Oper Settings track Override/Hand speed reference Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		Cfg_OperStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=OCmd_Stop any time, 0=OCmd_Stop only when Oper selected Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Cfg_ExtStopPrio		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=XCmd_Stop any time, 0=XCmd_Stop only when Ext selected Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Cfg_OCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New group OCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd. Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		Cfg_XCmdResets		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=New group XCmd resets shed latches and cleared alarms, 0=OCmdReset req'd. Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		Cfg_OvrdPermIntlk		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Override ignores Bypassable Perm/ Intlk; 0=always use Perm/Intlk Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasCantStartAlm		Input		BOOL		CantStart.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether the corresponding alarm exists and is checked or if the alarm does not exist and is not used. When these parameters are 1, the corresponding alarm exists.

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasCantStopAlm		Input		BOOL		CantStop.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_HasIntlkTripAlm		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Exists		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStartResetReqd		Input		BOOL		CantStart.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether a reset is required to clear the alarm status. When these parameters are 1, the alarm is latched ON when the alarm occurs. After the alarm condition returns to normal, a reset is required to clear the alarm status. For example, OCmd_Reset, Inp_Reset, or Drivefault.OCmd_Reset are required to clear Alm_DriveFault alarm after the alarm is set and the value returns to normal. When these parameters are 0, no reset is required and the alarm status is cleared when the alarm condition returns to normal.
IMPORTANT: If the reset clears the alarm, it also acknowledges the alarm.

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStopResetReqd		Input		BOOL		CantStop.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_IntlkTripResetReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_ResetReqd		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStartAckReqd		Input		BOOL		CantStart.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine whether an acknowledgement is required for an alarm. When these parameters are 1, the acknowledge (ack) bit is cleared when the alarm occurs. An acknowledge command (for example, PCmd_FailAck or Fail.OCmd_Ack) is required to acknowledge the alarm. When set to 0, the Acknowledge bit is set when an alarm occurs indicating an acknowledged alarm and no acknowledge command is required.

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStopAckReqd		Input		BOOL		CantStop.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_IntlkTripAckReqd		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Cfg_AckReqd		1		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStartSeverity		Input		DINT		CantStart.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0		These parameters determine the severity of each alarm. The severity drives the color and symbol that are used to indicate alarm status on the faceplate and global object.
The following are valid values:
1…250 = Low
251…500 = Medium
501…750 = High
751…1000 = Urgent
IMPORTANT: For FactoryTalk View software version 7.0, these severity parameters drive the indication only on the global object and faceplate. The Alarms and Events definition of severity drives the color and symbol that is used on the alarm banner and alarm summary. The definition also drives the value returned by FactoryTalk Alarms and Events display commands.

		P_LLS		Cfg_CantStopSeverity		Input		DINT		CantStop.Cfg_Severity		750		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_IntlkTripSeverity		Input		DINT		IntlkTrip.Cfg_Severity		500		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		Cfg_StartDelay		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time (sec) after start or stop until next start is allowed (0..2M sec) Read/Write 0  

		P_LLS		Cfg_StopDelay		Input		REAL				10.0		Float		0		0		Time (sec) after start or stop until next stop is allowed (0..2M sec) Read/Write 0  

		P_LLS		PSet_Demand		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Setting for number of motors to run (MinDemand.. MaxDemand) Read/Write 0     

		P_LLS		PSet_Owner		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Owner Request ID (non-zero) or Release (zero) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		XSet_Demand		Input		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		External Setting for number of motors to run (MinDemand.. MaxDemand) Read/Write 0     

		P_LLS		PCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Start Motor Group Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		PCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Stop Motor Group Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		PCmd_Rotate		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Rotate Assignments (cycle lead to end of list) Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		PCmd_Prog		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Prog		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Program (Oper to Prog) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		PCmd_Oper		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Oper		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Operator (Prog to Oper) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		PCmd_Lock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Lock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Lock Program (disallow Operator) Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		PCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unlock Program (allow Oper to acquire) Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		PCmd_Normal		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.PCmd_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to select Normal (Oper or Prog) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		PCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_Reset to 1 to reset all alarms that require reset
•    This parameter is always reset automatically

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStartAck		Input		BOOL		CantStart.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Ack to 1 to Acknowledge alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStopAck		Input		BOOL		CantStop.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		PCmd_IntlkTripAck		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Ack		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStartSuppress		Input		BOOL		CantStart.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Not Available to Start Alarm Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStopSuppress		Input		BOOL		CantStop.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Not Available to Stop Alarm Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		PCmd_IntlkTripSuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Suppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Suppress Interlock Trip Alarm Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStartUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		CantStart.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Not Available to Start Alarm Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStopUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		CantStop.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Not Available to Stop Alarm Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		PCmd_IntlkTripUnsuppress		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unsuppress		0		Decimal		0		0		Program Command to Unsuppress Interlock Trip Alarm Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStartUnshelve		Input		BOOL		CantStart.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0		•    Set PCmd_<Alarm>Unshelve to 1 to Unshelve alarm
•    The parameter is reset automatically

		P_LLS		PCmd_CantStopUnshelve		Input		BOOL		CantStop.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		PCmd_IntlkTripUnshelve		Input		BOOL		IntlkTrip.PCmd_Unshelve		0		Decimal		0		0

		P_LLS		MCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.MCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		Maintenance Command to Release (Maint to Oper/Prog/Ovrd) Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		OCmd_Unlock		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.OCmd_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		Operator Command to Unlock Operator (allow Prog to acquire) Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		XCmd_Start		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Start Motor Group Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		XCmd_Stop		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Stop Motor Group Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		XCmd_Rotate		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Rotate Assignments (cycle lead to end of list) Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		XCmd_Acq		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Acq		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Acquire (Oper/Prog to Ext)		Read/Write		0

		P_LLS		XCmd_Rel		Input		BOOL		CmdSrc.XCmd_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Release (Ext to Oper/Prog)		Read/Write		0

		P_LLS		XCmd_Reset		Input		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		External Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset Read/Write 0       





Output Parameters

		Library Object		Output Parameter		Input / Output		Data Type		Alias For		Default								Description

		P_PIDE		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn input state.		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Out_CV		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.CVEU		0		Float		0		1		CV to final control element (CV Raw Units)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_PV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of Loop PV (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_Ratio		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.Ratio		0		Float		0		0		Value of Loop Ratio (unitless)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPSet		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Value of selected SP (before clamping and ramping) (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SP		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.SP		0		Float		0		1		Value of SP being used (after ramping and clamping (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPTarget		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Accepted Setting for Setpoint Ramp Target (endpoint, for ramp wizard) (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPRampT		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Accepted Setting for Setpoint Ramp Time (to reach target, for ramp wizard) (sec). Valid = 0.0 to 28800.0 seconds.		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPRampRoC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Calculated Value of SP Rate of Change for Ramping (from Ramp Wizard) (PVEU/sec)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPRoCInc		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Current Value of Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit Increasing (PVEU/sec)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPRoCDec		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Current Value of Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit Decreasing (PVEU/sec)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_E		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.E		0		Float		0		0		Loop Error (PV-SP) (PVEU)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_CVSet		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of selected CV (before clamping and ramping) (CVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_CVOut		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV Output (after ramping and clamping (CVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_PVPercent		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.PVPercent		0		Float		0		0		Loop PV (percent of span)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_SPPercent		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.SPPercent		0		Float		0		0		Loop SP (percent of span)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_EPercent		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.EPercent		0		Float		0		0		Loop Error (PV-SP) (percent of span)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_CVPercent		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.CV		0		Float		0		0		Loop CV (percent of span)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_ActExecT		Output		REAL		Wrk_PIDE.DeltaT		0		Float		0		0		Actual PID Algorithm Execution Time (Interval) (sec)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Val_Init		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Initialization Value for this loop's Cascade Primary (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of PV scaled range (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of PV scaled range (PVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_CVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of CV scaled range (CVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_CVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of CV scaled range (CVEU)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST 
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Loop status enumeration:
0 = Unknown (POoS @ Intlk CV)
1 = Manual Loop Mode
2 = Auto Loop Mode
3 = Cascade Loop Mode (no ratio)
4 = Cascade Loop Mode with Ratio
		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Loop fault status:
0 = No fault
1 = PV uncertain
22 = Low deviation
23 = High deviation
27 = Low-low deviation
28 = High-high deviation
29 = Shed on interlock trip
30 = Shed on SP failure
31 = Shed on PV failure
32 = Shed on CV failure
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_State		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Loop algorithm state:
0 = Manual
1 = Controlled, within deadband
2 = Controlled, not within deadband
3 = SP is ramping
4 = CV is ramping
5 = Ratio is clamped
6 = SP is clamped
7 = CV is clamped
8 = Windup low
9 = Windup high
10 = SP held (shed)
11 = SP at Interlock SP (shed)
12 = CV held (shed)
13 = CV at Interlock CV (shed)
14 = CV at Hand Feedback value
15 = CV initializing
		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + PV, CV, CascSP (enum)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_InstrFaults1		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		PIDE Block Status1 Instruction Fault bits (See PIDE Instruction Help)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_InstrFaults2		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		PIDE Block Status2 Instruction Fault bits (See PIDE Instruction Help)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Casc		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Loop Mode is Cascade/Ratio		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Auto		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Loop Mode is Auto		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Man		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Loop Mode is Manual		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_NormLM		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop is in Normal Loop Mode (see Cfg_NormLM)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Initializing		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVInitializing		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is initializing because of Request from this loop's Secondary		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_InitReq		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.InitPrimary		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Initialize Request to this loop's Primary		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_WindupHi		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.WindupHOut		0		Decimal		0		0		1=This loop winding up High, to Inp_WindupHi of this loop's Primary		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_WindupLo		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.WindupLOut		0		Decimal		0		0		1=This loop winding up Low, to Inp_WindupLo of this loop's Primary		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_ZCDBOn		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.ZCDeadbandOn		0		Decimal		0		0		Deadband indicator: 1=PV is within ZC deadband and CV will not change		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_RatioClamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selected Ratio (PSet/OSet/XSet_Ratio or Inp_OvrdRatio) has been clamped		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.SPProgInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP Value is Bad (quality) or invalid or Casc SP comms fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkSP		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP Value is being set by shed to Interlock SP		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPHeld		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP Value is being set by shed to hold last good SP		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPShedPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP Value was set by shed to current PV		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPShed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP from Shed, 0=SP from Prog, Oper, Ovrd (A), Casc SP Input (C) or PV Track (M)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPTrackPV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP Value is being set by PV Tracking (in Manual Mode)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPClamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selected SP is being clamped (for faceplate animation)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SPRamping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP is ramping toward Val_SPSet, 0=ramp complete		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_SkipSPRoCLim		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=SP rate limiting is being skipped (for faceplate animation)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_PVBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.PVFaulted		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value, comms, quality or EU Limitis Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_PVUncertain		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Value is Uncertain (quality)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_FFBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.FFInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Feedforward Term Value is invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_FFPrevBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.FFPreviousInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_FFPrev is <-100 CV%, >100 CV%, or not a number (NaN)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVFaulted		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Value is Bad (quality) or invalid or CV comms fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVPrevBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVPreviousInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CVPrev is <0.0 CV%, >100.0 CV%, or not a number (NaN)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HandFdbkBad		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.HandFBFaulted		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Hand FB (Tieback) Value is Bad (quality) or invalid or comms fault		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkCV		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV ivalue s being set by shed to Interlock CV		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVHeld		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV Value is being set by shed to hold last good CV		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVShed		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV from Shed, 0=CV from Prog, Oper, Ovrd (Man), or PID (Auto, Casc)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVClamped		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selected CV is being clamped (for faceplate animation)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_CVRamping		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVROCAlarm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is ramping toward Val_CVSet, 0=ramp complete		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Active		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=CV is greater than Cfg_MaxInactiveCV, show graphic symbol as "active"		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Output available for control by automation (Prog)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks are Bypassed		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Nrdy_Init		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Initialized to Manual Mode		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Nrdy_IOFault		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: I/O Fault (Shed Requires Reset)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device has a Maintenance Bypass function active		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail Err bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Status On-Delay or Off-Delay Time Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Severity Invalid		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Err_RatioLim		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.RatioLimitsInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Ratio Clamping Limits Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_SPLim		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.SPLimitsInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Setpoint Clamping Limits Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_CVLim		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVLimitsInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Clamping Limits Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_PVEU		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.PVSpanInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: PV EU Max/Min Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_CVEU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV EU Max/Min Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_CVRaw		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.CVEUSpanInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Raw Max/Min Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Err_ZCDB		Output		BOOL		Wrk_PIDE.ZCDeadbandInv		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Loop Zero Crossing Deadband Invalid		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDevCmp		Output		BOOL		HiHiDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		High-High Deviation comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDevGate		Output		BOOL		HiHiDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		High-High Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDev		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Deviation is above High-High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_HiHiDev		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop High-High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_HiHiDev		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDevShelved		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiHiDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiHiDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High-High Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDevCmp		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		High Deviation comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDevGate		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		High Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Deviation is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDevShelved		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_HiDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDevCmp		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Low Deviation comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDevGate		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Low Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Deviation is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Loiw Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDevShelved		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDevCmp		Output		BOOL		LoLoDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		Low-Low Deviation comparison result 1=High-High		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDevGate		Output		BOOL		LoLoDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		Low-Low Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDev		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Deviation is below Low-Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_LoLoDev		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Low-Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_LoLoDev		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Loiw Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDevShelved		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_LoLoDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoLoDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low-Low Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock NOT OK caused loop output to hold or change		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Inp		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure: PV Bad, SP Bad or CV Comm Failure or Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Alm_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure Alarm: PV Bad, SP Bad or CV Comm Failure or Bad		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Ack_Fail		Output		BOOL		Fail.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_FailDisabled		Output		BOOL		Fail.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure Alarm is Disabled (by Maint)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_FailShelved		Output		BOOL		Fail.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure Alarm is Shelved (by Oper)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		Sts_FailSuppressed		Output		BOOL		Fail.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop Failure Alarm is Suppressed (by logic)		Read/Write		0

		P_PIDE		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_PIDE		P_PIDE		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_Fanout		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV1		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Calculated outputs in engineering units.
For example, Out_CV1 = Inp_CV * Val_CV1Ratio + Val_CV1Offset.		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV2		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV3		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV4		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV5		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV6		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV7		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CV8		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CVInitVal		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Initialization Value to Upstream block (Inp_CV EU)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Out_CVInitReq		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Iniitialization Request to Upstream block (1=Initialize)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_CVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_CVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_CVEUMin, Cfg_CVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_InpCV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of Inp_CV (not clamped or ramped) (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_CV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Value of CV after clamping and ramping (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn1		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Input CV at minimum of CV1…CV8 outputs. These are used to display the configuration in graph form on the faceplate.		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn2		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn3		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn4		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn5		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn6		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn7		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MinCVIn8		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn1		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Input CV at maximum of CV1…CV8 outputs. These are used to display the configuration in graph form on the faceplate.		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn2		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn3		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn4		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn5		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn6		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn7		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Val_MaxCVIn8		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0				Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CVInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV is Infinite or Not A Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CVLimited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Val_CV (selected CV) clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV1InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV1InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV1Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV1 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV2InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV2InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV2Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV2 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV3InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV3InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV3Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV3 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV4InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV4InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV4Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV4 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV5InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV5InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV5Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV5 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV6InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV6InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV6Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV6 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV7InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV7InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV7Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV7 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV8InitInfNaN		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Inp_CV8InitVal is Infinite or Not a Number (1.$, 1.#NaN)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_CV8Limited		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Output CV8 clamped at configured Max/Min		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV Scale EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV1Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV1 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV2Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV2 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV3Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV3 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV4Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV4 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV5Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV5 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV6Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV6 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV7Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV7 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		Err_CV8Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: CV8 Clamp Limits crossed (Max<Min)		Read Only		0

		P_Fanout		P_Fanout		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_HiLoSel		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Output (selected min or max) for downstream block		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp1Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #1		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp1Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Request for Primary #1 to use feedback Out_Inp1Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp2Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #2		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp2Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Request for Primary #2 to use feedback Out_Inp2Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp3Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #3		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp3Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Request for Primary #3 to use feedback Out_Inp3Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp4Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #4		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp4Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Request for Primary #4 to use feedback Out_Inp4Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp5Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #5		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp5Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Request for Primary #5 to use feedback Out_Inp5Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_Inp6Prev		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Previous (Feedback) Input Value for Primary #6		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Out_UseInp6Prev		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Request for Primary #6 to use feedback Out_Inp6Prev		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Val_Out		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Output (selected min or max Input) for HMI		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Val_Selected		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Selected Inp 0=Min, 1=Inp1, 2=Inp2, 3=Inp3, 4=Inp4, 5=Inp5, 6=Inp6, 7=Max, 8=Inp_InitVal		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1 = Error in Configuration, check Err_ bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Err_Has		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Config Error: must HAVE at least one Input		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		Err_Limit		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1 = Config Error: Output Max less than or equal to Output Min, must be greater		Read Only		0

		P_HiLoSel		P_HiLoSel		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Out_Raise		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to drive PV to increase		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Out_Lower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output to drive PV to decrease		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Out_Q		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output turns ON at Raise SP, OFF at Lower SP		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Out_Qnot		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		Output turns ON at Lower SP, OFF at Raise SP		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_PV		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Process Variable (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_RoC		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		1		Process Variable Rate of Change (EU/RateTime)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Val_LowerSP		Output		REAL				30		Float		0		1		Accepted value for Lower Setpoint (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_RaiseSP		Output		REAL				20		Float		0		1		Accepted value for Raise Setpoint (EU)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_PVEUMin		Output		REAL				0		Float		0		0		Minimum of scaled range = MIN (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_PVEUMax		Output		REAL				100		Float		0		0		Maximum of scaled range = MAX (Cfg_PVEUMin, Cfg_PVEUMax)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		SrcQ_IO		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		SrcQ		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Final PV source and quality:
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Device Confirmed Sts 0=Q off, 1=Q on, 2=Above LowerSP, 3=Below LowerSP, 4-7=same, in Manual		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Loop Fault Status
0 = none
22 = Lo Deviation
23 = Hi Deviation
24 = Hi Rate of Change (decreasing)
25 = Hi Rate of Change (increasing)
34 = Configuration error		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Raise		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV below Raise SP, Out_Raise is on		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Lower		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV above Lower SP, Out_Lower is on		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Auto		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Current Loop Mode is Automatic		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Man		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Current Loop Mode is Manual		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Q		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out_Q is ON (Out_Qnot is OFF)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Loop available for manipulation in Prog Mode		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Err_EU		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Scaled EU Min = Max		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Err_Rate		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Invalid Rate Time (use 1.0, 60.0, 3600.0, 86400.0...)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: On Delay, Off Delay, Gate Delay Time Invalid (use 0 to 2147483 s)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Loop is Disabled (held with outputs off)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Mode is Maintenance (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Mode is Program		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Mode is Operator		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program or Operator has requested Mode Lock		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=NoMode (Disabled because EnableIn is False)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDevCmp		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Deviation comparison result 1=High Dev		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDevGate		Output		BOOL		HiDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Deviation is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Alm_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Deviation is in High Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Ack_HiDev		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maintenance)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDevShelved		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=High Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDevCmp		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Deviation comparison result 1=Low Dev		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDevGate		Output		BOOL		LoDevGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV Low Deviation Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Analog Input Deviation is below Low limit		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Alm_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Analog Input Deviation is in Low Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Ack_LoDev		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Ack		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDevDisabled		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Disabled (by Maintenance)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDevShelved		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Shelved (by Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_LoDevSuppressed		Output		BOOL		LoDev.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Low Deviation Alarm is Suppressed (by Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCIncCmp		Output		BOOL		HiRoCIncGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change (Increasing) comparison result 1=High RoC		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCIncGate		Output		BOOL		HiRoCIncGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change (Increasing) Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCInc		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Alm_HiRoCInc		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) is in Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Ack_HiRoCInc		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCIncDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm is Disabled (by Maintenance)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCIncShelved		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm is Shelved (by Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCIncSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiRoCInc.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm is Suppressed (by Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDecCmp		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDecGate.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change (Decreasing) comparison result 1=High		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDecGate		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDecGate.Sts_Gate		0		Decimal		0		0		PV High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Gate Delay Status, 1=done		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDec		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Inp		0		Decimal		0		1		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) is above High limit		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Alm_HiRoCDec		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) is in Alarm		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Ack_HiRoCDec		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm has been acknowledged		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDecDisabled		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm is Disabled (by Maintenance)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDecShelved		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm is Shelved (by Operator)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		Sts_HiRoCDecSuppressed		Output		BOOL		HiRoCDec.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=PV Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm is Suppressed (by Program)		Read/Write		0

		P_DBC		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)		Read Only		0

		P_DBC		P_DBC		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery		Read/Write		0

		P_Seq		EnableOut				BOOL												Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.

		P_Seq		Out_00…Out_31				 BOOL												32 Sequencer output bits.

		P_Seq		Out_Real_00…Out_Real_31				 REAL												32 Sequencer output REAL values.

		P_Seq		 Out_PromptReq				 BOOL												1=Manual Prompt should be posted to Operator

		P_Seq		 Out_PromptRef 				DINT 												 Link to which manual prompt (in array)

		P_Seq		 Val_Qty				 INT												Accepted value of PSet_ / OSet_Qty quantity entry

		P_Seq		 Val_QtyPct				 REAL 												 Quantity As a Percent of Nominal Quantity

		P_Seq		 Val_MaxStepIndex 				DINT												Maximum allowed Step Index (= size of Ref_Steps array - 1)

		P_Seq		Val_CurrStepNumAbs				DINT												Currently Running Step (Absolute)

		P_Seq		 Val_CurrStepNum 				DINT 												 Currently Running Step

		P_Seq		 Val_SeqLoopCnt				 DINT 												 Number of sequence loops completed

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqDay				 INT												 Time since sequence was started: days in ddd hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqHrs				 SINT												Time since sequence was started: hours in ddd hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqMin				 SINT												 Time since sequence was started: minutes in ddd hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqSec				 SINT 												Time since sequence was started: seconds in ddd hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqACC				 DINT												 Time in Sequence Timer Accumulator (msec)

		P_Seq		 Val_InSeqTOPct				 SINT 												 Percentage of elapsed time to Sequence Timeout (for bargraph)

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepDay				 INT 												Time since sequence was started: days in ddd hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepHrs				 SINT												Time in this step: hours in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepMin				 SINT												 Time in this step: minutes in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepSec				 SINT												 Time in this step: seconds in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepACC				 DINT												Time In Step Timer Accumulator (msec)

		P_Seq		 Val_InStepTOPct				 SINT												 Percentage of elapsed time to Sequence Timeout (for bargraph)

		P_Seq		 Val_StepTRemainHrs				 SINT 												 Step time remaining: hours in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_StepTRemainMin				 SINT 												Step time remaining: minutes in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_StepTRemainSec				 SINT												Step time remaining: seconds in hh:mm:ss

		P_Seq		 Val_StepTRemain				 DINT												 Remaining Time Before Transition is Allowed

		P_Seq		 Val_State				 DINT 												Sequence state (enumeration):
0 = Idle
1 = Starting
2 = Running
3 = Complete
4 = Stopped
5 = Held

		P_Seq		 Val_Owner				 DINT												Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)

		P_Seq		 Val_NotifyAll				 SINT												 Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)

		P_Seq		 Val_UnackAlmC				 SINT 												Count of Unacknowledged Alarms

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqIdle				 BOOL												 1=Sequence is Idle

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqStarting				 BOOL 												 1=Sequence is Starting

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqRunning				 BOOL												 1=Sequence is Running

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqHeld				 BOOL 												 1=Sequence is Held

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqComplete				 BOOL												 1=Sequence is Complete

		P_Seq		Sts_SeqStopping				 BOOL												1=Sequence is Stopping

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqStopped				 BOOL												 1=Sequence is Stopped

				Sts_SeqAborted																1=Sequence is Aborted

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqPaused				 BOOL 												1=Sequence is Paused

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqExecuting				 BOOL												 1=Starting,  Running or Holding

		P_Seq		 Sts_InpForced				 DINT												Bits=1 are Inputs Forced by Maintenance

		P_Seq		 Sts_Qualified				 DINT												Bits=1 are Qualified Inputs (in required state for transition)

		P_Seq		 Sts_TQualified				 BOOL												 1=Step Timer Qualified for current step

		P_Seq		 Sts_MQualified				 BOOL												 1=Manual Prompt Qualified for current step

		P_Seq		 Sts_Available				 BOOL												1=Sequence available for control by automation (Prog)

		P_Seq		 Sts_Bypass				 BOOL 												 1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed

		P_Seq		 Sts_BypActive				 BOOL 												 1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)

		P_Seq		 Sts_NotRdy				 BOOL 												 1=Sequence Not Ready, see detail bits for reason

		P_Seq		 Nrdy_CfgErr				 BOOL												 1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error

		P_Seq		 Nrdy_Intlk				 BOOL 												 1=Device Not Ready: Interlock Not OK

		P_Seq		 Nrdy_Perm				 BOOL												1=Device Not Ready: Permissive Not OK

		P_Seq		 Nrdy_OoS				 BOOL												 1=Device Not Ready: Device is Out of Service

		P_Seq		 Sts_MaintByp				 BOOL 												 1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active,  display icon

		P_Seq		 Sts_AlmInh				 BOOL												1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon

		P_Seq		 Sts_Err 				BOOL 												1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason

		P_Seq		 Err_Alarm				 BOOL 												 1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time or Severity

		P_Seq		 Err_StepSizeFault				 BOOL 												1=Error in Config: Invalid number of steps in step array

		P_Seq		 Err_NextStep				 BOOL												 1=Error in Config: Next Step Number is outside array bounds

		P_Seq		 Err_QtyCfg				 BOOL												1=Error in Config: Min,  Max, Std Quantity Invalid

		P_Seq		 Err_Qty				 BOOL												1=Error in Config: Entered Quantity Out of Range

		P_Seq		 Sts_OoS				 BOOL												 1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint,  Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_Seq		 Sts_Maint				 BOOL 												1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)

		P_Seq		 Sts_Ext				 BOOL 												 1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)

		P_Seq		 Sts_Prog				 BOOL 												 1=Program is selected

		P_Seq		 Sts_ProgLocked				 BOOL 												1=Program is selected and Locked

		P_Seq		 Sts_Oper				 BOOL 												 1=Operator is selected

		P_Seq		 Sts_OperLocked				 BOOL												1=Operator is selected and Locked

		P_Seq		 Sts_Normal				 BOOL												1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)

		P_Seq		 Sts_ExtReqInh				 BOOL 												 1=External request inhibited,  cannot Get to External from current state

		P_Seq		 Sts_ProgReqInh				 BOOL 												 1=Program request inhibited,  cannot Get to Program from current state

		P_Seq		 Sts_MAcqRcvd				 BOOL 												 1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan

		P_Seq		 Sts_RdyReset				 BOOL												 1=The drive,  or a latched alarm or shed condition,  is ready to be reset

		P_Seq		 Sts_RdyAck				 BOOL												 1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged

		P_Seq		 Sts_StepTO				 BOOL												 1=Step has timed out

		P_Seq		 Alm_StepTO				 BOOL 												 1=Step Timeout Alarm

		P_Seq		 Ack_StepTO				 BOOL												 1=Step Timeout Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_Seq		 Sts_StepTODisabled				 BOOL												 1=Step Timeout Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_StepTOShelved				 BOOL												1=Step Timeout Alarm has been Shelved by Operator (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_StepTOSuppressed				 BOOL												1=Step Timeout Alarm has been Suppressed by Program logic (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqTO				 BOOL												 1=Sequence has timed out

		P_Seq		 Alm_SeqTO				 BOOL 												1=Sequence Timeout Alarm

		P_Seq		 Ack_SeqTO				 BOOL 												1=Sequence Timeout Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqTODisabled				 BOOL 												 1=Sequence Timeout Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqTOShelved				 BOOL 												 1=Sequence Timeout Alarm has been Shelved by Operator (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_SeqTOSuppressed				 BOOL												 1=Sequence Timeout Alarm has been Suppressed by Program logic (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_IntlkTrip				 BOOL												1=Sequence stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot)

		P_Seq		 Alm_IntlkTrip				 BOOL 												 1=Alarm: Sequence stopped by an Interlock NOT OK

		P_Seq		 Ack_IntlkTrip				 BOOL 												 1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged

		P_Seq		 Sts_IntlkTripDisabled				 BOOL 												 1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_IntlkTripShelved				 BOOL 												1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Shelved by Operator (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed				 BOOL 												 1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been Suppressed by Program logic (inhibits new alarm)

		P_Seq		 MRdy_Rel				 BOOL												 1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		 ORdy_Unlock				 BOOL												 1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		x Ref_Steps				 P_SeqStep[2]												 Tag containing list of Steps for this Sequence

		P_Seq		 P_Seq				 BOOL 												Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery

		P_Dose		EnableOut				BOOL												Enable Output: The EnableOut signal is not manipulated by this instruction. Its output state always reflects EnableIn Input state.

		P_Dose		Out_RunFlow				BOOL												1=Deliver at Full (fast) Flow        

		P_Dose		Out_DribbleFlow				BOOL												1=Deliver at Dribble (slow) Flow        

		P_Dose		Out_StopFlow				BOOL												1=Stop Delivery Equipment          

		P_Dose		Out_RunTot				BOOL												1=Run external totalizer (e.g. onboard flowmeter)       

		P_Dose		Out_ClearTot				BOOL												1=Reset external totalizer (e.g. onboard flowmeter)       

		P_Dose		Val_Qty				REAL												Quantity actually delivered (totalizer output) (EU)       

		P_Dose		Val_Rate				REAL												Current Delivery Rate (EU/time) (see Cfg_RateTime)       

		P_Dose		Val_Remain				REAL												Amount yet to deliver to reach Setpoint (EU)     

		P_Dose		Val_PctComplete				REAL												Percent Complete (for Progress Bar on HMI) 0 to 100.00%   

		P_Dose		Val_SP				REAL												Amount to be delivered (Setpoint) (EU)       

		P_Dose		Val_DribbleQty				REAL												Amount to be delivered at slow rate (EU)     

		P_Dose		Val_Preact				REAL												Amount before SP at which flow will be stopped (EU)   

		P_Dose		Val_TolHi				REAL												Allowed Amount > SP (EU)        

		P_Dose		Val_TolLo				REAL												Allowed Amount < SP (EU)        

		P_Dose		SrcQ_IO				SINT												Source and Quality of primary I/O (enumeration)      

		P_Dose		SrcQ				SINT												Final dose source and quality.
GOOD
0 = I/O live and confirmed good quality
1 = I/O live and assumed good quality
2 = No feedback configured, assumed good quality
TEST
8 = Device simulated
9 = Device loopback simulation
10 = Manually entered value
UNCERTAIN
16 = Live input, off-specification
17 = Value substituted at device/bus
18 = Value substituted by maintenance (Has and not Use)
19 = Shed, using last good value
20 = Shed, using replacement value
BAD
32 = Signal failure (out-of-range, NaN, invalid combination)
33 = I/O channel fault
34 = I/O module fault
35 = Bad I/O configuration (for example, scaling parameters)

		P_Dose		Val_Cmd				SINT												This shows the command being processed, returns to zero once the command succeeds or fails. These values are also used for Inp_OvrdCmd:
0 = None
1 = Clear totalizer
2 = Start totalizer
3 = Start delivery
4 = Start dribble
5 = Bump
6 = Stop flow
7 = Stop totalizer

		P_Dose		Val_Fdbk				SINT												This shows the feedback input from the device:
0 = None
1 = Stopped
2 = Delivering
3 = Dribbling

		P_Dose		Val_Sts				SINT												This is the primary status, used to show the operator the confirmed device status:
0 = Power up/reset
1 = Stopped
2 = Totalizing
3 = Delivering
4 = Dribbling
5 = Bumping
6 = Start flow
7 = Start dribble
8 = Stopping
33 = Disabled

		P_Dose		Val_Fault				SINT												Device Fault Status 0=None, 17=EquipmentFault, 34=CfgErr       

		P_Dose		Val_NotifyAll				SINT												Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + channel (enum)  

		P_Dose		Val_UnackAlmC				SINT												Count of Unacknowledged Alarms         

		P_Dose		Val_Owner				DINT												Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)       

		P_Dose		Sts_Cleared				BOOL												1=Totalizer Clear completed          

		P_Dose		Sts_TotRunning				BOOL												1=Totalizer Running, 0=Totalizer Stopped         

		P_Dose		Sts_FlowStarting				BOOL												1=Flow is Starting (Out_Run is ON, Fdbk not showing Run)   

		P_Dose		Sts_FlowRunning				BOOL												1=Flow is Running (Out_Run is ON, Fdbk shows Running)    

		P_Dose		Sts_DribbleStarting				BOOL												1=Dribble Starting (Out_Dribble is ON, Fdbk not showing Dribble)    

		P_Dose		Sts_FlowDribble				BOOL												1=Flow is Dribbling (Out_Dribble is ON, Fdbk shows Dribble)    

		P_Dose		Sts_FlowStopping				BOOL												1=Flow is Stopping (Out_Stop is ON, Fdbk not showing Stopped)   

		P_Dose		Sts_FlowStopped				BOOL												1=Flow is Stopped (Out_Stop is ON, Fdbk shows Stopped)    

		P_Dose		Sts_Bumping				BOOL												1=Bump flow is active         

		P_Dose		Sts_LoRateCutoff				BOOL												1=Rate PV below low rate cutoff, flow assumed to be zero  

		P_Dose		Sts_Complete				BOOL												1=Total Delivered > (SP - Preact)       

		P_Dose		Sts_InTol				BOOL												1=Total Delivered is Within Tolerances        

		P_Dose		Sts_Available				BOOL												1=Dosing available for control by automation (Prog)      

		P_Dose		Sts_QtyBad				BOOL												1=Quantity Value is Bad (PV Fail)       

		P_Dose		Sts_QtyUncertain				BOOL												1=Quantity Value is Uncertain         

		P_Dose		Sts_RateBad				BOOL												1=Rate Value is Bad (PV Fail)       

		P_Dose		Sts_RateUncertain				BOOL												1=Rate Value is Uncertain         

		P_Dose		Sts_NotRdy				BOOL												1=Device Not Ready, see detail bits for reason     

		P_Dose		Nrdy_CfgErr				BOOL												1=Device Not Ready: Configuration Error        

		P_Dose		Nrdy_PVBad				BOOL												1=Device Not Ready: PV Bad Quality or Comm Failure    

		P_Dose		Nrdy_EqpFault				BOOL												1=Device Not Ready: External Equipment Fault (Fault or Shed Requires Reset)  

		P_Dose		Nrdy_OoS				BOOL												1=Not Ready: Out of Service        

		P_Dose		Sts_MaintByp				BOOL												1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon      

		P_Dose		Sts_AlmInh				BOOL												1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon

		P_Dose		Sts_Err				BOOL												1=Error: Bad Configuration, see detail Err bits for reason    

		P_Dose		Err_EU				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_CountsPerEU, Cfg_EUQtyMult or Cfg_Rollowver invalid       

		P_Dose		Err_Rate				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_RateFiltTC or Cfg_RateTime invalid        

		P_Dose		Err_Cutoff				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_LoRateCutoff invalid          

		P_Dose		Err_Limit				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_MaxQty invalid          

		P_Dose		Err_Sim				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_SimDribbleRate or Cfg_SimRate invalid        

		P_Dose		Err_Timer				BOOL												1=Error: Cfg_BumpT, Cfg_FaultT or Cfg_ClearPulseT (use 0 to 2147483.647)    

		P_Dose		Err_Alarm				BOOL												1=Error in Config: Alarm Min On Time, Shelf Time, Severity   

		P_Dose		Sts_OoS				BOOL												1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)  

		P_Dose		Sts_Maint				BOOL												1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)     

		P_Dose		Sts_Ext				BOOL												1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)       

		P_Dose		Sts_Prog				BOOL												1=Program is selected          

		P_Dose		Sts_ProgLocked				BOOL												1=Program is selected and Locked        

		P_Dose		Sts_Oper				BOOL												1=Operator is selected          

		P_Dose		Sts_OperLocked				BOOL												1=Operator is selected and Locked        

		P_Dose		Sts_Normal				BOOL												1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)      

		P_Dose		Sts_ProgReqInh				BOOL												1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state   

		P_Dose		Sts_MAcqRcvd				BOOL												1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan       

		P_Dose		Sts_RdyReset				BOOL												1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset  

		P_Dose		Sts_RdyAck				BOOL												1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged      

		P_Dose		Sts_OverTol				BOOL												1=Delivery Out of Tolerance High        

		P_Dose		Alm_OverTol				BOOL												1=Delivery Out of Tolerance High Alarm       

		P_Dose		Ack_OverTol				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance High Alarm has been acknowledged     

		P_Dose		Sts_OverTolDisabled				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance High Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance   

		P_Dose		Sts_OverTolShelved				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance High Alarm has been Shelved by Operator   

		P_Dose		Sts_OverTolSuppressed				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance High Alarm has been Suppressed by Program   

		P_Dose		Sts_UnderTol				BOOL												1=Delivery Out of Tolerance Low        

		P_Dose		Alm_UnderTol				BOOL												1=Delivery Out of Tolerance Low Alarm       

		P_Dose		Ack_UnderTol				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance Low Alarm has been acknowledged     

		P_Dose		Sts_UnderTolDisabled				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance Low Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance   

		P_Dose		Sts_UnderTolShelved				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance Low Alarm has been Shelved by Operator   

		P_Dose		Sts_UnderTolSuppressed				BOOL												1=Out of Tolerance Low Alarm has been Suppressed by Program   

		P_Dose		Sts_ZeroFault				BOOL												1=Total did not clear or unexpected flow      

		P_Dose		Alm_ZeroFault				BOOL												1=Warning: Total did not clear or still flowing     

		P_Dose		Ack_ZeroFault				BOOL												1=Zero Fault Alarm has been acknowledged       

		P_Dose		Sts_ZeroFaultDisabled				BOOL												1=Zero Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance     

		P_Dose		Sts_ZeroFaultShelved				BOOL												1=Zero Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator     

		P_Dose		Sts_ZeroFaultSuppressed				BOOL												1=Zero Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program     

		P_Dose		Sts_EqpFault				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Detected          

		P_Dose		Alm_EqpFault				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Alarm          

		P_Dose		Ack_EqpFault				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Alarm has been acknowledged       

		P_Dose		Sts_EqpFaultDisabled				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Alarm has been Disabled by Maintenance     

		P_Dose		Sts_EqpFaultShelved				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Alarm has been Shelved by Operator     

		P_Dose		Sts_EqpFaultSuppressed				BOOL												1=Equipment Fault Alarm has been Suppressed by Program     

		P_Dose		MRdy_Rel				BOOL												1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)       

		P_Dose		ORdy_Unlock				BOOL												1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)       

		P_Dose		P_Dose				BOOL												Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery       

		P_LLS		EnableOut		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Enable Output - System Defined Parameter         

		P_LLS		Val_Demand		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		1		Number of motors requested to run         

		P_LLS		Val_RotateRank		Output		DINT				-1		Decimal		0		0		Motor rank (0=Lead, etc.) which will be demoted on Rotate     

		P_LLS		Val_RotateID		Output		DINT				-1		Decimal		0		0		Motor number which will be demoted on Rotate       

		P_LLS		Val_Cmd		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Group command:
0 = None
1 = Stop
2 = Start

		P_LLS		Val_Fdbk		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Group Feedback 0..31=Number of motors actually running        

		P_LLS		Val_Sts		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Group Confirmed Status:
0 = Powerup/Unknown
1 = Group Stopped
2 = Group Running
7 = Group Stopping (commanded to stop, waiting for motors to stop)
14 = Group Running and Demand Decreasing (waiting for a motor to stop)
15 = Group Running and Demand Increasing (waiting for a motor to start)
33 = Group Disabled

		P_LLS		Val_Fault		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Group Fault Status:
0 = None
12 = Can't Start enough motors to meet demand
13 = Can't Stop enough motors to meet demand
34 = Configuration Error

		P_LLS		Val_NotifyAll		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Highest Alarm prio and ack status this object + motors (enum)    

		P_LLS		Val_UnackAlmC		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Count of Unacknowledged Alarms           

		P_LLS		Val_Owner		Output		DINT				0		Decimal		0		0		Current Object Owner ID (0=not owned)         

		P_LLS		Sts_Stopped		Output		BOOL				1		Decimal		0		1		1=Motor Group requested to stop and all motors confirmed stopped     

		P_LLS		Sts_Running		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Motor Group requested to run          

		P_LLS		Sts_Stopping		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Motor Group requested to stop and not all motors confirmed stopped    

		P_LLS		Sts_Increasing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Group is starting motors in sequence to get up to demand    

		P_LLS		Sts_Decreasing		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Group is stopping motors in sequence to get down to demand    

		P_LLS		Sts_Available		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group available for control by automation (Prog)        

		P_LLS		Sts_Bypass		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives are Bypassed         

		P_LLS		Sts_BypActive		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Bypassing Active (Bypassed or Maintenance)          

		P_LLS		Sts_NotRdy		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready, see detail bits for reason       

		P_LLS		Nrdy_CfgErr		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready: Configuration Error          

		P_LLS		Nrdy_Intlk		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready: Interlock Not OK         

		P_LLS		Nrdy_OoS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready: Group is Out of Service       

		P_LLS		Nrdy_PrioStop		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready: Oper/Ext Priority Stop Requires Reset       

		P_LLS		Nrdy_Perm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Group Not Ready: Permissive Not OK         

		P_LLS		Sts_MaintByp		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=A Maintenance Bypass is Active, display icon        

		P_LLS		Sts_AlmInh		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An Alarm is Disabled or Shelved, display icon

		P_LLS		Sts_Err		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		1		1=Error in Config: see detail bits for reason       

		P_LLS		Err_Timer		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Start/Stop Check timer preset (use 0 to 2147483)    

		P_LLS		Err_Alarm		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=Error in Config: Alarm Throttle Time or Severity       

		P_LLS		Sts_MotorAvail		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which motor are avialble for Program control     

		P_LLS		Sts_MotorStopped		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which motors are confirmed Stopped       

		P_LLS		Sts_MotorStarting		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which motors are Starting        

		P_LLS		Sts_MotorRunning		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which motors are confirmed Running       

		P_LLS		Sts_MotorStopping		Output		DINT				2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		0		0		Set bits indicate which motors are confirmed Stopped       

		P_LLS		Sts_Hand		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Hand		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Hand is selected (supersedes OoS, Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)     

		P_LLS		Sts_OoS		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OoS		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Out of Service is selected (supersedes Maint, Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)    

		P_LLS		Sts_Maint		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Maint		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Maintenance is selected (supersedes Ovrd, Ext, Prog, Oper)       

		P_LLS		Sts_Ovrd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ovrd		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Override is selected (supersedes Ext, Prog, Oper)        

		P_LLS		Sts_Ext		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Ext		0		Decimal		0		1		1=External is selected (supersedes Prog, Oper)         

		P_LLS		Sts_Prog		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Prog		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Program is selected            

		P_LLS		Sts_ProgLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program is selected and Locked          

		P_LLS		Sts_Oper		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Oper		0		Decimal		0		1		1=Operator is selected            

		P_LLS		Sts_OperLocked		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_OperLocked		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Operator is selected and Locked          

		P_LLS		Sts_Normal		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_Normal		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Selection equals the Normal (Prog or Oper)        

		P_LLS		Sts_ExtReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ExtReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=External request inhibited, cannot Get to External from current state     

		P_LLS		Sts_ProgReqInh		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_ProgReqInh		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Program request inhibited, cannot Get to Program from current state     

		P_LLS		Sts_MAcqRcvd		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.Sts_MAcqRcvd		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Maintenance Acquire command received this scan         

		P_LLS		Sts_RdyReset		Output		BOOL		ORdy_Reset		0		Decimal		0		0		1=A latched alarm or shed condition is ready to be reset    

		P_LLS		Sts_RdyAck		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		1=An alarm is ready to be acknowledged        

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStart		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Inp		1		Decimal		0		1		1=Motor Failed to Start (one-shot) Read/Write 0          

		P_LLS		Alm_CantStart		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Motor Fail to Start Alarm Read/Write 0          

		P_LLS		Ack_CantStart		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Start Alarm has been acknowledged Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStartDisabled		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Start Alarm has been disabled (will not be sent) Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStartShelved		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Start Alarm has been inhibited by logic Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStartSuppressed		Output		BOOL		CantStart.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Start Alarm has been suppressed (logged only) Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStop		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Inp		1		Decimal		0		1		1=Motor Failed to Stop Read/Write 0           

		P_LLS		Alm_CantStop		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Motor Fail to Stop Alarm Read/Write 0          

		P_LLS		Ack_CantStop		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Stop Alarm has been acknowledged Read/Write 0        

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStopDisabled		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Stop Alarm has been disabled (will not be sent) Read/Write 0    

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStopShelved		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Stop Alarm has been inhibited by logic Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Sts_CantStopSuppressed		Output		BOOL		CantStop.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Fail to Stop Alarm has been suppressed (logged only) Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Sts_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Inp		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK (one-shot) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Alm_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Alm		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Alarm: Motor stopped by an Interlock NOT OK Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Ack_IntlkTrip		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Ack		1		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been acknowledged Read/Write 0         

		P_LLS		Sts_IntlkTripDisabled		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Disabled		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm is Disabled (not saved or sent) Read/Write 0      

		P_LLS		Sts_IntlkTripShelved		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Shelved		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been inhibited by logic Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		Sts_IntlkTripSuppressed		Output		BOOL		IntlkTrip.Suppressed		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Interlock Trip Alarm has been suppressed (logged only) Read/Write 0       

		P_LLS		MRdy_Rel		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.MRdy_Rel		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for MCmd_Rel (enables HMI button)         

		P_LLS		ORdy_Unlock		Output		BOOL		CmdSrc.ORdy_Unlock		0		Decimal		0		0		1=Ready for OCmd_Unlock (enables HMI button)         

		P_LLS		P_LLS		Output		BOOL				0		Decimal		0		0		Unique Parameter Name for auto - discovery Read/Write 0        





Local Tags

		Library Object		Tag Name		Data Type		Default		STYLE		Description

		P_PIDE		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CascSPNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of Cascade SP Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVEU		STRING_8		'%'				CV Engineering Units displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_CVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of CV Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Advanced PID Control Loop'				Description displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'PID Loop'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVEU		STRING_8		'%'				PV / Setpoint Engineering Units displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_PVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of PV Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_PIDAdv'				Tagname displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Fail		P_Alarm		{...}				Loop (SP, PV or CV) Failure Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HiDev		P_Alarm		{...}				High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HiDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Deviation Gate/Delay		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HiHiDev		P_Alarm		{...}				High-High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HiHiDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				High-High Deviation Gate/Delay		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HMI_HasAutotune		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=P_PIDE_Only AOI has been modified to include Autotune par. on PIDE block		Read Only

		P_PIDE		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_PIDE'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_PIDE		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		LoDev		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		LoDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Deviation Gate/Delay		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		LoLoDev		P_Alarm		{...}				Low-Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		LoLoDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low-Low Deviation Gate/Delay		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		OCmd_Auto		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Automatic control		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_Casc		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Cascade / Ratio control		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_Man		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Manual control		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_NormLM		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Normal Loop Mode (see Cfg_NormLM)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_SPRampStart		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to initiate SP ramping		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OCmd_SPRampStop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to stop SP ramping		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Auto		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Auto (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Casc		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Casc (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_CV		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_CV (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Man		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Man (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_NormLM		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_NormLM (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Ratio		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_Ratio (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed condition requires Reset or Ack		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SP		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SP (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPRampStart		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_RampSP (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPRampStop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_RampStop (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPRampT		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SPRampT (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPRoCLimDec		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SPRoCLimDec (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPRoCLimInc		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SPRoCLimInc (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		ORdy_SPTarget		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SPTarget (enables data entry field)		Read Only

		P_PIDE		OSet_CV		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Controlled Variable (loop Manual) (CVEU)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_Ratio		REAL		1.0		Float		Operator Setting for Ratio (loop CasRat and Ratio enabled) (unitless)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_SP		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Setpoint (loop Auto) (PVEU)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_SPRampT		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Setpoint Ramp Time (to reach target, for ramp wizard) (sec). Valid = 0.0 to 28800.0 seconds.		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_SPRoCLimDec		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Setpoint Negative Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_SPRoCLimInc		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Setpoint Positive Rate of Change Limit (PVEU/sec)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		OSet_SPTarget		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting for Setpoint Ramp Target (endpoint, for ramp wizard)		Read/Write

		P_PIDE		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_Fanout		Cfg_Area		STRING_8		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 1 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV1_Label		STRING_20		'Output 1'				Output 1 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 2 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV2_Label		STRING_20		'Output 2'				Output 2 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 3 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV3_Label		STRING_20		'Output 3'				Output 3 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 4 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV4_Label		STRING_20		'Output 4'				Output 4 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 5 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV5_Label		STRING_20		'Output 5'				Output 5 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 6 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV6_Label		STRING_20		'Output 6'				Output 6 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 7 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV7_Label		STRING_20		'Output 7'				Output 7 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Output 8 Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CV8_Label		STRING_20		'Output 8'				Output 8 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_CVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of input CV Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Analog Fanout'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Analog Fanout'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[8]		{...}				Tagnames for destinations of Navigation buttons ([0]=output 1, ... [7]=output 8)		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Fanout'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_Fanout		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Fanout'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'High or Low Selector'				Description for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_EU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp1_Label		STRING_20		'Input 1'				Input 1 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp2_Label		STRING_20		'Input 2'				Input 2 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp3_Label		STRING_20		'Input 3'				Input 3 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp4_Label		STRING_20		'Input 4'				Input 4 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp5_Label		STRING_20		'Input 5'				Input 5 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Inp6_Label		STRING_20		'Input 6'				Inpput 6 Label for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'High/Low Selector'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_NavTag		STRING_NavTag[6]		{...}				Tagnames for destinations of Navigation buttons ([0]=input 1, ..., [5]=input 6)		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_OutNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of output Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_HiLoSel'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		HMI_HasMore		BOOL		0		Decimal				Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_HiLoSel		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_HiLoSel		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_HiLoSel'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_DBC		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Deadband Controller'				Description for display on HMI. This string is shown in the title bar of the faceplate.		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'On/Off Controller'				Label for graphic symbol that is displayed on HMI. This string appears on the display element.		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_OutNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of Output Navigation button.		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_PVEU		STRING_8		'%'				Engineering Units for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_PVNavTag		STRING_NavTag		''				Tagname for destination of PV Navigation button		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_DBC'				Tagname for display on HMI		Read/Write

		P_DBC		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiDev		P_Alarm		{...}				High Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Deviation Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiRoCDec		P_Alarm		{...}				High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiRoCDecGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Rate of Change (Decreasing) Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiRoCInc		P_Alarm		{...}				High Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HiRoCIncGate		P_Gate		{...}				High Rate of Change (Increasing) Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up		Read Only

		P_DBC		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		HMI_Type		STRING_16		??				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W		Read Only

		P_DBC		LoDev		P_Alarm		{...}				Low Deviation Alarm		Read/Write

		P_DBC		LoDevGate		P_Gate		{...}				Low Deviation Alarm Gate / Delay Block		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_Auto		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Automatic Loop Mode		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_Lower		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set output to Lower (in Manual)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_Man		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to select Manual Loop Mode		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_None		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to clear Raise, Lower outputs (in Manual)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_Raise		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to set output to Raise (in Manual)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset shed latches and cleared alarms		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Oper Cmd to reset shed latches and cleared alarms, plus  Acknowledge alarms		Read/Write

		P_DBC		ORdy_Auto		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Auto		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_Lower		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Lower		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_Man		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Man		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_None		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_None		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_Raise		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Raise		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button)		Read Only

		P_DBC		ORdy_SP		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for Setpoint OSets (enables data entry fields)		Read Only

		P_DBC		OSet_LowerSP		REAL		30.0		Float		Operator Setting for Lower Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		OSet_RaiseSP		REAL		20.0		Float		Operator Setting for Raise Setpoint (EU)		Read/Write

		P_DBC		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)		Read Only

		P_Seq		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security

		P_Seq		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Simple Sequencer'				Description for display on HMI

		P_Seq		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Simple Sequencer'				Description for display on HMI

		P_Seq		Cfg_HasInpNav		DINT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Bits=1 indicate inputs with navigation enabled

		P_Seq		Cfg_HoldOutRealValue		REAL[32]		{...}		Float		Real Values to output on Hold

		P_Seq		Cfg_InpName		STRING_20[32]		{...}

		P_Seq		Cfg_InpNavTag		STRING_NavTag[32]		{...}				Navigation Tag

		P_Seq		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Simple Sequencer'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI

		P_Seq		Cfg_OutName		STRING_20[32]		{...}

		P_Seq		Cfg_OutRealName		STRING_20[32]		{...}

		P_Seq		Cfg_QtyEU		STRING_8		'%'

		P_Seq		Cfg_StopOutRealValue		REAL[32]		{...}		Float		Real Values to output on Stop

		P_Seq		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Seq'				Tagname for display on HMI

		P_Seq		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Command Source

		P_Seq		Cur_EditState		DINT		0

		P_Seq		Cur_EditStep		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cur_EditStepRel		DINT		0

		P_Seq		Cur_HasFaultTimer		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cur_HasTimer		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cur_Step		P_SeqStep		{...}				Data for one P_Seq sequencer Step

		P_Seq		Cur_StepHasInp		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cur_StepQualifyState		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Cur_TimerCfg		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_CurrentPosition		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_EDitStepAbs		DINT		0

		P_Seq		HMI_EDitStepNextAbs		DINT		0

		P_Seq		HMI_EDitStepPrevAbs		DINT		0

		P_Seq		HMI_HasSeqTO		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_HasStepTO		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_InMask		DINT[11]		{...}		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_InState		DINT[11]		{...}		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_InStepNum		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_InStepVis		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_Lib		STRING_16		'RA-Seq'

		P_Seq		HMI_Manual		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_MaxCntRealOut		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_NumStepsInEditState		DINT		0

		P_Seq		HMI_NumStepsInState		DINT		0

		P_Seq		HMI_Pause		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_QtyVis		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_RealOutVis		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME)

		P_Seq		HMI_TimerDeferred		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_TimerType		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_TimerUsed		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Seq'				Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W

		P_Seq		HMI_ViewFirstStep		DINT		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm

		P_Seq		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass Interlocks and Permissives

		P_Seq		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives

		P_Seq		MCmd_InpForce		DINT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Maintenance Command (per bit) to force Input for Current Step

		P_Seq		MCmd_SeqStepForce		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Force Transition out of Current Step

		P_Seq		MCmd_TimerForce		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to force Step Timer done for Current Step

		P_Seq		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		MRdy_NextStep		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_NextStep (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		MRdy_SeqStepForce		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_SeqStepForce (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		MSet_NextStep		DINT		0		Decimal		Maintenance Setting to set next Step to execute

		P_Seq		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset

		P_Seq		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions

		P_Seq		OCmd_StdQtyReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to reset OSet_Qty to Standard quantity (Cfg_StdQty)

		P_Seq		OCmd_StepAdd		BOOL		0

		P_Seq		OCmd_StepDel		BOOL		0		Operator entry for step number to delete		Operator entry for step number to delete

		P_Seq		OCmd_StepIns		BOOL		0		Operator entry for step number to insert		Operator entry for step number to insert

		P_Seq		ORdy_AddStep		BOOL		0

		P_Seq		ORdy_DeleteStep		BOOL		0

		P_Seq		ORdy_Edit		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Edit (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_InsertStep		BOOL		0

		P_Seq		ORdy_Output		DINT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Bits=1=BOOL Outputs ready for manual Output commands

		P_Seq		ORdy_Qty		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_Qty (enables data entry field)

		P_Seq		ORdy_RealOutput		DINT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Bits=1=REAL Outputs ready for manual Output entries

		P_Seq		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or Latched Shed requires Reset

		P_Seq		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=At least one Alarm or latched Shed condition requires Reset or Ack

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqAbort		BOOL		0		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqStop (enables HMI button)		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqStop (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqAutoPause		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqAutoPause (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqCancelPause		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqCancelPause (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqHold		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqHold (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqPause		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqPause (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqReset (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqRestart		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqRestart (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqResume		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqResume (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqStart		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqStart (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_SeqStop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_SeqStop (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		ORdy_StdQtyReset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StdQtyReset (enables HMI button)

		P_Seq		OSet_Qty		INT		100		Decimal		Operator Quantity Input Value

		P_Seq		Ref_States		P_SeqSt[11]		{...}				Data for one P_Seq State

		P_Seq		SeqTO		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm

		P_Seq		StepTO		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm

		P_Seq		Sts_QDonut		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Sts_QDonutHole		BOOL		0		Decimal

		P_Seq		Val_CurrStepName		STRING_20		''

		P_Seq		Val_InStepT2TO		DINT		0		Decimal		Remaining Time Before Step Faults on TO

		P_Seq		Val_MinStepIndex		SINT		1		Decimal		Ref_Steps Array Size - 1

		P_Seq		Val_NextStepName		STRING_16		''

		P_Seq		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration)

		P_Dose		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		area01'				Process Area for security Read/Write         

		P_Dose		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		Dosing with Weigh Scale or Flowmeter' 				Description for display on HMI Read/Write   

		P_Dose		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		Dosing'				Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI Read/Write      

		P_Dose		Cfg_QtyEU		STRING_8		'kg'				Engineering Units for Quantity for display on HMI Read/Write     

		P_Dose		Cfg_RateEU		STRING_8		'kg/sec' 				Engineering Units for Rate (flow) for display on HMI Read/Write    

		P_Dose		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_Dose' 				Tagname for display on HMI Read/Write        

		P_Dose		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection Read/Write        

		P_Dose		EqpFault		P_Alarm		{...}				Equipment (Sensor, Controlled Equip.) Fault Alarm Read/Write       

		P_Dose		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS' 				Display Library for Faceplate call-up Read Only       

		P_Dose		HMI_Tab		SINT		0				Decimal Tab to display (FTView ME) Read/Write       

		P_Dose		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_Dose' 				'P_Dose' Must contain AOI name, used for HMI and Information S/W Read Only  

		P_Dose		OCmd_Bump		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Bump Delivery for Under Tolerance Read/Write    

		P_Dose		OCmd_CheckTol		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Check Tolerances Read/Write       

		P_Dose		OCmd_ClearTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Clear Totalizer Qty Read/Write      

		P_Dose		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset Read/Write    

		P_Dose		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions Read/Write  

		P_Dose		OCmd_StartFlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator command to Start Deliver Read/Write       

		P_Dose		OCmd_StartTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Totalizer Read/Write       

		P_Dose		OCmd_StopFlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop/Pause Delivery Read/Write       

		P_Dose		OCmd_StopTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Totalizer Read/Write       

		P_Dose		ORdy_Bump		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Bump (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_CheckTol		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_CheckTol (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_ClearTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ClearTot (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_DribPre		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_DribbleQty and OSet_Preact (enables HMI entry fields) Read Only   

		P_Dose		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_SP		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_SP (enables HMI entry field) Read Only    

		P_Dose		ORdy_StartFlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StartFlow (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_StartTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StartTot (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_StopFlow		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StopFlow (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_StopTot		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_StopTot (enables HMI button) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ORdy_Tol		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSetTolHi, OSet_TolLo (enables HMI entry fields) Read Only    

		P_Dose		OSet_DribbleQty		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of quantity to dribble (EU) Read/Write     

		P_Dose		OSet_Preact		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of amount before total to stop flow (EU) Read/Write  

		P_Dose		OSet_SP		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of total quantity to deliver (EU) Read/Write    

		P_Dose		OSet_TolHi		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of High Tolerance Limit (OK amount > SP) Read/Write  

		P_Dose		OSet_TolLo		REAL		0.0		Float		Operator Setting of Low Tolerance Limit (OK amount < SP) Read/Write  

		P_Dose		OverTol		P_Alarm		{...}		Final		Quantity Above High Tolerance Alarm Read/Write       

		P_Dose		UnderTol		P_Alarm		{...}		Final		Quantity Below Low Tolerance Alarm Read/Write       

		P_Dose		Val_Notify		SINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration) Read Only     

		P_Dose		ZeroFault		P_Alarm		{...}		Rate		Not Zero when Expected Alarm Read/Write       

		P_LLS		CantStart		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: cannot start enough motors to meet demand Read/Write          

		P_LLS		CantStop		P_Alarm		{...}				Alarm: cannot stop enough motors to meet demand Read/Write          

		P_LLS		Cfg_Area		STRING_Area		'area01'				Process Area for security Read/Write              

		P_LLS		Cfg_Desc		STRING_40		'Lead				/ Lag / Standby Motor Group' Description for display on HMI Read/Write       

		P_LLS		Cfg_Label		STRING_20		'Motor				Group Control' Label for graphic symbol displayed on HMI Read/Write         

		P_LLS		Cfg_Tag		STRING_20		'P_LLS'				Tagname for display on HMI Read/Write             

		P_LLS		CmdSrc		P_CmdSrc		{...}				Control / Command Source Selection Read/Write             

		P_LLS		HMI_Lib		STRING_12		'RA-BAS'				Display Library for Faceplate call-up Read Only            

		P_LLS		HMI_Tab		SINT		0		Decimal		Tab to display (FTView ME) Read/Write             

		P_LLS		HMI_Type		STRING_16		'P_LLS'				Type identifier for HMI navigation Read Only            

		P_LLS		IntlkTrip		P_Alarm		{...}				Interlock Trip Alarm Read/Write               

		P_LLS		MCmd_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Bypass all Bypassable Interlocks and Permissives Read/Write         

		P_LLS		MCmd_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		Maintenance Command to Check (not bypass) all Interlocks and Permissives Read/Write        

		P_LLS		MRdy_Bypass		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Bypass (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		MRdy_Check		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for MCmd_Check (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		MSet_MotorOoS		DINT		2#0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000_0000		Binary		Set bits indicate which motors have been taken Out of Service by Maintenance Read/Write     

		P_LLS		OCmd_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms requiring Reset Read/Write          

		P_LLS		OCmd_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Reset all Alarms and latched Shed conditions Read/Write        

		P_LLS		OCmd_Rotate		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Rotate Assignments (cycle lead to end of list) Read/Write       

		P_LLS		OCmd_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Start Motor Group Read/Write            

		P_LLS		OCmd_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		Operator Command to Stop Motor Group Read/Write            

		P_LLS		ORdy_Demand		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OSet_Demand (enables numeric entry) Read Only           

		P_LLS		ORdy_Reset		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Reset (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		ORdy_ResetAckAll		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_ResetAckAll (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		ORdy_Rotate		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Rotate (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		ORdy_Start		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Start (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		ORdy_Stop		BOOL		0		Decimal		1=Ready for OCmd_Stop (enables HMI button) Read Only           

		P_LLS		OSet_Demand		DINT		0		Decimal		Operator Setting for number of motors to run (MinDemand.. MaxDemand) Read/Write        

		P_LLS		Val_Notify		DINT		0		Decimal		Current Alarm Level and Acknowledgement (enumeration) Read Only           

		P_LLS		Val_PrefList		DINT[32]		{...}		Decimal		Rank list of motor preferences: [0]=lead, [1]=lag, etc. Read Only         

		P_LLS		Val_PrioList		DINT[32]		{...}		Decimal		Rank list of motor priorities: [0]=lead, [1]=lag, etc. Read Only         

		P_LLS		Val_RankList		DINT[32]		{...}		Decimal		Rank list of motor numbers: [0]=lead, [1]=lag, etc.) Read Only         

		P_LLS		Val_StsList		DINT[32]		{...}		Decimal		Rank list of motor status: [0]=lead, [1]=lag, etc.; .0=Avaiable, .1=Stopped, .2=Starting, .3=Running, .4=Stopping, .5=Out of Service (Maint) Read Only

		P_LLS		Val_UsrList		INT[32]		{...}		Decimal		Rank list of user sort criteria: [0]=lead, [1]=lag, etc. Read Only        







